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1 Overview of the BNL NSLS-II 
 

1.1 Introduction and Scientific Overview 
 

1.1.1 Goals and Proposal Precis 
 
This proposal is to construct and then operate a new National Synchrotron Light Source, NSLS-II, at 

Brookhaven National Laboratory. NSLS-II will be an advanced, highly optimized, third generation, 
medium energy storage ring with full energy injection for top-off mode operation. NSLS-II will replace 
the current NSLS facility, which is presently 22 years old and will be 30 years old when we propose 
NSLS-II to become operational. The X-ray brightness and flux of NSLS-II will be world leading, 
exceeding that of any other synchrotron light source currently existing or under construction. It will be 
10,000 times brighter and have 10 times higher flux than the present NSLS. NSLS-II will meet the 
nation’s need for a high brightness medium energy X-ray source. It will enable structural studies of the 
smallest crystals in structural biology and provide a wide range of nanometer resolution probes for 
nanoscience. It will make possible coherent beam scattering studies of the dynamics of condensed matter 
systems in an otherwise inaccessible regime of low frequencies and short length scales. It will introduce 
new methods for imaging the structure of disordered materials and of biological systems, and greatly 
increase the applicability of inelastic X-ray scattering. NSLS-II will be situated in close proximity to the 
present NSLS building and the new BNL Center for Functional Nanomaterials, forming a research cluster 
for materials science, condensed matter, biology, and chemistry. NSLS-II will serve the cutting edge 
science of the nation, and will have a particularly dramatic impact as a vital resource for the strong 
academic and industrial research community of the Northeast United States. 

Section 1 of this proposal presents highlights of the scientific opportunities enabled by NSLS-II. The 
main focus of this proposal is to describe those scientific opportunities in detail, and that is done in 
Section 2. Section 1 also provides the institutional and regional context that supports the determination 
that a new facility is vital to the needs of the scientific community. Sections 3 and 4 describe the new 
storage ring facility and associated instrumentation required for the cutting edge science in Section 2. 
Section 5 summarizes the preliminary budget and schedule for the project. 

 
1.1.2 Scientific Opportunities 

 
The unprecedented brightness and flux of NSLS-II in combination with anticipated developments in 

optics, detectors, and computing power will lead to many advanced experimental capabilities that are not 
possible today. Access to these new capabilities and the unique infrastructure envisioned for this new 
facility will have profound impact on a wide range of scientific disciplines and initiatives and lead to 
many exciting discoveries in the coming decades. Section 2 outlines the grand challenges in these 
scientific disciplines and the impact that NSLS-II will have upon them. Here we present just a few 
examples, selected from the hundreds of outstanding challenges described in Section 2, which illustrate 
the breadth, excitement, and importance of the advances that NSLS-II will lead to. 
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Nanoscience 
 
The rapid advances in Nanoscience and Nanotechnology promise to revolutionize our ability to 

control matter on the nanometer length scale and lead to the creation of nanostructures or assemblies that 
exhibit novel physical, chemical, and biological properties and phenomena. The scientific challenges 
ahead of us are to understand the unique properties of the individual nanometer-sized building blocks as 
well as the larger structures and assemblies and to understand the principles of self-assembling so that we 
can learn to exploit those unique properties and efficiently manufacture and employ the structures. 

One exciting example is the possibility of using carbon nanotubes in future electronic and photonic 
devices. Due to their small size and high aspect ratios (single-walled carbon nanotubes have a diameter of 
1.4 nanometer while their length can extend for microns), carbon-based nanotubes are ideal structures to 
incorporate into FETs and other basic components in advanced nanotechnologies, as shown in Figure 
1.1.1(a). However, the electrical and optical properties of the nanotubes are intimately linked with their 
structure. When the nanotube is stressed, as in the bridging architecture used in the FET depicted in 
Figure 1.1.1(b), the nanotube electrical characteristics can change considerably. Detailed knowledge of 
the nanotube structure and electronic configuration will be essential. The unparalleled brightness of 
NSLS-II combined with recent advances in X-ray focusing optics and new coherent X-ray imaging 
techniques will enable position-resolved diffraction and spectroscopic investigations of the atomic 
structure and chemical composition of nanometer-scaled objects such as single-walled carbon nanotube 
FETs under realistic device operating conditions. 

 

Figure 1.1.1. (a) Left: Micrograph of carbon nanotube-based field effect transistor (FET).  (b) Top right: 
Schematic of carbon nanotube FET.  (c) Bottom right: Demonstration of gate-controlled conductance. 
The conductance changes by a factor of 100,000 with the application of the gate voltage.   
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Structural Biology 
 
Atomic resolution protein structures obtained by macromolecular crystallography are indispensable in 

advancing many important areas of biological science. The world-leading brightness of NSLS-II will 
enable researchers to solve increasingly difficult problems. 

The work on the voltage-dependent K+ channel (Figure 1.1.2), for which Prof. Roderick MacKinnon, 
Rockefeller University, was co-awarded the 2003 Nobel Prize in Chemistry, is a perfect illustration of the 
dramatic impact that X-ray crystallography based structural studies have made in structural biology. 
Voltage-dependent cation channels open and allow ion conduction in response to changes in cell 
membrane voltage. Among other processes, these “life’s transistors” control electrical activity in nerve 
and muscle. 

MacKinnon’s work also provides a glimpse into the future, where the most exciting and challenging 
structural studies will focus on understanding the biological functions of the large number of membrane 
proteins and large biomolecular assemblies. For example, the largest asymmetric molecular assembly 
whose atomic structure has been determined to date is that of the whole 70S ribosome, which consists of 
nearly 100,000 atoms in 53 proteins and 3 chains of ribosomal RNA. Future structural studies will focus 
on capturing the structure of the ribosome in various functional states in order to fully understand the 
process of protein synthesis, as well as to determine the structure of the ribosome complexed with 
antibiotics to facilitate drug design. 

With the ultra-high source brightness of NSLS-II, studies such as MacKinnon’s will go beyond static 
structure to exploration of the dynamics of molecular machines functioning in their natural environments 
of solutions and membranes, where flexibility of the molecule and water, pH, and ion concentration play 
determinant roles. Time-resolved studies of macromolecular dynamics and interactions down to 
microsecond time scales will be possible. These experimental advances, combined with large-scale 
computer simulations, will provide new insights into the function of molecular machines that carry out 
critical cellular functions. 

 

Figure 1.1.2 Hypothesis for gating charge movements for voltage-dependent K+ channel. a) and b) The 
conventional and the newly proposed model for gating activation, c) and d) The structure of the channel with
the voltage sensor paddles (red) moving across the lipid membrane. 

c d

a b 
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Strongly Correlated Electron Systems 
 
Understanding the electronic behavior of strongly correlated electron systems is arguably the most 

challenging problem in condensed matter physics today - one that is driving a revolution in the prevailing 
paradigm of Fermi-liquid behavior of solids. Since the controlling degrees of freedom in these systems 
are electronic in nature, probes that couple directly to the electrons are uniquely suited to their study. 
Further, since these systems are characterized by competing interactions and frequently display 
inhomogeneous ground states, probes on a number of different length, energy, and time scales are 
required to fully elucidate their behavior. As a result, the full gamut of synchrotron techniques, including 
X-ray diffraction, resonant scattering, IR spectroscopy, and high-resolution angle-resolved photoelectron 
spectroscopy, have provided data which has been critical to understanding these systems.  

However, the field is far from mature and surprising new phenomena appear on a regular basis, such 
as the recent discovery of superconductivity in cobaltate materials, the unusual superconductivity in 
Sr2RuO4, and the realization of “spin liquids”. The transport, thermodynamic, magnetic, and spectroscopic 
characteristics of these systems are essentially unknown on short length scales and near surfaces. The 
advances in nanofabrication technology and materials synthesis will for the first time enable researchers 
to explore low dimensional and finite-size effects in these systems, which might provide the basis for 
future device applications. For example, one might be able to develop novel sensors and electronic 
devices based on the metal-insulator, superconductor, and magnetic phase transitions induced by small 
changes in strain, external fields, and composition. 

In coming years, the key to advancing the field will be a strong effort in materials synthesis coupled 
with the development of new and improved measurement techniques. NSLS-II will significantly enhance 
the capability of a wide range of experimental techniques, including: ~1 meV high-resolution 
photoemission using high-energy photons will be possible so that this powerful technique can be applied 
to a wide range of samples; inelastic X-ray scattering with ~10 meV resolution in the study of electronic 
excitations will be possible, providing access to an energy scale relevant to, for example, high 
temperature superconductivity; and it will be possible to use coherent X-rays to study the dynamics as 
well as image the complex domain structure in these systems. 

Figure 1.1.3 (a) (top) 3D model of the spin ladder compound, Sr14Cu24O41 [1]; (bottom) Direct 
observation of the proposed charge density wave in Sr14Cu24O41 using oxygen K-edge resonant scattering. 
[2]; (b) STM images of vortices in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ., clearly showing modulation with ~2.6 nm 
wavelength. Soft x-ray resonant scattering at NSLS-II will be able to provide direct evidence of the 
underlying electronic modulation. (c) ARPES studies of Bi0.5Pb0.5Ba3Co2O9+δ show that at low 
temperatures a two- to three-dimensional crossover in the transport properties occurs [3]. 
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Spintronics 
 
Microelectronic devices which exploit the spin of the electron are still in their infancy in comparison 

with semiconductor devices. However, they have already had tremendous impact in the area of high-
density magnetic storage. Future spintronic devices are under active development and will consist of 
complex materials, such as the multilayer magnetic random-access memory (MRAM) structure from IBM 
shown in Figure 1.1.4, spin-polarized field-effect transistors, and fully programmable all-spintronics 
microprocessors. As element sizes in these advanced magnetic devices approach the nanometer scale and 
switching speeds surpass the GHz range, designers will be forced to consider fundamental issues such as 
the magnetic domain structure and the dynamics of magnetization reversal. A thorough understanding of 
these processes and solution of a number of critical materials issues, such as the development of room 
temperature magnetic semiconductors, improvements in the spin-injection efficiency across an interface, 
and understanding spin de-coherence processes, must be achieved before these novel devices can be 
successfully implemented. 

The need to characterize and understand these novel magnetic materials, devices and processes has 
motivated the development of a wide range of experimental tools using synchrotron radiation over the last 
decade. The high brightness of NSLS-II in combination with elliptically polarized IDs or polarization 
conversion optics will significantly improve the sensitivity as well as spatial and timing resolution of 
these techniques. They will enable study of (1) magnetic interfaces, which play a crucial role in giant 
magneto-resistance, exchange-bias, and many other important phenomena, (2) nano-scale self-assembled 
and fabricated magnetic structures, (3) novel magnetic materials, such as molecular magnets, half-
metallic materials and magnetic semiconductors, and (4) magnetic switching dynamics. 

Figure 1.1.4 (a) Multilayer MRAM structure from IBM. (b) Magnetic Force Microscopy image of the 
domain structure in a Co/Pt multilayer film. (c) Magnetic speckle pattern from the same sample produced 
by coherent diffraction of circularly polarized x-rays at the Co L3 edge. The element-specific domain 
structure can be reconstructed from these diffraction patterns. (d) Element-specific and time-resolved x-
ray magnetic circular dichroism measurements of the magnetization rotation for a 50 nm thick permalloy 
film after application of a fast magnetization pulse. These measurements provide researchers with new
insights into magnetization dynamics [4]. 
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Energy Research – Hydrogen Storage 
 
In response to the Presidential Hydrogen Fuel Initiative, the Department of Energy’s Office of Basic 

Energy Sciences convened a workshop on hydrogen production, storage, and use in May 2003. The report 
of that workshop, “Basic Research Needs for the Hydrogen Economy” identified several grand challenges 
which the scientific community must solve in order to develop and demonstrate viable hydrogen storage 
technologies for transportation and stationary applications. Among the most important of these are (1) 
development of novel low-density nanomaterials, which have high hydrogen storage capacity at ambient 
temperature and low pressure, (2) detailed understanding of the processes by which hydrogen is taken up 
and released by these complex materials, and (3) development of improved catalytic materials and 
performance for increased fuel cell efficiency, faster storage kinetics, and increased production capacity. 
Many promising approaches and materials (Figure 1.1.5) are under intense investigation worldwide, 
including hydrogen driven metallurgical reactions, chemically bonded complex hydrides, and nanoporous 
materials such as carbon fibers and nanotubes. 

Catalysis and energy science represent perhaps the ultimate challenge for characterization, with 
reactions occurring at specific atomic sites in a complex system, on short time scales, and at high 
temperatures and pressures. Nevertheless, it is extremely important to have high-resolution atomic and 
electronic structures of these materials and their transformation under operating conditions at different 
stages of the hydrogen uptake/release cycle to aid the search for new materials and understand the 
adsorption/desorption and reaction/catalytic kinetics. 

The unprecedented brightness and flux of NSLS-II will enable measurements with the high spatial, 
energy, and time resolution necessary to fully characterize these complex systems. Advanced capabilities 
will include: spectromicroscopy characterization of novel nanocomposite catalytic systems, as well as 
their active sites and adsorbate-substrate interactions, with better than 10 nm spatial resolution; time-
resolved in-situ studies of the kinetics of materials synthesis and catalytic processes on millisecond 
timescales or faster; application of new experimental techniques, such as high-resolution x-ray emission 
spectroscopy and x-ray Raman scattering, to provide new spectroscopic information; and the use of 
combinatorial methods for large scale screening of novel materials. 

Figure 1.1.5 An example of a novel metal-organic framework nanostructure used for hydrogen storage. 
Over 90 % of the crystal volume is open space (yellow ball) which can be used for gas storage 
(H2,CH4,N2). These are the most porous, and have the highest specific surface area, of any known
material. (a) Single-crystal x-ray structures of metal-organic framework-5 (MOF-5) of composition 
Zn4O(BDC)3 (BDC = 1,4-benenedicarboxylate) with a cubic three-dimensional extended porous structure 
which can adsorbed up to 4.5 weigh percent of hydrogen (17.2 hydrogen molecules per formula unit) at 
78 k. The topologically similar isoreticular MOF-6 (b) and MOF-8 (c) having cyclobutylbeneze and 
naphalene linkers, respectively, give approximately double and quadruple the uptake found for MOF-5. 
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Kinetics – From Advanced Materials to Protein Folding 
 
Understanding kinetics is the key to unraveling the mysteries of how systems evolve. With current 

sources, synchrotron experiments are able in many important cases to determine the structural, electronic, 
chemical, and magnetic evolution of materials with only millisecond time resolution. The high brightness 
and flux of NSLS-II will extend studies of kinetics into the microsecond regime, providing new insight 
into a variety of kinetic problems as diverse as protein folding and growth of advanced materials. 

For example, understanding how proteins fold is a key to understanding how they perform their 
biological function. The time scale of the folding process varies from picoseconds to nanoseconds, when 
the initial secondary structure starts to form, to milliseconds to seconds, when the folding process is 
complete. Advances to petaflop computational ability will lengthen the time over which folding can be 
calculated to microseconds. The high brightness of NSLS-II together with advances in micro-fabricated 
flow-cell mixers will extend the time range over which small angle x-ray scattering measurements can 
observe folding down from milliseconds, currently, to microseconds. Computations and experiments will 
then overlap and provide better tests of our understanding of the physics of the underlying interactions. 

Similarly, it is crucial to understand materials growth kinetics in order to design materials with ever 
more advanced properties. In the example of pulsed laser molecular beam epitaxy, deposited atoms 
diffuse on surfaces on picosecond time scales but surface morphology (islands, terraces, etc) evolves on 
time scales of microseconds to seconds. NSLS-II together with advanced detectors will allow x-ray 
scattering techniques to follow the evolution of these nanoscale surface morphologies on microsecond 
time scales rather than the millisecond time scales possible today. Once again, advanced computations are 
only able to reach microsecond time scales and so NSLS-II will provide a critical bridge, joining the 
results of advanced computation with experimental observation. 

Figure 1.1.6 NSLS-II will extend studies of many important kinetic processes from the millisecond range 
possible today down to the microsecond range, providing a region of overlap where computations and 
experiments can be compared. This will have impact in fields as diverse as growth of advanced materials 
(a and b above) and understanding of protein folding (c). The high brightness and flux of NSLS-II 
together with advanced detectors and new experimental techniques such as micro-fabricated flow-cell 
mixers (d) are key to this advance. 
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Nanoprobes, Diffraction Imaging, and X-ray Photon Correlation Spectroscopy 
 
A hallmark of NSLS-II will be its unprecedented brightness. This singular feature will enable 

dramatic advances in three particular techniques which find application across all of the scientific areas 
outlined in Section 2. These are nanoprobes, diffraction imaging, and X-ray photon correlation 
spectroscopy (XPCS). All require high coherent flux to reach their ultimate potential. 

Synchrotron-based X-ray microprobes, with micron and sub-micron spatial resolution, have proven 
themselves to be extremely valuable research tools. However, by further improving the spatial resolution 
to 10 nanometers or below, X-ray nanoprobes will, for the first time, allow the characterization of 
individual nanoparticles or nanometer-sized grains in complex nanomaterials by their density, elemental 
composition, elemental oxidation state and spin state, strain, texture, magnetization, and atomic and 
electronic structure and dynamics. This exciting prospect requires the high brightness of NSLS-II to 
provide a sufficiently high flux of x-rays in the resulting small focal spot. 

Diffraction-based (lensless) imaging has the potential to go beyond the resolution of nanoprobes, 
which are ultimately limited by the laws of optics. With NSLS-II, it will be possible to reconstruct 3D 
real space images of non-crystalline specimens with a resolution of a few nm. By combining this 
technique with chemical and magnetic contrast unique to x-rays 3D chemical and magnetic imaging will 
be possible with similar resolution. Diffraction imaging depends on coherent illumination, and so the high 
brightness of NSLS-II is essential. 

One of the most exciting scientific opportunities offered by the unprecedented brilliance of NSLS-II 
is its revolutionary impact on our ability to carry out X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS) 
experiments. XPCS experiments at NSLS-II will yield exciting new insights into the dynamics of 
equilibrium fluctuations of myriad systems, occurring on shorter length scales than can be reached in light 
scattering and longer time scales than can be reached with the neutron spin echo technique. The ultra-high 
brightness of NSLS-II together with improvements in experimental technique will revolutionize XPCS, 
pushing the time resolution from the current state-of-the-art of 10 msec for soft matter systems down to 
the hundred nanosecond range, vastly increasing the diversity of dynamical processes which can be 
studied. 

 

Figure 1.1.7 (left) NSLS-II will enable nanoprobes to reach 10 nm resolution. (center) Speckle pattern 
from a 160 nm Ag nanocube. With NSLS-II, coherent diffraction images such as this will provide 
sufficient information to reconstruct real space images of objects with nanometer spatial resolution. 
(right) Intensity-intensity autocorrelation functions for an L3-phase sample of P(SEBS) triblock 
copolymer in short-chain PS homopolymer. NSLS-II will revolutionize XPCS, pushing the time resolution 
of studies of the dynamics of soft matter systems from time scales of 10 msec today down to 100
nanoseconds and vastly increasing the diversity of dynamical processes which can be studied. 
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1.2 Institutional Context 
 

1.2.1 National Synchrotron Light Source 
 
Designed in the 1970's and commissioned in 1982, the two NSLS storage rings were the first Double 

Bend Achromat (DBA) lattices and the first second generation storage ring sources in the world. Their 
design emphasized the production of high flux synchrotron radiation from bending magnets and included 
only a small number of straight sections for insertion devices. The smaller 800 MeV VUV/IR ring covers 
the photon energy range from far infrared (IR) to soft X-ray. Continually updated over more than 20 
years, the X-ray ring today operates at 2.8 GeV, with brightness several orders of magnitude higher than 
the initial design value. However, its performance has reached its theoretical limit and its brightness 
cannot be increased significantly beyond its current value. Additionally, the eight-fold periodicity of the 
lattice severely limits the number of insertion devices, which are crucial today for producing high 
brightness radiation. 

The NSLS and its successes served as a springboard for 'third-generation' storage ring facilities 
around the world, many of which scaled up the ground-breaking NSLS lattice. Built with many more cells 
and insertion devices, these machines today surpass the technical performance of the NSLS. 

Today’s most challenging and important problems at the scientific frontier demand photons with a 
broad spectrum of wavelengths and a broad range of dramatically enhanced capabilities, especially higher 
average brightness with nearly DC time structure, exquisite position stability, and easy energy tunability 
for each beamline independent of other beamlines. As described in Section 2, the great majority of the 
cutting edge scientific problems require photons across the energy spectrum up to ~ 20 keV. 

In order to address these compelling scientific challenges, the NSLS proposes development of a new 
facility that will provide a dramatic upgrade in capabilities relative to the present NSLS. Dubbed NSLS-
II, the new facility seeks to preserve the cross-cutting nature of the research that characterizes the present 
NSLS, while providing the advanced capabilities that are essential to enable the large user community to 
solve the most challenging scientific problems. This goal can be best realized through the construction of 
the highly advanced medium energy storage ring proposed here. It will take advantage of the latest 
advances in storage ring technology, including superconducting undulators, top-off operation, 
superconducting RF cavities, and others, to achieve world-leading average brightness and flux and set a 
new performance standard. It will be designed to be upgradeable to operation as an energy recovery linac 
for even greater performance, should that technology become feasible in the future. Relocating the present 
VUV/IR storage ring to the new facility to serve as a dedicated IR ring will also provide world-leading 
high brightness in the important near- to far-IR spectral region. NSLS-II will thus continue to provide one 
of the unique strengths of the present NSLS, i.e., the broadest range of wavelengths available to users in a 
single facility, extending from the hard X-rays (0.1 Å), to the far-infrared (10 mm). The wide array of 
analytical techniques that is currently available to the NSLS users due to this broad spectral range will 
thus continue in the new facility, with greatly advanced capabilities. 

The NSLS scientific and technical staff is highly qualified to carry out this task. The breadth and 
depth of experience it has gained in operating one of the most successful and heavily used scientific user 
facilities in the world for the past two decades gives it a keen understanding of the needs of the user 
community and how to best serve them. With NSLS-II, we will take advantage of the lessons learned at 
NSLS and other facilities and develop a new paradigm for operating an outstanding user program, 
including optimization of the respective roles of the facility and users in constructing and operating 
beamlines. NSLS has routinely operated both storage rings for more than more than 5500 hours/year and 
with greater than 95% reliability for many years. The NSLS staff has also made pioneering contributions 
in the pertinent areas of accelerator physics, including development of the first in-vacuum undulators, the 
first digital feedback systems for beam position stabilization, and many other innovations. The 
specifications we propose for NSLS-II are ambitious and pose a number of technical challenges. We are 
confident that we will meet these challenges. 
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1.2.2 Brookhaven National Laboratory 
 
This proposal builds upon the many strengths of BNL in designing, constructing and operating large 

accelerator complexes, in developing advanced instrumentation, in carrying out myriad complementary 
research programs, many of which synergistically interact with and depend upon synchrotron radiation 
facilities, and in engaging in strong collaborations with the academic community. 

BNL has a distinguished history of accomplishments as an accelerator laboratory. Besides the NSLS, 
other accelerators designed, constructed, and operated at BNL in support of DOE and national missions 
include the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) and the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), one 
of the world’s largest high energy particle accelerators. Each of these broke new technical ground. All of 
the expertise, experience, and infrastructure of BNL in executing large scientific construction projects 
will be available to support the NSLS-II project. 

BNL’s strength in instrumentation is focused in its Instrumentation and Superconducting Magnet 
Divisions, which have world class programs in development of new detectors and magnet systems, 
respectively. The present NSLS has enjoyed a long-standing collaboration with the Instrumentation 
Division, which has resulted in development of several advanced detectors in use at NSLS today. Even 
more advanced detectors will be necessary to take full advantage of the high intensity X-ray beams of 
NSLS-II and continued collaboration with the Instrumentation Division will be central to meeting this 
challenge. One of the objectives for NSLS-II is to develop and employ superconducting undulators to 
provide fully tunable radiation from this medium-energy ring. Active development to meet this challenge 
is underway at the NSLS in collaboration with the Superconducting Magnet Division, Argonne National 
Laboratory (ANL), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), and Stanford Linear Accelerator 
Laboratory (SLAC). 

BNL maintains outstanding research programs in its Physics, Chemistry, Materials Science, Biology, 
Medical, Energy Science and Technology, and Environmental Sciences Departments as well as hosting 
exceptional user facilities such as the NSLS, the Center for Functional Nanomaterials (CFN), the Laser 
Electron Acceleration Facility (LEAF), and others. Many of these research programs either depend 
directly upon access to the NSLS or interact synergistically with programs that use the NSLS. 

For example, BNL’s strength in non-synchrotron imaging and other complementary techniques for 
biological and medical applications, including Positron Emission Tomography (PET), Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (MRI), Cryo-Electron Microscopy, Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy, 
macromolecular NMR, and mass spectrometry, provide an ideal synergistic environment for structural 
biological studies and biomedical research that uses synchrotron radiation; several examples are given in 
Section 2.1-2.3. NSLS-II will stimulate collaboration at every level of biomedical structural study from 
molecules, to cells, to tissue, to the whole organism, and a vibrant community of researchers will 
assemble with NSLS-II serving as one of its core facilities. 

The Center for Functional Nanomaterials at BNL is a key institutional asset that will benefit NSLS-II 
both synergistically and directly. The high brightness of NSLS-II is absolutely essential to fully 
characterize the novel nanomaterials that will be fabricated in the CFN, as described in Section 2.4 and 
several other parts of Section 2. At the same time, the ability to probe nanomaterials on nanometer length 
scales will require that the high brightness of NSLS-II be combined with equally advanced X-ray optics to 
permit the beams to be focused to spots of ~ 10 nm or less. BNL has benefited greatly from a strong 
collaboration in X-ray optics research, based on advanced electron beam lithography, with Stony Brook 
University and Bell Labs. The establishment of the CFN will further strengthen this collaboration. In 
particular, the CFN will house a state-of-the-art electron beam lithography facility that will accelerate the 
development of a wide range of novel X-ray focusing optics, including zone plates, waveguides, and 
refractive optics. 
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1.3 National and Regional Context 
 
In the last decade, there has been tremendous growth in the national synchrotron user community as 

synchrotron techniques have developed into powerful tools with broad applicability across diverse 
disciplines. This has been especially dramatic in the Life Sciences, where there has been a large increase 
in the use of synchrotron radiation in structural biology studies. Structural biology has gained widespread 
importance, and X-ray crystallography in particular plays a key role in providing physical descriptions of 
the macromolecular complexes that embody the integrated nature of cellular and functional biology. In 
coming years, a similar increase in synchrotron usage is likely in the Nanoscience community. 

The increasing demand for state-of-the-art synchrotron resources is driven not only by the challenges 
of highly complex samples, but also by the general growth in the number of researchers who use 
synchrotron techniques in their research. These trends in growth and usage are shown in Figure 1.3.1 for 
the collective user population supported by the four DOE synchrotrons: the Advanced Light Source 
(ALS) and Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL) in California, the Advanced Photon 
Source (APS) in Illinois, and the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) in New York.  Similar 
trends in growth of users and shifts in usage have been observed at all four facilities. There is every 
reason to expect this growth to continue and indeed current projections are that the number of synchrotron 
users nationwide will grow to ~ 11,000 annually in coming years. 

At the NSLS, a uniquely diverse and productive scientific community has grown up around it over the 
last two decades. The wide range of photon energies available at the NSLS brought together researchers 
from many fields in a comparatively compact environment, fostering collaborations that otherwise might 
not have come about. Encouraged by BNL and the NSLS, the community blossomed, drawing its strength 
from the fabric of science and technology throughout the Northeastern US. 

Today, the NSLS provides essential scientific tools for about 2400 scientists per year, which is about 
one third of the total user community for the DOE synchrotrons. These users come from more than 400 
academic, industrial, and government institutions. The NSLS user community has gained a well earned 
reputation for synchrotron based research that is both novel and of high impact. The myriad research 

Figure 1.3.1 User profile by discipline of experiments and total number of users for the four DOE
synchrotrons (ALS, APS, NSLS, SSRL). This shows the strong increase in the percentage of users in the
life sciences as well as the dramatic growth in total number of users.  Current projections are that the 
total number of users will grow to ~ 11,000 annually in coming years. 
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programs of its large user community produce about 800 publications per year, of which about 130 appear 
in the ‘premier’ group of international scientific journals, as shown in Table 1.3.1. 

In addition to their contribution to the national effort in synchrotron radiation, each of the four DOE 
facilities also plays a critical role as a vital resource for their region. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 
1.3.2, which shows the distribution of users by US State who use each of the four facilities. Almost all 
users from California use either ALS or SSRL. Almost all users from Illinois use the APS. And almost all 
users from New York State use the NSLS. 

The dominance of the NSLS in the Northeast region is further illustrated in Figure 1.3.3, which shows 
the geographical distribution of NSLS users.  In fact, NSLS is a critical resource not only for New York 

 FY2000 FY2001 FY2002 
Total Publications 824 806 707 

 
Physical Review Letters 23 18 13 
Science 18 12 16 
Nature 10 20 18 
Cell 11 15 7 
EMBO J. 14 20 14 
Nature Str. Bio. 15 23 28 
Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 2 7 18 
Structure 5 13 11 
Applied Physics Letters 10 10 9 
 
Total Premier Journal Articles 108 138 134 
 

Table 1.3.1 Research at the NSLS has had high impact. One meaure of that is the number of publications
appearing in so-called premier journals. These are listed above with the number of publications
appearing in each based on work done at the NSLS for FY2000-FY2002. 

Figure 1.3.2 Geographical distribution of NSLS users in FY02. 
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State, but indeed for the entire Northeastern United States. About 60% of all NSLS users come from 
Northeast States, with about one third of all users coming from New York State. This illustrates the 
critical role that NSLS plays as a major resource for this strong research community and as a provider of 
essential scientific tools to strategic programs at BNL and to neighboring universities. Interestingly, 
NSLS also draws the largest number of foreign users among the four facilities, representing about 16% of 
all NSLS users. The remaining 25% of NSLS users come from throughout the rest of the US. 

A particularly pointed example of the regional importance of the NSLS is illustrated by the 
macromolecular crystallography community. As shown in Figure 1.3.4, the NSLS is geographically well 
positioned to provide resources to a large community of macromolecular crystallographers. One finds that 
there are about 175 principal investigators from this discipline in these northeastern states, representing 
48 universities, 22 companies (mostly pharmaceuticals), and seven other research institutions (hospitals, 
NIH, etc). As described in a front-page New York Times article on December 30, 2002, the Northeast is 
“the nation’s health care epicenter… stretching from Boston to Bethesda, Md.” This regional 
transformation is reported to have provided the Northeast corridor with a crucial economic cushion during 
the recent downturn. The Northeast is the site of research facilities for most of the world’s major drug 
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Figure 1.3.3 Geographical distribution of NSLS users in FY02.

Figure 1.3.4 Distribution of home institutions of the macromolecular crystallography user community of
the NSLS. 
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companies, a very high concentration of academic, government, and private research centers, and biotech 
companies, most of which are actively engaged in macromolecular crystallography. As part of the 
Northeastern “health epicenter”, NSLS-II will serve as a coalescence site for the biological and 
biochemical communities in this thriving geographical region. 

Data regarding the way investigators tend to employ nearby synchrotron sources is collected in Table 
1.3.2. The conclusion is clear: macromolecular crystallographers prefer, and in many cases find it 
necessary, to collect data close to home. This reduces travel costs and time spent and, importantly, is 
essential for some cutting-edge projects. The table also shows that in 2000-2001, ~40% of the days used 
for crystallographic data collection in the US were consumed by groups based in the Northeast. These 
needs were met largely by NSLS and CHESS, the two increasingly obsolete synchrotrons located in their 
area. The value of proximate and timely access is very clear to investigators in the region. As was pointed 
out recently by R. MacKinnon (Rockefeller University), the proximity with the NSLS, and the way this 
allowed frequent visits to optimize crystal preparation, was absolutely essential for the successful 
elucidation of the structure of the potassium channel, for which he won the 2003 Nobel Prize in 
Chemistry. The same sort of iteration argument was made clearly by the Steitz and Moore group (Yale 
University) a few years earlier concerning their work on the large 50S ribosomal subunit. 

The availability of the NSLS to this large research community has dramatically enhanced its 
productivity. From 1995-2003, there were 4040 X-ray structure depositions to the Protein Data Bank 
(PDB) from US synchrotrons, of which 1300 came from the NSLS. In 2002 alone, one third of the 880 
PDB depositions from US synchrotrons came from research performed at the NSLS. During the last four 
years, there has been roughly one new structure submitted to the Protein Data Bank every working day of 
the year from data measured at an NSLS beam line. Pharmaceuticals express their productivity in a 
different way: last year seven different companies, mostly from the Northeast, paid for 35 full days of 
beam time devoted to their proprietary work. 

A similar regional need is increasingly being felt in the growing field of Nanoscience. A large number 
of current NSLS users are engaged in Nanoscience research and this number is expected to increase 
significantly in the coming decade. As shown in Figure 1.3.5, the Northeast is home to twenty-four major 
Nanoscience research centers, established by the National Science Foundation, other federal government 
agencies and various state governments. BNL is poised to be a focal point for much of this research, with 
the creation of the DOE funded Center for Functional Nanomaterials (CFN) at BNL. With current 
synchrotron sources, synchrotron radiation techniques are uniquely able to probe the structural, electronic, 
chemical, and magnetic state of materials on length scales of hundreds of nanometers. NSLS-II will 
extend the ability of these techniques to probe materials to length scales of 10 nm or less and will be 
increasingly essential for progress in all aspects of Nanoscience research. In anticipating this demand, 
several new beamlines and endstations are planned at the present NSLS in close collaboration with the 
CFN, including small angle X-ray scattering, micro-beam diffraction, and Low Energy Electron and 

Days of SSRL CHESS NSLS ALS APS Row 
Beam Use 2001 2001 2000 2001 2001 Sums 
Canada 3 6 31 0 26 66 
Mexico 3 0 0 0 0 3 
Midwest 79 0 67 4 366 516 
Northeast 39 80 672 5 160 956 
Northwest 13 0 124 24 4 165 
Southeast 44 2 48 0 33 127 
Southwest 34 0 16 1 8 59 
West 284 13 32 282 14 625 
Totals 499 101 990 316 611 2517 

Table 1.3.2 Synchrotron usage and home institution location, 2000-2001. Taken from the 2002 BioSync 
Report. 
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Photoelectron Microscope (LEEM/PEEM). The proximity and strong link between CFN and the NSLS 
also encourages collaborations among university, government, and industrial researchers. 

Demand for synchrotron beamtime is expected to continue to grow across the range of disciplines 
displayed in Figure 1.3.1. Examples of this are everywhere. The demand for soft X-ray beamtime, 
particularly for scattering experiments, is expected to grow significantly in the future as resonant 
techniques are further developed. Advances in coherent scattering and magnetic scattering will also 
generate larger user communities, particularly in Nanoscience where such techniques will be the only 
ones capable of probing the electronic behavior with the appropriate resolution. Further, inelastic X-ray 
scattering techniques to be developed in the coming years will generate communities with the potential to 
be as active and large as the present angle resolved photoemission community. The soft X-ray undulator 
at the present NSLS is overwhelmed with proposals unable to satisfy even the existing demand, which 
even without growth of the community could take the capacity of three dedicated undulators. About 25% 
of synchrotron experiments in the life-sciences area are non-crystallographic, and this community 
continues to grow. The techniques that are new and whose value is just being realized, like time-resolved 
solution scattering, footprinting, and scattering from membranes, will become routine and more widely 
used as they become more mature. X-ray spectroscopy on transition metals in proteins is an exquisitely 
sharp tool for dissecting certain information from biological systems, and its popularity will remain 
strong. The number of user groups that use multiple imaging techniques at the NSLS is a rapidly growing 
user community, having approximately tripled in the past few years. With the broad spectral range 
available at the NSLS, the wide range of imaging tools can be combined easily to provide complementary 
information for sample characterization. This is a feature unique to the NSLS; no other facility in the 
world has such a wide wavelength range available for imaging. Since synchrotron-based imaging 
techniques are rather new, this complementarity is just being realized. NSLS-II will continue in this 
tradition. These are but a small subset of the many examples of increasing demand for not just 
synchrotron beamtime but also increased capabilities from synchrotron techniques. 

Realizing the full potential of these many techniques and scientific collaborations, and enabling even 
more advanced techniques that are not possible today, requires more than just additional capacity or 
beamtime. What is critically needed, especially to tackle the most important and challenging problems, is 
a synchrotron source with greatly increased capabilities. 

Figure 1.3.5 Distribution of home institutions of the Nanoscience user community of the NSLS. 

NSLS-II
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The capabilities of the present NSLS have been far surpassed by the other three DOE synchrotrons, 
which are either newer third-generation designs, such as the ALS and the APS, or have been upgraded to 
third generation capabilities, as at SSRL with its recent SPEAR3 upgrade. The NSLS contribution has 
continued to be significant in large part because of the sizeable community of Northeast researchers who 
depend on it. However, the restricted capabilities of the present NSLS are increasingly limiting the 
productivity and impact of its user community. For the scientific productivity of the large and formidable 
Northeast research community to continue and even increase, and to tackle the “grand challenge” 
problems of tomorrow, it is essential that the NSLS be upgraded to provide world leading brightness and 
higher flux. NSLS-II will accomplish this goal. 
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1.4 U.S. Scientific Work Force and Participation of Under-
represented Minorities and Women 

 
The construction of, and eventually the research performed at, a facility as complex and advanced as 

NSLS-II will be enhanced by the inclusion of scientists, scientists-in-training, engineers, and technicians 
from a variety of backgrounds. There will also be substantial training and research opportunities for 
students and post-doctoral researchers. A healthy exchange of scientific ideas and viewpoints will be 
fostered by participation of individuals of diverse age, gender, religion, national origin and social 
backgrounds. NSLS has been the training ground for many of the nations’ synchrotron radiation engineers 
and technicians.  

The DOE has a stated mission of providing a workforce of well qualified individuals who meet the 
specific needs for future scientists and engineers in key technology areas. An integral component of 
NSLS-II with its advanced technology will be the education of the next generation of U.S.-trained 
scientists, engineers, and technicians as the Laboratory fulfills this DOE mission. These goals will be 
accomplished with the assistance of programs administered by the BNL Diversity Office, in concert with 
similar programs at our collaborating universities. 
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2 Science Opportunities 
 
The proposed NSLS-II facility, a state-of-the-art medium-energy high brightness X-ray storage ring 

and a high brightness IR ring, will 
 
• play a critical role in the success of DOE’s Genomes-to-Life, NIH’s structural genomics, and other 

major initiatives;  
• provide a wide range of nanometer-resolution probes to meet the needs of the nation’s rapidly 

growing nanoscience programs; 
• alter dramatically the capability and variety of experimental probes of materials sciences, allowing 

access to new energy regimes and time-scales through inelastic and coherent scattering techniques; 
• enable measurements with the high spatial, energy, and time resolution necessary to fully 

characterize new catalysts and to advance energy science; 
• offer new insights into geophysical processes that determine the evolution of the Earth and planets; 
• provide critical capabilities to study complex molecular-scale environmental processes, and to 

design remediation technology. 
 
This Section outlines the outstanding scientific challenges and opportunities in the fields of Life 

Science, Nanoscience, Materials and Chemical Science, and Geoscience and Environmental Science and 
describes the impact that the superlative characteristics and combination of capabilities of NSLS-II will 
make in advancing research in them. The specific areas considered within each of these broad disciplines 
are: 

 
• Life Science 

• Macromolecular Crystallography 
• Structure and Dynamics in Solutions and Membranes 
• Biological Imaging 

• Nanoscience 
• Materials and Chemical Science 

• Soft Matter and Biomaterials 
• Strongly Correlated Electron Systems 
• Magnetism 
• Growth and Processing of Advanced Materials 
• Catalysis and Energy Research 

• Geoscience and Environmental Science 
• Earth and Planetary Science 
• Environmental Science 
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2.1 Macromolecular Crystallography  
 

2.1.1 Overview 
 
X-ray crystallography has transformed our understanding of biological processes. It was X-ray 

diffraction that provided the first clues to the structure of the DNA double helix 50 years ago, giving 
profound insights into how DNA is replicated. The reality that knowledge of biological structure imparts 
deep insights into the mechanism of action of molecules and assemblies [1,2,3,4,5], and the increasing 
difficulty in determining those structures as they get larger, has been one of the major driving forces in 
the continuing development of synchrotron radiation facilities world wide [6]. The Nobel Prizes in 
Chemistry awarded to Sir John Walker of the MRC in 1997 and to Professor Roderick MacKinnon of 
Rockefeller University in 2003 both depended on readily available synchrotron X-rays, and are proof of 
the crucial role synchrotron radiation facilities play in our understanding of the mechanisms of life. 

The routine use of synchrotron radiation for single crystal diffraction studies has revolutionized 
macromolecular structural biology. With the availability of brighter X-ray sources, the size and 
complexity of macromolecules that can be studied has increased by an order of magnitude, or three orders 
of magnitude in mass (Figure 2.1.1). On the other hand, the size of the crystals that can be produced 
almost always decreases as the complexity of the macromolecule increases. The advancements observed 
for the past 15 years in the development of cloning, expression, purification, and crystallization methods 
have been impressive. However, crystals of the most complex structures that are suitable for diffraction 
are often scarce and difficult to obtain. Therefore, continuing advances in synchrotron radiation sources, 
detectors, and software are required to tackle the most challenging problems, which are the ones most 
likely to make a significant impact on our knowledge of the functioning of living systems [4]. 

The impact of synchrotron radiation on macromolecular crystallography must be regarded in the 
context of developments in molecular biology, cell biology, genomics, and bio-molecular crystallography. 
Crystallography is the dominant method for determining the three-dimensional atomic structure of any 
molecule. It is the only method for large and complex molecular structures. A current survey of the 
Protein Data Bank (PDB) shows that 69% of the structures deposited in 2002 were derived from 
synchrotron data (Figure 2.1.2). The US synchrotrons contributed over half of these, accounting for one 
third of all depositions. The source of this increasing role of synchrotron radiation is the large energy 
band width to help with phasing, the high collimation to resolve diffraction patterns from very large 
molecules, and the high overall intensity to make the measurements go quickly, even for small, weakly 
diffracting crystals. As a consequence, a larger and more diverse group of researchers are benefiting from 
diffraction studies at synchrotron light sources. 

Figure 2.1.1 Molecular complexes and assemblies are the challenge of the 21st century [5]. Conventional 
macromolecular crystallography has benefited from nearly every improvement in synchrotron sources.
The possibilities offered by increased brightness have driven researchers to attempt increasingly difficult 
scientific problems, especially structures of large asymmetric molecular assemblies, which is where the
cutting edge of structural biology currently lies. 

Ribosome (~250 Å) Protein (~50 Å) 

?
Virus (~750 Å) 
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The growing use of synchrotron sources for macromolecular crystallography has increased the 
pressure on existing facilities to upgrade existing, or construct new, sources and beamlines. This problem 
is particularly acute in the Northeastern United States, where aging synchrotron sources at Brookhaven 
National Laboratory and Cornell University find it increasingly difficult to meet the experimental 
demands of a large group of crystallographers working in this region. Quoting from the 2002 BioSync 
report: “Much of the growth in beam line number, quality and capability in recent years has occurred at 
the APS, ALS and SSRL, i.e. in the mid-west and the Bay area. While these developments are welcomed 
by all because of their positive impact on the nation’s scientific capabilities, they pose a significant 
logistical problem for investigators based on the east coast, who increasingly find themselves having to 
travel long distances to collect data hands-on at state-of-the-art beam lines.” This proposal to construct 
NSLS-II at Brookhaven National Laboratory is intended to respond to user pressure in the Northeast well 
into the future. 

Biological and biomedical research has entered a new era, with an increasing emphasis on 
understanding the functional and physical connections between macromolecules. Integrative biology is a 
broad conceptual paradigm for discovery of how the molecular components of cells and tissues are 
connected in biochemical pathways, cellular responses, and functioning organs. Once the structures of 
these molecular components are known, deeper insights into specificity and mechanisms may be obtained 
similar to those achieved for individual enzymes and recognition proteins. 

During the molecular biology era, structural biologists created an enduring legacy of atomic 
structures of many fundamental building blocks of the cell. Structural biology is now poised to make 
invaluable contributions to our understanding of integrated assemblies of interacting macromolecules. A 
taste of what is to come was unveiled recently with the structures of the ribosome and ribosomal subunits 
[3,4,5]; mitrochondrial F1 ATPase [1] (Figure 2.1.3); both the eukaryotic and prokaryotic cytochrome c 
oxidases and b/c complex [9,10,11]; the potassium channel [2,12,13]; the HIV gp120 envelope protein 
complex with CD4 receptor and antibody [14]; the GroEL/GroES/ADP chaperone complex [15] and the 
eukaryotic and bacterial RNA polymerases [16]. 

The first step in the understanding of these multi-protein complexes will require direct structural 
analysis. These complexes are very difficult to express and to purify, especially in the quantities required 
for crystallization experiments. The major challenges in this work will be biochemical. The challenges 
will be not only to handle the large size and complexity of the assemblies, but also perhaps to trap 
unstable short-lived complexes that exist for only a few minutes in the cell. These might include signaling 

Figure 2.1.2 Structures deposited in the Protein Data Bank originating from synchrotron radiation data 
and from other sources as of October 2003. Other sources include NMR and home sources. The use of
synchrotron radiation has revolutionized structural biology and consequently allowed for an increased
understanding of molecular functions. 
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complexes, where weak binary interactions contribute cooperatively to tight but often transient multi-
component systems, and DNA replication, mediated by transient assemblies of polymerases, clamps, etc. 
If crystals can be obtained, they are often small and fragile, and require considerable optimization, guided 
by the results of diffraction experiments that can be achieved only with direct access to a bright source. 
Furthermore, they are difficult to stabilize for shipment, and diffraction from such crystals is generally 
weak, with successful data collection often requiring the intensity and fine collimation of a third-
generation synchrotron source. NSLS-II is needed to meet the needs of scientists who will accomplish this 
difficult work. 

 
2.1.2 Scientific Challenges and Opportunities 

 
2.1.2.1 Large Molecular Assemblies 

 
Several past successes in molecular structure determination of large complexes and assemblies are 

indicative of the critical role of high brilliance, high flux synchrotron sources in these studies. Early 
applications were the structure determination of virus particles, consisting of 180 or more proteins with a 
total mass of 8-9 Mdalton (including the RNA genome). These studies illustrated the difficulties in 
working with crystals of large complexes. Weak diffraction, close spacing of the reciprocal lattice, and 
radiation sensitive crystals, all conspired to make X-ray data collection possible only at synchrotron 
radiation sources. Recent successes with the determination of the structure of the core of much larger 
viruses, reovirus [17] and bluetongue virus [18], have shown the enormous potential of modern X-ray 
crystallography to reveal vast amounts of information. These and application of crystallography to large 
asymmetric complexes, the ribosome and the RNA polymerase transcription complexes being prime 
examples, were critically dependent on routine and frequent access to synchrotron radiation facilities. 

The largest asymmetric molecular assembly whose atomic structure has been determined is the whole 
70S ribosome [19] (Figure 2.1.4), consisting of nearly 100,000 atoms in 53 proteins and 3 chains of 
ribosomal RNA. In addition, this model also contains the three tRNA molecules bound to the A-, P-, and 
E-sites and a small piece of mRNA. The ribosome has two multi-protein/RNA subunits and is the site of 
protein synthesis. While the smaller, 30S subunit decodes messenger RNA, the large, 50S subunit 
catalyzes peptide bond synthesis. The model of the 70S ribosome has been constructed using the atomic 

Figure 2.1.3 The 3D molecular structure determination of F1ATPase was only possible through access
to a synchrotron radiation facility [1]. Synchrotron radiation will play a crucial role in the
determination of the molecular structure of complex assemblies, which is the major challenge for this 
century. 
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coordinates of the separate higher resolution structures of the large [3] and small subunits [4, 5], solved at 
2.4 and 3.1 Å resolution, respectively and a 5.5 Å resolution electron density map of the whole ribosome. 
This was an amazing “tour de force” that would not be possible without constant sample optimization at a 
bright synchrotron source. 

As is characteristic of all structural studies intended to illuminate biological function, the initial 
structure determination of the ribosomal components is only the beginning of structural studies of many 
complexes with substrates and antibiotics. Future structural studies will reveal the functional states of the 
ribosome during protein synthesis. The approximately dozen structures of the Haloarcula marismortui 
50S ribosomal subunit complexed with various antibiotics (Figure 2.1.5.) are having a major impact on 
the design of new antibiotics that target the ribosome. These account for about one half of all antibiotics 
used clinically, and amount to tens of billions of dollars in sales per year. 

Other large assemblies comprised of proteins and nucleic acids are continuously being identified and 

Figure 2.1.5 The 50S ribosome: global view of the macrolide binding site for antibiotics showing how
they block the peptide exit tunnel. A) The binding site for Macrolide antibiotics. B) and C) Close-up on 
the exit tunnel. The determination of the atomic molecular structure of large macromolecules have 
required years in the optimization of the crystallization process of the individual proteins and X-ray
structure determination. High brightness sources can reduce significantly the time frame of such process.

Figure 2.1.4 View of the structure of the T. thermophilus 70S ribosome from the back of the 30S subunit;
after Noller [19]. Structures like the 70S ribosome have relied both on synchrotron studies and cryo-
electron microscopy results. 
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will be the target of high resolution crystallographic studies in the future. A recent landmark where 
synchrotron radiation played a crucial role is the structure elucidation of eukaryotic, prokaryotic, and viral 
RNA polymerase complexes in various stages of transcribing DNA into RNA [16, 20, 21]. The 
purification, crystallization, and subsequent structure determination of RNA polymerase II from yeast, a 
12 subunit, relatively unstable complex, is the prime example of the type of molecular machinery that the 
field is now able to tackle given regular and frequent access to high-brightness sources [20].  

Many structure determinations of RNA polymerases, caught while forming RNA transcripts, are 
required to provide a complete structural description of transcription. The four-subunit bacterial Thermus 
aquaticus enzyme [22] and the transcribing RNA polymerase from phage T7 provide a modest sized 
assembly of protein, DNA, and RNA for these studies. Numerous separately determined crystal structures 
for both the bacterial, yeast and T7 RNAP have been captured in various states of the process [21, 23]. 
The T7 RNAP structures, for example, show a dramatic alteration in the structure of T7 RNAP between 
the initiation phase of transcription and the elongation phase (Figure 2.1.6). Significant changes are also 
seen in the structure during the cycle of nucleotide incorporation. The establishment of structures that 
include not only the polymerase but large assemblies of transcription factors that carefully regulate this 
important basic cellular process, particularly in eukaryotic cells, is the next frontier in structural studies of 
in the field of transcription. 

Presently, the large macromolecular complexes to be studied by X-ray crystallography are purified 
from naturally occurring sources. However, many biologically important complexes are not sufficiently 
abundant and/or stable to be purified from a natural source, and instead they will have to be produced by 
co-expression of all the components in an overproducing strain or by reconstitution in vitro from purified 
components. One example of this approach is an ongoing effort to crystallize the DNA replication 
complexes encoded by several model replication systems, including those from bacteriophage T7 and the 
Herpes Simplex Virus. Many of the protein components have been crystallized individually and their 
structures determined (Figure 2.1.7) [24]. However, the overall arrangement of proteins within any 
replication complex is unknown. The physical associations of these enzymes coordinate their activities 
within the complex to ensure efficient replication. Current efforts are directed toward forming stable, 
stalled replication complexes that can be crystallized. It is very likely that crystals of the resulting 
complexes will be weakly diffracting and require analysis at synchrotron radiation sources. Many of the 
individual enzymes in the complex are highly flexible and may further degrade the quality of diffraction 
that can be recorded. A high brilliance X-ray source will be essential to make progress with these 
challenging projects. 

 

Figure 2.1.6 Comparison of the structures of the T7 RNAP initiation and elongation complexes. The
initiation complex (A) and elongation complex (B) have been orientated equivalently. 
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2.1.2.2 Membrane Proteins  
 
Membrane proteins are ubiquitous and essential to all living cells. They are found in eukaryotes and 

prokaryotes, as well as some viruses, and correspond to a sizable fraction of the entire genome. 
Membrane proteins are involved in every aspect of cellular function. Examples are the production of 
energy (e.g. the ATPase complex), the transmission of signals in nerve and muscle (e.g. the ion-channels), 
and cellular responses (e.g. the family of G-protein coupled receptors). Because of their ubiquity, 
membrane proteins are tempting targets within the pharmaceutical industry for the development of new 
therapeutics. Structural characterization of membrane proteins, notoriously known to be difficult to 
crystallize, can revolutionize our understanding of the molecular machinery of the cell. 

The work on voltage-dependent K+ channel [2, 12, 13], just awarded the 2003 Nobel Prize in 
Chemistry, is a perfect example of the dramatic impact that structural studies of membrane proteins have 
in the understanding of cellular function1. Voltage-dependent cation channels open and allow ion 
conduction in response to changes in cell membrane voltage. Among other processes, these “life’s 
transistors” control electrical activity in nerve and muscle. The voltage-dependent K+-channels are most 
often found as tetramers of molecules comprising six hydrophobic helical segments S1-S6, where (S5-
S6)4 forms the pore and defines the ion selectivity and S1-S4 forms the voltage sensors. In the 
conventional model (Figure 2.1.8a) the voltage-dependent gating charges on S4 are supposed to be driven 
through the protein core to open the channel. The S4 helices would lie in the interior of the protein 
secluded from the membrane. 

MacKinnon’s structural work suggests a different model, that shown in Figure 2.1.8c wherein a 
tetramer of segments S5-S6 line the pore and S1-S4 form “voltage-sensor paddles” [2]. Obviously the 
disposition of these structural elements differs completely from the conventional model. The S4 with the 
S3 helices are found in the outer perimeter of the channel and most likely lie at the interface of the 
cytoplasmic side of the membrane. Functional studies of the gating mechanism reveal a movement of the 
voltage-sensor paddles by 20 Å across the lipid membrane (Figure 2.1.8d), and the travel of S4 would be 
associated to the S5-S6 segment in opening the pore.  

                                                      
1 Note that the Nobel Prize in Chemistry was given also in 1988 for determination of the structure of a 

membrane-bound protein, and in 1997 for work that depended on another such structure. 

Figure 2.1.7 DNA replication complexes: several individual protein components have been crystallized
and structures determined yet the overall structure of any replication complex remains unknown. It is
expected that weakly diffracting crystals from such complexes will require high brilliance synchrotron 
sources if any progress is to be made. 
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The successful story of the voltage-dependent K+ channel also exemplifies some of the difficulties 
associated with membrane-protein structure determination. MacKinnon’s group often explored expression 
of multiple members of this family of membrane proteins to obtain sufficient quantities. In most cases the 
channel aggregated during concentration and never crystallized. However, they were able to express and 
purify the K+ channel from Aeropyrum pernix, an extreme thermophile that remained unaggregated in a 
variety of detergents. Crystals of this channel could be grown, but only in the presence of a monoclonal 
Fab fragment that stabilized the voltage-sensor paddles. At that point the major limitation was that the 
crystals were often small, and of poorer quality than “soluble” protein crystals. Local access to an 
extremely bright source of X-rays was critical. 

Our understanding of membrane proteins is far behind that of other proteins. Only a few dozen 
structures of such molecules are known, a small fraction of one percent of the total. The major limitation 
to membrane-protein structure determination is still difficulty in production of crystals. However, some of 
these problems may be overcome through molecular biology; new expression systems, advances in 
detergent biochemistry, and new crystallization approaches such as monoclonal Fab-mediated 
crystallization, increase success. Nonetheless, repeated examples show us, firstly, that the rewards for 
structure determination of membrane-bound proteins can be great, and secondly that this work depends 
strongly on frequent access to a bright X-ray source to provide the constant feedback between the 
synchrotron and the biochemistry lab that is essential. 

 
2.1.2.3 Structural Genomics 

 
The availability of complete genome sequences for many organisms stimulates the imagination of all 

biologists. Confronted with several tens of thousands of genes, nearly all coding for cellular proteins, a 
structural biologist may want to crystallize them all. That is not far from the motivation behind the 
different approaches to this lode of protein-sequence information, each being a facet of Structural 
Genomics. Certainly, since proteins are central to almost all aspects of biology and disease, Structural 
Genomics will have an impact on the way biological problems are addressed (Figure 2.1.9). A completely 
different goal might be to obtain a global view of the “protein structure universe” through the 
identification of the total protein-folding “space” (Figure 2.1.10). 

Figure 2.1.8 Hypothesis for gating charge movements for voltage-dependent K+ channel. a) and b) The 
conventional and the newly proposed model for gating activation, c) and d) The structure of the channel 
with in red the voltage sensor paddles moving across the lipid membrane. Frequent access to synchrotron
sources was essential to the insight gained to the function of the K+ channel [30]. 
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The Protein Structure Initiative (PSI), a structural genomics program funded by the National Institutes 
of Health - National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIH-NIGMS), aims ultimately to provide 
structural information for all proteins in all naturally occurring protein sequences using a combination of 
experiment and comparative protein structure modeling. The goal is to carry out a pan-genomic clustering 
of protein sequences and determine representative structures for each sequence family. Once sufficient 
structures have been determined by experiment, mostly synchrotron-based crystallography, it will be 
possible to calculate all the rest. Currently, the NIH-NIGMS is funding nine centers to conduct a five-year 
pilot study to examine the feasibility of this approach. Although the first cycle of funding is nearing an 
end, the NIH-NIGMS Council approved, in principle, the renewal of the funding program for a second 
five-year term. 

Different approaches to target selection are being attempted. These range from a focus on only novel 
protein folds, to selecting all proteins encoded by the genome of a model organism. Other target-selection 
strategies are biologically based, including all members of an enzymatic pathway, every protein in a 
macromolecular complex, interacting partners of related proteins, or gene products that are either up- and 

Figure 2.1.9 The three dimensional structure of protein MJ0577 from Methanococcus jannaschii 
revealed bound ATP, suggesting a putative function as an ATPase or an ATP-mediated molecular switch, 
thus giving functional insights to all members of this family of homologous proteins [25]. 

Figure 2.1.10 A representation of the protein fold space, condensed to only three dimensions. Each
sphere represents a protein fold family [26]. The determination of the atomic structure of a protein will
allow to understand and to predict functions of other members of the same family. 
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down-regulated during a given biological process, or proteins of unknown function and structure that are 
important for microbial survival. 

Even with a large scale structural determination effort, the goal of the PSI is to determine sufficient 
structures that other closely related proteins can be modeled. The accuracy of homology models decreases 
sharply below 30% amino acid sequence identity. This cutoff implies that structure determination of 
16,000-32,000 new proteins will allow most proteins to be modeled from 90% of all protein structure 
families, including membrane proteins. Once this initial set of target structures is substantially complete, 
structural information (experimental and computational) will be available for many proteins found in 
nature. Thereafter, attention will turn to structural studies of engineered proteins of industrial and 
pharmaceutical importance, macromolecular complexes and assemblies, and protein-ligand complexes. 

NSLS-II will play a major role during and after the production phase of the NIH-NIGMS-funded 
Protein-Structure Initiative. Two distinct experimental activities are anticipated: crystal screening and 
definitive structural determination. Crystal-growing is such that approximately 20 crystals are screened 
per target protein to identify the truncated and/or mutated form, and the cryo-preservation scheme, that 
yields the best diffraction. Each optimally productive undulator beam line has the capacity to examine 
approximately 250 to 500 crystals during each 24-hour day when equipped with bar-coded, automated, 
cryogenic sample changing and crystal centering. NSLS-II undulator beam lines dedicated to structural 
biology can be used to handle this load: crystals will be screened for quality; if quality is adequate, 
sufficient data to solve the structure will be measured and all results recorded in an experiment-tracking 
database. 

 
2.1.2.4 Drug Design 

 
The development of new drugs in pharmaceutical companies has tended to be a rather linear process, 

from target identification to the selection of a drug candidate and compound optimization, with fixed 
criteria for passing to the next stage [27]. Although over the last twenty five years crystallographic studies 
have made significant contributions to the identification of a number of new ligands and inhibitors, 
targeting such major diseases as HIV infection (Figure 2.1.11), high blood pressure, and diabetes, X-ray 
crystallography has not yet realized its full potential as part of the drug-design process [28]. Mostly, 
current approaches to empirical screening and rational design benefit from fast high throughput methods 
developed for structural genomics initiatives, both for target selection and for structure determination. 

Today virtually every large pharmaceutical company has a crystallography group, and many 
companies have one at each of their major research centers. Recognizing the need for rapid and frequent 

Figure 2.1.11 The structure of the HIV-1 protease, with a model of Viracept, a potent, orally bioavailable
inhibitor, in the active site. This structure was published by workers at Agouron Pharmaceuticals [31]. 
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access to synchrotron radiation, twelve of these companies have for years operated their own beam line at 
the Advanced Photon Source, and several others companies have demonstrated an interest in other beam 
lines worldwide. 

Crystallography as performed in the pharmaceutical industry is much like the structural studies 
carried out in academic laboratories, with some important differences [29]. A critical challenge faced by 
pharmaceutical crystallographers is that the macromolecules studied are very often human proteins, since 
the aim is to treat human diseases. Human proteins can be very difficult to work with, and the growth of 
large single crystals can be daunting. Another distinct feature of pharmaceutical crystallography is the 
time course. Only after the first structure is determined can one begin the cyclic sequence of structures 
typically used to hone the chemistry of the lead compound, hoping to generate the potency, solubility, and 
pharmacokinetic properties required of a drug. In this phase of the program, crystallographic feedback 
must be rapid and accurate. Synchrotron-based crystallography helps not only with optimization of 
crystallization methods, but also to solve new structures easily. The synergy between the needs for 
automation and high throughput within both pharmaceutical research and structural genomics is clear. 
Each can benefit from the other’s automation developments in genomics, crystal formation, and X-ray 
data collection. The development of convenient access to efficient synchrotron facilities is central to both 
efforts. 

An interesting development is the emergence of a large number of start-up biotech companies that 
fulfill at least initially a particular niche in the drug-design process. Focused on a small, special 
biochemical feature these small biotechs usually have fewer resources than the large companies, and rely 
mainly on general-user time or on collaborations with the synchrotron facilities for their crystallographic 
needs. An example of such a start-up is Rib-X Pharmaceuticals, Inc. who is using the structure of the 50S 
ribosomal subunit for the development of new antibiotics. Especially in the case of an enterprise like Rib-
X, access to a bright synchrotron is a must if for any sort of progress at all. The NSLS-II should be a 
magnet for small ventures like Rib-X. 

 
2.1.3 Impact of NSLS-II 

 
The NSLS has played a major role in the advancement of macromolecular crystallography in the US 

but there is a critical need to improve the capabilities of the NSLS for macromolecular crystallography. 
Knowing the time course of construction of high brightness macromolecular crystallography beam lines is 
one way to put this in perspective. Table 2.1.1 shows the commissioning dates of U.S. high brightness 
beam lines in chronological order; this expression of the nation’s capacity of such beam lines might shed 
light on the needs for expansion. An original five beam lines available by 1997 was followed by thirteen 
more during the seven-year interval 1997-2003 (at a steady pace of about two per year). Looking ahead, 
eight or so beam lines now under construction (mostly at the APS, one at the NSLS, and one at the SSRL) 
will be commissioned during the next five years, a pace of about two beam lines per year. By 2008, about 
twenty-six high brightness beam lines will be in operation nationwide. Half of the nationwide brightest 
beam lines, of the kind that will be available at NSLS-II, will be at the APS. Just two high brightness 
beam lines will be in operation at the NSLS then, neither of which with exceptionally high brightness of 
the kind that is associated with the APS and NSLS-II undulator beam lines. 

Beyond 2008, the prospect for further expansion of capacity of exceptionally high brightness beam 
lines is dismal. At present, just four sectors remain to be formally assigned at the APS. It seems possible, 
because of interest that has been expressed from other disciplines, that in the end none may be developed 
for macromolecular crystallography. If this is true, no further expansion of such beam lines nationwide is 
envisioned beyond 2008. If the need for high-brightness beam lines follows the linear slope that has been 
observed, these beam lines will be oversubscribed, nationwide, after this date. To make things worse, still 
only two moderately high brightness beam lines will be in operation at NSLS. The situation will be grim 
for Northeastern structural biologists. The availability of a number of beam lines at NSLS-II, perhaps in a 
staged expansion, would alleviate this situation, particularly for Northeast users. It goes without saying 
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that many of the experiments would benefit greatly from the fact that the brightness of NSLS-II will 
surpass existing NSLS beam lines by a huge factor. 

The future impact of NSLS-II can be assessed in terms of the science that its user community will be 
able to explore. The high brightness of NSLS-II will foster research in: 

 
• Molecular Complexes and Machines: crystals are small and weakly diffracting, large unit cells are 

not uncommon. Molecular structure determination will be possible from crystals 20 µm or smaller.  
• Structural Genomics and Proteomics: high throughput crystal screening through improved 

automation will allow the assessment of crystal quality even of small crystals for molecular 
structure determination. 

• Drug Design: fast screening for new drug candidates in pace with medicinal chemistry will allow 
the rational design of drugs to fight diseases.  

• Novel techniques: novel applications to structure determination from 2D crystals and development 
of new approaches to molecular structure determination. 

 
NSLS-II will impact the user community: 
 
• Increased availability: the US capacity of high brightness beam lines will increase significantly.  
• Demand: an increase in the number of beam lines dedicated to structural biology will allow for 

dedicated beam time for difficult problems such as the study of large assemblies and high through 
put.  

• Diversity of techniques: macromolecular crystallography will not be the only method available at 
the NSLS-II to study biological interesting molecules. Other methods will allow biochemist and 
molecular biologist to gather information on the tertiary and quaternary molecular structures, study 
molecular kinetics and dynamics. 

 Beamline Device Commissioned 
 CHESS A1 wiggler before 1997 
 CHESS F1 wiggler before 1997 
 CHESS F2 wiggler before 1997 
 NSLS X25 wiggler before 1997 
 SSRL 7-1 wiggler before 1997 
 APS 19-ID undulator 1997 
 SSRL 9-1 wiggler 1997 
 ALS 5.0.2 wiggler 1998 
 APS 17-ID undulator 1998 
 APS 5-ID undulator 1999 
 APS 14-ID wiggler 1999 
 SSRL 9-2 wiggler 1999 
 ALS 5.0.1 wiggler 2000 
 APS 32-ID undulator 2000 
 ALS 5.0.3 wiggler 2001 
 SSRL 11-1 wiggler 2001 
 APS 22-ID undulator 2002 
 APS 31-ID undulator 2003 

Table 2.1.1 Insertion device beamlines dedicated to macromolecular crystallography in operation in the 
US. A beamline is considered commissioned for macromolecular crystallography upon the first PDB
deposition of a structure resulting from data collected at the beamline. 
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• Location: the geographical location will affect directly all researchers in the Northeast of the 
United States. These researchers in the academic, government, and pharmaceutical environments 
can also benefit from other facilities such as cryo-electron microscopy, nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) and mass spectrometry, at Brookhaven and SUNY Stony Brook.  

 
NSLS-II will become integrated to biological communities that will explore techniques and methods 

to advance the understanding of the mechanisms of life. 
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2.2 Structure and Dynamics in Solutions and Membranes 
 

2.2.1 Overview 
 
Macromolecular crystallography has been enormously successful in elucidating the structure of 

proteins and other biomolecules. An increasingly complete collection of atomic resolution protein 
structures is becoming available, and a growing catalog of cellular assemblies has been identified. These 
data are being combined with emerging genetic and biochemical information on pathways to suggest 
temporal, spatial, and functional relations controlling cellular function. 

However, the central question in biophysics still remains: What is the connection between structure 
and function of biological macromolecules such as protein, DNA, RNA, polysaccharides, and their 
complexes? Answering this question requires understanding the dynamics of macromolecular structures 
in their natural environment, where flexibility of the molecules and water, pH, and ion concentration play 
determinant roles. Examples include protein and nucleic acid folding and unfolding, multimeric 
association and disassociation, polymer collapse upon change of solvent, ligand binding and unbinding, 
receptor binding, force generation, electron transfer, phosphorylation events and large-scale fluctuations 
in macromolecules. 

Studies of the structure and dynamics of molecules in solutions and membranes are an essential 
complement to macromolecular crystallography. Such studies are poised to provide new insights into the 
function, control, and dynamics of individual macromolecules and large molecular complexes. Solutions 
and membranes are the media where many of the most intriguing and complex biological processes take 
place, including molecular recognition, signal transduction, chemical sensing, transport, synthesis, 
degradation, replication, and defense. 

Techniques such as solution scattering, spectroscopy, and footprinting provide valuable information 
regarding how biomolecules and molecular machines function. Time resolved X-ray studies of 
biomolecules in solution have evolved so that with present synchrotron sources, scattering studies at 
millisecond time resolution are feasible in favorable cases. 

The high brightness of NSLS-II will give X-ray scattering and spectroscopy studies of biomolecules 
and membranes unparalleled sensitivity and time resolution, enabling more precise structure 
determinations and extending measurements of dynamics down to the microsecond time range. 

 
2.2.2 Scientific Challenges and Opportunities 

 
2.2.2.1 Protein Folding 

 
Understanding protein folding, i.e. how a protein achieves its stable functional three-dimensional 

structure from a linear string of amino acids, is a key to understanding how the protein performs its 
biological functions. Time resolved solution scattering now allows researchers to follow the structural 
changes of the protein as folding proceeds.  

The time scale that is characteristic of the folding process varies from picoseconds to nanoseconds, 
when the initial secondary structure starts to form, to milliseconds to seconds, when the folding process is 
completed. With the development of more accurate force fields that simulate the interactions that govern 
the folding process, and construction of more powerful computers (e.g. the Blue Gene project [1]), 
computational biologists are lengthening their calculations to the time scale of microseconds [2]. The high 
brightness of NSLS-II will extend the time resolution of solution-scattering measurements down to this 
time scale. Computations and experiments will then overlap and provide better tests of our understanding 
of the physics of the underlying interactions. Combined with complementary methods, especially NMR, 
solution scattering and computer simulation will provide a complete time course for how proteins fold. 
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2.2.2.2 Structural Kinetics in Biological Macromolecular Complexes 
 
High-resolution methods, both X-ray crystallography and NMR, have difficulties dealing with 

macromolecular complexes, where changes in shape may accompany the biological function that is under 
study. These structures are difficult to crystallize and are too large for NMR studies. Also, even if the 
complex does crystallize, the crystal structure may be misleading because shape changes are constrained. 

In contrast, small angle solution scattering can provide structural information that reveals global 
conformation changes in biomolecules and molecular complexes in solution, and is thus complementary 
to protein crystallography. Traditionally used to characterize the radii of gyration and the folding states of 
proteins in solution, newly developed shape-reconstruction algorithms [3, 4] have transformed solution 
scattering into an effective technique for determining the low-resolution, basic shape of these complexes 
[5] (Figure 2.2.1). This approach also holds great potential for resolving the structural kinetics of 
macromolecular complexes using time resolved solution scattering to produce low-resolution movies of 
events such as the assembly and operation of molecular machines. 

The idea behind these methods is that although the molecules in solution are randomly oriented, and 
much of the structural information is lost in the isotropic average, some information that is characteristic 
of the shape envelope of the biomolecules remains in the measured one-dimensional scattering curve. In 
many cases the subunits that make up a protein complex are rigid and their atomic structures are known. 
Solution scattering provides a useful tool for putting the pieces of this puzzle together to reveal the 
functional structure of the protein complex. Because knowing the shape of components reduces the 
degrees of freedom in the model, overall shape determination becomes much simpler and more reliable. 
This may suffice to define a low-resolution shape envelope. This low-resolution structure information is 
often invaluable, especially when combined with other experimental evidence. The low-resolution 
structures obtained also can be used to help determine phases in the analysis of crystallographic data [6].  

These shape-determination algorithms operate by iterative modification and evaluation of a model 
against experimental data with a pre-defined penalty function. As with all optimization problems, quick 
convergence to an unambiguous solution depends not only on the selection of the model and the 
optimization algorithm, but also on the quality of the data. Data quality can be especially important for 
solution scattering since the scattering signal is weak in general, and varies by two to four orders of 
magnitude within the interesting q range. 

Figure 2.2.1 Low-resolution structural model of the bacteriophage PRD1 vertex complex restored from
solution scattering data [5], viewed from different angles. Both the structures of the individual
components and the overall structure of the complex are obtained from analysis of solution scattering 
data. 
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The high brightness of NSLS-II will provide high intensity, highly collimated, and small X-ray beams 
for SAXS measurements, resulting in high quality data necessary for accurate shape determinations. 
Together with the flow-cell mixers discussed in Section 2.2.3.1 and fast detectors, NSLS-II will also 
enable time resolved measurements at microsecond time resolution to become routinely achievable. 

 
2.2.2.2 Extension of Solution Scattering to Membrane Proteins 

 
By analogy to protein solution scattering, non-crystalline membrane structures can also be studied 

with X-ray scattering. Under native conditions, individual membrane protein molecules, and supra-
molecular structures such as self-assemblies of membrane-active antimicrobial peptides, diffuse within 
the confinement of the lipid bilayer. This is much like a two dimensional (2D) liquid, and can be 
investigated with SAXS by probing the in-plane correlations. Neutron scattering studies on these 2D 
liquids already exist [7], owing to the use of deuterated components that enhance the contrast in the 
sample (Figure 2.2.2). X-ray studies have so far been limited to nearly crystalline systems [8] and studies 
of multiple-layers.  

 All of the solution scattering techniques used for proteins are equally applicable to the 2D liquid of 
membrane proteins, including low-resolution shape determination and time resolved measurement. They 
have the similar advantage that one isn’t limited in the quantity of the specimen one can get in the X-ray 
beam by the size of a crystal. In particular, in the case of the 2D membrane, a glancing-angle beam might 
illuminate a patch of several square millimeters to produce a significant scattering signal. Just as solution 
scattering can provide shape and kinetic information to complement protein crystallography, X-ray 
scattering from single-layered membranes will provide the opportunity to study the structure transitions 
within membranes. 

The high brightness of NSLS-II will enable solution scattering experiments to provide information 
about these structural transitions, such as the conformation change of receptors upon binding of a ligand. 
These phenomena are related directly to the function of the membrane proteins, and therefore are central 
to many branches of life-science research. 

 

Figure 2.2.2 Scattering from a two-dimensional liquid of membrane pores formed by antimicrobial
peptides (model shown in the middle). Owing to the contrast enhanced by deuteration, neutron scattering
can easily detect these structure in multiple-layered model membranes (left), whereas only much more
ordered liquids were observed by X-rays (right). The increased beam intensity of NSLS-II will make up 
for the contrast disadvantage of X-ray scattering. Observation of fluid membrane structure will be
possible, even in single-layered membranes. 
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2.2.2.3 Counterion Cloud  
 
In their native environment biomolecules are surrounded by water and ions. It has long been 

recognized that the availability of water and ions is an important factor in protein structure and function 
but little is known about the structure of “ordered” water and the distribution of counterions around 
biomolecules. By using synchrotron radiation it is possible to specifically probe the counterion cloud by 
anomalous scattering while keeping the biomolecules in solution. Multivalent ions are particularly 
interesting because they are present at much lower concentrations in biology and are often used to trigger 
biological events, such as opening or closing a channel or enzyme activation. Multi-valent ions are also 
responsible for DNA condensation inside the cell nucleus, in sperm heads and virus capsids. Recent 
efforts to employ solution anomalous X-ray scattering techniques to address such questions had to resort 
to exotic ions such as Rb+ and Sr2+ with K edges of 15.2 keV and 16.1 keV [9] (Figure 2.2.3). 

 The high brightness of NSLS-II in the 1 to 4 keV energy range makes it very well suited to use 
anomalous scattering techniques on biologically relevant ions such as Na (1.07 keV), Mg (1.3 keV), Cl 
(2.8 keV), K (3.6 keV), Ca (4.0 keV), S (2.5 keV) and P (2.1 keV). Because biological materials 
including water absorb strongly at these low energies high photon flux is essential and this high flux must 
be in a small spot to use flow-cell mixers to follow triggered events in time resolved experiments. 

 
2.2.2.4 Study of Metalloproteins with X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 

 
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) can be used to measure the transition of core electronic states 

of a metal atom to excited electronic states or continuum states. Spectral analysis near the electronic 
transition, so-called X-ray absorption near-edge structure, or XANES, provides information on the 
metal’s charge state and geometry. Spectral analysis above the absorption edge (from the edge to 10-15% 
above the edge in energy), so called Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure, or EXAFS, provides 
complementary structural information, such as numbers, types, and distances of ligands or neighboring 
atoms. Both spectroscopies are valuable techniques for studying a variety of metal sites in biological 
systems [10]. Recent experiments where X-ray crystallography and X-ray spectroscopy are used in 
combination have provided information that was not available from either technique alone [11]. 

Figure 2.2.3 Monovalent and divalent counterion clouds around negatively chraged DNA double helices
in solution are probed using anomalous small-angle x-ray scattering [9]. The spatial correlation of 
surrounding counterions to DNA was directly measured. 
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Traditionally, XAS, like most other spectroscopies, has been used as a static probe of structure. 
NSLS-II provides the opportunity to extend X-ray absorption measurements into the time resolved realm, 
potentially revolutionizing the study of biochemical and bioinorganic systems. The importance of real-
time structural information for mechanistic studies is apparent, and has led to a blossoming of interest in 
time resolved XAS. Although hundreds of papers have been published on time resolved XAS, until now 
these have focused mostly on questions of materials-science and catalysis. This is because the best 
method for measuring time resolved XAS is to use a “dispersive” geometry, in which a polychromatic X-
ray beam is focused onto the sample of interest. Unfortunately, the dispersive geometry is limited to 
relatively high metal concentrations (> 10 mM for modest time resolution; higher for ms time resolution) 
and is thus not practical for most biological samples. 

To study dilute samples such as metalloproteins, one must measure the data as fluorescence excitation 
spectra. For slow reactions occurring over several hours, time resolved XAS was used as early as 1995 in 
a study of reaction of the enzyme carboxypeptidase [12]. With recent advances in rapid-scanning 
monochromators, it has proven possible to measure XAS spectra with scan times as short as 50 ms [13], 
although typical scan times are several seconds [14]. NSLS-II will allow much faster time scales to be 
probed. 

Since the biomolecular system being studied evolves continuously during the reaction, with many 
different species potentially being present, one cannot take a literal “snapshot” of intermediates that form. 
However, use of sophisticated mathematical approaches such as principal-component analysis [15], 
allows one to come close to this ideal. Combining the information from tens or hundreds spectra, each 
measured at a different time after mixing, makes it possible for one to deconvolve the component spectra, 
even for relatively minor components. With the bright X-ray beams provided by NSLS-II, the continuous 
flow mixing technology discussed above will enable time resolution close to one microsecond. 

 
2.2.2.5 Electron Delocalization in Biomolecules 

 
The wave nature of the electron determines almost all of the properties of simple condensed matter, 

for example its color, mechanical hardness, electrical resistivity, thermal conductivity, thermal expansion, 
dielectric constant, melting and boiling points, etc. It is therefore worth investigating the degree to which 
delocalization underlies protein function, since proteins are, after all, a form of condensed matter. NSLS-
II will enable a new class of such phenomena to be studied for the first time. 

As an example, consider the light harvesting complex (LHC) protein-chromophore (Figure 2.2.4) of 
the photosynthetic bacterium rhodobacter sphaeroides. Light is first absorbed by a circular aggregate of 
bacteriochlorophyll molecules and carotenoids held together by proteins, LH-II. Energy is then 
transferred to a circular antenna complex, LH-I, surrounding the reaction center, and finally to the 
reaction center (RC) where it starts the respiratory cycle of the cell. The structures of LH-II and RC are 

Figure 2.2.4 (Left) Schematic representation of the photosynthetic apparatus in the intra-cytoplasmic 
membrane of purple bacteria.  (right) A model for the pigment-protein complexes in the modeled bacteria
rhodobacter sphaeroides [16]. 
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known to atomic resolution from x-ray diffraction experiments. However, the mechanism and dynamics 
of electron energy transfer remains a mystery. 

For example, the quantum efficiency of LHC is ~ 95%, raising questions about how it is able to avoid 
fluorescence losses when transmitting energy over large distances. LHC possesses a high degree of 
circular symmetry, a property conjectured by Hu et. al. [17] to suppress fluorescence by making the 
lowest excited states of LHC dipole forbidden. For Hu’s arguments to be correct, the electronic states 
must be coherently delocalized over the entire molecule, a prediction with profound implications since it 
suggests quantum delocalization played a crucial role in the evolutionary history of this organism. So far, 
efforts to indirectly estimate the coherence length optically, however, have yielded mixed results [18, 19]. 

Inelastic X-ray scattering (IXS) is a direct probe of quantum coherence. Specifically, the momentum 
spread of excited states as they appear in the dynamic structure factor S(k,ω), gives the exciton mean-
free-path, i.e. the distance over which it propagates before losing phase coherence. The energy scale is set 
by the electronic excitations in the photosynthetic unit, the first dipole allowed transition is ~1.4 eV. 
However, because of the poor quality of these sample, elastic scattering background is going to a severe 
problem. To overcome this problem, an energy resolution of a few meV will be needed. 

The high brightness and flux of NSLS-II, together with new optical schemes, will enable IXS 
experiments with an energy resolution of a few meV at 8 to 10 keV, and open up a new window into the 
electronic properties of biomolecules. 

 
2.2.3 Impact of NSLS-II 

 
2.2.3.1 Time resolved Studies in Micro-fabricated Flow-cell Mixers 

 
The development of micro-fabricated lamellar flow-cell mixers (Figure 2.2.5) provides a way to 

initiate dynamical events in micron-scale jets of solution on microsecond time scales, while requiring 
only extremely small quantities of specimen [20-22]. These continuous-flow diffusion mixers [23, 24] 
produce thin laminar flow sheets of solutions and dynamical events are triggered as the solutions mix by 
diffusion between the solution sheets. They can potentially enable us to watch dynamical events unfold by 
making measurements at different positions downstream. For instance, to generate a protein-folding 

Figure 2.2.5 Principle of operation of the flow cell, showing a cross section through the center and
indicating one possible location of the X-ray beam. In this case, denatured RNA solution was mixed with
side-streams of Mg++ to initiate folding. Because the time-scale of diffusional equilibrium of the central 
solution jet with the side-streams varies as the square-root of the central jet width, the time scales for 
equilibrium can be on the order of microseconds for jets less than a micron wide. The X-ray beam is 
moved downstream to access later times after the initiation of mixing. The high brightness of NSLS-II will 
revolutionize mixer experiments. 
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event, denatured protein is injected into the central channel, sandwiched between buffer solutions. As the 
protein and buffer solutions flow downstream, the denaturant diffuses out of the protein layer. Once the 
denaturant concentration drops below a threshold, the protein folds back to its functional conformation. 
The solution mixer also could trigger other biochemical reactions by a similar mixing of reactants. The 
solution-mixer technology can be combined with X-ray solution scattering, spectroscopy, or footprinting 
techniques to study a wide range of problems in life science. 

The high brightness X-ray beams of NSLS-II will have a dramatic impact on mixer experiments. 
Achieving the ultimate time resolution requires the very small and intense beams that NSLS-II will excel 
at producing, since, for a given solution velocity the time resolution is directly determined by the beam 
size. Small beams will also allow smaller overall dimension of the solution layers, reducing sample 
consumption. Because the solution that is exposed to the X-ray beam is constantly replenished, radiation 
damage is not a limitation. Finally, the small beams will enable measurements to include as little of the 
side solution streams as possible, providing enhanced signal-to-noise for the weak X-ray signals from the 
small volumes. 

NSLS-II combined with micro-fabricated flow-cell mixers will revolutionize solution studies in much 
the same way that earlier synchrotron sources enhanced the possibilities of macromolecular 
crystallography. 

 
2.2.3.2 X-ray Footprinting  

 
Hydroxyl radicals cleave the phosphodiester backbone of nucleic acids. In sections where the RNA is 

folded, however, the backbone is inaccessible to solvent, and therefore protected from radical cleavage. 
X-ray footprinting employs the very intense and ionizing white (polychromatic) X-ray beam to generate 
hydroxyl radicals. One then analyzes the pattern of fragments after X-ray exposure by gel electrophoresis; 
the protected sections of the RNA that are not cleaved yield a "footprint", a general illustration of which 
is in Figure 2.2.6. One can follow the protections as a function of time, showing the tertiary contacts 
formed as the RNA folds. X-ray footprinting also works for proteins. In this case, hydroxyl radicals 
modify the amino acid side chains that are exposed to the solvent. The oxidized samples are digested with 
proteases and analyzed by LC-mass spectrometry to determine the extent and sites of modification. 

Time resolved footprinting measurements can be achieved with a solution mixer to induce cleavage 
after a delay relative to the triggering of a dynamic event. This is an ideal method for gaining insight into 
dynamic processes of large RNA and protein assemblies. It provides detailed structural information (at 
the single-nucleotide and single side-chain level) on biologically relevant timescales. Current time 
resolved footprinting measurements are limited to millisecond time resolution. The high beam brightness 
provided by NSLS-II will make the time scale that is accessible by this technique significantly shorter, 
certainly by a factor of ten. This improvement is not only because of the better time resolution of the 
smaller-scale solution mixers enabled by NSLS-II, but also owing to the shorter X-ray exposure time that 
is necessary to generate the hydroxyl radicals that cleave the biomolecules. All of this would benefit from 
use of microcapillary focusing that could produce a 10 µm spot with high intensity. Achieving an 
understanding of conformational dynamics in macromolecules and their complexes during processes as 
diverse as ligand binding, folding, catalysis, and macromolecular assembly is a challenging and important 
step towards providing detailed molecular descriptions of biological systems. 

 
2.2.3.3 High-throughput Characterization of Biomolecules 

 
Whereas the undulator-based beamlines at NSLS-II will offer the opportunity to overcome a number 

of exceedingly difficult and important problems in life science, the lower intensity bending magnet-based 
beamlines will contribute by performing relatively simple tasks that are time consuming today. The 
duration of static measurements will be greatly reduced even on bending magnet beamlines as the source 
brightness increases. This provides the possibility of high-throughput characterization of large numbers of 
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samples. Automatic sample handlers will be constructed to feed samples, and many, perhaps even 
hundreds, of samples will be characterized each hour by solution scattering and X-ray spectroscopy. 

High-throughput solution-scattering measurements will be useful as a quality-control and diagnostic 
tool during the genome-scale expression of proteins that accompanies the Structural Genomics programs 
mentioned in Section 2.1 on macromolecular crystallography. For example, many proteins cannot be 
expressed in E. coli, or are unable to fold in these bacterial cells. Therefore the quality of the expressed 
proteins must be monitored, and some of their physical characteristics can be discovered, for example by 
solution scattering and IR/UV spectroscopy. High-throughput measurement is necessary to match the 
scale of the whole structural genomics effort. 

Another potential application of high-throughput measurements is for crystallization screening. The 
interaction between individual protein molecules can be measured far before nucleation occurs [25]. 
Measuring the protein-protein interaction under a spectrum of conditions therefore can serve as a tool for 
searching for the optimal condition under which proteins can nucleate and continue to grow into large 
crystals. 
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2.3 Biological Imaging 
 

2.3.1. Overview 
 
The high brightness of NSLS-II will make it possible to tightly focus the beam to create very intense 

nanoprobes for high-resolution cellular imaging and sensitive trace element mapping in biological 
specimens. The brightness will also provide highly collimated beams of high intensity and large 
transverse dimensions for novel forms of medical imaging and tomography [1]. In addition to high 
brightness, NSLS-II will also provide the broadest range of wavelengths to users in a single facility, 
extending from hard X-rays to the far-infrared and enabling a wide array of analytical techniques, 
including: X-ray microscopy (hard and soft; scanning and full-field), diffraction imaging, X-ray 
tomography, X-ray microprobe, diffraction-enhanced imaging (DEI), and infrared imaging. These diverse 
imaging tools will span the resolution scale from nanometers to millimeters, allowing non-destructive 
analysis of biological subjects ranging from sub-cellular structures to humans.  

Synchrotron facilities worldwide, including the NSLS, demonstrate the value of using a synchrotron 
for biological and medical imaging. Information that could once be obtained only on pure, spatially 
homogeneous samples is now obtained from heterogeneous natural and complex biological samples on 
length scales of tens of nanometers. NSLS-II will extend this to less than 10 nm, enabling studies of 
nanoscale phases and compositional variations and providing deeper insight into nature (Figure 2.3.1). 

The ultra-high brightness of NSLS-II will have significant impact: 
 
• For the highest resolution, radiation with spatial and temporal coherence is required. NSLS-II will 

increase the coherent flux available by at least two orders of magnitude. Combined with advanced 
X-ray optics, NSLS-II will make ~10 nm spectromicroscopy routinely available. Higher spatial 
resolution (~10 nm) for imaging whole cells (>10 µm thick) will enable imaging substructures 
such as cell membranes, protein complexes (e.g. ribosomes), and cytoskeleton components 
(microtubules, actin filaments). 

• Combined with new techniques in reconstruction of diffraction data, NSLS-II will make sub-10 
nm spatial resolution possible, improving the image resolution of subcellular components. 

• With NSLS-II, the spatial resolution of X-ray microprobes and DEI will be reduced to below 1 
µm. This spatial resolution will enable the imaging of plant and animal tissues on the sub-cellular 
level, and importantly, in their natural state. 
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Figure 2.3.1 The size scale of biological materials. Current visible-light imaging capabilities are 
diffraction-limited at ~200 nm. Using synchrotron X-rays, imaging is extended to 30-40 nm. With the high 
brightness and coherence of NSLS-II, this limit will be extended to ~10 nm, permitting intact imaging of 
subcellular structures such as protein complexes, cytoskeleton components, and cell membranes. 
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2.3.2 Scientific Challenges and Opportunities 

 
The requirement for increased efficiencies in the health care system and global trends toward an aging 

demographic are stimulating investments in biomedical imaging research. NIH and DOE are keenly 
interested in developing and improving the ability to image macromolecular machines. In 2000, NIH 
established the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering, which “coordinates with 
biomedical imaging and bioengineering programs of other agencies and NIH institutes to support imaging 
and engineering research.” In addition, the first goal of the DOE Genomes-to-Life initiative is to “identify 
and characterize the molecular machines of life,” where “imaging will help define interactions between 
proteins and other components in the complex interacting networks of living cells.” 

Recent discoveries in synchrotron X-ray and infrared imaging sciences have spawned the 
development of new imaging techniques that provide unprecedented resolution of nature’s small details. 
NSLS-II will enable greatly enhanced capabilities for forefront integrated biomedical research that will 
lead to dramatic breakthroughs in both basic scientific understanding and human health. 

 
2.3.2.1 Imaging Molecular Machines 

 
Biological cells are composed of complex macromolecular assemblies that work together in 

functional networks that characterize the dynamic life of a cell. These machines execute important 
metabolic functions, mediate information flow within and among cells, and build cellular structures. 
Imaging of whole cells, and the macromolecular assemblies within cells, is critical for understanding 
these interactions. 

For example, one of the outstanding problems in cellular biology is the way the mammalian cell 
packages its genetic material under different conditions. How is the chromosome assembled and 
organized? How are errors in this organization related to disease? One specific example involves how the 
organization of genetic material is different in the sperm cell where, instead of histones, protamines are 
attached to DNA. The ability to image hidden abnormalities in the composition of sperm nuclei, including 
damaged DNA, impaired chromatin condensation, alteration in the chemical composition and 
concentration of sperm proteins is important in order to understand how the morphology of the sperm cell 
affects male fertility.  

Recently X-ray microscopy was introduced for the evaluation of a single sperm (Figure 2.3.2). Sperm 
have a size in the 1-2 micron range, and the structures of interest are typically 30 nm, well matched to the 
capabilities of soft X-ray microscopes. Soft X-ray spectromicroscopy with a cryo scanning transmission 
X-ray microscope can evaluate both qualitative and quantitative abnormalities in sperm ultrastructure and 
composition. The chemical sensitivity of XANES spectroscopy allows the identification of the major 
constituents (protein, DNA, etc.), and the ability to image frozen hydrated specimens assures that the 
specimen is as close to its natural state as possible. 

The high brightness of NSLS-II will improve the resolution of sperm imaging to ~10 nm. At this size 
scale, the packaging of genetic material will be imaged. Specifically, the small protamine-DNA 
complexes will be visualized within the sperm. Chromosomes and abnormalities in chromatin 
condensation will also be seen. Moreover, spectroscopic imaging of sperm will enable the study of sperm 
cell chemistry at ultra high resolution, such as the concentration of sperm proteins and nucleic acids. 

As another example, the budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, has long been a valuable model 
system for genetic, molecular, and biochemical analyses, and continues to be important for modern 
proteomics investigations. Hundreds of distinct multiprotein complexes have been identified and new 
cellular roles for several hundred other proteins, most of which had no previous functional annotation, 
have been proposed. An important method for gaining insight into the function of a protein is to 
determine its location in cells. Kumar et al recently conducted a high throughput immunofluorescent 
localization of tagged gene products in the budding yeast [2]. They concluded that the entire yeast 
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proteome encompasses about 5100 soluble proteins and more than 1000 transmembrane proteins. This is 
a remarkable undertaking that begins to provide insight into protein locations and their associated 
function. However, if the yeast proteome encompasses 30,000 protein interactions, many of which change 
during the organism’s life cycle [3], more precise information about the location of each protein 
throughout the cell cycle will be required. This information is beyond the level of resolution of existing 
light microscopy techniques and is unattainable using electron microscopy, given the time-consuming 
nature of the requisite specimen preparation.  

X-ray tomography has the potential to accomplish these goals and make significant contributions to 
our understanding of protein function in cells. Using this approach, superb structural information can be 
obtained from whole, hydrated cells at better than 35 nm resolution. In addition, immunogold labeling 
techniques similar to those used for TEM can be used to localize proteins in whole cells [4, 5]. These 
capabilities, combined with tomographic procedures, offer unique three-dimensional views of cells.  

Transmission X-ray microscopy has been used to examine whole cells, revealing superb images of 
cytoplasmic and nuclear structures at 35-40 nm resolution (Figure 2.3.3). The high brightness of NSLS-II 
coupled with improvements in zone plate technology will enable even higher resolution. This promises to 
be a remarkably fertile line of research for which NSLS-II is a critical and necessary requirement. 

 
2.3.2.2 Fundamental Basis of Disease 

 
Biological tissues are composed of individual cells and a complex extracellular matrix that holds the 

cells together to make a tissue. Many diseases involve alterations in the chemistry of the cells and 
extracellular matrix. For example, cancerous tumors, scar tissue, and atherosclerotic (blood vessel) and 
neuritic (brain) plaques all form through some combination of irregular cell growth, and breakdown and 
remodeling of the extracellular matrix around them. Imaging of whole tissues, encompassing the 
interactions between cells and the extracellular matrix, is critical for understanding these disease 
processes.  

As a prime example, a growing number of neurodegenerative diseases, including Alzheimer's disease 
(AD), Parkinson's disease, Huntington's disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and Creutzfeldt-
Jakob disease, involve the misfolding of normal proteins in the brain, which has recently been associated 

Figure 2.3.2 Soft X-ray spectromicroscopy imaging of human sperm: wet image (left), and cluster
analysis image (center) of spectral data set (right) demonstrating biochemical mapping. Such studies can
correlate morphological types with biochemistry. 

1 
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with the binding of metal ions such as iron, copper, and zinc. Yet, the functions of these metal ions and 
the misfolded proteins in the disease process are not well understood. 

To date, metal concentrations in brain tissue are generally measured via macroscopic (bulk) 
techniques that cannot provide any spatial information on localized metal accumulation. Traditional 
histochemical (staining) methods for localizing metals in tissue are insufficient. Stains and/or 
fluorescently-tagged antibodies are also used to identify misfolded proteins in tissue, but do not provide 
direct information on the protein's structure. 

Using X-ray microspectroscopy, the metal ion distribution, concentration, oxidation state, and local 
structure as a function of disease severity can be imaged in intact brain tissue. By combining fluorescence 
microscopy and infrared microspectroscopy, the location and secondary structure of the associated 
misfolded proteins are imaged (Figure 2.3.4). By combining these results, it is possible to identify the 
metal ions that accumulate before, concurrently, or after protein misfolding, in order to develop a possible 
mechanism for the complex formation and toxicity. 

Current limitations for X-ray microprobe imaging of neuritic plaques include spatial resolution and 
beamtime availability. Although many neuritic plaques are large (e.g. AD plaques are 50-200 microns in 
diameter), others are much smaller (e.g. ALS) and more diffuse (e.g. mad cow disease and scrapie). The 
higher brightness and coherence of NSLS-II, including increased insertion device capacity, will enable X-
ray microprobe analysis at below 1 micron resolution, and even zone plate microscopy at 70-100 nm 
resolution. In addition to high resolution, the quantity of beamtime required for X-ray microprobe 
analysis as well as infrared imaging is also a limiting factor. Large areas of tissue need to be imaged and a 
large number of samples are necessary for good statistics. With NSLS-II, array-detector infrared imaging 
will be possible, increasing data collection rates by a factor of at least 20. 

NSLS-II will also allow longitudinal in-vivo studies to track disease progression and/or evolution of 
pathology during treatment of neurodegenerative diseases. For example, DEI and X-ray 
Microtomography will be able to penetrate the skull of animal models of Alzheimer’s disease. 

Another important example is that of osteoarthritis (OA), which affects over 40 million Americans. 
Important questions remain as to the relationship between underlying (subchondral) bone and joint 

Figure 2.3.3 X-ray tomograph of the budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisia. (A) Projection image of
yeast in the capillary; arrows indicate 60 nm gold balls used as fiducial markers for alignment of all
images for tomographic reconstruction. (B and C) Computer generated sections from the reconstructed 
data; X-ray dense lipid droplets (small white circles) are now easily distinguished as distinct organelles
and large vacuoles that are less dense appear dark. Yeast cell is 5 microns in diameter. 
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cartilage changes in OA, partly because of the difficulty in studying this calcified tissue. DEI is able to 
simultaneously detect both cartilage and bone changes in the progression of OA (Figure 2.3.5) [6]. The 
spatial resolution of these images is limited by the present NSLS source size to about 50 microns. 
However, NSLS-II will extend this to below 1 micron with enhanced sensitivity. 

Very little is known about the composition of the mineralized plate beneath the articular cartilage in 
OA. Presently, infrared microscopy is limited in its ability to examine the chemical composition (e.g. 
mineralization, carbonate content, collagen structure) of intact sections of joints. Advances in array 
detector technology will soon enable access to the low wavelength range necessary to image some of the 
mineral modes in bone, and these detectors will be best suited to a synchrotron source such as NSLS-II 
with a wide acceptance angle. 

 
2.3.2.3 Early Disease Detection 

 
Challenges remain in clinical diagnostic and screening imaging, despite recent advancements in 

mammography, MRI, CT, PET, and SPECT. The rate of false negative in mammography is still about 
10%; cartilage is difficult to visualize by radiological means; and the contrast of chest X-ray is too low to 
detect early stages of emphysema and edema. Since early intervention of these diseases is typically life-
saving, development of new radiography methods for diagnosis and screening is of great interest. 

DEI is advantageous for mammography because its refraction contrast mechanism [7] provides 
increased sensitivity to soft-tissue contrast. Figure 2.3.6 shows images of breast tissue with invasive 
lobular carcinoma that extends to the edge [8]. It illustrates the improved visualization of spiculations 

Figure 2.3.4 Grayscale images of zinc (left), amyloid plaque (left, center), and misfolded protein (right,
center) in a single specimen of Alzheimer’s brain tissue. The Zn image and the misfolded protein image 
were collected with X-ray fluorescence microprobe and infrared microspectroscopy, respectively. The 
UV-fluorescence image of the amyloid plaque identifies their location based on a fluorescence stain, but 
does not provide protein structural information. (Right) An RGB image containing overlays of the three
grayscale images: red = zinc; green = amyloid; blue = misfolded protein.  

Zn UV fluorescence misfolded proteinZn UV fluorescence misfolded protein

Figure 2.3.5 Conventional X-ray (left) and DEI image (right) of an intact rabbit knee joint. Notice that 
even though the DEI contrast allows visualization of cartilage, the resolution of the image does not yet 
allow detailed study of early stage cartilage damage or the bone-cartilage interface. NSLS-II will extend 
the resolution from 50 microns today to below 1 micron and make this possible. 
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representing tumor extension by DEI, compared to standard radiographs. The DEI apparent absorption 
image was found to have 8 to 33 times greater contrast than that of a normal radiograph [9]. DEI breast 
images are currently limited to a spatial resolution of about fifty microns and it is important to visualize 
smaller calcifications and small spiculations. NSLS-II will provide a major advance by extending this to 
below one micron. The increased resolution and sensitivity allowed by NSLS-II will enable study of the 
cancer biology and morphological features of animal models of breast cancer and other cancers that are 
typically too small to be reliably detected by the current DEI resolution and will guide the design of a 
clinically-relevant DEI system. 

As another example, degeneration of joint cartilage in OA is among the leading causes of 
immobilization and affects 85% of elderly people. Joint pain is one of the first signs of disease, but by the 
time pain becomes a symptom, successful treatment leading to regeneration of the tissue is too late. 

Conventional radiography is the first and most frequently used imaging method to detect joint 
abnormalities. However, cartilage tissue has little X-ray absorption contrast and cannot be easily seen so 
that conventional radiography is sensitive only in cases of advanced disease. A high-resolution 
radiographic method to directly visualize early defects in cartilage is thus desirable. 

The ragged face of damaged cartilage produces substantial changes in X-ray refraction as well as 
small angle scattering. Studies have shown that DEI is able to visualize damage typical of early 
degenerative disease in cartilage, tendons and other soft tissues in intact joints [10]. Cartilage is thin, 
especially in animal models of OA, and is usually obstructed by overlaying bone structures in a projection 
image. Multiple high resolution DEI images, and their reconstruction by CT, are thus necessary. 

NSLS-II, with its small source size and top-off filling mode, will allow DEI imaging of cartilage at 
spatial resolution of less than 1 micron and much better sensitivity to reveal subtle changes in cartilage of 
animal models. The thermal stability will also allow the longer exposures necessary for routine CT 
imaging and reconstruction of phase contrast. 

 

Figure 2.3.6 Specimen with invasive lobular carcinoma, which typically grows in single files of cells. (a)
Digital radiograph of the specimen. Note the vague linear densities along the inferior margin of the
lesion. (b) Diffraction-enhanced image of the same specimen. Note the increased prominence and number 
of lines that extend from the inferior border of the lesion at the arrows. (c) Photomicrograph of the
spiculations identified between the two arrows on the left in b shows a band of fibrous tissue with invasive
lobular carcinoma. 
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2.3.3 Impact of NSLS-II 
 

2.3.3.1 Soft X-ray Microscopy and Nanotomography 
 
Soft X-ray microscopy generates 3-D, quantifiable, structural and molecular information at better 

than 40-nm resolution. It is fast, relatively easy to accomplish, produces high-resolution, absorption-based 
images, and is naturally combined with small-spot spectroscopy for chemical identification at high spatial 
resolution. When operating between the K-edges of carbon and oxygen, it has good intrinsic contrast 
between organic material and water, and good penetration in micron-thick specimens. By taking images at 
photon energies near an element's absorbance resonances, regions of high concentration of certain 
bonding states of the element can be highlighted. Whole, hydrated cells (between 10-15 microns thick) 
can be examined, eliminating the need for time-consuming, and potentially artifact-inducing, embedding 
and sectioning procedures, and yet it is possible to localize proteins using simple immunolabeling 
protocols (Figure 2.3.7). 

Obtaining the highest resolution in soft X-ray microscopy requires that the zone plate be coherently 
illuminated. Hence, the technique is brightness-limited. The high brightness of NSLS-II will provide 
unprecedented spatial resolution, faster data collection, and improved signal to noise. 

The goal of obtaining high resolution 3D nanotomographic images on whole cells is an important 
one. Electron microscopes are able to obtain 6-8 nm resolution 3D images of regions of frozen hydrated 
cells but only when the sample thickness is less than 300-400 nm. Soft X-ray tomography demonstrations 
at the NSLS, BESSY, and ALS have obtained 60-100 nm resolution 3D images of cells up to about 8 
microns thick (Figure 2.3.8). To prevent radiation damage, the cells must be rapidly frozen and 
maintained at low temperatures. Remarkably, cryo-fixation enables collection of hundreds of successive 
images with no detectable radiation damage. This technique should enable, for the first time, an absolute 
measurement of the full 3-D structure of small single cells. However, depth of focus decreases as the 
square of improvements in transverse resolution in microscopes, so that soft X-ray microscopes with 
better resolution will be limited to even thinner cells. 

An important approach to this problem is to use 3-5 keV x rays for phase contrast imaging, where one 
can push towards 10 nm 3D resolution with good penetrating power and little limit due to depth of focus 
[13, 14]. The high brightness of NSLS-II at these energies is crucial for phase contrast nanotomography at 
higher resolution. 

Figure 2.3.7 STXM image of a fibroblast that has been antibody labeled with gold particles for tubulin (a 
cytoskeleton component) [11]. 
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Scanning transmission X-ray microscopes are presently quite slow compared to full-field 
transmission X-ray microscopes (TXMs): it can take several minutes to acquire one high resolution 
image, several hours to acquire a spectromicroscopy data set, or a day to acquire a 100 nm voxel 
resolution tomography data set [15]. At the same time, scanning microscopes offer important advantages: 
the 10-20% efficient zone plate is located upstream of the specimen in the beam path so that its efficiency 
affects only exposure time but not radiation dose to the sample. Also, the small phase space required for 
zone plate illumination leads to simpler designs for high energy resolution monochromators, and 
segmented detectors can be used to simultaneously acquire absorption and phase contrast images in one 
scan [16]. The NSLS hosts a group from Stony Brook that has pioneered zone plate scanning microscopy, 
and a large community already uses zone plate scanning microscopy for scientific research in biology and 
environmental science. 

The higher brightness of NSLS-II, combined with laser interferometer position feedback, will enable 
over two orders of magnitude improvement in spatial resolution and greatly reduced data collection times 
in TXM measurements. 

 
2.3.3.2 Diffraction Imaging 

 
The resolution of X-ray microscopes is limited by our ability to fabricate high-resolution optics. It 

was pointed out by David Sayre that one should be able to record the diffraction pattern of small, isolated 
non-crystalline specimens, such as small cells or organelles, and reconstruct the image at a resolution not 
limited by optics. The diffraction pattern of such objects is continuous, and can be sampled on a fine 
raster to obtain the information necessary to retrieve the phase lost in the recording process. Diffraction 
imaging, illustrated in Figure 2.3.9, was first demonstrated at the NSLS in 1999. The ultimate resolution 
limit is set by radiation damage to the specimen. A full 3D reconstruction can be performed if diffraction 
patterns are collected from a complete range of angular orientations.  

Scientists using the NSLS pioneered the reconstruction of X-ray diffraction data to yield real-space 
images of non-crystalline specimens [17], and a development program is nearing completion [18] to allow 
these experiments to be carried out on cryogenic specimens to minimize radiation damage, and to allow 
the specimen to be rotated through a 160° tilt range. Experiments underway at the NSLS are using a zone 
plate to obtain an already-phased image at low spatial frequencies, and collecting diffraction data without 
the transfer function loss of the zone plate at higher spatial frequencies, and thus extend X-ray imaging 
beyond the zone plate resolution limit. 

Figure 2.3.8 Soft X-ray nanotomograph (50 nm resolution) combined with volume rendering of 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (a yeast cell). The nucleus is colored blue, lipid droplets appear white, and the
surface of a large vacuole in the center of the yeast is color-coded pink. The yeast is 5 microns in 
diameter. [12] 
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The diffraction technique depends on coherent illumination, and hence on the brightness of the 
source. NSLS-II will be the ideal source for diffraction imaging, providing the high brightness required 
for routine 3D imaging by this technique.  

In the push to higher resolution, it is inevitable that radiation damage is increased: one is attempting 
to illuminate and collect signal from a smaller mass. Scientists using the NSLS have pioneered the 
development of cryo methods for scanning microscopy [19], and have shown a 104 decrease in damage 
relative to room temperature hydrated specimens, consistent with cryo TXM studies [20]. It is worthwhile 
noting that timescales play an important role in high resolution imaging: for 10 nm resolution imaging 
one must either collect the entire dataset in a time much less than 100 fsec to avoid hydrodynamic 
blurring, or greater than about 1 msec to allow for heat conduction. 

 
2.3.3.3 Hard X-ray Microprobe 

 
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), including X-ray fluorescence (XRF), has been widely used for 

probing metal content and structure within biological systems. The XAS spectrum provides information 
such as metal oxidation state, metal spin state, number and type of ligands bound to the metal, and bond 
distances. Using focusing mirrors, XAS and XRF imaging can be used to non-destructively provide the 
distribution of trace element content and structure with a resolution of 1-10 microns and elemental 
sensitivities in the sub-mg kg-1 range. Applications have included the characterization of heavy metal 
contamination in soils, the uptake of metals in plants (i.e. phytoremediation), and the role of metal ion 
accumulation in neurological diseases [21]. Analyses can be done on standard microscopic sections, rock 
fragments, powders, soils, and biological materials; samples can be in solution, liquids, amorphous solids, 
aggregates, plant roots, surfaces, etc. 

The greatly increased brightness of NSLS-II will make it possible to use zone plate focusing optics to 
improve the resolution to 50 – 100 nm [22]. The resulting nanoprobe will be used for high resolution 
mapping of trace elements in cells, tissues, and bacteria by XRF, and the mapping of the chemical state of 
more abundant metals by XAS.  

 
2.3.3.4 Infrared Imaging and Microspectroscopy 

 
Infrared microspectroscopy (IRMS) enables the microscopic chemical distribution in materials to be 

probed through their vibrational spectra. It has been used to study numerous plant and animal tissues, 
single biological cells, minerals and soils, etc. For complex samples such as human tissues, an IR 

Figure 2.3.9 Diffraction-based imaging. A zone plate is used to obtain an image at low spatial
frequencies, diffraction data yields image at higher spatial frequencies beyond the zone plate resolution 
limit. NSLS-II provides the essential coherent illumination. 
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spectrum provides a direct indication of sample biochemistry. For example, as discussed in Section 2.3.2, 
aggregates of misfolded proteins, i.e. amyloid plaques, have been identified in the brain tissue of 
Alzheimer’s disease patients. Spectral evidence of cervical cancer, heart disease, and bone diseases such 
as osteoarthritis, osteoporosis, and osteogenesis imperfecta (i.e. “brittle bone disease”) have been 
identified [23-25]. In addition, contaminants in human tissue, such as silicone in breast tissue and 
narcotics in human hair have also been observed. 

The primary advantage of synchrotrons over conventional IR sources is their 100-1000 times greater 
brightness. This high brightness allows smaller regions to be probed with acceptable signal to noise ratio 
[26, 27]. Indeed, aperture settings smaller than the wavelength of light can be used, in which case 
diffraction controls the available spatial resolution [28]. 

NSLS-II will provide world leading brightness throughout the infrared and will make near-field 
techniques possible, improving the spatial resolution beyond the diffraction limit to below 1 micron. 
NSLS-II will provide wide opening angles capable of imaging sixteen or more synchrotron source points 
onto imaging array detectors, which have not yet been utilized on synchrotron beamlines. This will 
improve the signal to noise ratio of the data and greatly reduce the data collection time over current, 
single-point, synchrotron-based microscopes. 

 
2.3.3.6 Diffraction-Enhanced Imaging 

 
Diffraction enhanced imaging (DEI) is a phase-contrast radiography method developed at the NSLS 

in 1995 that introduces fine selectivity for the angular deviation of x rays traversing an object. It uses 
collimated X-rays produced by a perfect crystal monochromator, and an analyzer crystal positioned 
between the subject and the detector. The high angular sensitivity of DEI allows measurement of the 
gradient of the X-ray index of refraction and ultra-small-angle scattering, as well as the X-ray attenuation. 
Since the contrast mechanism for DEI does not rely on absorption, it is ideally suited for soft-tissue 
imaging of biological subjects, where better contrast and lower dose are both important [29], as discussed 
in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. And by imaging at higher X-ray energies, the radiation dose is reduced 
significantly without much degradation of image contrast. 

DEI has great potential for high resolution imaging. The gain in contrast in DEI images compared 
with absorption images increases as the feature size decreases (Figure 2.3.10). However, the resolution of 
DEI at the current NSLS is currently limited by the source size to about 50 microns. The full advantage of 
phase contrast imaging can only be realized with a bright X-ray source. The increased brightness of 
NSLS-II will enable DEI imaging and other phase-contrast X-ray imaging of animals and tissues at a sub-
cellular resolution of below 1 micron. This will lead to in vivo investigation of biological processes in 
small cell populations deep within the tissues of the body [1].  

Figure 2.3.10 Conventional radiograph vs. DEI image (on shoulder of rocking curve) of a nylon fiber, 
which simulates density variation in soft tissue. With conventional radiography, smaller objects show less 
contrast, a drawback that is not seen in the DEI images. 
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2.3.3.7 User Demand 

 
The number of user groups that use multiple imaging techniques at the NSLS is a rapidly growing 

user community [22], having approximately tripled in the past few years.  
With the broad spectral range available at the NSLS, the wide range of imaging tools can be 

combined easily to provide complementary information for sample characterization. This is a feature 
unique to the NSLS; no other facility in the world has such a wide wavelength range available for 
imaging. Since synchrotron-based imaging techniques are rather new, this complementarity is just being 
realized. 

Despite the success and productivity of the current facility, with a limited number of insertion devices 
on the existing NSLS storage rings, these imaging techniques are currently brightness-limited. The 
proposed new facility will provide a significantly brighter source, while maintaining the broad 
wavelength range familiar to NSLS users.  

The NSLS hosts a group from Stony Brook that has pioneered zone plate scanning microscopy and 
many developments with it, and a large community already uses soft X-ray zone plate scanning 
microscopy for scientific research in biology and environmental science. In addition, there is also a 
rapidly growing IR spectromicroscopy, and X-ray microprobe/microdiffraction community for materials, 
environmental, and biomedical applications. The power of combining the complementary information 
obtained with all these imaging tools, from IR to hard X-ray, has also begun to be realized. 

All these imaging efforts have benefited greatly by a strong collaboration in X-ray optics research, 
based on advanced electron beam lithography, between Stony Brook University and Bell Labs. The 
establishment of the BNL Center for Functional Nanomaterials (CFN) will further strengthen this 
collaboration. In particular, the proposed CFN will house a state-of-the-art electron beam lithography 
facility that will accelerate the development of a wide range of X-ray focusing optics. 

Zone plates act as lenses with a Rayleigh resolution equal to 1.22 times the outermost zone width for 
incoherent bright field imaging; with a 30 nm zone plate, the Rayleigh resolution is 37 nm while in 
coherent imaging the contrast transfer has a hard-edged cutoff at a spatial frequency of 1/(2·30 nm)=17 
µm-1 and in incoherent imaging there is a smooth decline in spatial frequency response to 1/(30 nm)=33 
µm-1. With deconvolution [30], it is quite possible to study structures to spatial frequency at least three-
quarters of that limit, i.e., 25 µm-1, corresponding to a 20 nm half-period width. This is representative of 
soft X-ray zone plate imaging at the present time, and it is reasonable to expect that zone plates at 5-10 
keV will begin to approach this performance level as well [31]. To do so will require considerable 
research and development, but NSLS is well positioned for this by building upon a collaboration between 
Stony Brook University and Bell Labs in 100 keV electron beam lithography that has already yielded 20 
nm zone width zone plates [32], and ultimately using the e-beam capabilities that will be part of the BNL 
Center for Functional Nanomaterials building. It is not impossible to foresee zone plates with 15 nm 
outermost zone width (giving 10 nm structural information), and furthermore waveguide effects may act 
to improve their efficiency if the zones can be oriented properly [33]. 

The NSLS has 2 soft X-ray microscopy beamlines, both of which operate on an undulator (X1A1, 
X1A2). Even with the undulator, the beamlines’ brightness is slightly more than a factor of 10 below the 
brightness of undulators at the ALS. They utilize two of the best zone plates available for soft X-ray 
microscopy, providing a spatial resolution of about 30 nm. The demand for this very high spatial 
resolution, despite the lower brightness, makes these beamlines oversubscribed. 

The high brightness of NSLS-II, combined with the increased insertion device capacity, will also 
improve the quality and quantity of X-ray microprobe beamlines. Currently, the NSLS has one 
microprobe beamline (X26A) and it operates on a bending magnet port, where the spatial resolution is 
limited to 10-15 µm in order to provide sufficient flux to the sample. Even so, the demand for this 
beamline is tremendous; it is >200% oversubscribed. 

Demand for medical imaging beamlines is strong. Currently there are only three dedicated 
synchrotron-based medical beamlines in the world, the ESRF in France, the Spring-8 in Japan and the 
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ELETTRA in Italy. Although one facility is planned for the new Canadian Light Source, currently under 
construction, no such facility currently exists in North America. The user schedules for the three 
dedicated medical beamlines are fully subscribed. 

NSLS-II allows systematical investigation of the applicability of DEI, pioneered at the NSLS, to 
clinical imaging, by concentrating on three cases that have been shown by the preliminary studies to be 
promising: breast, lung imaging and cartilage imaging. There will be substantial expansion of the user 
base for DEI made possible by the NSLS-II. 

The improvement in spatial resolution achieved by using a synchrotron IR source has only been 
realized recently, and applications to biological systems are growing rapidly. In 1999, the NSLS had one 
infrared microscope and ~5 user groups. Today, the NSLS has 4 infrared microscopes and over 50 
biological/geological/environmental user groups. Each beamline is fully or over subscribed, one by more 
than 200% (U10B). In addition, only one other DOE-operated synchrotron has IR microspectroscopy 
capabilities (ALS has 1 IR microscope). Indeed, the NSLS is the premier facility for this type of research 
in the world. Thus, the NSLS needs to expand its IR microspectroscopy capabilities to accommodate a 
rapidly growing user community. 
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2.4 Nanoscience 
 

2.4.1 Overview 
 
Nanoscience is one of the most dynamic and rapidly developing areas of interdisciplinary research. It 

addresses the unique physical and chemical properties of nanometer-sized (< 100 nm) materials as well as 
novel phenomena occurring at the nanoscale. It provides a natural link between physical sciences and life 
sciences, since nanometer length scales also characterize molecular machines and the basic building 
blocks in living organisms. The excitement in Nanoscience is driven not only by the potential to 
revolutionize a wide range of scientific and technical fields, but also the possible economic and societal 
impact. These can be illustrated by the grand challenges identified by the National Nanotechnology 
Initiative. 

 
• Nanostructured Materials by Design  
• Manufacturing at the Nanoscale 
• Chemical-Biological-Radiological-Explosive Detection, and Protection 
• Nanoscale Instrumentation, and Metrology 
• Nano-Electronics, -Photonics, and –Magnetics 
• Healthcare, Therapeutics, and Diagnostics 
• Efficient Energy Conversion and Storage 
• Microcraft and Robotics 
• Nanoscale Processes for Environmental Improvement 
 
In order to understand, and eventually design, the properties of materials at the nanoscale, a full 

complement of materials synthesis, manipulation, characterization, and theory / modeling / simulation 
tools need to be developed. In the area of characterization, over the last two decades, a wide range of 
synchrotron radiation based diffraction, scattering, spectroscopy, and imaging tools have been developed 
for materials research. These tools have played an essential role in our understanding of bulk materials, 
thin films, surfaces, and interfaces, by providing atomic resolution structures and unique electronic, 
chemical, and magnetic information that cannot be obtained otherwise. 

There is a compelling need to extend the reach of these synchrotron-based tools to the nanoscale to 
obtain essential information which is either not accessible with, or is complementary to that provided by, 
scanning probes and electron microscopy. To do so requires the high brightness of NSLS-II. It will enable 
these techniques to be applied on nanometer length scales by focusing the x-rays down to ~ 10 nm or 
below, and by the development of novel full-field x-ray imaging techniques. This unprecedented 
combination will clearly enable completely new experiments. For example, one can imagine performing 
in-situ experiments on a single nanometer-sized catalyst in actual reaction conditions (described in section 
2.9.2.1); or performing x-ray experiments on a single carbon nanotube while electric current is passing 
through the nanotube (described in section 2.4.2.1). 

 
2.4.2 Scientific Challenges and Opportunities 

 
2.4.2.1 Nanoelectronics 

 
Today’s microelectronic industry is the result of advances in nanoscale materials research. Gate 

widths are 45 nm and the equivalent gate oxide thickness is 1.1 to 1.4 nm. The International Technology 
Roadmap for Semiconductors predicts that gate widths should reach 13 nm and that the gate oxide should 
reach an equivalent thickness of 0.4 to 0.6 nm in the next decade. However, for many needed device 
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characteristics, there are no known processes or solutions that will allow us to reach the required 
dimensions and material properties. As the limits of electronics scaling are pushed further, there are 
increasingly difficult challenges in silicon technology and an urgent need to develop novel materials with 
new scaling properties. 

For example, as the critical line widths of microelectronics circuits decreased below 100 nm, two new 
material challenges appeared immediately. First, the feature size became comparable to the size of non-
uniformities in polycrystalline materials, which leads to drastic negative effects on device performance 
due to changes in the material characteristics. Second, the pace of size reduction was reduced (and should 
reach a limit in the next decade or two), so that size reduction alone is no longer sufficient to maintain the 
standard rate of improvement that has been observed in past decades (Moore’s law). 

This led to the introduction of drastic changes in the materials and substrates. After a major research 
effort, the on-chip interconnections were changed from an Al based metallurgy to a Cu based one. This 
was shortly followed by an important modification to the original silicon substrate where only a thin 
semiconductor layer, isolated from the thicker silicon substrate by a buried oxide layer, is used in device 
fabrication. This technology is known as silicon on insulator (SOI). Recently, to reduce the capacitive 
coupling between the interconnections and further increase the speed, the standard silicon oxide dielectric 
was replaced by a low permittivity dielectric. 

The NSLS has proven to be an extremely valuable tool for the microelectronics industry in this major 
materials research effort. Using in-situ X-ray techniques, with particular emphasis on X-ray diffraction, 
numerous studies crucial to electronics technology have been possible because of the NSLS. Recent 
examples include studies of copper films [1], silicide formation [2], diffusion barriers [3], contacts to 
carbon nanotubes [4], and electromigration [5] (Figure 2.4.1). This research addresses fundamental 
technological questions ranging from conventional silicon CMOS issues such as finding suitable 
materials for high speed interconnects, materials for contacts, and control of interdiffusion, to the 
evaluation of new nanoscale materials that will scale beyond the limits of silicon technology. 

Finding materials and process solutions to the current and future limitations of CMOS devices will 
require controlling the properties of materials that are only a few atoms wide. The high brightness of 
NSLS-II will enable probing material properties on nanometer length scales at higher speed and with 
increased sensitivity. This will allow us to reach the level of understanding necessary to design the 

Figure 2.4.1 (Left) Interconnect in a typical device. To achieve workable devices, a large array of
dissimilar materials in very small quantities is used in close proximity. The various processes that are
used to deposit these substances can cause very large stresses in very small domains. Such stresses can 
be due to epitaxial mismatch, phase changes, material densification, and electromigration during device
operation. (Right) Real-time in-situ x-ray microbeam diffraction measurements of eletromigration-
induced Cu redistribution and the concurrent local stress variation in Al (0.25 at. % of Cu) conductor
lines. The lines are 10 µm wide, 200 µm long and 0.5 µm think. (Color) Intensity contours of Cu Kα
fluorescence and Si(004) diffraction over an area containing two Al(Cu) wires, with the electromigrated
wire on the right and the control sample on the left [5]. 
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properties of materials having nanometer length scales, control the microstructure and texture of very thin 
films, control strain and heat transfer in complex structures, and control stresses to avoid generation of 
dislocations. This is essential if the many materials challenges faced by the microelectronics industry in 
the coming decades are to be overcome. Examples of essential advanced capabilities enabled by the high 
brightness and flux of NSLS-II include:  

 
• Nanoscale spatial resolution and elemental sensitivity necessary to enable the study of individual 

nanoscale structures, devices, and defects. 
• Time resolved measurements of material properties during increasingly rapid anneal processing, as 

the microelectronics industry evolves toward ramp rates of thousands of degrees per second. 
• Measurements of the evolution of crystallization and texture, including complete texture maps, 

during phase formations, as well as phase formation mechanisms, such as nucleation, diffusion, 
and activation energies, in very thin films at very high temperature (or high temperature ramp 
rates). One could even imagine following the bonding of a fraction of a monolayer through time 
resolved x-ray spectroscopy. 

• Greatly increased throughput, allowing use of combinatorial approaches to material synthesis in 
the search for new materials. 

 
2.4.2.2 Nanomagnetics 

 
Nanomagnetics, the study and use of nanoscaled magnetic materials, has undergone tremendous 

growth over the last decade. It is quite broad, and covers topics such as molecular magnets [6], 
chemically-synthesized nano-magnets [7], biologically-inspired magnetic materials with nano-scale 
dimensions [8], and Spintronics. Research and development efforts in Spintronics have been particularly 
intense as a result of the potential impact in information technology [9]. The most notable example is the 
use of the giant magneto-resistance (GMR) effect, first observed in 1988 [10], in the current generation of 
read head sensors. This new technology has already made an enormous impact on ultra-high density 
magnetic storage, resulting in an increase of storage areal density from 1 Gb/in2 in 1996 to 100 Gb/in2 in 
2003 [11]. Many more applications and novel concepts are being developed, including Magnetic Random 
Access Memory (MRAM), active Spintronic devices, spin-injection, manipulating spins in 
semiconductors, and quantum computing. 

The key to all current and emerging devices are intricate magnetic nano-structures (Figure 2.4.2). As 
the dimension of individual magnetic elements shrink below 100 nm, their magnetic microstructures 
change from simple multiple domain structures to more complex structures, dominated by magnetization 
vortices or domain walls, and eventually to single domains for elements smaller than 10 nm. As a result, 
the physics of the switching mechanisms of the elements, the thermal stability of their magnetization, and 
interactions between elements must all be re-examined. To achieve this will require new synthesis and 
fabrication processes, new materials with tailored nanoscale properties, and especially new experimental 
techniques that are sensitive to the magnetization of nanoscale materials. 

The high brightness synchrotron radiation of NSLS-II is critical to advancing the field of 
Nanomagnetics. NSLS-II will make possible chemical element specific magnetic measurements with 
nanometer spatial resolution and extremely high sensitivity. It will enable study of the magnetic structure 
and behavior of individual nanomagnetic elements as well as the interactions among collections of 
elements. The detection of the magnetic structure of buried interfaces and induced moments in non-
magnetic metals and semiconductors will become possible. This will be crucial in understanding 
interfacial magnetic phenomena such as exchange bias, spin-dependent interface scattering, and spin 
injection. Time-resolved studies with ~10 picosecond resolution will be possible, allowing study of the 
mechanism of switching dynamics. 
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2.4.2.3 Nanoscale Functional Materials 
 
Advances in organic and inorganic synthetic chemistry are providing an abundance of new nanoscale 

materials that have promising characteristics for a wide array of applications. Perhaps the best known of 
these are carbon nanotubes, which have remarkable electrical, optical, and mechanical properties and can 
be functionalized or combined with other materials for novel applications. Perovskite oxide nanotubes 
have also been synthesized recently [13]. In bulk form, perovskite oxide materials exhibit a wide variety 
of useful properties, including high temperature superconductivity, colossal magnetoresistance, and 
ferroelectricity. It is very likely that these will be modified, perhaps even enhanced, in the nanoscale form 
of these materials. 

However, synthesizing novel nanomaterials is only the first step in making functional devices. New 
fabrication and characterization techniques are needed in order to understand the effect of structure on the 
properties of these nanomaterials as well as to integrate them into working devices. For example, carbon 
nanotubes have the ability to carry current densities of 109 A/cm2 [14], much larger than the current 
densities carried in silicon devices. Moreover, the carbon nanotubes can survive such current densities for 
a long time, which make them an attractive candidate for future electronic devices. A prototype field 
effect transistor structure with a single carbon nanotube as the channel material was fabricated recently at 
the Center for Functional Nanomaterials (CFN) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (Figure 2.4.3). The 
crucial element in this structure is the fabrication of ~100 nm separations between the source and drain 
electrodes so that the nanotube can be contacted. It would be very important to have the ability to 
characterize the structure of carbon nanotubes under the operating condition of the device to fully 
understand its performance. For example, the diameter and/or the length of the nanotube might change 
under operating condition, and affect the transport properties of the nanotubes. 

In another example, very small (70 nm x 70 nm) ferroelectric columns were recently fabricated at the 
CFN from oxide materials using focused ion beam techniques (Figure 2.4.4). Even in these small 
dimensions, the piezoelectric response of the 70 nm square island is found to be just as large (0.1 nm/V) 
as that of the 1 mm square island despite its nanoscale dimensions [15]. This nanometer scaling of the 
piezoelectric properties of the ferroelectric can be combined with nanolithography [16] and oxide based 
processing of materials [17] to make new structures with integrated electrodes for applying voltages to 
nanoscale piezoelectric materials (Figure 2.4.4) and achieve nanometer changes in column height with 

70 nm 

Co      4 nm 
Cu      3 nm 
NiFe   6 nm 
Cu      4 nm 

550 nm 

Figure 2.4.2 Future high-density MRAM devices will require layered magnetic elements with thickness 
below a few tens of nanometers and in-plane dimensions in the sub-100 nm regime. (Left) SEM image of a 
large area array of NiFe/Cu/Co pseuodo-spin-valves, fabricated using a combination of interference 
lithography, reactive ion etching, and ion milling. (Center) Schematic of individual spin-valve layer 
compositions and thicknesses. (Right) Element specific hysteresis loops recorded using x-ray magnetic 
circular dichroism [12]. 
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modest voltages (~ 10 V). The electrical control of the column height on a nanoscale range allows one to 
place a material, such as a nanotube or nanowire, on the column through standard shadow evaporation 
techniques and then apply a strain to it. Again, it would be very important to have the ability to 
characterize the structure of the nanotubes or nanowire, in particular the lattice spacing, using x-ray 
scattering or spectroscopy, under real device operating conditions to fully understand its performance. 

The high brightness of NSLS-II, combined with enhanced focusing capabilities, will, for the first 
time, allow x-ray scattering and x-ray spectroscopic experiments to be performed on individual nanotube 
or nanowire. These two examples also demonstrate the synergy between NSLS-II and the Center for 
Functional Nanomaterials at Brookhaven National Laboratory. 

Figure 2.4.4 (left) Series of focused ion beam fabricated ferroelectric islands ranging from 1 µm x 1 µm 
base area (a) to 70 nm x 70 nm base area (d). (right) Side view of columnar structure for controllable 
strain measurements on individual nanotubes (shown in red). The substrate is green, the piezoelectric is
orange, the pink layer is a conducting oxide, and the blue layer is a dielectric. Metallic electrodes are 
gray, allowing for independent application of voltage to the piezoelectric, and simultaneous measurement
of the nanotube transport properties. 

Figure 2.4.3 (left) Field effect transistor (FET) structure for measuring field dependent electrical 
transport properties in a single nanotube. The nanotube is dispersed on silicon oxide on a silicon 
substrate. Metallic source and drain electrodes are evaporated and the tube is optionally encased in a 
sputtered oxide. (right) Electron micrograph, showing the electrodes with spacings of 300 nm, 100 nm, 
and 200 nm, which make contact with the nanotube. These lines fan out to larger pads (100 µm x 100 µm)
where probe tips connect the device to test equipment. A one micron scale bar is shown at the bottom. 
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2.4.2.4 Nanoscale Strongly Correlated Systems 

 
The field of artificially nano-structured strongly correlated electron systems, such as transition metal 

oxides and rare-earth compounds, is one that is presently untapped but holds great promise. Strongly 
correlated electron systems are intrinsically inhomogeneous, exhibiting spontaneous charge, spin, and 
orbital correlations on the length scale of a few to a few tens of nanometers. Understanding and 
manipulating the interplay of the various phenomena on these length scales are outstanding challenges. It 
is an area in which NSLS-II will have enormous impact. Precisely engineered nano-structured correlated 
electron systems could provide critical tests for competing theories. New phenomena might occur by 
confining these systems in one or more dimensions, or due to the presence of surfaces and interfaces. 

Strongly correlated electron systems are also characterized by the presence of a range of ground states 
in a single specimen, including high-TC superconductivity, charge and orbital ordering, as well as ferro- 
and antiferro-magnetism. Thus, small changes in composition, extrinsic applied fields, temperature, or 
pressure make it possible to switch between many of these ground states, and could lead to dramatic 
changes in their response for device applications. Understanding the interplay between these ground 
states, their possible coexistence on nanometer length scales, and the effects of strain and compositional 
inhomogeneities will be an important key in unlocking the mysteries of strongly correlated systems. 

In order to realize this tremendous potential, we need to understand the consequences of spatial 
confinement for strongly correlated systems, and the interplay between the available ground states and 
external parameters. New methods for artificially fabricating and controlling structures and correlations in 
these systems will play an important part in these efforts. For example, advanced molecular beam epitaxy 
was used to fabricate superconductor-insulator-superconductor junction to test the possible mixing of 
superconducting phase and antiferromagnetic phase in a high Tc superconductor (HTS), see Figure 2.4.5. 
The authors found that even one unit cell thick of the barrier layer, 1.3 nm of La2CuO4, is sufficient to 
completely block the supercurrent, indicating that these two phases do not mix. The ability to fabricate the 
structure with precise chemical composition and atomically smooth interfaces is critical for the success of 
the experiment. 

Figure 2.4.5 The structure of an SIS junction (left) and its transport properties (right). Either LaSrAlO4
or SrTiO3 were used for the substrate. The top and the bottom high Tc superconductor electrodes are 
made of LaSrCuO4. The barrier, only 1 unit cell thick, is made of La2CuO4.  The mesa diameter was 
varied from 10 to 80 µm [18]. 
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New nanofabrication techniques will allow lateral nanopatterning of strongly correlated systems with 
resolution approaching the same length scale as their relevant electronic correlations, i.e., a few nm. This 
might involve controlling the physical dimensions of the sample, as suggested in Figure 2.4.6, or 
nanopatterning provided by, for example, variations in the doping levels or some other parameter. A 
promising approach is shown in Figure 2.4.7, where the polarization of piezoelectrics is used to pull 
charge into or out of a transition metal oxide. Writing a voltage onto the piezoelectric with an STM tip 
will allow nanopatterning of the doping levels. Such structures have the potential to enable direct 
manipulation of the correlations that are responsible for the exotic, and potentially useful, behavior of 
these systems. Examples of such correlations include the charge and magnetic stripes in the cuprates (1.2 
nm periodicity) and the nanoscale charge/orbital correlations responsible for the high resistance phase in 
the colossal magnetoresistance manganites. This will provide a whole new avenue of research in 
patterning correlations in strongly correlated systems.  

Progress in this field will depend critically on the availability of experimental probes that can 
quantitatively characterize the structure, strain, composition, and magnetic order with nanometer scale 
resolution and high sensitivity. With the high brightness of NSLS-II together with advanced x-ray optics, 

Figure 2.4.7 XMCD signal measured at NSLS beamline X13B on a 3 nm film of La1-xSrxMnO3 (LMSO). 
Schematic of the film is shown above with the LSMO layer in green on a STO substrate (yellow). Future
experiments will allow the decoration of such films with a piezoelectric, PZT, (orange). Applying a 
voltage to this PZT (i.e., with an STM tip) “writes” changes of doping into the LSMO below. NSLS-II will 
enable measurement of the effects of such nano-engineering in manipulating the correlations in strongly 
correlated systems. 

Figure 2.4.6 Could nano-engineered layer boundaries (indicated in red) induce static stripe order in a 
material that would otherwise be a metallic stripe liquid? 
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it will be possible to measure charge, magnetic and orbital ordering on a 10 nm length scale and thus to 
directly probe the effects of applying boundary constraints or patterning induced modulations. This will 
likely require soft X-ray resonant scattering techniques for which the wavelength is well matched to these 
length scales and the strong resonances help in providing the required sensitivity. For non-periodic 
structures, imaging techniques are required, either direct microscopy or inversion of coherent scattering 
patterns. In both cases, the high-brightness of NSLS-II will play a crucial role in extending the state-of-
the-art in this promising new field. 

 
2.4.2.5 Polymer Nanocomposites 

 
Nanocomposites are a broad family of materials consisting of two or more component phase, at least 

one of which has dimensions between 1 and 100 nm. Polymer nanocomposites represent a special class of 
materials, consisting of a soft condensed matter matrix (such as synthetic and natural polymeric or 
biological templates) and nanoscale inorganic particles. These materials can exhibit markedly improved 
mechanical and other properties compared to the neat matrix materials or conventional composites, and 
they may supplant more traditional materials for many applications where high strength-to-weight or high 
surface-to-weight ratios are required to satisfy extreme conditions. 

Recently, polymer nanocomposite materials have attracted a great deal of interest because many new 
and innovative preparation techniques have been demonstrated that generate novel inorganic/organic 
hybrid materials. These methods can be divided into several categories: (1) the dispersion of nanometer-
scale inorganic particles or molecular clusters (such as layered silicates and carbon nanotubes) in the 
polymer matrix [19] , (2) the growth of inorganic crystals in synthetic nanostructured templates (such as 
block copolymer/surfactant micelles and structured gels) [20], and (3) the in-situ biomineralization in 
natural or biomimetic superstructure templates (such as collagen) that can simulate the process of bone 
growth [21]. 

The nanoscale structures in polymer nanocomposites can be thoroughly characterized by microscopic 
means, such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and 
atomic force microscopy (AFM). However, the sample preparation schemes for these techniques are often 
tedious and difficult. In-situ determination of the structure that develops during material preparation and 
processing, which is critical for optimization of the properties, is particularly challenging using these 
microscopic techniques. 

The high brightness of NSLS-II will enable time-resolved SAXS/WAXD experiments [22] with a 
small beam size (~ 1 µm) on very small specimens to be carried out. This will significantly advance the 
development of these unique materials. 
 
2.4.2.6 Biomimetic Devices 

 
Biomimetic systems that implement self-organization principles encoded in biomolecular structures – 

with biomacromolecules or synthetic supramolecular complexes as building blocks for a nanoscopic 
construction set – will play an overwhelmingly important role in the design of functionalized interfaces 
and the self-assembly of molecular machines. The biochemical, pharmaceutical, sensoric or catalytic 
properties of such nanoscopic systems integrated in devices are naturally controlled at the molecular 
level. Utilizing such systems, solid-state surfaces will be functionalized with adsorbed lipid/protein 
membranes whose optimization requires a deep and detailed comprehension of their structure and 
dynamics, as well as the molecular-level interactions between their constituents. 

The potential of the molecular construction set approach for surface-functionalization is demonstrated 
in Figure 2.4.8 (left), which shows only a limited set of possibilities on the basis of merely one particular 
biomacromolecular species, bacterial S-layer proteins (which has been particularly well studied in the 
recent past). Once the construction of biomimetic membrane structures based on S-layer technology has 
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matured, functionalization with membrane proteins as 'molecular machines' is the next logical step, again 
resulting in a plethora of different possibilities as illustrated in Figure 2.4.8 (right). 

The X-ray characterization of a miniscule amount of biomolecules on an infinitely large background 
of bulk molecules is achieved with well-established techniques in which the excitation of radiation fields 
is confined at a surface or interface. Challenges in the next decade include the surface-sensitive 
diffraction from µm-sized monodomains of 2D protein crystals, as well as their in-situ micro-
manipulation and handling; the measurement of form factors of membrane-bound peptides, proteins and 
supramolecular complexes in a laterally disordered state; determination of the location and spatial 
distribution of specific atomic constituents via anomalous scattering; or the sequential preparation of 
complex hierarchical structures as flexible matrices in which biomolecular processes such as signal 
transduction and amplification may be studied at the molecular length scale. Examples of future device 
applications may include the electrogenic sequencing of DNA in molecular pores suspended in interface-
stabilized membranes or the implementation of stochastic sensors. 

To exploit the possibilities in this field, new experimental capabilities are needed that permit surface-
sensitive scattering, both in horizontal or vertical scattering geometry (beam directed down toward a 
horizontal fluid sample surface at a grazing incidence angle), together with micro-focusing of the x-rays 
for in-plane diffraction from micron sized monodomains of 2D crystals. This capability is also required 
for surface-sensitive characterization of samples in micro-fluidic applications, e.g. in high-throughput 
screening. X-rays with energy of 20 keV will permit the characterization of buried interfaces and there is 
also an urgent need for a tunable, low-energy (E = 2 - 8 keV), highly monochromatic (∆E ~ 1 eV), high 
brightness beam in this sample geometry for the species-specific interrogation of surfaces in anomalous 
scattering experiments. NSLS-II is needed for these experiments. 

 
2.4.3 Impact of NSLS-II 

 
The high brightness of NSLS-II will offer the scientific community a unique opportunity to develop a 

wide range of novel experimental tools for nanoscience and nanotechnology by combining the detailed 
structural and spectroscopic information obtained from x-rays with nanometer spatial resolution. In this 
section, several exciting developments are outlined. 

Figure 2.4.8 A supramolecular construction set for interface functionalization based on bacterial S-layer 
proteins. A molecular machine based on an ATPase might be reconstructed in an interfacial membrane 
mimic (right). The ability to implement these concepts requires the high brightness of NSLS-II to enable
molecular-level surface characterization (left) [23]. 
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2.4.3.1 X-Ray Nanoprobes 
 
Synchrotron-based X-ray microprobes, with micron and sub-micron spatial resolution, have proven 

themselves to be extremely valuable research tools. However, by further improving the spatial resolution 
to 10 nanometers or below, X-ray nanoprobes will, for the first time, allow the characterization of 
individual nanoparticles or nanometer-sized grains in complex nanomaterials by their density, elemental 
composition, elemental oxidation state and spin-state, strain, texture, magnetization, and atomic and 
electronic structure and dynamics. This exciting prospect has stimulated x-ray optics development efforts 
worldwide, with four main types of x-ray focusing optics attracting the most attention. All of these 
approaches require the high brightness of NSLS-II to provide a high flux of x-rays in the resulting small 
focal spot. 

 
2.4.3.1.1 Reflective Optics 

 
Sub-micron diameter X-ray beams have been made using single hollow tapered capillaries, with the 

greatest performance obtained using parabolic or ellipsoidal shaped capillaries. A decade ago [24], 50 nm 
beams at energies of 5-8 keV were produced. Recently, Bergmann et al [25] performed a full wave optics 
treatment of the confinement of an X-ray beam within narrowly tapered capillaries and suggested that 
there is a theoretical minimum beam size on the order of 10 nm (FWHM). Although the theoretical 
minimum is still controversial, there is a general consensus that ~10 nm focus is within reach. 

The Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirror system focuses hard X-rays using grazing incidence reflecting 
surfaces and consists of two orthogonal crossed mirrors. One mirror focuses the X-ray beam in the 
horizontal plane while the second focuses it in the vertical plane. At the European Synchrotron Radiation 
Facility (ESRF) on beam line ID19, spot sizes of 100 x 100 nm2 have been measured at 20.5 keV [26]. 
There are several promising approaches, including novel polishing techniques and adaptive optics, which 
suggest that the figure error of these mirrors can be improved to 0.1 µrad in the near future. Combing the 
extremely low figure errors and the superior source properties of NSLS-II, ~10 nm focus with substantial 
x-ray flux will be possible. 

 
2.4.3.1.2 Refractive Optics 

 
Snigirev, et al [27] have shown that cylindrical and crossed cylindrical X-ray lenses based on X-ray 

refraction can be made with a focal length in the meter range and a focal spot size in the micrometer 
range. More recently, parabolic lens have been shown to provide superior focusing. As a consequence of 
the very weak refraction by matter of hard X-rays one needs to make a stack of many lenses. The focal 
length of such a parabolic compound refractive lens (PCRL) is given by f=R/2Nδ, where N is the number 
of stacked lenses, R the radius of curvature at the apex of the parabola and δ the real-part decrement of the 
index of refraction (n= 1 – δ –iβ). The limits on resolution of a PCRL are due to the absorption limited, 
finite aperture of the lens, and by the surface roughness of each individual lens. Therefore choosing a 
more transparent material such as lithium, beryllium, boron or diamond should improve the resolution. 
However, to fabricate lenses with extremely small radii of curvature, nanofabrication techniques, such as 
electron-beam lithography and deep trench reactive ion etching, need to be used. Schroer et al [28] 
demonstrated that horizontal and vertical FWHM beam sizes of 380 nm and 210 nm, respectively, with a 
parabolic refractive lens made of silicon. Extrapolations using a Be lens suggest that a lateral size of 70 
nm x 70 nm could be obtained. 

 
2.4.3.1.3 Diffractive Optics 

 
In the soft X-ray spectral region zone plates with a focal spot size close to 20 nm are under 

development using electron-beam lithography fabrication techniques. Figure 2.4.9 shows a SEM image of 
a soft x-ray zone plate fabricated through collaboration between Christopher Jabobsen (SUNYSB and 
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BNL/CFN) and Don Tennant (Lucent/NJNC). For hard X-ray applications, Xradia, a new Silicon Valley 
Start-up, has developed a technology to provide zone plates that currently achieve a focus of 50 nm. We 
anticipate significant improvement in this technology in the near future with the availability to researchers 
of new advanced electron lithography facilities through DOE funded nanoscience centers, such as BNL 
CFN. With these advances, sub-10 nm focus beam size will be achieved by using higher orders of these 
zone-plates. 

 
2.4.3.1.4 Hybrid Optics 

 
One way around the limited aperture of purely refractive optic is to fabricate a hybrid optic that one 

can think of as zone plate with the analog profile of a refractive lens. By choosing to work at a fixed 
wavelength, and removing material that contributes to multiples of 2π phase shifts while maintaining the 
lens shape, the optical focusing properties of the lens are maintained. In exchange for working at a fixed 
wavelength, absorption is no longer a limitation on the lens aperture, and hence no longer a constraint on 
the lens resolution. Using the e-beam and etching facilities of Lucent/NJNC, Evans-Lutterodt, et al [29] 

Figure 2.4.9 Soft X-ray zone plate. 

Figure 2.4.10 Single element kinoform lens with elliptical profile for 12 keV X-rays. Steps are seen where 
materials was removed which originally contributed to 2π phase-shifts [28]. 
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recently fabricated a single element kinoform lens in silicon with an elliptical profile for 12 keV X-rays 
(Figure 2.4.10). This novel approach holds promising for providing sub-10 nm X-ray focusing. 

 
2.4.3.2 Full-field Imaging 
 

With NSLS-II, X-ray imaging with nanometer spatial resolution can be achieved straightforwardly by 
scanning the sample under the nanometer-sized x-ray probes outlined in the previous section. In addition, 
there are two classes of full-field imaging techniques that show great promise to provide sub-10 nm 
spatial resolution. Full-field imaging techniques also offer researchers the opportunity to follow fast 
dynamic processes in time-resolved imaging experiments.  

 
2.4.3.2.1 Diffraction Imaging 

 
It was first pointed out by Sayre in 1980 that with the advent of synchrotron radiation sources, it 

might be possible to sample the continuous diffraction pattern of non-crystalline specimens to provide the 
oversampling necessary for solving the phase problem [30]. After two decades of development, Maio, 
Charalambous, Kirz and Sayre recently succeeded in recording and reconstructing the diffraction pattern 
of an artificial microstructure with 75 nm resolution [31]. This pioneering work was followed by a 
demonstration of three-dimensional imaging of Ag and Au nano-crystals using hard X-rays by Robinson 
et al [32], where subtle internal structure was revealed (Figure 2.4.11). 

Since this is diffraction-based lensless imaging, the ultimate achievable resolution does not depend 
upon developments in optics. The highest resolution achieved to date is already 8 nm in 2D and 50 nm in 
3D [34]. For non-biological samples, where radiation damage is not a concern, 2-4 nm resolution for 3D 
samples should be achievable with NSLS-II. It is also possible to combine this technique with chemical 
and magnetic contrast unique to x-rays to provide 2D or 3D chemical and magnetic imaging with similar 
resolution [35]. 

 
2.4.3.2.2 Low Energy Electron and Photoelectron Microscopy  

 
Synchrotron-based Low-Energy Electron Microscopy and Photoelectron Emission Microscopy 

(LEEM/PEEM) generates high image contrast between sample regions having different chemical 
composition and/or atomic order in the topmost atomic layers (Figure 2.4.12). In LEEM mode, the 
imaging contrast is provided by the interaction and diffraction properties of the low energy electrons (0 – 
100 eV) with the surface. In this energy range, the technique is highly sensitive to the surface crystal 
structure and surface morphology. Furthermore, with the use of spin-polarized electrons, magnetic 
domain imaging can be achieved. In the PEEM mode, secondary electrons or photoelectrons are imaged 

Figure 2.4.11 Left -- CXD diffraction pattern of a 160 nm Ag nanocube. The experiments were carried 
out at the ID-34-C beamline at the APS. Right -- Image of the reconstructed nanocrystal obtained from
the diffraction pattern using a variant of Fienup's hybrid input-output inversion algorithm [33]. 
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in a variety of chemically sensitive modes. It is a uniquely versatile tool with the potential to provide an 
unprecedented combination of spatial (~10 nm laterally and atomic vertically), temporal (~10 msec), 
structural (short range ordering or amorphous), and compositional (element and oxidation state) 
information. It can be designed to image at variable temperatures (170 to 1870 K) and during processes 
such as material deposition and gas phase chemical reactions. As a result, it can revolutionize our 
understanding of problems as diverse as surface-assembly, in situ pattern formation, and catalysis. The 
versatility of LEEM/PEEM is especially crucial for catalysis, since the complex nature of catalytic 
systems demands simultaneous acquisition of data characterizing the catalyst and the catalytic process in 
a complex multi-parameter space. 

At present there is only one working synchrotron-based LEEM/PEEM instrument in the world, 
located at ELETRA in Trieste, Italy. Aberration corrected instruments are being developed at BESSY-II 
in Berlin, Germany and at the present NSLS. The ultra-high brightness of NSLS-II is crucial if the 
instrument is to achieve its ultimate spatial and temporal resolution as well as take full advantage of the 
chemical information available. 
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2.5 Soft Matter and Biomaterials 
 

2.5.1 Overview 
  
Soft matter, such as polymers, complex-fluids, liquid-crystals, and colloids, are materials that readily 

respond to perturbations, from mechanical stress to applied electric and magnetic fields, can be solution-
processed utilizing self-assembly into thin, conformal coatings, and form nanoscale ordered structures 
that can serve as templates or porous membranes. In the related and increasingly important field of 
biomaterials, the hard tissues (composites of biopolymers and minerals) created by living organisms 
provide structural support, protective shells, magnetic sensing, and chemical reservoirs that store nutrient. 
These serve as an inspiration to the design of new functional materials and synthetic biocompatible 
materials that either do not stimulate host reaction (e.g. in the case of implants) or can trigger a specific 
cellular reaction (e.g. controlled drug delivery systems). Both classes of materials have hierarchical 
structures, where the molecular building blocks assemble into supramolecular structures, which in turn 
form microscopic structures with multiple length scales from a few nanometers to tens of microns. 

The study of soft materials has been one of the most rapidly developing areas of condensed matter 
science. Despite the diversity of their constituents, they share many of the same physical and chemical 
features: a large number of internal degrees of freedom, relatively weak interactions between the 
structural elements, hydrocarbon-based building blocks, and substantial entropic contribution to the free 
energy. These properties give rise to a broad multiplicity of forms, large thermal fluctuations, sensitivity 
of the equilibrium configuration to external boundary conditions, macroscopic “softness” and different 
metastable states. 

Soft materials are opening exciting new directions in the fundamental physics and chemistry of 
materials, and provide a wide variety of novel technological applications, such as flexible displays, 
photonic devices, information storage media, anisotropic properties, biomedical materials, drug delivery, 
electronics and optics, membranes, porous materials, superior blends, and nanostructured templates. The 
challenges in soft materials studies include incorporating multiple components to tailor properties, 
overcoming thermodynamic immiscibility, tuning dimensions from nanometers to microns, utilizing both 
equilibrium and metastable structures, controlling interfacial properties, prescribing a distribution of 
functionality, and utilizing self assembly to create hierarchical structures. 

The increasing sophistication and successes achieved in soft materials research in recent years 
promises dramatic progress in the decade ahead. However, progress will require currently unavailable 
enhanced structural analysis capabilities, the need for which is being felt even now. Application of these 
materials requires understanding of their kinetics, which often plays a determinate role in how they form. 

The ultra-high brightness of NSLS-II is required to effectively address many of these challenges. The 
high brightness and well collimated beam is absolutely required for measuring the scattering from ultra-
small samples such as those in confined geometries and from materials with large intrinsic length scales 
(0.1 to 1000 nm); for imaging of microstructures especially for systems containing weak scattering 
contrast or at the initial stages of different forms of phase transitions; for measuring fast processing 
kinetics, typically on time scales from seconds to microseconds; and for determining the structural 
evolution in relevant processing conditions, such as shear and elongation flow. The proposed SAXS, 
USAXS, coherent and surface scattering beamlines at NSLS-II, spanning the nanometer through micron 
scales (i.e., overlapping the optical regime), and enabling dynamic scattering and effective microscopy, 
will provide essential tools in the study of soft matter and biomaterials. The high brightness and flux of 
NSLS-II is absolutely essential to achieve a fundamental understanding of the behavior of these highly 
complex and technologically important systems. 
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2.5.2 Scientific Challenges and Opportunities 
 
The research opportunities that NSLS-II will open to the soft matter and biomaterials research 

communities are described in this section. We first describe scientific opportunities in polymers. Because 
polymer films are self-supporting and robust, applications abound. We next describe the scientific 
opportunities in materials based on colloids, liquid-crystals and related composite soft systems that 
exhibit the anisotropic properties of a solid while retaining the processing advantages of a fluid. We 
conclude by describing the exciting scientific opportunities that result from using biosynthetic techniques 
to engineer new organic-inorganic complexes that exhibit tailored functionality. The complexity of the 
processing intermediates and final composite structures, often in the form of thin films or fibers with only 
partial order, provide a considerable challenge for achieving the X-ray characterization crucial for 
technological advances.  

 
2.5.2.1 Hierarchical Structures in Polymers 

 
 Many synthetic block copolymers have distinct hierarchical structures. The phase behavior in these 

structures is of great scientific and technological interests. For example, an effective way to construct 
well-defined and uniformly oriented nano-environments uses diblock copolymers as templates. Diblock 
copolymers are well known to form various ordered phase morphologies, such as lamellae, double gyroid, 
cylinders and spheres, on a length scale of a few tens of nanometers. These ordered structures are formed 
because of microphase separation of the dissimilar components below the order-disorder transition 
temperature (TODT) and they are well suited as the template to provide the nano-scale confinement. 

For example, recent studies have been carried out at the NSLS based on a series of poly(ethylene 
oxide)-b-polystyrene (PEO-b-PS) diblock copolymers with different molecular weights and different 
compositions as the confinement templates (Figure 2.5.1) [1]. After the PS component was vitrified, the 
subsequent crystallization of PEO was completely confined within the ordered nano-environments. Using 
simultaneously time-resolved synchrotron SAXS and WAXD techniques, path-dependent PEO crystal 
orientations with respect to the lamellar surface normal were observed on the oscillating shear-aligned 
sample and the lamellar morphology of the block copolymer was found to be perfectly aligned with their 
lamellar layers parallel to the shear plane. 

This phenomenon has also been observed in other nano-confined environments and raises important 
questions. What is the formation mechanism of mechanical shear to generate different phase morphology 

Figure 2.5.1 PEO blocks crystallized in a lamellar confined environment. At the low TC, the c-axis of the 
crystals are perpendicular to the n̂  . With increasing the TC, The c-axis is tilted with respect to the n̂ . At 
the high Tc, the c-axis of the crystals are parallel to the n̂ . 
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on the nanometer scale? Why do the crystals formed in these nano-confined environments behave so 
differently from those crystallized in unconfined bulk samples? Solving these questions is practically 
important since these nano-phase structures are potentially useful in photonic band gap materials. 

The high brightness SAXS facility at NSLS-II will be ideal for investigation of these and related 
important fundamental questions. 

 
2.5.2.2 Complex Phases in Block Polymers 

 
Multiblock copolymers, such as ABC triblocks, offer unprecedented opportunities for preparing 

nanostructured materials with high degrees of internal organization. For example, recent experiments 
have shown that small variations in composition (e.g., by homopolymer dilution) can provide access to 
several three-dimensionally tri-continuous network phases from a single parent polymer. Such structures 
provide a means to incorporate several different functionalities into one material. For example, in ionic 
conductivity applications, such as fuel cell membranes, one block could provide mechanical integrity, 
another the transport pathway, and the third a regulatory or buffering role. However, with increasing 
complexity in both the ingredient molecules and the resulting phase structures, the challenge of 
morphological characterization becomes acute. Even in "pristine" ABC copolymers, for example, it has 
sometimes taken 2-3 years of combined painstaking scattering, microscopy, and calculation just to be able 
to assign the correct space group! Over 30 different structures have already been identified for ABC 
copolymers, with no obvious limit in sight, so "process of elimination" is not a viable strategy. Add in 
further ingredients, the inevitable kinetic effects, spatial heterogeneity, distorted unit cells due to 
processing or previous stress, etc., and it becomes clear that progress will be painstakingly slow without 
substantial advances in technique. 

Although theory and microscopy will continue to play key roles, the SAXS facilities proposed at 
NSLS-II will offer the greatest potential for significant improvements. In particular, the ability to gain 
high signal-to-noise scattering from ever-smaller sample volumes will lead to the ability to access single 
crystal patterns from macroscopically polydomain samples. Furthermore, it will be possible to gain rapid 
information on sample structural uniformity/heterogeneity and the presence of defects, as well as response 
to external fields (especially flow); both will play key roles in the future applicability of such complex 
phases. 

 
2.5.2.3 Liquid Crystals and Colloids  

 
The self-assembly of nanometer sized organic and inorganic molecules can lead to exotic hierarchical 

structures on very long length scales, often extending to thousands of times the molecular size (Figure 
2.5.2). A variety of methods for assembling colloidal nanoparticles, phase segregating composites, or 
liquid crystals into mesoscopic two and three-dimensional structures are producing an exciting new class 
of photonic bandgap-based optical materials. Examples include Bragg switches, or self-organized organic 
nanostructures with controlled optoelectronic properties [2], and a variety of self-assembly schemes that 
are being explored [3] to produce tailored, defect-free materials. Liquid crystals provide an ever-
broadening palate of fascinating systems that self-organize on multiple length scales, serving for example 
as templates for making novel mesoporous catalysts [4], and spontaneously organizing nanoperiodic 
structural elements over micron length scales, as in the twist grain boundary phases [5], and polarization-
modulated smectics [6]. Exploring the meso/micro range is also of crucial importance for understanding 
and controlling “disordered” behavior, such as the flocculation of colloids, the gel forming process 
exploited in manufacturing such products as diverse as cheese, cosmetics, and ceramics. 

To effectively study these and other such hierarchical structures, it will be necessary to integrate 
scattering and multiple microscopies into beamline instrumentation in completely novel ways. 
Microprobe SAXS, for which the high brightness of NSLS-II is essential, will be required for decisive 
studies. The study of the delicate intrinsic local structure in such systems, crucial to understanding their 
most basic properties, such as elasticity, will benefit from fast ultra-high resolution dynamic SAXS, as 
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well as the ability to carry out X-ray PCS on weak scatterers. The rapidly developing research pursuing 
the use of hierarchical colloidal and liquid crystal organization employing biomolecular components, such 
as complexes of DNA with cationic lipids [7] or dendrimers [8], will have similar instrumentation needs. 

 
2.5.2.4 Liquid and Soft Matter in Confinement 

 
An important and challenging problem in interfacial science is the behavior of liquids in the vicinity 

of both hard and soft walls, specifically how the structural properties differ from that of the bulk liquid. 
For molecular liquids and liquid metal, the broken symmetry imposed by the wall modifies the structure 
of liquid relative to the underlying bulk [9-11] and in the case of liquid metals gives rise to surface 
layering [9, 10]. Further, in binary or tertiary liquids, one component may preferentially wet the wall 
while other components are repelled. Understanding the nanoscale behavior of liquid interfaces is relevant 
to many fields of science and technology, including sensors, biological interfaces, liquid crystal displays, 
electrochemistry, and wetting phenomena. 

Technical advances, such as very thin, submicron liquid channel cells [11, 12] and the use of high-
energy (20 keV), penetrating X-rays allows one the possibility of exploring a new class of problems by 
reducing the otherwise strong diffuse scattering signal. Sinha and coworkers have demonstrated the 
technique at the APS for the organic liquid, octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane under confinement [12]. For 
this system, they have shown that the gap and the number of molecular layers decreased in a quantized 
fashion with increasing pressure, from a gap size of 25.2 Å containing three close-packed layers to a gap 
size of 19.9 Å at the highest pressures containing two non-close-packed layers. 

Using this approach, it may be possible to study the structure of single membrane bilayers in-vitro. 
Such studies will greatly benefit from the ultra-focused, micron sized beams provided at NSLS-II. A 
significant biological problem that would benefit from this advance is that of cholesterol rafts and the 
micro-phase separation of membrane proteins that occurs at the interface of cells due to the rafts 
formation. Using the confined geometry it should be possible to study the detailed structure and 
composition of individual rafts within the biomembrane. 

Figure 2.5.2 Hierarchical filamentary liquid crystal structures formed by the smectic layering of bent-
core molecules. The layers are periodically undulated on the 100 nm length scale (yellow box) by
polarization modulation and the resulting two dimensional ordering forms micron scale helical filaments.
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2.5.2.5 Complex Solutions  

 
Polyelectrolyte-surfactant complexes (PSCs) are microphase-separated systems containing 

hydrophilic domains (surfactant head groups and polyelectrolyte charges) and hydrophobic regions 
(surfactant tails and hydrophobic parts of the polyelectrolyte) [13]. The interactions of polyelectrolytes 
with oppositely charged surfactants are quite strong and can generate complexes having highly ordered 
structures. The two most important driving forces for the self-assembly of surfactant molecules in PSCs 
are the electrostatic interactions between the charged components and the hydrophobic interactions 
between the polymer backbone and the alkyl chains of the surfactant. The well-defined supramolecular 
structures have unusual properties that may find application in gene therapy, cosmetics, food, paints, 
coatings, enhanced oil recovery, and other technologies. 

For example, as shown in Figure 2.5.3, a PSC in the form of a modified fullerene molecule has 
recently been described: Ph5C60

-K+, with Ph denoting the phenyl group, self-assembles into bilayer 
vesicles, with a radius of 17 nm and an aggregation number of close to thirteen thousand modified 
fullerene molecules [14]. These well-defined and relatively non-toxic fullerene-based surfactants have a 
distinct feature, i.e., instead of flexible hydrophobic chain(s), the Ph5C60

-, or the hydrophobic part of the 
“surfactant”, is a rigid hydrophobic ball. Furthermore, organic chemistry permits rational design of the 
chemical nature of these functionalized fullerenes, resulting in the establishment of a new class of 
surfactant systems. These differ not only in hydrophobicity and geometrical constraints (size and shape) 
from existing surfactants, but can also control the charge (cationic, anionic, or neutral; univalent or 
multivalent) as well as the spacing between the charges and the hydrophobic C60 ball. 

Improved SAXS capabilities, as promised by NSLS-II, enabling higher intensities measured in small 
detection volumes, are required for further progress in properly characterizing newly developed PSCs. 
 
2.5.2.6 Hierarchical Biological Systems  

 
Understanding the structure of hierarchical biological systems is not only of fundamental importance 

but can also have substantial medical consequences. Biomineralization processes lead to particularly 
interesting hierarchical biological systems that can be considered as composite materials consisting of an 

Figure 2.5.3 Left: Polymer-Surfactant Complexes (PSC’s) such as this Ph5C60
- molecule can form highly 

ordered superassemblies due to the interplay of electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions, which can be
fine-tuned by the degree of hydration. The phenyl group, represented as a stick, reduces the constraint on
the inner bilayer curvature. Right: Simulated image of a spherical bilayer vesicle of fullerene surfactants
Ph5C60

-K+, with a cutaway view showing the inner layer packing.
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organic matrix embedding a nanoscopically dispersed inorganic phase. The mechanical properties, 
especially the toughness, of such natural composite materials are still unparalleled in the synthetic world. 

An important example is given by bone (Figure 2.5.4). The central challenges are to understand the 
dynamics of the mineralization process, from nucleation to the final stages of mineralization, the 
localization, size, shape and orientation of mineral crystals, as well as their effect on the order of the 
collagen matrix, the redissolution of mineral crystals when acting as a calcium ion reservoir, intrafibril 
versus interfibril mineralization; and the role of non-collagenous proteins. 

Synchrotron techniques such as wide-angle scattering, small-angle scattering, and ultra-small-angle 
scattering, can contribute significantly to the structural analysis on several of the length scales over which 
these hierarchical structures extend. Imaging techniques and micro-focus scanning probes can be used to 
investigate structural heterogeneities on even larger length scales. The combination of poor order with 
poor contrast and strong background scattering that characterizes these materials, makes a highly brilliant 
source necessary, especially when employing multi-wavelength measurements for anomalous scattering 
studies. Studying the local dynamics of biomineralization will be photon flux driven and will require the 
development of a beamline that can span USAXS to WAXS measurements, using a micron size parallel 
beam to scan across the samples. NSLS-II will make such measurements possible. 

 
2.5.2.7 Signal Transduction, Neuron Plasticity and Structural Changes in Membranes  

 
Biological membranes contain rafts of proteins that act as critical elements in many biological 

processes. For example, in bacteria such as E. coli there exists a “nanobrain” consisting of a 100 nm x 100 
nm ordered raft containing 5 different chemoreceptor proteins. Due to chemical-mechanical changes in 
the receptor structure, binding of a signaling agent to one receptor changes the response of adjacent 
receptors. An even more important example is the puzzle of neuron plasticity. Neuronal plasticity is the 
activity-dependent structural and functional changes of dendrites, axons, and synapses that plays an 
important role in the brain function under both physiological and pathological conditions. One of the great 
challenges is to be able to probe the local protein structural organization and changes in such signaling 
complexes. A combination of X-ray microprobe scattering coupled with labeling of the receptors and 
proteins using high-Z multivalent ions could help us untangle this sophisticated and vital signaling path 
on the membrane. 

Figure 2.5.4 Schematic representation of the hierarchical structures in bone: (a) Macroscopic bone. (b)
Osteons (~100µm) with circular arrangements of differently oriented collagen fibers. (c) Collagen fiber
(~5µm lateral) consisting of bundles of collagen fibrils (~500nm lat.). (d) Striped collagen fibril (period
~68nm longitudinal) consisting of a staggered arrangement of collagen molecules (~1.5nm lat.) with
embedded mineral crystals (~ 2...20 nm lat., 30nm long.). (e) Collagen molecule triple helix. 
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2.5.2.8 Synthetic Biomolecular Systems 

 
Many polypeptides, consisting of a sequence of hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids, fold into 

specific protein shapes when dissolved in water. This is a consequence of the fact that water is an 
incompatible solvent for the hydrophobic units and the folding is a way in which the polymer acts to 
shield the hydrophobic units from exposure to water. There is growing evidence that many polymers, 
consisting of a sequence of monomers that are soluble in incompatible solvents, will spontaneously fold 
into a specific 3-dimensional shape when inserted into one of the solvents. This is true for polymers that 
are not based on amino acids and for solvents other than water. The synthesis of such polymers is a 
tremendous challenge, but we can foresee a day in the not so distant future when such syntheses are more 
common. It is now well recognized that the 3-dimensional shape of a folded polypeptide is the key to 
enzymatic activity. For example, the protein might form a channel that is specific to the shape of one end 
of a specific substrate molecule with a reactive atom, such as a strained-bond transition metal atom, at the 
bottom of the channel. In this way the protein creates tremendous specificity for chemical reactions at the 
end of the substrate molecule. The continued progress of polymer synthetic chemistry and of the protein-
folding problem will some day allow the creation of “artificial enzymes” with very unusual chemistries. 
For example, one can envision such artificial enzymes made of polymers that are stable in pH or 
temperature environments that would destroy proteins. This would open an era of synthetic chemistry of 
materials using “artificial enzymes” that is vastly greater than now possible. Such developments would 
have a huge impact on our world. Determination of 3-dimensional structure will be important to 
understanding artificial enzymes, and it is quite likely that initial quantities of test polymers will be very 
small. In these circumstances, it will be necessary to perform crystallography on very small crystals of 
complex macromolecules. The high brightness of NSLS-II will be invaluable for this task. 

There also exist strategies to design artificial peptides, based on both α-helical bundle and β-sheet 
structural motifs, so as to incorporate biological cofactors, compounds that confer function to many 
biological proteins, including catalysis [15]. The design of artificial peptides with synthetic non-biological 
cofactors could lead to peptide-based systems with novel properties not exhibited by biological systems. 
For example, extended π-electron systems can now be designed and tailored, with appropriate donors, 
acceptors and constituents, to exhibit selected nonlinear optical responses and light-induced electric 
charge separation over large distances. Importantly, the interior of the artificial peptide scaffolding can be 
used to control the solubility, position, orientation, and indeed the properties of the cofactor within the 
peptide (Figure 2.5.5). 

The exterior of the artificial protein scaffolding can be used to control the peptide’s supramolecular 
assembly into sufficiently ordered nanophase materials whose macroscopic behavior arises from such 
novel properties. The protein scaffold can thus be employed to control the degree of interaction/non-
interaction between neighboring cofactors in the ordered nanophase material [16]. 

Figure 2.5.5 Model of statistically designed 4-helix bundle peptide (green/white) to incorporate a novel, 
non-biological extended π-electron system (red) – an enlarged rendition is shown to the right. 
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The structural motifs chosen for the artificial peptides can be significantly more stable than the 
natural protein. However, the interior of the scaffold may not be so stable to the supramolecular assembly 
process that is required to form a sufficiently ordered material. Thus, it is important to monitor 
structurally the various stages of the self-assembly process starting from the designed peptide, e.g. a 
particular α-helical bundle, to the incorporation of the non-biological cofactor, through to the 
supramolecular assembly of the peptide-cofactor complexes to a material ordered on a macroscopic scale. 
Since the desired material properties need not require long-range periodic order, as opposed to 
orientational order, in one, two or three dimensions, structural determination in the absence of such 
“crystallinity” is essential. 

The high brightness of NSLS-II will enable advances in techniques that are critical for these studies, 
including X-ray absorption spectroscopy, inelastic X-ray scattering and both non-resonant and resonant 
elastic X-ray scattering. 

 
2.5.3 Impact of NSLS-II 

 
The NSLS-II facility will incorporate a suite of beamlines optimized to implement the X-ray 

techniques crucial for addressing the scientific challenges in soft matter and biomaterials research 
described in the preceding section. The X-ray scattering-based techniques utilized in soft matter and 
biophysics research include X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS), time-resolved SAXS and 
GISAXS, and X-ray resonant scattering. The most dramatic enhancements in capabilities enabled by the 
high brightness and coherence of NSLS-II will involve coherent X-ray techniques such as XPCS and X-
ray focused-beam techniques such as SAXS or GISAXS applied to small samples or used to probe spatial 
inhomogeneities. The high X-ray flux provided by NSLS-II will benefit flux-limited techniques such as 
time-resolved SAXS and GISAXS. NSLS-II will also have high brightness and flux at the lower X-ray 
energies (1-4 keV), which are difficult to access at higher energy synchrotron sources. This will enhance 
the application of resonance x-ray techniques at the Si, S, P, and Cl k-edges that are of interest in soft 
matter and biomaterials research. In the following sections, the impact of the enhancements in these X-ray 
techniques is illustrated by specific examples, and strategies are described to handle the radiation 
sensitivity of soft matter and biomaterial systems. 

 
2.5.3.1 X-Ray Photon Correlation Spectroscopy - Fluctuations 

 
One of the most exciting scientific opportunities offered by the unprecedented brilliance of NSLS-II 

is its revolutionary impact on our capability to carry out XPCS experiments. XPCS experiments at NSLS-
II will yield exciting new insights into the dynamics of equilibrium fluctuations in soft condensed matter, 
occurring on shorter length scales than can be reached in light scattering and longer time scales than can 
be reached with the neutron spin echo technique. Specifically, by illuminating the sample under study 
with a partially coherent X-ray beam, XPCS reveals the characteristic times of the sample via 
autocorrelation of its (speckled) scattering pattern [17-20]. The resultant intensity-intensity 
autocorrelation function [g2(Q, t)] is related to the intermediate scattering function (ISF) [S(Q, t)] of the 
sample via g2(Q, t) = 1+ β[ f (Q, t)]2, where β is the optical contrast, f (Q, t) = S(Q, t)/S(Q) is the 
normalized ISF, and S(Q) = S(Q,0) is the static structure factor. The ISF is a key quantity of interest for 
any condensed matter system, but as for any method, the issue for XPCS is the range of length and time 
scales over which it may be applied. In this regard, the crucial aspect of an XPCS experiment is the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and, to maximize the SNR, the source should be as brilliant as possible. 

Figure 2.5.6 shows representative correlation functions, plotted versus time on a logarithmic scale. 
They were obtained at the APS for a block copolymer-homopolymer blend at 140o C that forms a so-
called sponge (L3) phase, in which amphiphiles self-assemble into extended, random, multiply-connected 
bilayer membranes [21]. These data extend over 4 decades from a minimum delay time of 17 ms to 200 s. 
They represent the current state-of-the-art, i.e., 10 millisecond time scales and length scales to 60 nm. 
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Improvements in vertical beam focus, X-ray window quality, and use of a wider energy bandpass 
would provide at least a 10-fold increase in coherent flux at existing facilities; coupled to the 30-fold 
enhancement in source brightness at NSLS-II (see Figure 3.3.4), this will yield a net gain of 300. Because 
of the way XPCS signal-to-noise depends on intensity and accumulation time, a factor of 300 in coherent 
flux enables the study of processes 105 times faster! This will revolutionize XPCS, permitting 
measurements with a time resolution in the hundred nanosecond range, vastly increasing the diversity of 
kinetic processes to which XPCS may be sensibly applied. 

Beyond studies of the dynamics of bulk complex fluids, grazing-incidence scattering at NSLS-II will 
also permit studies of the dynamics of complex fluids confined in thin films at comparable time scales. In 
part, this is because of the large increase in sample dimension along the beam direction that occurs at 
grazing incidence. In addition, there exists the opportunity for an additional enhancement in the scattering 
signal when studying thin films, due to wave guiding [22]. 

 
2.5.3.2 Resonant X-Ray Scattering - Orientational Order 

 
In soft matter systems, orientational order plays a crucial role since it impacts the electro-optic 

anisotropies that are utilized in device applications. Resonant X-ray scattering is a unique probe for 
measuring these orientational correlations when they occur on nanometer length scales [23]. As an 
example, Figure 2.5.7 illustrates the nanoscale interlayer and intralayer orientational correlations that can 
develop in tilted, layered, smectic-C liquid-crystal phases. When the incident X-ray beam is tuned in 
energy to the resonant edge of one of the atoms in the core of a constituent molecule, the off-diagonal 
components in the tensor X-ray structure factor become significant and orientational periodicities will 
diffract X-rays and can change the polarization state. Since the molecules in soft matter systems often 
contain atoms like S, Si, P, and Cl, with K-edges in the 1 to 4 keV range, this technique requires a soft X-
ray beamline. 

The high brightness of NSLS-II in this energy range offers the potential to use focused beam to 
measure orientational periodicities within liquid-crystalline fibers, helical ordering of biomolecules in 
solution, and an extension of XPCS to the study of orientational fluctuations. 

 

Figure 2.5.6 Intensity-intensity autocorrelation functions (g2 vs. delay time for an L3-phase sample of 
P(SEBS) triblock copolymer in short-chain PS homopolymer at 140o C at wavevectors of 0.023, 0.068, 
0.117, and 0.177 nm-1. For clarify, the g2s are displaced by 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, and 0.0, respectively. 
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2.5.3.3 Time-Resolved SAXS - In-Situ Processing 
 
Over 80% of the polymers produced in the world are crystalline polymers. It is well known that 

during polymer processing, the crystallization kinetics and the final morphology are deeply influenced by 
molecular orientation induced by flow (in the molten state) and deformation (in the solid state). 
Understanding and quantifying these effects is extremely important, both scientifically and 
technologically. Synchrotron X-ray scattering techniques can play a key role in investigations of the 
molecular orientation in the deformed melt and the resultant morphological changes during the rapid 
crystallization process under processing flow. 

For example, in-situ synchrotron SAXS and WAXD techniques were recently carried out at the NSLS 
to study the effects of shear and elongational flow fields on orientation and crystallization of polymer 
chains in undercooled melts [25]. Results suggest that a scaffold (or network) of primary nuclei can be 
induced by flow at the very early stages of crystallization and that this dictates the morphology of the 
crystallized polymer. A stable network structure forms, consisting of microfibrillar “shish“ with extended 
chain conformation along the flow direction (form first) superimposed by the crystalline layered structure 
of “kebabs“ with folded chain conformation perpendicular to the flow direction (form second) (Figure 
2.5.8). However, the exact nature of the shish-kebab structure (crystalline, mesomorphic and amorphous) 
remains elusive. 

With the present NSLS, information on these precursor structures can only be obtained with a time 
resolution of seconds (the scattering contrast is quite weak). The high brightness and flux of NSLS-II 
together with high speed area detectors will allow obtaining structural information with submillisecond 
or, for stronger scatterers, even microsecond resolution. The proposed NSLS-II SAXS facility will be 
particularly suitable to explore new insights into the subject of flow-induced polymer crystallization 
during processing. 

 
2.5.3.4 Time-Resolved GISAXS – Nanostructured Organic Films  

 
The high brightness and high flux of NSLS-II will enable grazing-incidence SAXS (GISAXS) on 

supported polymer thin films (order 100 nm thick) that are themselves nanostructured. Examples include 
block copolymer thin films (Figure 2.5.9), where the phase-separated domains can act as templates for 
surface patterning or for the growth of nanoparticles [26, 27] and organic optoelectronic devices (Figure 
2.5.10), such as the elements of electroluminescent flat-panel displays, where the distribution of the 
carrier-transport and luminescent species governs the device performance [28]. The use of a high-

Figure 2.5.7 Orientational periodicities in tilted, layer liquid crystal phases. Left: a phase with a uniform 
in-plane molecular tilt direction, which varies between layers exhibiting a 4-layer unit cell of size 1.2 nm. 
This unit cell helically rotates with a 1.5 µm pitch (P0) – both periodicities can be observed by RXRD 
[23]. Right: a proposed phase with an in-plane periodicity of the molecular tilt direction [24]. 
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brightness beam and area detection will produce a modest beam footprint on the sample while enabling 
the simultaneous collection of data over a wide range of scattering and azimuthal angles, in a time-
resolved fashion (e.g., during annealing of a block copolymer film, or during the operation of an 
electroluminescent device). 

Small spot size will enable microbeam SAXS/WAXS in a scanning probe mode that will be 
particularly useful for composite materials. It could, for example, resolve the structure that develops 
around reinforcing fibers, including ones that nucleate particular structures in the matrix [29]. By 
decreasing the probe size below 1 micron (e.g., 100 nm), this approach could be extended to 
nanocomposites, e.g., with layered or exfoliated silicates, that also strongly influence the structure of semi 
crystalline polymer matrices; and to composites incorporating advanced nanofibers produced through 
electro spinning. In addition, continuous energy tunability will permit “anomalous reflectivity” 
measurements on supported polymer thin films. Tuning the X-ray energy to slightly below the absorption 
edge of one of the constituent elements will permit the direct location of a particular element within the 
structure from the electron density (index) profile. 
 
2.5.3.5 Strategies for Studying Radiation Sensitive Materials 

 
It is evident from the annual reports of the ESRF, APS, and Spring-8 that the high brightness of third 
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Figure 2.5.8 Microfibrillar “shish“ with extended chain conformation along the flow direction (form 
first) superimposed by the crystalline layered structure of “kebabs“ with folded chain conformation
perpendicular to the flow direction (form second) prior to full scale crystallization. 

Figure 2.5.9 A thin polymer film of P(S-b-MMA) deposited on a silicon substrate, modified with random
copolymer. After rinsing in an acetic acid solution, a local hexagonal pattern emerges as shown in the
AFM image (left). The GISAXS spectrum (middle) supports the hexagonal structure and establishes that
the film is porous with pores extending the entire depth of the film (right).
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generation sources is being widely applied to the study of soft matter systems. Nonetheless, from 
unpublished comments at synchrotron workshops, it is equally clear that there were a number of cases 
where attenuation was required to prevent radiation damage. Hence, it is fair to ask whether the 
substantially higher brightness of NSLS-II can be fully utilized in studies of soft matter. 

Clearly, the avoidance of radiation damage at NSLS-II will require careful attention. Researchers who 
have succeeded in studying soft matter at current third generation sources invariably applied a few of the 
following strategies. When possible, samples were selected that were composed of radiation robust 
constituents such as cyclohexane, benzene, biphenyl, rather than constituents known to be susceptible to 
radiation damage such as COOH, -SO2-, NH2, and C=C. Since there is considerable evidence that 
radiation damage is due to cumulative dose, care must be taken to make every photon count, for example, 
through parallel detection or on-the-fly scans. In some cases, the X-ray beam was rastered and data taken 
from equivalent sample areas or, when in solution, samples were flowed through the X-ray beam (see the 
very exciting development of flow-cell mixers in Section 2.2.3.1). Samples were usually kept in vacuum 
or an inert gas environment. In some cases, samples were freely suspended to avoid interaction with 
photoelectrons ejected from a substrate and kept thin and studied at grazing incidence to avoid heating 
from X-ray absorption. 

When such precautions are taken, the full range of soft matter and biomaterials applications described 
in this section will be open for exploration with the ultra-high brightness beams at NSLS-II. 
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2.6 Strongly Correlated Electron Systems  
 

2.6.1 Overview 
 
Understanding the electronic behavior of strongly correlated electron systems is one of the most 

important problems in condensed matter physics – one that is driving a revolution in the prevailing 
paradigm of Fermi-liquid behavior of solids. As their name suggests, it is their electronic degrees of 
freedom that give rise to their exotic properties. In materials with poor screening properties, such as the 
doped transition metal oxides, the interaction energy between valence electrons can overwhelm their 
kinetic energy, giving rise to a strongly coupled many-body ground state. As a result of this strong 
electron correlation, these materials display a range of exotic and useful behaviors, including high-
temperature superconductivity, colossal magnetoresistance and a general extreme sensitivity to external 
perturbations. An example is shown in Figure 2.6.1. 

However, in these materials the independent electron framework of solid state physics is not 
applicable. In our effort to understand the physics of, for example, high Tc materials, there is thus more at 
stake than simply the mechanism behind superconductivity – the language we use to discuss condensed 
matter is itself at issue. J. R. Schrieffer has said: “When high temperature superconductivity is solved we 
will have to rewrite the textbooks on solid state physics.” This monumental theoretical task is one of the 
“Grand Challenges” in physics today. 

Of particular relevance in this field is the need to go beyond the conventional picture of ordered 
ground states with weakly interacting (linear) excitations to identify and understand more exotic phases, 
which may be characterized by unusual correlation functions (orbital currents, topological order, etc). 
Identifying and characterizing these new phases will require extended phase space in which to search 
(ultra-low temperatures, high-magnetic fields and high-pressures) closely coupled with materials 
synthesis (including especially nanoscale structures) together with X-ray techniques (scattering, imaging 
and local probes) to fully elucidate the electronic behavior. 

The high-brightness of NSLS-II will drive advances in energy and real-space resolution of these 
techniques that, when coupled with the extremes of sample environment and novel materials synthesis, 
will dramatically advance the field of strongly correlated electron systems, announcing a new era in 
condensed matter physics. 

Figure 2.6.1 Schematic of charge and spin stripes in a high Tc superconductor. Such exotic electronic 
orderings, frequently observed in strongly correlated electron systems, remain poorly understood. 
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2.6.2 Scientific Challenges and Opportunities 
 
Correlated Electron Materials Science is a frontier field, currently dominating hard-condensed matter 

physics. Yet it is far from mature and surprising new phenomena appear on a regular basis, such as the 
recent discovery of superconductivity in cobaltate materials. While it is believed that the possible phases 
of one-dimensional electronic systems have been completely classified and characterized theoretically, no 
such characterization is available for two- and three-dimensional systems. We have recently learned that 
'spin liquids' exist in well-defined, non-artificial theoretical models. It has been proposed that they can 
occur in real metallic systems. The key to finding new phenomena will be a strong effort in materials 
synthesis, in characterization, and in measurement techniques, including more and better spectroscopies.  

To illustrate the importance of this problem in the coming decades, a number of emergent directions 
that open new avenues for exploration and raise new challenges to present measurement and calculation 
abilities are highlighted. It is clear that this topic will remain amongst the most fertile and surprising in 
physics for the foreseeable future. 

 
2.6.2.1 Surface Science 

 
The surface science of correlated electron systems is a crucial but surprisingly little-studied issue, 

practically begging for attention. The motivations are both practical and fundamental. On the fundamental 
side, the issue is this: correlated electron materials exhibit a multiplicity of interesting electronic phases. It 
is natural to ask: how do the electronic phases at surfaces or interfaces differ from those in the bulk? On 
the practical side, one hopes to exploit the interesting electronic properties (such as superconductivity, 
'half-metallic' or 'colossal' magnetoresistance) of strongly correlated systems. However, most applications 
involve getting electrons into or out of a device, and therefore necessarily involve a surface or interface, 
whose electronic properties are vital to the performance of the device. Very little is actually known about 
changes in electronic properties near surfaces and interfaces.  

Traditional surface science focuses on where the atoms are and why they are there. Correlated 
electron surface science will focus on the properties of the electrons, asking “what is the electronic phase, 
and why”. This is basic science for possible future correlated electron devices.  

Key probes will include photoemission, X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD), grazing-
incidence X-ray scattering, and X-ray resonant scattering. High quality sample preparation will also be 
crucial, including fabrication of near-ideal interfaces and nano-scaled architectures. 

 
2.6.2.2 Fluctuating Order 

 
Fluctuating Order and its consequences are a key open area. One of the traditional questions in 

materials theory has been the effects of long ranged order on the electronic spectrum (i.e., ordering of 
atoms into a lattice, ordering of electrons into superconducting or magnetic states). However, we are now 
learning that many materials exhibit wide regimes in which substantial short-ranged (in space and time) 
correlations exist that dramatically affect physical properties. 

For example, the physical mechanism underlying the magnetic field induced insulator-metal 
transition and the associated large change in the electrical resistivity in perovskite manganites has been 
the subject of intense experimental and theoretical investigation since its discovery in 1993. A recent 
diffuse x-ray scattering study found a strong correlation between the presence of nanoscale charge/orbital 
ordered regions and the increased electrical resistivity in the paramagnetic phase of these materials, 
suggesting that nanoscale inhomogeneity plays an essential role in these phase transitions (Figure 2.6.2) 

Our ability to detect, normalize and interpret these fluctuations lags far behind our ability to detect, 
normalize and interpret the Bragg peaks associated with long ranged order. Taking the next step in 
understanding materials properties will require great improvements in our spectroscopic abilities. In 
particular, correlation functions beyond the usual two-point correlation functions may be central to the 
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problem (i.e., beyond the usual density-density correlations). New scattering experiments will need to be 
devised to probe such objects, perhaps using resonances or the enhanced coherent properties of the beam. 

 
2.6.2.3 Dynamics 

 
Density functional-based band theory has revolutionized our understanding of materials. We are now 

able to calculate with great accuracy, for a very wide range of systems, anything that can be related to 
static, ground-state properties. For dynamics we are in much worse shape: for example, even for 
moderately correlated materials, density functional methods over-predict quasiparticle velocities by 
factors of two or more. This of course does not cast doubt upon the successes of the methods: the 
theorems on which the methods are based make no guarantees about excited state properties. However, it 
does show that additional methods are needed. Recent developments (i.e., the development of the 
“dynamical mean field method” and its marriage to band theory) suggest that progress is now possible on 
these issues. The challenge will be to compute dynamical response functions (transport coefficients, 
single-electron dispersions and linewidths, dynamical structure factors, etc) and to refine our ability to 
measure these quantities using emerging techniques such as inelastic X-ray scattering and X-ray 
correlation spectroscopy and advances in more well-established techniques such as angle resolved 
photoemission spectroscopy. 

 
2.6.2.4 Quantal Correlations 

 
Although nature is inherently quantum-mechanical, most of what is measured, calculated, or thought 

about is fundamentally classical: particle positions, velocities, two-particle correlations, etc. However, we 
know that the combination of quantum mechanics and interactions leads to correlations that are subtle and 
surprisingly long ranged in space and time. A well-known example is the phase correlations of 
superconductors. A very recent example is provided by the work of Rosenbaum, Aeppli and co-workers 
on the diluted LiHo/YF4 system in which quantum entanglement was observed in the spin system. The 
challenge is to measure the quantal correlations more directly, and to find ways to exploit them. Resonant 
scattering techniques will be able to make unique contributions here. 

 

Figure 2.6.2 Diffuse x-ray scattering (left) in a perovskite manganite resulting from nanoscale
charge/orbital ordered regions, shown schematically on the right [1] 
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2.6.3 Impact of NSLS-II 
 
The controlling degrees of freedom in strongly correlated electron systems are electronic in nature 

and therefore probes that couple directly to the electrons are uniquely suited to their study. Furthermore, 
these systems are characterized by competing interactions and frequently display inhomogeneous ground 
states. Thus, probes on a number of different length, energy, and time scales are required to fully 
elucidate their behavior. As a result, the full gamut of synchrotron techniques has impact in the study of 
strongly correlated electron systems. 

In recent years, progress has been made in characterizing the unusual electronic ground states of these 
materials, such as stripe order in high-temperature superconductors and charge and orbital order in the 
manganites. Of particular importance have been basic structural studies, such as X-ray powder diffraction, 
electronically sensitive local probes, including EXAFS and XANES, and diffraction probes of electronic 
correlation, including especially resonant X-ray scattering. 

However, for complete understanding, the excitations must also be understood (Figure 2.6.3), and it is 
in measurements of the electronic excitation spectrum where the greatest opportunities lie. The scientific 
challenge will be to understand the charge dynamics in the vicinity of the gap, which are the prime 
signature of a strongly correlated electron system. Phenomenon such as spin-charge separation and holon 
dynamics, charge dynamics associated with striping behavior, charge Goldstone modes (symmetry 
breaking collective modes), effects of orbital degeneracies as well as charge dynamics in new emergent 
classes of Mott compounds all remain poorly understood due to a lack of relevant experimental data. 

There are two main probes of electron dynamics in the energy domain: inelastic X-ray scattering 
(IXS) and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). IXS measures a two-particle correlation 
function, S(k,ω), and is bulk sensitive. However, it is presently limited to fairly moderate energy 
resolution (~ 0.3 eV), even at today’s third generation synchrotron sources. Thus, the technique is 
constrained to study the high-energy physics of the electrons. Conversely, ARPES measures the single-
particle spectral function A(k, ω), with resolutions of ~ 1 meV, but it is intrinsically surface sensitive. 
ARPES has had an enormous impact in probing the excitations of high-temperature superconductors, in 
particular in the vicinity of the Fermi surface. 

All of these techniques will continue to be of vital importance in addressing this and related problems 
and all will benefit dramatically from NSLS-II. In the following, we highlight a few areas where the 
impact will be particularly great. 

 

Figure 2.6.3 A given system consists of the ground state and its excitations. The excitations “dress” the
particles. To completely understand a system one needs to understand the excitations of that system. It is
these excitations which determine the response of the system to perturbations. 
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2.6.3.1 Hard X-ray Inelastic X-ray Scattering 
 
Over the past few years, IXS has begun to establish itself as a bulk-sensitive, momentum-resolved 

probe of charge dynamics. Pushing the resolution of IXS down to ~100 meV is presently underway at 
several different synchrotron facilities. In the past decade, enormously improved resolution and 
experimental geometries have elevated angle-resolved photoemission from a band mapping tool to an 
important many-body spectroscopy. Inelastic X-ray scattering holds a similar promise. 

Hard X-ray inelastic scattering studies of charge dynamics are performed near the transition metal K-
edges for 3d transition metals, to take advantage of the large resonant enhancements (Figure 2.6.4). For 
such edges, the perturbation on the d-orbitals is relatively weak but a large momentum transfer is 
possible, allowing measurement of dispersion relations. The anisotropy of the Mott gap and studies of 
holon dynamics are two recent examples of such studies [2-4]. This pioneering work has provided a new 
window into these strongly correlated systems. However, the large quasielastic scattering in the hard X-
ray regime tends to mask out the interesting low-energy physics and it is not possible to separate the 
valence electron contribution from that of diffuse scattering with the current resolution. Improving the 
resolution of hard RIXS to the sub 50-meV level would allow it to play a key role in elucidating the 
charge dynamics of these systems. 

For IXS then, the challenge is to reach energy resolutions such that excitations of direct relevance are 
accessible, namely ∆E~10 meV. Such resolutions, and better, are presently accessible only by working at 
high incident photon energies. However the flux is such that one is only able to study collective dynamics 
of the ion cores (i.e., phonons). While important in the study of electron-phonon effects, this precludes the 
study of electronic excitations. The ability to obtain meV type resolution at medium incident energies (5-
10 keV) would transform this field, making accessible the transition metal resonances (K-edges) that 

Figure 2.6.4 Inelastic X-ray scattering spectrum from CuGeO3, a 1D cuprate. These data were taken at 
the hard X-ray Cu K-edge with 0.4 eV resolutions at CMC-CAT at APS. With NSLS-II, such experiments 
will have ten times greater signal strength and improved energy resolution. 
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greatly enhance the inelastic scattering, and allowing one to probe the electron dynamics with 
unprecedented resolution. 

This will require both very high brightness beams, and the development of new analyzers. The latter 
is presently underway at the Advanced Photon Source (APS), with preliminary work being performed on 
sapphire. The former will be provided by NSLS-II. Compared to existing beamlines at APS, NSLS-II will 
be 35 times brighter in the 5-10 keV range (see Figure 3.3.4), providing more than a factor of 10 more 
photons in the same bandpass. Presently, it takes about 6 hours to take a single scan. This will be reduced 
to less than 30 minutes at NSLS-II, transforming what will be possible and making studies of the charge 
dynamics in strongly correlated systems routine. Comprehensive studies as a function of doping, 
temperature, and momentum transfer will become possible. 

Important experiments will include probing the charge dynamics of stripe order in cuprates, searching 
for dynamic, hidden order parameters of the type recently proposed in high-temperature superconductors 
(Figure 2.6.5), probing orbital excitations (“orbitons”) in manganites, and investigating the 
superconducting gap in transition metal oxide superconductors. There are also a number of significant 
mysteries in the “mid-gap” states as revealed by infra-red (IR) studies, where changes in spectral weight 
appear to violate sum rules [6] and shed light on the condensation energy. NSLS-II will enable enhanced 
momentum-resolved IXS studies, which will be tremendously important in understanding these results. 

Finally, it is important to stress that the same inelastic techniques would have immediate applicability 
in a variety of other scientific disciplines, including for example organic semi-conductors, heavy fermion 
systems, quantum critical points (e.g., VxCr1-x) and essentially all other hard condensed matter systems. In 
addition, geophysics (systems under pressure), biology (protein and membrane dynamics, electronic 
charge transfer in photosynthetic compounds) and soft condensed matter (polymer dynamics, thin film 
dynamics etc) all benefit in similar ways. 

  
2.6.3.2 Soft X-ray Inelastic X-ray Scattering 

 
Soft X-ray (0.5-2 keV) inelastic X-ray scattering at the L-edges of transition metal compounds 

complements hard X-ray IXS in probing electronic excitations (Figure 2.6.5). Valence excitations exhibit 
enhancements of several orders of magnitude near an L-edge and the quasielastic scattering is relatively 

Figure 2.6.5 Spectral function predicted for the correlation of the kinetic operator in a recent theory of
dynamics in a high-Tc superconductor [5]. With NSLS-II, such a correlation function will be measurable
by inelastic X-ray scattering at the Cu L-edges, and the validity of the model determined. Energy units (ω) 
are 3/8J ~ 60 meV. 
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low (in many cases lower than the inelastic signals). This would allow studies of the low-energy electron 
physics of many systems. 

Another exciting prospect offered by the use of L-edges is to take advantage of the strong spin-orbit 
coupling present in the 2p core-hole created in the intermediate state to gain access to magnetic 
excitations. By changing the helicity of the photon (on an elliptically polarizing undulator (EPU) 
beamline) one can couple to such excitations. Magnetic inelastic X-ray scattering will open up an entirely 
new window on spin dynamics that will complement existing neutron scattering techniques. Together, 
these techniques will allow studies of the magnetic and charge dynamics with the same probe for the first 
time. 

While the use of soft X-ray energies limits the available momentum transfer, near the Cu-L edges 
(950 eV) there is enough momentum to reach the zone boundary. This is sufficient, for example, for both 
cuprates and manganites where the pseudogap has its maximum value near the zone boundary. It is also 
sufficient for studying dynamic charge-stripe correlations for which the ordering vector is small. A big 
advantage of L-edge resonances is that they involve the d-states directly and are thus highly sensitive to 
the orbital fluctuations. Mott systems, such as colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) manganites, where 
orbital degrees of freedom play a role would thus be a perfect match for such a scattering technique. The 
CMR effect itself is a field effect and hence one needs to have a momentum-resolved probe of electronic 
structure in the presence of a magnetic field, which is not possible in an ARPES experiment. Inelastic X-
ray scattering at the soft edges will be the perfect match for this. 

However, in order to achieve these capabilities, the energy resolution must be improved by at least an 
order of magnitude [7, 8]. The current state-of-the-art is 0.25 eV at 500 eV. NSLS-II will be a factor of 60 
times brighter than the ALS at 500 eV (see Figure 3.3.4). The extreme brightness of NSLS-II in this 
spectral range will make it possible to achieve 10 meV at 500 eV and will revolutionize soft X-ray 
measurements. With such resolution, soft X-ray IXS will directly complement ARPES, which has been so 
instrumental in advancing our understanding of the very low energy phenomena in these systems. 

 
2.6.3.3 Angle Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy 

 
Dramatic improvements in the photoemission technique have allowed it to become a powerful probe 

of condensed matter in general and strongly correlated systems in particular. Very high energy resolution 
(1 - 5 meV) combined with excellent momentum resolution (0.01 Å-1) have allowed the study of the 
electron interaction with phonons, CDWs, and spin fluctuations. Such studies have, for instance, had an 
important place in the overall discussion of the mechanism behind high-Tc superconductivity. In the latter 
materials, the magnitude of the superconducting gap is approximately 8 kTc and has proven relatively 
easy to observe with existing resolutions. The gap of about 3.5 kTc in the traditional phonon mediated 
superconductors puts more demands on the experiment, but even so there have been reports of its 
observation. However, at the typical photon energies used for these studies, the technique is very surface 
sensitive. 

The challenge is to use higher photon energies where the escape depth would be larger: At 1000 eV, 
86 % of the electrons come from the first 15 layers, rather than the first 4 layers at 20 eV. How feasible is 
the possibility of doing angle resolved photoemission at the higher energies? Clearly it is possible to 
design an instrument with high-energy resolution at high energies but because the momentum resolution, 
∆k||, reflects the kinetic energy according to ∆k|| = 0.5123 ∆E1/2 ∆θ, where ∆θ represents the angular 
resolution, it requires a dramatic improvement in the angular resolution to maintain the same momentum 
resolution. For example, increasing the kinetic energy from 10 eV to 1000 eV requires an order of 
magnitude increase in the angular resolution. This is difficult to imagine in the large hemispherical 
analyzers used at the present time but may be possible in time-resolved instruments where the energy 
resolution, ∆E/E, equals twice the time resolution, 2∆t/t. 

As discussed in Section 3.4.4, NSLS-II will have a bunch length of only 11 psec (rms) in fast timing 
mode. The slower the electrons in the drift tube the better the resolution. However, the drift tube should 
not be too long since stray fields then make it more difficult to retain the angular information. Retarding 
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the electrons from 1 keV to 1 eV and allowing them to drift down a 1 meter length tube leads to an 
achievable energy resolution of 10 meV, which matches the current “state of the art” achievable in photon 
monochromators. A similar instrument in the form of a photoelectron microscope has in fact already been 
built and tested. It has the possibility of switching its mode of operation from microscopy to spectroscopy 
and will be well matched to the time structure of NSLS-II. 

If the electrons are retarded, it becomes necessary to take phase space considerations into account in 
considering the angular resolution. Assuming a source size on the sample of 0.1 mm and an acceptance 
angle of 10 degrees, retarding the photoelectrons to 1 eV with a 1 degree divergence in the drift tube leads 
to a required spatial resolution of 10 microns in the detector to give an angular resolution of 0.01 degrees. 
The latter would be an order of magnitude better than currently available. 

Such an instrument operated at higher photon energies offers the possibility of more bulk sensitive 
measurements in the spectroscopy mode or the possibility of examining much smaller samples in the 
microscope mode. The high brightness of NSLS-II will make such an instrument possible and will enable 
ARPES experiments to be carried out at high photon energies with the energy and angular resolution 
required for strongly correlated systems for the first time. 

 
2.6.3.4 Anomalous Soft X-ray Scattering 

 
In weakly interacting electron systems, the dominant length scales are the lattice parameter, a, and, 

under some circumstances, the inverse Fermi-momentum, 1/kF. In correlated systems, however, a variety 
of spontaneous symmetry-broken ground states may occur, with characteristic length scales determined, 
in general, by a competition between interactions and geometric frustration.  

To learn about such ground states one requires a probe that can detect ordering in the carrier liquid 
directly, even in cases where such ordering is not accompanied by a structural (lattice) distortion. In 
general if translational symmetry is broken by many-body interactions, rather than for example the 
electron-phonon interaction as in a charge density wave material, there is no reason to expect the crystal 
structure to reflect this, except perhaps passively. 

The magnetic aspect of such ground states has been studied extensively with neutron diffraction. An 
example is the “stripe” correlations seen in nickelates and cuprates, which are sometimes accompanied by 
a crystallographic distortion [9, 10] but more often are not [11-13]. A good probe of the charge 

Figure 2.6.6 Soft X-ray resonant scattering in a doped manganite, Pr0.6Ca0.4MnO3. Red data is magnetic 
scattering, black data are due to orbital order. Inset is an idealized schematic of the orbital and charge
order. These data were taken at NSLS beamline X1B. NSLS-II will be 1000 times brighter at this energy 
and will radically transform such studies. 
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component of such phases has been lacking as charge sensitive probes such as X-rays or electrons couple 
mainly to the core electrons in the former case, and to both the core electrons and the nuclei in the latter.  

It was recently demonstrated that the charge channel can be accessed by exploiting anomalous 
scattering factors in the soft X-ray regime, so called anomalous soft X-ray scattering (ASXS) [14]. In 
addition, magnetic scattering at transition metal L-edges is known to be extremely strong. Recent 
experiments at NSLS beamline X1B demonstrate the ability to measure spin and orbital correlations in 
the same sample at the same time (Figure 2.6.6). Being able to study such correlations simultaneously 
will be crucial in unraveling the interactions and competing behaviors of these important degrees of 
freedom. 

Soft X-ray resonant scattering has also proved fruitful in studying valence modulations in 
YBa2Cu3O6.5 [15], La2CuO4+y [16], La2-xSrxNiO4 [17], and Pr1-xCaxMnO3 [18]. For example, Figure 2.6.7 
shows a scan through a superlattice reflection from Sr14Cu24O41. This peak occurs at [0,0,0.2], very close 
to 4kF, and demonstrates the existence of a Wigner crystalline state in the spin ladder plane of this 
material. This feature is visible only on resonance, as it forms via many-body effects rather than through 
the electron-phonon interaction and can only be studied with ASXS. 

With the increased brightness and flux of NSLS-II, it will be possible to tackle significantly more 
challenging problems, such as searching for dynamic stripes in high-Tc superconductors, i.e., charge 
stripes whose positions with respect to the crystal lattice are fluctuating in time. This problem is 
particularly difficult because the superlattice peaks corresponding to the ordered state are very weak 
already. However, with NSLS-II, dynamic stripes should be observable. 
 
2.6.3.6 Coherent X-ray scattering 

 
Coherent X-ray scattering is a powerful tool for the study of domain structure because of its 

sensitivity to the exact spatial arrangement of the domains. Upon illumination by a coherent beam, a 
sample composed of a mosaic of domains introduces a set of different phases into the scattered beam. The 
interference of these phases, which are related to the position of individual domains, gives rise to a 
“speckle” pattern. In principle, this speckle pattern can be inverted to obtain a real-space image of the 
domains. Such a reconstruction is quite challenging, but has been accomplished in a number of systems.  

Another promising use of coherent X-ray scattering is in the study of dynamics. If the spatial 
arrangement of the domains changes with time, the phases of the scattered beam will be affected and the 
speckle pattern will also change. Measurements of these changes can therefore be used to study the 
dynamics of fluctuations. 

Figure 2.6.7 Appearance of charge-density wave superstructure reflection from the spin ladder material
Sr14Cu24O41. This feature is visible only on-resonance as it forms from many-body effects rather than via 
the electron-phonon interaction. The vertical rod at H ≈ 0 is the specular reflection from the surface. 
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One example where such techniques will profitably be applied is the study of the dynamics of orbital 
domain walls in the manganites. Domain walls are observed on a number of length scales in these 
systems, but there is no understanding of the origin of these domains. Elucidating the dynamics of such 
structures would be an important step in approaching an understanding of this apparent glass-like 
behavior. Demonstration experiments performed at the Mn K-edge revealed static orbital speckle patterns 
in a test system, LaMnO3 (Figure 2.6.8). However, these experiments, performed at the ESRF, lacked 
sufficient coherent flux to study the formation of orbital domain walls. 

The greatly increased coherent flux at NSLS-II, combined with the large resonant enhancements at 
the L-edges, as shown in Figure 2.6.9, will allow entirely new classes of experiments to be performed for 
the first time, including the statistics of orbital and magnetic domains, imaging in real space of the 
inhomogeneous state and the study of nanostructured materials. It is also possible that in certain 
temperature ranges, orbital dynamics will be accessible with this technique. 

 

Figure 2.6.8 “Speckle” pattern resulting from orbital order in LaMnO3 [19]. The two curves, taken ten
minutes apart, demonstrate that the orbital order is static. The high brightness of NSLS-II will enable 
speckle experiments to probe the dynamics of orbital domains.

Figure 2.6.9 Magnetic speckle pattern from a magnetized CoPt multilayer taken with the incident X-ray
energy tuned to the Co L-edge at 780 eV. Such images provide microscopic real space information on the
magnetic state of a sample with nanometer spatial resolution. With the increased coherent flux available
at NSLS-II, these techniques will be able to explore both the statics and dynamics of magnetic domains. 
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2.6.3.7 Infra-Red Studies 
 
Infrared beamlines at NSLS-II will have world leading brightness throughout the near to far IR, as 

discussed in Section 3.4.13. This will be a tremendous advantage in high-resolution IR microscopy 
utilizing near-field techniques, as well as in ultra-high pressure studies on solids. To achieve the highest-
possible working pressures generated in diamond anvil cells, very small gaskets are required, which 
necessarily entails the ability to focus down to extremely small spot sizes of 100 microns or less. The high 
IR brightness of NSLS-II will translate directly into more photons on the sample and will make it feasible 
to look for metal-insulator transitions in highly-correlated systems and for metallic hydrogen. Another 
area ripe for investigation will be time-resolved spectroscopy of collective excitations in highly-correlated 
electron systems. The short bunch length at NSLS-II will allow systems with very fast relaxation times to 
be studied using pump-probe techniques. This will be particularly useful in some of the cuprate materials, 
where there is considerable evidence for dynamically-fluctuating stripes and infrared anomalies have been 
observed. 

 
2.6.3.8 Materials Synthesis 

 
Strongly correlated electron materials are often doped compounds and synchrotron facilities can 

improve materials growth by advancing in situ studies of crystal growth in tools such as floating-zone 
furnaces or high-pressure ovens. The growth of crystals in the former apparatus has been tremendously 
successful and of considerable impact in the correlated electron field. Yet growing large, single-grain, 
homogeneous crystals often remains a "trial and error" activity. The ability to track grain growth, phase 
evolution, and growth orientation in situ would bring a new level of scientific understanding to this 
crystal growth process. 

The study of small (~micron size) samples, and in particular the exploration of magnetism of small 
samples, would be a tremendous advance for the field. In the growth of doped crystals, composition 
gradients are inevitable, and indeed an essential aspect of the zone-melting process. Studying small 
samples will obviously reduce the impact of such distributions. Furthermore, it may be possible to exploit 
the natural composition gradient of the zone-refining process to map out properties diagrams in a 
compact, efficient way akin to "combinatorial" studies in thin films. In the case of crystals grown at high 
pressure, large crystals of the kind required for neutron scattering experiments will be impossible and X-
ray scattering techniques will be the only ones of utility. 

In the particular case of transition metal oxides (TMOs), the condensed matter field has concentrated 
on the effects of cation substitution, e.g., La1-xSrxMnO3 while trying to minimize the impact of 
nonstoichiometry on the anion sublattice. Modification of this oxide sublattice is known to have dramatic 
impact on electronic and magnetic states of TMOs, for instance the Y-123 superconductor and the 
cobaltite RBaCo2O5+δ (R=rare earth). However, large, homogeneous crystals are extremely difficult to 
come by (the nickelates are a notable exception that require considerable precision in the control of T, 
pO2 in their synthesis and cooling to generate homogeneous oxygen distributions). 

NSLS-II will enable researchers to fully characterize small single crystal samples in ways comparable 
to neutron scattering in large, cation-doped materials, opening a new realm of possibilities in TMOs. 

 
2.6.3.9 High Pressure 

 
When pressure is applied to matter, atoms are brought closer together, ultimately altering a material’s 

structural, electronic and mechanical properties in radical and often unexpected ways. There are countless 
examples: metal-insulator transitions occur; some materials reach their yield strength while others become 
superhard; phase transitions, such as ferroelectric, magnetoresistive, and superconducting, occur; 
normally unreactive transition metals form alloys with alkali metals; electronic, magnetic, structural and 
dynamical properties of materials can be determined and tuned for a wide range of technological, defense, 
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and energy applications; both the highest temperature superconductivity on record and entirely new 
superconductors have been produced under pressure. 

Variations in composition and temperature also change the structural state and the properties of 
materials. However, changes in these variables are not "clean" since they may be difficult to model 
(temperature) or reproduce from one synthesis to the next (composition). Isochemical changes of the unit 
cell volume at high pressure provide unparalleled tests of fundamental theory. 

To understand the complex nature of materials, it is essential to observe their response under pressure. 
With the development of next generation pressure cells, many of these measurements will be extended to 
higher pressures. Structural studies by X-ray diffraction are an essential starting point for characterizing 
materials under high pressure (> 100 GPa). Inelastic X-ray scattering can explore in detail the 
concomitant changes in electronic structure and bonding. EXAFS and XANES measurements can provide 
local information to beyond the second coordination shells. An understanding of local structure is seen, 
for example, as the key to understanding the behavior of complex materials such as the oxide 
superconductors and CMR materials. 

The advanced facilities for high pressure research at NSLS-II, described in Section 4.2.1, will provide 
the combination of local and long range structural probes together with measurements of electronic 
structure and bonding that are essential for advancing our understanding of these materials in new 
domains of pressure and temperature. 

 
2.6.3.10 High Magnetic Field 

 
A steady-state high-field magnet will be another essential component of the core set of extreme 

condition facilities at NSLS-II, as described in Section 4.2.2. Magnetic field represents a thermodynamic 
variable, in addition to temperature and pressure, with which to tune the balance of the competing degrees 
of freedom in these systems and can therefore often provide vital clues as to the nature of that balance. 
Many of the properties of correlated systems will only be understood through investigation in an applied 
magnetic field. Most X-ray techniques are equally applicable in an applied field and it is expected that 
they will be implemented at the high magnetic field beamline. 

The high magnetic field beamline at NSLS-II will be invaluable for studies of an extremely wide 
range of systems, including charge and orbitally ordered states (manganites, ruthenates, titanates, etc.) and 
field-induced transitions in these compounds; mixed-valent compounds; magnetic semiconductors; 
materials with quantum critical points; heavy-fermion materials; high-Tc superconductors, including the 
normal state at high fields; Mott transitions; oxide and sulfur based compounds (BEDT-TTF based 
organics, etc); one dimensional magnets such as spin-Peierls compounds (CuGeO3) and field-induced 
density waves in the TMTSF-based compounds; materials with commensurate-incommensurate 
transitions; rare earth compounds; frustrated magnets (spinels, pyrochlores, etc); multiferroic compounds 
(YMnO3, BiMnO3); and Jahn-Teller systems (manganites). 

 
2.6.3.11 Ultra-low Temperature 

 
The final essential component of the extreme conditions facilities at NSLS-II will be ultra-low 

temperature facilities, as described in Section 4.2.3. Ultra-low temperatures are crucial for a number of 
reasons, including providing expanded regimes in which to search for novel phases, the ability to test for 
quantum critical behavior, and as a test bed for theoretical calculations, which may be rigorous in the zero 
temperature limit. As with high magnetic fields, most X-ray techniques are equally applicable at ultra-low 
temperatures and it is expected that they will be implemented at the low temperature beamline. 

An example of the impact of ultra-low temperature capabilities at NSLS-II is that of frustrated 
magnetism. Long-range ordering in magnetic systems is generally well understood when a unique ground 
state exists. When multiple ground states compete at low temperature, however, novel physics emerges 
from the spin degrees of freedom and is far from understood. The physical systems of interest can be 
broadly classified into two categories, quantum critical and geometrically frustrated. 
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Quantum criticality arises when two different magnetic phases, e.g. antiferromagnetic and spin liquid, 
meet at zero temperature as a physical parameter is varied. Theoretical understanding of quantum 
criticality is quite advanced and model experimental systems are being studied. 

Geometrical frustration arises when a thermodynamically large number of possible ground states 
compete at temperatures well below the two-spin interaction energy scale. There are empirical rules that 
govern frustration in materials and several attractive model systems have been identified. Examples 
include the compounds Gd3Ga5O12, Gd2Ti2O7, and Dy2Ti2O7, which display fascinating spin-liquid and 
spin-ice ordering. These magnetic states appear at temperatures below 1 K and therefore require dilution 
refrigeration. It is important to note that neutron scattering cannot be employed to study these systems, 
since both Gd and Dy have enormous neutron capture cross-sections. X-ray magnetic scattering is the 
only route to probe the full physics of their geometrical frustration and the ultra-low temperature facility 
at NSLS-II will be crucial for this. 
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2.7 Magnetism 
 

2.7.1 Overview 
 
Magnetism continues to play an important role in fundamental physics as well as in technological 

applications. In magnetic materials, superimposed on the spatial charge-order (the crystalline lattice), 
there is a second spontaneous spatial ordering of the magnetic moments. Why the atomic magnetic 
moments survive and how they arrange in the solid is the subject of magnetism. Research in magnetic 
materials can be divided into three principal areas: the study of the microscopic electronic interactions 
that give rise to the local magnetic moments (the exchange interaction); the study of the long-range 
interactions of these moments with the resulting formation of macroscopic magnetic domains (the spin-
orbit interaction); and finally, the study of the interaction between magnetic domains, which tend to 
arrange in macroscopic ordered structures to minimize the total energy of the system, including the 
magnetic energy stored in its surroundings (micromagnetic interactions). 

The past 20 years have shown a steady progress in all these three areas. Synchrotron radiation is 
playing an increasingly important role in this activity, spurring the development of a number of unique 
spectroscopic techniques especially designed for the study of magnetism.  

Initially the high photon-flux was the main motivation for the use of synchrotron radiation; as a result, 
new techniques such as spin-resolved photoemission suddenly became possible. More recently, the 
possibility of creating both linear and circular light polarization via extensive use of advanced insertion 
devices in third generation rings has driven the application of synchrotron radiation in the field of 
magnetism. Traditional synchrotron-based techniques such as absorption, reflection and light scattering 
have been adapted to take full advantage of the light polarization control. This has permitted the 
observation of large magnetic dichroism effects, now routinely employed in magnetic studies. 

Synchrotron radiation techniques have become indispensable tools for the investigation of the 
properties of magnetic materials. For example, spin-polarized electronic band dispersions, magnetic 
moments (in bulk and/or at surfaces), magnetic anisotropies and susceptibilities, Curie temperatures and 
critical behavior at phase transitions are routinely determined at synchrotron beamlines. 

The extension of spectroscopic methods that are sensitive to the orientation of magnetic moments to 
the field of microscopy, with nanometer length scale resolution, will permit the simultaneous observation 
of magnetic-domain and topographical structures with element sensitivity. Application of the time 
structure of synchrotron radiation to magnetism will allow investigation of the dynamics of magnetic 
phenomena. The high brightness, short pulse length, and broad spectral coverage of NSLS-II together 
with advanced insertion devices with full polarization control will dramatically advance our 
understanding of magnetism. 

 
2.7.2 Scientific Challenges and Opportunities 

 
2.7.2.1 Low Dimensional Magnetism 

 
The possibility of direct manipulation of the electronic wavefunctions in artificially engineered 

materials has opened new and exciting vistas on all aspects of solid state physics. This wavefunction 
engineering modifies the magnetic properties to such a degree that these nano-engineered systems can be 
considered entirely new classes of magnetic materials. Much of this fundamental work has been possible 
because of increased abilities in the preparation and characterization of “exotic” magnetic structures and 
because of the extremely sophisticated probing capabilities realized at synchrotron radiation facilities.  

The fundamental difference between a material in film form rather than bulk is the quantization of 
electronic levels induced by the film geometry (Figure 2.7.1). The study of the properties of discreet 
energy levels (Quantum Well States) in two dimensional systems has been crucial in understanding the 
indirect exchange interaction recently discovered in metallic magnetic multilayers [3]. Magnetic 
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multilayers are artificial structures that are prepared by alternate superposition of layers of magnetic and 
non-magnetic (spacers) metallic materials. The interest in these systems stems from their peculiar 
physical properties that have no counterpart in bulk: i.e. their properties do not correspond to the 
superposition of the properties of the constituent materials. Among these - and of great relevance for 
technological application - are the electronic transport properties (Figure 2.7.2). 

The two-dimensional film geometry is clearly the simplest possibility of confining electronic wave-
functions. Modern material science technologies however allow the preparation of structures such as 
atomic chains and clusters in which electrons are confined in two or even in all three-dimensions. This 
further confinement has been shown to have spectacular effects in magnetic materials. For example the 
orbital moments that are effectively quenched in the formation of itinerant magnetic metals can be 
considerably restored in these lower dimensional systems. At third generation light sources, the high 
photon flux enables the detection of extremely small quantities of material. Single atomic monolayers and 
even one dimensional chains become measurable with element-specific magnetic spectroscopy techniques 
such as magnetic circular dichroism (Figure 2.7.3). 

Figure 2.7.1 Angular-resolved photoemission experiments performed with synchrotron radiation allow
the direct sampling of  discreet energy levels (colored peaks) in ultra-thin films of Cu (thickness indicated 
in monolayers units), epitaxially grown on a Co(100) single crystal. The ability to control the light
polarization (linear in this case) as well as the photon energy proved essential for this type of 
experiments [1]. The study of the quantization of states in ultra-thin  films not only allows the 
experimental determination of the bulk band structure with unprecedented precision but it also serves in
measuring essential properties of quasi-particles such as lifetime broadening, interfacial reflectivity and 
phase-shift [2]. 
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Quite apart from electronic confinement effects, another aspect of low dimensional magnetism has 
very important technological implications. It is related to the intrinsic anisotropy of these systems. The 
property that makes magnets so useful in applications is the magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE). MAE 
describes the tendency of the magnetization to align along specific spatial directions rather than randomly 
fluctuate over time (Figure 2.7.4). 

The quantitative study of this kind of phenomena is usually difficult because the energy differences 
between competing macroscopic configurations are very small. Nevertheless, low dimensional structures 
such as films, chains and dots are all highly anisotropic and significant effects on the MAE are expected 
and are actively investigated in these systems. For example easy-magnetization directions different from 
those of the bulk materials have been successfully stabilized by MBE deposition of epitaxial films. Even 
more importantly, perpendicular magnetization in thin film samples has been observed in a number of 
cases. These systems have the prospect of very high bit-density in magnetic storage memories.  

For these reasons the effects of low dimensionality on the anisotropy properties of materials are an 
important topic of current research in magnetism. These studies require a careful characterization of the 
system to be investigated (which is a difficult material science research project in itself) and intense 
radiation sources due to the small amount of material being sampled. For example, recent work at high-
flux beamlines at ESRF has demonstrated the possibility of detecting MCD signals from single isolated 

Figure 2.7.2 In magnetic multilayers with spontaneous anti-parallel alignment, the relative resistance 
decreases with increasing magnetic field: a conspicuous magnetic phenomenon aptly called Giant
Magneto Resistance (left panel). This connection between magnetic and electric properties is
technologically significant because it can be used to convert magnetic signals in electrical ones. 
Magnetic field sensors based on GMR effects in films a few nanometers thick are nowadays routinely 
employed in industrial application in read-out heads for magnetic memories. The spontaneous alignment, 
which makes the GMR effect possible, is explained by the existence of spin-polarized QW States in the 
non-magnetic layers. These states effectively transport the magnetic information from one magnetic layer
to the next, thereby enabling the long-range coordination of the single-layer magnetization. An example 
of these states is shown on the right panel; here quantum well states from 1, 2, 3 and 4 monolayers of Ag 
grown on an Fe substrate are monitored using Spin-Resolved photoemission. The QW States displays an 
extremely high degree of (negative) spin-polarization (blue curves: minority spin) [4].
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clusters consisting on the average of only 3 atoms! These results are indeed spectacular and indicate the 
importance of high brightness, high flux synchrotron radiation for research in magnetism. 

The examples of studies on magnetic-multilayers, magnetic films, magnetic chains and magnetic dots 
just described demonstrate that the opportunities for fundamental as well as applied research in the area of 
the magnetism of low dimensional structures are vast and still largely unexplored. In this area, 
synchrotron radiation based spectroscopies constitute unique tools that will continue to be of extreme 
value in the foreseeable future. Indeed, the high brightness and high flux of NSLS-II are crucial for 
enabling continued major progress in this field by greatly enhancing the ability to detect small signals 
from a diminishing number of atoms. 
 
2.7.2.2 Complex Magnetic Materials 
 

The notable improvements in sample preparation and characterization techniques over the last 10 
years has caused a considerable shift of research in magnetism toward the study of complex materials, 
often in artificially engineered structures. Spintronic applications, which combine the exquisite control of 
charges in traditional semiconductor based electronics with the direct manipulation of electronic spin, will 
have a revolutionary impact on technology. 

In a recent article, Wolf and co-authors summarized the potential of new technologies but also 
pointed out a number of issues that must be understood and overcome before the technology can mature: 
“It is envisioned that the merging of electronics, photonics, and magnetics will ultimately lead to new 
spin-based multifunctional devices such as spin-FET (field effect transistor), spin-LED (light-emitting 
diode), spin RTD (resonant tunneling device), optical switches operating at terahertz frequency, 
modulators, encoders, decoders, and quantum bits for quantum computation and communication. The 
success of these ventures depends on a deeper understanding of fundamental spin interactions in solid 
state materials as well as the roles of dimensionality, defects, and semiconductor band structure in 
modifying these dynamics. If we can understand and control the spin degree of freedom in 
semiconductors, semiconductor heterostructures, and ferromagnets, the potential for high-performance 

Figure 2.7.3 Left panel: STM images. Long atomic chains of magnetic material (Co) are obtained by
“step-decoration” of a vicinal Pt (111) surface. Right Panel: Corresponding to higher and higher 
confinement, the Co orbital moment increases substantially, as seen in the MCD spectra of Co on Pt
(111) [5]. 
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spin-based electronics will be excellent. The most interesting devices will probably be those that we have 
not even contemplated here!” [7] 

At the moment, diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) constitute one of the most promising classes 
of new magnetic materials for spintronic applications. Their principal interest stems from the possibility 
of (relatively) easily integrating magnetic degrees of freedom in traditional semiconductor technologies. 
DMS combines its transport and/or optical properties with magnetism, and thereby carries an enormous 
potential for opening up a path to entirely new devices.  

Up to now, Ga1-xMnxAs has been a representative DMS with a moderately high Curie temperature 
(TC) ~ 100 K. Therefore, an essential task is to find a DMS with TC above the room temperature. 
Recently, a few DMS based on wide gap II-VI and III-V semiconductors have been reported to have such 
high TC. However, the reproducibility of TC is somewhat questionable. More fundamentally, the origin of 
ferromagnetism in DMS materials is still very much an open question. Synchrotron-based spectroscopies 
are indispensable tools in unraveling the detailed mechanism that governs the magnetic behavior in DMS.  

In DMS, the doped magnetic ions can be either 3d transition metal ions or 4f lanthanide ions, and the 
typical doping levels are the order of a few percent. Element specific X-ray absorption combined with 
magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) provides unique tools to probe the spin and valence states in these 
systems and to clarify the ferromagnetic origin in DMS [8]. Furthermore the impurity band induced by 
the Mn-doping in GaAs was recently successfully detected in an angle-resolved photoemission 
spectroscopy study. As predicted by the theory, the impurity band is localized very near the Fermi level, 
confirming that the charge carriers in Mn-doped GaAs are governed by this impurity band (Figure 2.7.5). 

The efficiency of spintronic devices depends closely on the value of the spin polarization (the 
imbalance between spin-up and spin-down charge carriers) near the Fermi level. Theoretical predictions 
for Ga1-xMnxAs indicate that it may be a half-metallic ferromagnet (i.e., fully spin polarized) and thus 
would be a very efficient material for use in spintronic devices. A measurement of the spin polarization of 
the near-Fermi level states can confirm the half-metallicity as well the ferromagnetic nature of Ga1-

Figure 2.7.4 Isolated Co atoms deposited on a Pt (111) surface are monitored with MCD techniques 
using synchrotron light. The MAE is extremely high in this Co atoms: external fields as high as 7 T are 
not quite enough to align the moments along the substrate plane (panel D: red curve in plane 
magnetization, black curve out of plane magnetization) [6]. 
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xMnxAs. As is shown below in the case of manganite materials, spin-resolved photoemission 
spectroscopy is the most direct measurement technique to determine the spin polarization. Unfortunately, 
its efficiency falls down by about four orders of magnitude in comparison with the conventional 
photoemission spectroscopy. Considering the fact that the impurity bands have very small spectral 
weights in DMS systems, one expects that the measurement will require the extremely high photon flux 
planned for NSLS-II. 

Another class of materials of great interest for magnetism research and applications is strongly 
correlated materials. In these materials the strong electron correlation in partially filled orbitals causes a 
whole variety of interrelated phenomena such as metal-insulator transitions, orbital ordering, charge 
ordering, lattice and magnetic polarons, etc. When these complex systems contain magnetic ions, new 
phenomena, such as the colossal magneto resistance (CMR) effect, result from the interplay between 
electronic and magnetic degrees of freedom.  

An important example of this kind of interplay is offered by films of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3. This CMR 
material can carry electric current only when the spins of the itinerant charges are aligned parallel to the 
spins of the manganese ions fixed in the crystal lattice. This system then constitutes a natural source of 
~100% spin-polarized current, i.e., it is a half-metallic material. The existence of half-metallic materials 
was hypothesized long ago to account for magneto-transport properties of bulk La0.7Sr0.3MnO3. Their 
existence was recently verified by spin resolved photoemission at NSLS (Figure 2.7.6). 

While DMS and highly correlated materials offer great promise in advancing spintronic technologies, 
these exotic materials must be incorporated into appropriate device architectures. For example, the use of 
half-metallic materials will be of great benefit in magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJ), which are three-layer 
devices with two ferromagnetic metallic layers separated by an insulating layer. Currently, there are great 
challenges in measuring and controlling parameters such as interface quality, tunnel barrier quality, 
surface/interface roughness, ferromagnetic electrode quality, magnetic domain walls, and, finally, the 

Figure 2.7.5 Angle resolved photoemission spectra and experimental electronic band structures of pure 
GaAs and Ga1-xMnxAs. The impurity band induced by the Mn-doping is determined from their difference. 
At third generation light sources, the extremely high photon flux will allow the spin resolved 
photoemission measurements of the impurity band and the determination of the spin-polarization of the 
charge carrier [9]. 
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intrinsic behavior of ferromagnetic surfaces/interfaces. Moreover, as miniaturization of components 
continues, these potential obstacles must be overcome at the sub-micron and even nanometer length scale. 

NSLS-II will greatly help in meeting these challenges. For example, its superior flux in the soft X-ray 
region will provide the perfect opportunity to extend the technique of valence band spin-resolved 
photoemission to higher kinetic energies. This will enable the investigation of the electronic structure of 
highly relevant buried interfaces, such as the ones between a ferromagnet and insulator in MTJs. 
Moreover, synchrotron based X-ray scattering studies, particularly resonant scattering techniques, provide 
detailed information on issues such as interface quality and spin-orientations at an interface. As these 
techniques often deal with processes that have an intrinsically low excitation cross section, the increased 
flux of NSLS-II will be of crucial benefit. Finally, the greatly increased flux of NSLS-II will enable 
element-specific core-level spectroscopic investigations of materials such as DMS, which often have 
small amounts of magnetically active components. 

 
2.7.2.3 Magnetic X-ray Microscopy 

 
Current research into magnetic materials focuses on complex, multi-element systems that are often 

engineered into layered or even more complex geometries. There is a great need to develop analytical 
tools that can interrogate the magnetic state of a sample with element-specificity as well as nanometer-
scale lateral and depth resolution [11]. Real-space imaging techniques based on X-ray microscopies 
(XRM) such as photoelectron emission microscopy (PEEM) or X-ray transmission microscopy (XTM), 
combined with an appropriate choice of photon energy and polarization, can provide such a capability on 
lateral length scales currently around 20 nm, with planned near-term improvements approaching 1 nm 
[12, 13]. 

XRM combines a number of features that are found in other forms of magnetic microscopies with 
capabilities that are unique to synchrotron-based instrumentation. The benefits of XRM for the 

Figure 2.7.6 Half-Metallic Material: At low temperature (left panel) La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 is conducting. Spin-
resolved photoemission spectra from the region close to the Fermi level show that the conduction is
totally carried by majority spin electrons (red curve). At high temperature (right panel) this material
becomes both paramagnetic (blue and red curves superimposed) and insulating (no intensity at Ef) [10]. 
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investigation of magnetic systems are many and include: element specificity; sensitivity to ferromagnetic 
& antiferromagnetic order (XMCD & XMLD); measurements in applied fields (photon-in, photon out 
techniques); quantitative analysis of sample magnetization (spin & orbital moments and identification of 
magnetization vector); high spatial resolution; and high time-resolution. The last two points in particular 
will benefit greatly from the improvements in X-ray microscopy that will be attained with the superior 
capabilities of NSLS-II. 

As will be seen in the following section, a thorough understanding of the dynamical processes in 
magnetic systems is crucial for continued development of advanced magneto-electronic devices. 
Combining these studies with the high spatial resolution of X-ray microscopy will allow investigators to 
probe fundamental questions involving issues such as the magnetization reversal processes in advanced 
magnetic materials and the role of reduced dimensionality on the dynamical response of nano-engineered 
materials. 

As an example, Figure 2.7.7 shows time and element resolved (in this case, the images were acquired 
at the Fe L3 edge) PEEM images for a Ni80Fe20 (5 nm)/Cu (10 nm)/Co (5 nm) spin-valve like trilayer 
grown on Si (111) [14]. The PEEM images labeled A through E in the figure show the magnetic domain 
pattern of the NiFe layer with a spacing of approximately 2 ns between frames after the application of a 
magnetization reversing field pulse. The images, with a field of view of ~120 µm, clearly show domain 
nucleation (black arrow) and subsequent growth. NSLS-II will improve these types of studies in two 
areas. First, the greatly increased brightness of the new source will allow a reduction in the field of view 
and an improvement of the spatial resolution of the time-resolved images. Also, the shorter bunch length 
of the upgraded machine, currently planned at 30 psec or shorter, will improve the time resolution of the 
images.  

In addition to the direct, real space imaging techniques outlined above, the availability of coherent X-
rays from undulator sources has stimulated the development of magnetic speckle imaging. A growing 
number of research groups worldwide are developing new full-field magnetic imaging techniques and 
new techniques for the study of magnetic dynamics. For example, an algorithm based on multi-
wavelength anomalous diffraction (MAD) has been developed recently at NSLS for reconstruction of 
magnetic domain pattern from magnetic speckles [15] and an example of the speckle pattern from 
microscopic domains in a CoPt thin-film is presented in Figure 2.7.8. This technique can be extended to 
time-resolved measurements for the study of magnetic dynamic processes. 

Figure 2.7.7 Magnetic PEEM domain images of a NiFe layer, taken 13, 15, 17, 20, and 22 ns after the
maximum of an 80 Oe field pulse; the field of view is ~120 µm.  The arrows indicate a nucleated and
subsequently expanding reversed domain. [14]. NSLS-II will enable improvements to both the spatial and 
temporal resolution. 
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Magnetic speckle imaging will be of particular importance in examining the interactions within 
magnetic nanoparticle arrays. Magnetic nanoparticle arrays have been made from monodisperse 3-20 nm 
particles that self assemble into ordered structures. Just as the exchange and magnetostatic interactions 
between iron atoms in a crystal lead to the formation of ferromagnetic domains, the magnetic nanoparticle 
interactions should lead to domain structures. Magnetic speckle techniques using coherent X-rays will 
enable magnetic domains to be imaged in the nanoparticle arrays. With a smaller interparticle separation 
or a more conducting matrix between the particles, exchange interactions will become significant [16], 
and the particle wave function will delocalize over the array, leading to an insulator-to-metal transition 
[17]. The ability to image magnetic domains while varying the applied field and temperature and while 
passing spin-polarized currents through the sample would provide a powerful tool for understanding these 
nanoengineered magnets. Unlike neutrons in SANS or electrons in Lorentz microscopy, the X-ray 
photons would not be deflected by the external magnetic field. The increased brightness of NSLS-II will 
greatly improve the signal to noise ratio that is presently a limiting factor in the further development of 
magnetic speckle imaging. 

 
2.7.2.4 Magneto-Dynamic Phenomena 

 
Dynamic processes, in particular ultra-fast dynamics, are at the forefront of research on magnetic 

materials [18]. Here the goal is to obtain a detailed description of magnetization reversal processes in 
magnetic materials subject to external perturbations (magnetic, electric, thermal, or pressure). The 
detailed understanding of these processes is fundamentally interesting as well as obviously crucial in the 
development of high-speed recording media as well as other novel magnetic devices (e.g., spin 
electronics) [19]. Typically, magnetization-reversals in solids (i.e., the transfer of magnetic orientation 
between atoms) are mediated by spin-lattice relaxations. The relevant time-constants, estimated by 
considering the emission and lifetime of spin-waves in a crystalline lattice, are in the range of 10-12 - 10-10 
sec [20]. To overcome this limit, several new concepts have been recently suggested such as the 
possibility of switching the magnetization of metallic nano-particles via injection of spin polarized 
currents (i.e. via direct exchange scattering) [19]. In this case the relevant time scale would be close to the 
fundamental dynamics of itinerant ferromagnets (i.e. Stoner excitation ~ 10-15 sec) [21]. The development 
of experimental probes, capable of high magnetic sensitivity and ultra-fast time-resolution, is then needed 
for these investigations. 

Currently ultra-fast magnetic dynamics can be studied by analyzing the magneto-optical Kerr and 
Faraday rotations induced in ultra-fast pulsed laser sources. These techniques, an example of which is 
presented in Figure 2.7.9, have already revealed a wealth of extremely useful information but are sensitive 

Figure 2.7.8 Speckle-images measured at the Co L3 edge from a CoPt multilayer (sample from O.
Hellwig, IBM Almaden).  Left and right panels are the images taken off and on resonance, respectively. 
On-resonance the magnetic contrast clearly appears as a ring corresponding to the average magnetic 
domain size (~ 150 nm) [15]. 
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only to the average magnetization, and furthermore limited in their ultimate spatial resolution [22]. 
However the novel materials now being developed for use in magnetic technologies (such as magnetic 
tunnel-junction random-access memories) are often complex artificially engineered, multi-element and 
multi-layer structures [19, 23]. Element-specific probes of magnetic interactions on timescales relevant to 
the physical processes outlined in Table 2.7.1 are therefore required. Ultra-fast, time resolved core-level 
spectroscopies at NSLS-II will provide the element-specificity required to separate the contributions from 
the components of new materials. Furthermore, as many of the samples will be based on small devices 
and structures, the small spot size and increased brightness of the new source will be indispensable. 

The availability of photon pulses as short as 11 psec at NSLS-II will greatly aid the development of 
elementally resolved investigations of dynamic magnetic processes at ultra-fast time scales, providing 
investigators with an element-specific strobe light at time scales relevant to most of the physical processes 
highlighted in Table 2.7.1. NSLS researchers recently demonstrated the feasibility of element-resolved 
magnetic measurements on fast timescales in measurements at the Advanced Photon Source. The 

Figure 2.7.9 a) Schematic configuration of 180 degree magnetization reversal. The magnetization is 
switched via a current pulse. The presence of bias-fields alters the dynamic mechanisms of the reversal 
process.   MOKE image magnetization reversal in a Ni80Fe20 12x2 µm sample exposed to a fast magnetic 
switching pulse. Note the change in the domain switching dynamics (both in time and space) obtained
applying an external bias field [22]. 

 Excitation / Interaction Time scale (sec) 
 Exchange interaction 10-15 
 Stoner excitations 10-15 - 10-14 
 Spin Waves 10-12 (low q limit) 
 Precessional rotation and damping 10-9 
 Domain nucleation 10-9 
 Domain wall motion 10-9 
 Spin-lattice relaxation 10-9 
 Magnetic Viscosity 10-6 - 10-3 
 Spin injection into semiconductors TBD 
 Spin diffusion TBD 
 Spin coherence time TBD 
 
Table 2.7.1 The dynamical processes in magnetic materials span an impressive breadth of timescales.
The successful development of ultra-fast magnetic devices (storage memories are now already operating
at GHz rates) must take into account the dynamic behavior of materials on extremely short time-scales. 
Time–resolved, synchrotron-based experiments feasible at NSLS-II will be particularly useful in this 
research area. A great advantage of NSLS-II over the present NSLS is the dramatically reduced bunch 
length of 11 ps. This will enable standard pump-probe techniques on time scales relevant to most of the
processes outlined above. 
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magnetization dynamics of a 50 nm thick permalloy (Ni80Fe20 alloy) film was measured with element 
specificity on a time scale of ~100 psec (Figure 2.2.10) [24]. This proof-of-concept experiment opens up 
new research areas that will directly address long-standing controversies such as the microscopic origin of 
ferromagnetic relaxation (e.g. valence exchange, slow relaxer, and fast relaxer models), the interplay 
between shape anisotropy and demagnetization fields and magnetization reversal mechanisms, and the 
influence of non-magnetic layers on the dynamical response of ferromagnetic materials. NSLS-II will 
greatly aid these efforts by providing more intense photon pulses with a time structure almost an order of 
magnitude shorter than current state-of-the-art storage rings. 

Another major advantage of NSLS-II is the dramatic increase in brightness over existing soft X-ray 
sources. The brightness of the soft X-ray elliptically-polarized undulators will range from 1020 
(photons/sec/0.1% BW/mm2/mrad2) at 200 eV (e.g., C K-edge) to 2x1021 at 2000 eV (Figure 3.3.3). This 
represents an increase over the ALS by a factor of 25 at 200 eV to a factor of 3000 at 2000 eV (Figure 
3.3.4). This dramatically increased brightness will greatly improve the signal-to-noise ratio of time-
resolved experiments. Additionally, it will maximize the data collection efficiency of time-resolved 
experiments that utilize low-duty cycle pulsers and lasers.  

Finally, the soft X-ray insertion devices planned for NSLS-II will have the capability to manipulate 
the polarization state of the radiation incident on a sample. Switching the polarization between right and 
left circular polarization forms the basis of many XMCD experiments. Similarly, linearly polarized light 
will be variable from horizontal to vertical polarization; changes between these polarization states, 

Figure 2.7.10 Time-resolved X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) study in reflection geometry of 
the relaxation of the magnetization of a 50 nm thick permalloy (Ni80Fe20 alloy) film after the application 
of a fast (~100 psec rise and fall time) magnetization pulse. The measurement was made using standard 
pump-probe architecture: a variable delay between the magnetization pulse and the photon bunches in 
the APS storage ring was used to track the horizontal component of the either the Ni (red) or Fe (blue) 
magnetic moment. After the magnetization pulse, the magnetic moments of the Ni and Fe precess
coherently about the bias field (Hb) with decaying amplitude, in agreement with the Landau-Lifschitz-
Gilbert theory of magnetization dynamics. The frequency of the precession increases with the bias field,
as seen in panels (a), (b) and (c) [24]. 
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combined with appropriate sample geometry, can yield information on anti-ferromagnetic order, or 
changes in local symmetry due to lattice reconstructions such as the Jahn-Teller distortion in manganites. 
The soft X-ray range (200-2000 eV) is also particularly well suited to studies of transition metals (L-
edges), rare-earths (M-edges) and C, N, O (K-edges). These are the most widely used elements in 
magnetic systems. 
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2.8 Growth and Processing of Advanced Materials 
 

2.8.1 Overview 
 

One of the key scientific challenges in coming decades will be synthesis of advanced materials, 
ranging from single crystals to thin films and nanoscaled structures. It is clear that in-situ studies will play 
a central role in understanding synthesis routes and characterizing the samples produced. 

Growth of thin films is a non-equilibrium phenomenon governed by a competition between kinetics 
and thermodynamics. Figure 2.8.1 schematically illustrates common themes that run through all thin film 
growth processes and methods. The properties of a large fraction of naturally and artificially grown 
materials depend in detail on the interface between the growing crystal and environment. An important 
challenge of characterizing growing systems in real time is the wide variation in density in which one 
finds growing crystal interfaces. It ranges from an ultra-high vacuum environment of less than 10-9 Torr 
through 24 Torr, the vapor pressure of water at room temperature, through to the densest, the 
liquid/crystal interface. The benefits of photons in the energy range that will be available at NSLS-II for 
characterizing these interfaces are well understood. The weak electron-photon interaction provides for a 
deeply penetrating technique that enables the in-situ study of many systems, including the study of many 
crystal growth systems in real time. The weak photon scattering cross section also results in data that can 
be interpreted quantitatively.  

NSLS-II will take us beyond the study of static surfaces and make the study of dynamically evolving 
surfaces and interfaces, critical to understanding and optimizing the growth of materials, practical and 

Figure 2.8.1 In thin film growth, vapor atoms are continuously depositing on the surface. These deposited
atoms migrate on the surface and interact with each other, forming 2D and 3D clusters, as well as
attaching to the step edges. These interactions determine the morphology of the growing film. 
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indeed routine. The challenges and opportunities of key materials growth methods are described in this 
section together with the significant impact that NSLS-II will have in characterizing, understanding, and 
ultimately tailoring those methods to produce advanced materials for a host of technological applications. 
In addition to pointing out the general benefits of NSLS-II, several new instruments that will become 
feasible with the high brightness of NSLS-II are also outlined. 

 
2.8.2 Scientific Challenges and Opportunities 

 
2.8.2.1 Pulsed Laser Deposition 

 
Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is a powerful technique for growing thin films from the vapor phase 

that has increased in importance over the last decade because of its flexibility and advantages for 
fabricating thin films of complex materials. In PLD, a high power pulsed laser beam is focused onto a 
target of the material to be grown. As a result, a plume of vaporized material (atoms, ions, molten 
droplets, and particulates) is emitted and then collected on a substrate to grow the film. Traditional 
materials systems for PLD are various complex oxides, such as high Tc superconductors and colossal 
magnetoresistance materials. However, materials of interest include semiconductors and even metallic 
films, which often require ultra-high vacuum conditions. PLD performed in ultra-high vacuum conditions 
is referred to as pulsed laser molecular beam epitaxy, or PL-MBE.  

One great advantage of PLD is that multi-element materials are deposited with the same composition 
as the target material, thus greatly simplifying the deposition of thin films of complex materials. 
Additionally, since PLD is at the ultimate limit of non-equilibrium vapor deposition, metastable materials 
and nanoscale structures may be formed that are difficult or impossible to fabricate by other means. The 
laser plume contains energetic particles that may also promote smoothing of surface roughness (interfaces 
formed by PLD have been reported with < 1 Å RMS roughness in several cases). 

Atomic diffusion on surfaces occurs on a picosecond time scale. However, surfaces may evolve on 
times scales of seconds, or even longer in many cases. PLD presents an interesting opportunity, since film 
growth is accomplished by bursts of particle flux (composed of atoms, ions and small clusters) that last 
only a few microseconds. The growth surface then continues to evolve until the next pulse arrives on the 
order of a second later. The time structure of the growth process thus spans six orders of magnitude. 

Figure 2.8.2, shows an example of pulsed growth on a Cu (111) surface. A Kinetic Monte Carlo 
simulation was performed on a 100 by 100 atom surface at 300K. Instantaneous pulses of 0.1 ML are 
deposited, each followed by a 100 msec “relaxation”. The figure shows the time evolution after the fourth 
pulse on an initially flat surface. Upon instantaneous deposition, the surface is covered with many 
monomers and dimers composed of Cu atoms. Since individual atoms and dimers are highly mobile, they 

Figure 2.8.2 Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation of pulsed growth on a Cu(111) surface. The three colors
correspond to the initial surface and two incomplete monolayers of deposited copper. The images show 
that the relaxation of the surface after a deposition pulse spans many orders of magnitude in time. The
ability to probe these effects in the time domain with NSLS-II will open up a new window on thin film 
growth and surface processes. 

Instantaneous 
pulse 

Microsecond 
time scale 

Millisecond 
time scale 
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rapidly coalesce into metastable 2D islands of 10-20 atoms. With time, the smaller islands are absorbed 
into larger islands on the surface. This dynamic process is then repeated during subsequent pulses.  

Complex materials are thought to follow a pattern similar to the simple case of Cu (111). However, it 
has been widely speculated that there is an additional “assembly” step in which the elements composing 
the material aggregate into small units with the correct composition and then diffuse around to join up to 
step edges or large islands. The assembly process probably occurs only at very early time scales, and has 
thus far not been observed directly. 

NSLS-II will be able to access the full range of time scales relevant to the process, down to sub-
microseconds. This will allow access to a rich variety of transient phenomena that will be important for 
the control of thin film growth and ultimately for the fabrication of state of the art materials. The 
combination of the high intensity of NSLS-II with an area detector with large dynamic range and 
millisecond readout times will be crucial for the success of these experiments. The high brightness of 
NSLS-II will also enable new experiments, such as the study of surface evolution on short time scales 
with photon correlation spectroscopy. 

 
2.8.2.2 Self-organized Nanoscale Features on Surfaces 

 
Nanoscale features on surfaces can be obtained by sputter etching, strain effects, Stranski Krastanov 

growth, Volmer-Weber growth, or by phase separation. There is a great deal of interest in using these 
effects as the basic technology for the formation of “self-organized” structures that have useful properties. 
Examples include magnetic dots for thin-film recording media and semiconductor quantum dots. Studies 
of these effects are relevant to conventional in-situ growth studies, however the emphasis in this field is to 
create and control nanoscale features during growth and processing.  

Figure 2.8.3 shows an example of a cobalt surface with 20-50 nm dots formed by ion erosion. The 
features formed are on a size scale appropriate for high-density magnetic recording media. Additional 
examples would include semiconductor quantum dots. In such cases, one would like to be able to locally 
map elemental composition, and strain distributions, either at the surface, or in a buried layer. Similar 
capabilities would also be required for a range of other materials such as phase separated GaInN layers, 
diluted magnetic semiconductors, complex oxides, and silicide layers. 

NSLS-II will enable X-ray microscopies with 10 nm resolution or better, extending the uses of such 
techniques into the realm of surfaces and thin films. NSLS-II end station equipment for in-situ growth and 
processing will included facilities for surface diffraction and grazing angle small angle scattering to take 
advantage of scattering experiments requiring high flux. To conveniently study nanoscale surface 

Figure 2.8.3 AFM image of self-organized mounds formed on a cobalt (0001) surface by 500 eV Ar+
sputter etching. Similar methods can be used to form nanometer scale quantum dots on surfaces. 
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features, they will also incorporate complementary microbeam capabilities, facilitating in-situ imaging on 
length scales of 10 nm or less.  

This new capability will address one of the weaknesses of conventional X-ray scattering where fine-
scale real space structures are only determined on average, and only in reciprocal space. The very high 
brightness of NSLS-II will allow the use of local area diffraction or fluorescence mapping, and methods 
based on back transformation from reciprocal space to obtain nm-scale real-space structural information 
in non-periodic systems (see Section 2.4.3.2.1). The ability to perform such experiments in-situ will 
greatly enhance the usefulness of beamline-based growth facilities. Rather than being dependent on the 
ex-situ analysis of real-space microscopies such as AFM and TEM, the facilities of NSLS-II will 
approach the ideal of self-contained laboratories for the development of new thin film materials. The high 
brightness of NSLS-II will enable real-time measurements with many of these techniques and make it 
possible to study thin film growth, etching, or annealing, as they occur using microbeam-based probes. 
The natural time scale of these processes is typically ~1 second, except for PLD discussed above. 

 
2.8.2.3 MBE Growth 

 
Molecular beam epitaxy continues to be a powerful growth technique, particularly for compound 

semiconductors. Because of its importance, the structure of growth surfaces has been investigated with a 
number of techniques, each with its own strengths and weaknesses, and much has been learned. 

Important information on film microstructure and interface structure has come from careful 
examination of grown films using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) provide vital information about surface morphology 
and, in the case of STM, atomic reconstruction. While these can be performed in situ, immediately after 
deposition and without breaking sample vacuum, they typically require that the sample be cooled to room 
temperature (versus a growth temperature of order 500-800° C) and cannot easily be used in real time, as 
the material is deposited. Yet it is known that there is often a significant change in surface reconstruction 
upon cooling. Moreover, contamination, if present, can fundamentally alter the reconstruction once the 
growth process is stopped. Finally, scanning probe techniques provide only very limited information 
about the subsurface structure. Disordered layers often exist on surfaces during growth, particularly in the 
case of growth with Indium. In addition, ordered reconstructions can sometimes have domain boundaries 
that move around faster than they can be followed by STM. Thus the STM provides only a time-average 
of the surface structure, not a snapshot. Finally, while careful AFM and STM experiments can provide 
important information about step motion on larger length and time scales, they don’t provide direct 
information about the dynamics of atoms on the surface during growth on subsecond or second time 
scales. Typical atom migration times to steps are on this order. 

In-situ RHEED is widely used as a real-time diagnostic tool during growth, and it can provide some 
important quantitative information, in addition to more qualitative information about surface 
reconstruction symmetry and flatness. However, dynamical scattering effects can limit its quantitative 
interpretation. It is not generally used to determine the atomic positions in surface reconstructions, 
relaxations beneath the surface, or quantitative details of surface step morphology. 

NSLS-II will enable investigation of the following important issues. 
Influence and structure of nucleation: Often a nucleation layer is used to initiate growth, particularly 

during heteroepitaxy. A detailed understanding of nucleation layer structure and its immediate influence 
on subsequent growth is often lacking. 

Surface morphology and step dynamics during growth: The dynamics of atomic motion on surfaces 
during growth plays a key role in film growth. Step bunching on the evolving surface can be examined by 
following transverse lineshapes of X-ray scattering truncation rods. GISAXS measurements can track the 
evolving lateral correlations of the height, both parallel to and perpendicular to the overall direction of 
substrate miscut. Important information can come from systematic studies of the time evolution of the X-
ray signal at the anti-Bragg position following a sudden stop in the flux of deposited atoms [1-4]. 
Typically an initial rapid (probably millisecond) change in the diffracted signal appears following the 
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sudden stop, believed to be due to the initial movement of atoms to lattice positions following deposition. 
There is a much slower (of order 10 sec) relaxation of atoms onto energetically favorable surface step 
positions. In layer-by-layer growth, where RHEED and anti-Bragg X-ray oscillations can be observed, the 
relaxation process varies systematically throughout a single layer deposition process. 

Surface reconstruction: STM and RHEED observations cannot directly confirm the vertical structure 
of the top layers or adlayers. X-ray diffraction scans along the surface diffraction rods are very sensitive 
to the surface structure since the scattering from the surface layers interferes with the rod scattering 
coming from the truncated bulk crystal. This technique can be sensitive to the presence of laterally 
disordered adlayers that do not appear in RHEED patterns. The width of reconstruction peaks can be 
examined to better understand the evolution of the lateral correlation lengths at the surface. 

Strain: Due to the differences in atomic sizes, the strain state of films can play a major role in 
determining whether the films grow uniformly and with low defect densities. Small strains near the 
surface will be easily investigated with surface-sensitive X-ray scattering. 

Incorporation of Alloy Components: The incorporation kinetics of ternary components into III-V 
structures can be quite complex, with given elements often acting as a surfactant. X-ray scattering can be 
used to investigate surface segregation. 

Evolution of Surface Structure during Quantum Well Growth: Although quantum wells form an 
important component of opto-electronic devices, little is known about how the surface morphology and 
step structure evolve when there is a sudden change in composition. This can be investigated with real-
time X-ray scattering. 

 
2.8.2.4 Atomic Layer Deposition 

 
Atomic layer deposition (ALD), a chemically self limiting process, first developed in the 1970’s by 

Suntola [5], is in some aspects similar to chemical vapor deposition (CVD) in that it utilizes chemical 
reactions between precursor molecules to deposit new material. However, unlike CVD processes, 
precursor species are introduced individually, in a pulsed mode, as shown schematically in Figure 2.8.4. 
In conjunction with the proper chemistry limiting the adsorption to a single layer of the reactant 
molecules, this results in a highly controlled process with inherently atomic-layer resolution. 

Typically the beginning of the deposition process, i.e. the nucleation of the film on the substrate, can 
have rather different kinetics than the subsequent growth. Several layers are often deposited before the 
film thickness becomes linear in the number of deposition cycles. 

Initially, the inherently low growth rates of the technique made it commercially unattractive relative 
to CVD or physical vapor deposition (PVD) techniques such as sputter, thermal or e-beam deposition. 
However, with the continued evolution of fabricated structures into the nano-regime, the layer-by-layer 
growth method characteristic of ALD has come to be seen as a significant advantage. Whereas CVD and 
PVD rely on precise and uniform control of deposition rate (determined by geometry, temperature and 
chemical fluxes) and exposure time to determine deposited thickness, ALD is inherently much more 
forgiving because of its self-limiting nature. Moreover, it can typically operate at significantly lower 

Figure 2.8.4 Schematic of ALD process. The surface is repeatedly exposed to alternating molecular
precursor species (here symbolized by red and blue), typically for approximately 1 sec each. The
deposition of each species is self-limiting. A purge and/or carrier gas (not shown) is also typically 
utilized. 
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temperatures, decreasing unwanted diffusion or thermal degradation of the substrate material. ALD also 
has excellent conformality in nanostructures with high aspect ratios, much better than PVD or CVD. 

Many systems have been grown with ALD, including compound and elemental semiconductors, 
metals, and ceramics. It is increasingly being used for the creation of nanolaminates on particles [6]. It is 
also now on the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors [7] because of future needs for 
precise nanoscale deposition of high-k dielectrics, diffusion barriers, and electrodes [8].  

In traditional ALD the activation energy for precursor adsorption and reaction comes from the 
thermal background. To decouple reaction kinetics from substrate temperature, and hence avoid sample 
damage arising from higher temperatures, plasma-enhanced ALD (PE-ALD) is becoming increasingly 
important. The use of plasmas to excite molecular hydrogen for the chemical reduction of metal 
precursors on the sample surface has been particularly promising [9]. 

Although ALD promises to be important across a spectrum of nanotechnology applications, there are 
many questions about the detailed processes underlying its success. Chemical species present in the 
adsorbed molecular film that is a precursor to the adlayer formation have been investigated with infrared 
spectroscopy. Film thickness has also been monitored in real time using quartz microbalances and optical 
ellipsometry. The typical pressures of 10-3 to 10-1 Torr present during the ALD growth process, however, 
complicate the application of many traditional surface science techniques, particularly those using 
electrons. In some cases, differential pumping has allowed the use of Auger spectroscopy to examine 
surface chemical composition. However, none of these techniques offers the ability to examine in real 
time the detailed atomic and nanometer structure of the growing films, the adsorbed molecular layers or 
the interface between them.  

 NSLS-II will enable detailed investigation of the structural evolution of ALD films during both their 
initial nucleation phase and during their steady state growth phase. Moreover, the millisecond or better 
time resolution achievable in many of the X-ray techniques will allow examination of the surface 
evolution as the layer of precursor molecules is adsorbed and/or reacts. 

Key issues that will be accessible to such studies at NSLS-II include the following. 
Structure of adsorbed gas layer: The ALD process typically begins with the self-limiting adsorption 

of a monolayer of reactant molecules. To what extent is this layer crystalline or amorphous? In-plane X-
ray diffraction can be used to examine this question. With the high brightness of NSLS-II, one can 
monitor with millisecond time resolution, the structural quality of the adsorbed gas layer changes during 
the adsorption process itself. Where are the atoms relative to the substrate? During the beginning of the 
nucleation phase, X-ray standing wave fluorescence can be used to identify the vertical position of 
medium- and high-Z atoms in the adsorbed layer relative to the substrate surface. SEXAFS can also be 
used to provide information on the local directional chemical environment around these atoms. 

Adsorption and reaction processes: Are these processes spatially homogeneous or heterogeneous on 
the surface? Do the absorption and reaction processes begin at definite points on the surface (e.g. at step 
edges) and then propagate laterally along the film surface, or do they happen relatively randomly as gas 
atoms hit the surface? If the processes are heterogeneous, the resulting variations in atomic structure will 
lead to electron density variations on the appropriate length scales (probably tens of nanometers) during 
precursor deposition/reaction. The evolution of the surface inhomogeneity can then be followed in detail 
with GISAXS or nanoimaging.  

Composition of adsorbed gas layer(s): Using X-ray reflectivity, the total electron density profile of 
the adsorbed layer can be measured. With appropriate modeling, this tells much about the distribution of 
atoms above the existing film/substrate. 

Surface morphology: As mentioned above, ALD often leads to relatively rough surfaces. X-ray 
reflectivity can be analyzed with well-defined approaches to understand the evolution of root-mean 
square surface and interface roughness. Examination of crystal truncation rods from the substrate also 
gives information about the interface width. In addition, the lateral size scale of the developing 
morphologies can be examined with GISAXS or nanoimaging. 
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2.8.2.5 MOCVD of AlGaN for Energy Conserving Solid-State Lighting 
 
The metallo-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) technique has been applied to the growth 

of quaternary compounds such as AlGaAsP materials. These materials have composition dependent band 
gaps and lattice parameters that have found many uses in the telecommunications industry as well as other 
areas. The future challenge for MOCVD growth will be application of these techniques to other wide 
band gap materials. 

Light-emitting-diodes (LEDs) made from aluminum containing epitaxial materials offer tremendous 
breakthrough potential for 21st century technologies including solid-state lighting and biophotonics. Of 
the $50 billion annual production of electricity, fully 20% is used for lighting; even modest improvements 
in efficiency will have great environmental impact. Solid-state lighting has been identified as a national 
technology priority because of its impact on the nation’s energy reserve, economy and environment. The 
steady improvement in performance of solid-state lighting is shown in Figure 2.8.5. 

Specifically, large bandgap aluminum gallium nitride (AlGaN) alloys permit absorption and high 
intensity emission of light in the deep blue and UV wavelength ranges enabling development and 
widespread utilization of energy and cost efficient red-green-blue (RGB) solid-state white lighting 
technologies. 

MOCVD growth of gallium nitride (GaN) has been partially successful. It is the introduction of Al to 
GaN, however, that permits the manufacture of deep blue and UV wavelength LEDs needed for solid-
state, white-lighting and biophotonics applications. However, the application of the older AlGa phosphide 
MOCVD methods appears not to be successful for the higher processing temperatures required for the 
wider band gap AlGaN materials. MOCVD depends on a complex interaction between the diffusive and 
convective heat and mass transport and the chemical reactions at the growing interface and in the growth 
chamber. Depending on the details of the reactor system, heat transport in the solid reactor walls can 
influence the deposition process significantly. What limits the AlGaN technologies is the inability to 
predict and control fluid and thermal instabilities associated with AlGaN MOCVD. Such instabilities lead 
to non-homogeneous residual stress distributions, spiral shaped thickness variations of the thin film and 
formation of ~10 nm sized Al particles within the gaseous phase. The challenge is to find new techniques 

Figure 2.8.5 Solid state lighting performance has increased dramatically in recent years and has the
potential to make an enormous impact in reducing the nation’s energy consumption. NSLS-II will 
contribute to further advances by enabling new techniques for understanding and optimizing methods of
growing advanced materials [10]. 
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that can be applied to the analysis of the gas phase, and in particular assess what is controlling the gas 
phase nucleation of Al particles. Neither the particulate densities, nor the size distributions have been well 
characterized in the high-pressure 1000o C processing environment. 

Application of the high brightness of NSLS-II in scanning this environment will provide vital 
information on the thermal/fluid stability issues associated with MOCVD AlGaN wafer production. 
Figure 2.8.6 shows a simulation of the gas flow in such a reactor. The lines are traces of the reactant flows 
incident onto a rotating sample disk as in commercially available reactors. Using the high brightness of 
NSLS-II together with nanometer tracer particles and fluorescence techniques, the simulations can be 
tested and growth conditions optimized. Using EXAFS techniques in the gas phase one can obtain spatial 
profile information on the chemical state. This will be in addition to the real time imaging of the growing 
interface and crystal structure. Clearly, NSLS-II will make substantial contributions to this problem. 

 
2.8.2.6 Thin Film Organic Crystal Growth 

 
The electrical properties of organic field effect transistors depend on many parameters and in 

particular, on the properties of the organic single crystalline film. High quality single crystal films are 
required to characterize the transport properties. Organic molecules are bonded by weak Van der Waals 
interactions and therefore unfortunately can form many polymorphic crystal structures. Understanding 
what crystal growth parameters favor one polymorph over another would be an important step forward. 
Furthermore, some of these polymorphs undergo phase transitions, upon cooling from the growth 
temperature to room temperature, further complicating the situation. The experimental path forward that 
is most likely to succeed is to observe in situ the structure during crystal growth, during the subsequent 
cool down, through to fabrication of electronic devices. The issues here are similar to those for MOCVD. 
Figure 2.8.7 shows on the left a typical growth chamber, and on the right a typical crystal. Such studies 
will be possible with NSLS-II and will have large impact on technology of organic field effect transistors 
as well as on the basic understanding of the electrical transport in this class of materials 

Figure 2.8.6 Simulation of gas flow in an MOCVD reactor [11]. 

Figure 2.8.7 Left: Chamber for growing thin film organic crystals. Right: Typical organic crystal [12]. 
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2.8.2.7 Growth in Fluids     

 
In addition to better time resolution, more intense synchrotron beams will facilitate the study of 

growth and phase transformations in contact with dense fluids. While scattering studies have already been 
carried out on samples in aqueous environments, the significant absorption of water at moderate X-ray 
energies (~ 10 keV) imposes significant limitations on the maximum fluid layer thickness that can be used 
in an X-ray experiment. In addition to absorption by the fluid itself, in some cases the samples may be 
contained in pressure cells or other vessels that contribute significantly to the absorption. 

Physical systems of interest include heteroepitaxial growth from solution, solidification from the 
melt, the deposition of polymers from solution, the deposition of metals in supercritical liquids, the 
electrodeposition of layer structures, and biomineralization. Processes such as these are of great 
fundamental and technological importance; many are likely to be crucial in the development of novel, 
low-cost, or environmentally-sound methods. On the whole, given their occurrence in relatively 
inaccessible (dense, high-pressure, or chemically reactive) fluids, structural studies of such processes 
have been performed ex situ. With the availability of the high flux, penetrating synchrotron beams of 
NSLS-II, studies of samples in dense fluids will become as routine as current studies of samples in 
vacuum or relatively low pressure gas environments. 

 
2.8.3 Impact of NSLS-II 

 
Due to the inadequate spatial resolution and low signal rates, there is essentially no full field imaging 

of surfaces and interfaces performed at second generation sources with the elastic photon in/photon out 
channel. Inelastic channel imaging methods, such as the photon in/electron out of PEEM, that take 
advantage of well developed electron imaging optics, can be performed at second generation sources, but 
this method does not have the penetrating capability of the 2-30 keV photon in/photon out methods. The 
high brightness of NSLS-II together with improvements in X-ray optics will enable real time X-ray 
microscopy studies of growing surfaces. 

To study thin film growth, it would be useful to simultaneously and in real time perform imaging and 
diffraction characterization of a growing surface. Two key quality factors for advanced materials growth 
are the perfection of the crystalline lattice, and the morphology. Electron microscopy techniques can both 
image the surface morphology and diffract from the underlying lattice, but these methods are generally 
incompatible with most interesting growth conditions. A new microscope for the study of thin film 
growth will be enabled by the high brightness of NSLS-II. This microscope will be integrated with a 
variety of growth chambers and will run in two modes; a full field reflectance microscope, and a high 
spatial resolution scanning reflectance microscope. 

 
2.8.3.1 Full Field Reflectance X-ray Microscopy 

 
For the full field mode of the proposed instrument, one can image the morphology of the growing 

interface in real time, and simultaneously collect the large-angle diffracted beams from the growing 
crystal. A focused beam is incident onto a growing crystal interface in a crystal growth chamber, with two 
coexisting downstream detector types, as shown in Figure 2.8.8. The first detector will be a phase 
preserving, imaging quality optic for hard X-ray photons, configured with a high resolution area detector, 
to obtain an image with substantial magnification. The second type of detector will be a set of large area 
detectors to collect the large angle diffracted beams from the lattice. The incident beam focusing optics 
are at, or near, the 1:1 point to minimize the divergence. The downstream imaging optics and area 
detectors can coexist because the numerical aperture of the imaging optics is small; even for 10 nm 
resolution at a wavelength of 0.1 nm the numerical aperture is of order 10-2 radians. To enhance 
sensitivity to the surface, one can orient the incident beam to a fraction of the grazing incidence angle, 
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thus limiting the depth penetrated by the incident flux. Thus, one can simultaneously image the 
morphology of the growing interface and collect the wider angle diffracted beams that are sensitive to the 
crystalline lattice, all while under typical growth conditions. This tool can be thought of as analogous to 
an optical full field microscope, combined with a Reflecting High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) 
or Grazing Incidence Small Angle X-ray Scattering (GISAXS) for the diffraction pattern. 

 
2.8.3.2 Scanning Reflectance X-ray Microscopy 

 
The scanning reflectance X-ray microscope (SRXM) uses upstream optics to highly demagnify the 

incident beam and then raster it across the sample while monitoring the diffraction pattern, the 
fluorescence yield and the reflected intensity. The SXRM is the reflection hard X-ray analog of the 
transmission type microscopes, for example the electron based STEM, or the soft X-ray based STXM. 
The small focal spot enables selection of specific features from the heterogeneous features on growing 
surfaces, such as nano-sized clusters of atoms, growth facets and terraces. For example, for a surface in 
the step-flow growth mode, one can imagine measuring the time averaged step edge atomic structure, at 
growth temperature and pressure, to understand how an adatom incorporates into the crystal. 

The SRXM requires the high brightness of NSLS-II, and maximizes the sample flux density and 
hence sensitivity. The ability to convert from a full field view to a scanned spot view of the same area 
with high spatial resolution will have great practical benefits. The high brightness of NSLS-II will enable 
it to efficiently achieve spot sizes of 10 nm or less and makes it the ideal source for an SRXM instrument. 

 
2.8.3.3 Oversampling Methods for Surfaces and Interfaces 

 
While there are many existing methods for determining surface crystal structure, a novel and model 

independent method that is rapidly developing is based on oversampling methods and holds great promise 
for real time monitoring of growth. A great deal of progress has been made in understanding the nature of 
molecular adsorption on surfaces by examining highly ordered, reconstructed configurations. These low-
energy configurations have then been used to make inferences regarding the typical pathways that occur 
during departure from equilibrium conditions. For example, CVD growth of an epitaxial layer, which is 
manifestly a non-equilibrium situation, undoubtedly proceeds by occupation of quasi-equilibrium 
adsorption sites by diffusing and decomposing surface species. Although knowledge of preferred reaction 
paths and typical binding sites can aid a great deal in interpreting non-equilibrium structures, the lack of 
order inherent in such situations greatly compounds the difficulty of measuring their atomic positions. 
The advent of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) provided a localized picture of these structures 

Figure 2.8.8 Schematic illustration of optics of new microscopy techniques enabled by NSLS-II.
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for a number of favorable cases. However, a STM is a serial instrument, has limited scan rates, cannot 
operate in all environments, probes only a fraction of the growing surface, and can typically resolve only 
the outer atoms of the adsorbed molecule. An X-ray based tool is needed that can probe atomic positions 
within the decomposing molecule as well as determine their locations on surfaces of disordered materials 
in real time. 

The well-known phase problem in crystallography precludes a direct inversion of scattering data. It is 
necessary to know the phases of the scattered beams to directly determine atomic locations by a simple 
Fourier transform. However, in favorable cases, scientists have been able to overcome this limitation by 
oversampling the scattering data (and by using auxiliary information) to assign phases to the scattering 
data. For the case of surface or interface X-ray diffraction, a continuous intensity distribution is found 
normal to the surface of a single crystal due to the non-periodicity imposed by the truncation of the crystal 
(i.e., the crystal truncation rods, or CTR). Recently, it has been shown that by oversampling this 
distribution, the phase of the scattered intensities can be reliably recovered. This allows a direct inversion 
showing atomic locations that are occupied in a surface reconstruction. 

With present sources, this kind of analysis is limited to well-ordered surfaces. However, surfaces that 
show limited order, such as molecular precursors and/or reaction products that are adsorbed in preferred 
sites, could be addressed with the high brightness of NSLS-II. If the adsorbate molecule shows fairly 
good long-range order, as might be expected for species with an attractive adsorbate-adsorbate 
interaction, the atomic binding site and internal configuration of the molecular species could be 
determined. The oversampling would take place along the Bragg CTR rods from the substrate, as has 
been already demonstrated for the case of well-ordered substrates. However, the signal would be weaker, 
owing to the imperfect ordering of the adsorbate, necessitating a more intense X-ray source. This 
powerful application will shed new light on the growth process. 

An even more exciting application is the case of fast-decomposing molecular precursors that do not 
exhibit significant long-range order. This is closer to the situation encountered in actual CVD growth 
conditions. It is likely that such species occupy a preferred lattice site, but decompose before any 
adsorbate-adsorbate interactions can foster long-range order. In this case, the lack of long-range order 
would prevent the use of the methods discussed above, because the overlap of the signal from the 
adsorbate layer and the Bragg CTR rods would be small. Instead, the diffuse X-ray scattering from the 
disordered adsorbate layer itself would be exploited, enabling a direct determination of the atomic 
configuration of adsorbed species. Determination of the structure of metastable species could also be 
made with suitable growth apparatus. A pulsed beam of precursors could easily be synchronized with the 
data collection. With an intense X-ray beam, the diffuse signal could be sampled at a particular time after 
the arrival of the gaseous pulse. If required, statistics could be built up over multiple arriving pulses, but 
advances in detectors such as those outlined in Section 4.4 could allow a single diffraction pattern to 
provide a "snapshot" of the surface at a given time.  

Finally, we mention the possibility of inverting the data in real time to provide continuous 
visualization of the species on the growing surface. This advance would require the development of 
suitable fast area detectors, which is vital to the refinement of many other scattering techniques. Such 
detectors could record the entire diffuse scattering signal from an overlayer in a single frame. The 
algorithms currently available can invert a set of CTR data in tens of seconds on a modest workstation or 
high-end PC. With improved computing power and development of more efficient algorithms, it is 
reasonable to expect that in ten year's time, such inversions to take less than 100 ms. In concert, it is 
feasible that diffuse patterns could be recorded and interpreted almost instantaneously, giving the operator 
of a CVD reactor real-time insight into the growth process. 

 
2.8.3.4 Powder Diffraction 

 
From advanced structural ceramics to catalysts, from semiconductor technology to the frontiers of 

biology, and from new magnetic materials and devices to framework compounds used to sequester 
radioactive waste, crystallography plays a crucial role in our understanding of materials. It is apparent that 
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the ability of crystallographic techniques to handle smaller samples and more complicated structures has 
been an important driving force in many areas of science and technology. The distinction between single 
crystal and powder diffraction measurements is blurring, both as it becomes possible to perform single 
crystal measurements on samples that are the order of the grains in a powder, and as powder techniques 
evolve to handle problems of great complexity. NSLS-II presents important opportunities to continue this 
advance. 

For non-protein crystals (unit cell dimensions in the range of 10 to 30 Å), the current state of the art to 
collect a full diffraction dataset with CCD or imaging plate detection and focused synchrotron beams, is a 
sample volume on the order of 100 µm3, generally limited by the ability to mount and handle small 
samples and maintain reasonable signal to background ratios. Even if one can collect diffraction data from 
a sample of that size, there are issues of interpretation. Several groups are developing the software and 
techniques to handle diffraction data sets from a sample consisting of a few crystalline grains in the 
illuminated X-ray beam, on a transparent backing such as a thin silicon nitride film. One could collect 
quasi-3D diffraction data by tuning the X-ray energy during data collection so that several thick slices of 
reciprocal space are sampled, without the need to rotate the sample (and thereby avoid parallax effects of 
grains translating in and out of the beam). With a very bright X-ray beam provided by NSLS-II and 
sample grains mounted on transparent film, data will be collected to very large momentum transfers, 
needed for pair distribution analysis of disorder and deviations from the average crystal structure. 

There is growing recognition that it is useful to simultaneously measure physical properties and 
atomic structure, or to measure the structure of a system under some form of external perturbation. For 
example, in single crystal work done at NSLS beamline X3A, application of a poling electric field to a 
nonlinear optical material (2-methyl-4-nitroaniline) rotated the molecule by 0.0045(5) degrees and 
translated it by 0.0019(3) angstrom [13]. Such precisions could never be achieved by comparing, e.g., a 
poled with an unpoled crystal; instead they depend on the application of an external field during 
measurement. 

NSLS-II will enable implementation of a beamline optimized both for physical property 
measurements and for the determination of accurate and precise crystallographic structures, both for 
single crystal and for polycrystalline samples. Whole new classes of experiments can be envisioned: As 
batteries discharge what short-range order-disorder results? What are the changes in fuel cell electrolytes 
and electrodes under real operating conditions (1000° C) as oxygen site occupancies adjust? The 
construction of cells suitable for simultaneous measurement of potential, resistivity, current and scattering 
are required to address important questions. These cells will give rise to parasitic scattering and so 
beamline components, including optics, slits etc will need to be optimized for these “real world” 
experiments.  
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2.9 Catalysis and Energy Science 
 

2.9.1 Overview 
 
Catalysis provides a means of changing the rates at which chemical bonds are formed and broken and 

of controlling the yields of chemical reactions to increase the amounts of desirable products from these 
reactions and reduce the amounts of undesirable ones. As a result, catalysis is at the heart of the 
petroleum, chemical, food, and pharmaceutical industries. Today, approximately one third of the U.S. 
gross national product in materials involves a catalytic process somewhere in the production chain. The 
proportion of processes using catalysts in the chemical industry is 80% and increasing [1]. 

Catalysis also plays a crucial role in pollution control and alternative energy technologies. Stabilizing 
CO2 emissions is of paramount importance. In the 20th century, power consumption increased 16-fold [2]. 
The concentration of atmospheric CO2 increased from 275 to 370 ppm and at the current rate of increase 
will reach ~550 ppm this century. Climate models and paleoclimate data indicate that this could produce 
global warming comparable in magnitude but opposite in sign to that of the last Ice Age [3]. Power 
consumption today is ~12 TW, 85 % of which is based on fossil fuels. To stabilize at 550, 450 or 350 
ppm atmospheric CO2 concentrations requires CO2 emission-free power by mid-century of 15, 25, or 30 
TW [4], respectively. The decarbonization of fuels alone will not be able to mitigate global warming. The 
combined use of fossil fuels from which carbon has been sequestered, solar and wind power, biomass, 
and nuclear fusion and fission, in combination with efficiency improvements, hydrogen production, 
storage and transport, and superconducting electricity grids, is necessary. A broad range of research and 
development in catalysis and energy science is necessary now to create technological options that permit 
both climate stabilization and sustained economic development. 

Catalysis and energy science represent perhaps the ultimate challenge for characterization, with 
reactions occurring at specific atomic sites in a complex system, on short time scales, and at high 
temperatures and pressures. Detailed characterization requires imaging combined with spectroscopic 
measurements to reveal how atomic and electronic structures change during operation and as a function of 
reaction conditions. For a working catalyst, the elevated pressure and temperature conditions that are 
typically necessary are often not readily compatible with the probing and detection schemes. 

Synchrotron radiation facilities provide unique and powerful tools for characterizing the temporal and 
spatial evolution of working catalysts [5]. The structure of catalysts, both crystalline and amorphous, and 
their microstructure, texture, porosity, domain size distribution, defects, etc., can all be studied by X-ray 
powder and/or single-crystal diffraction, small-angle X-ray scattering, and X-ray microprobe techniques. 
Information regarding the valence-band and core-level electronic structure of catalysts and adsorbates can 
be obtained using X-ray Emission Spectroscopy (XES), Ultra-violet Photoelectron Spectroscopy (UPS), 
and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), and that measured data can be compared with first 
principles electronic structures calculations. A variety of soft and hard X-ray absorption spectroscopies, 
including Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS), and X-ray Absorption Near Edge 
Structure (XANES), can be used to study the element-specific and symmetry-projected conduction band 
electronic and geometric structure of catalysts and adsorbates. Vibrational modes of adsorbate-substrate 
interactions and rotational tunneling of molecules can be studied by IR absorption spectroscopy. 

The high brightness and flux of NSLS-II is essential to enable these tools to be applied with the high 
spatial, energy, and time resolution necessary to fully characterize these complex systems. 
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2.9.2 Scientific Challenges and Opportunities 
 

2.9.2.1 Nanocatalysis 
 
The Grand Challenge for catalysis science in the 21st century is to understand how to design catalyst 

structures to control catalytic activity and selectivity. Through a combination of experiment and theory, a 
fundamental atomic-scale and nanoscale understanding of catalysis must be developed. The ability to 
control and manipulate atoms using nanotechnology portends major breakthroughs in catalysis. Since 
catalytic processes are largely controlled by local phenomena, changes in local electronic and physical 
structure brought about by tunable ‘nanostructuring’ can alter the physical and chemical properties of 
catalytic systems and powerfully impact their heterogeneous chemistry. The ability to synthesize, and 
structurally and kinetically characterize, unique and well-defined nanostructured materials presents an 
opportunity for theoretical and experimental catalysis investigators to progress towards the compelling 
goal of tunable catalyst design from first principles. 

The essence of nanocatalysis can be highlighted by gold’s size-dependent reactivity. Although gold is 
the least reactive of all metals, it nevertheless becomes a catalyst for the oxidation of CO to CO2 when 
deposited as nanoparticles on certain surfaces, such as TiO2 (Figure 2.9.1). Competing theoretical models 
suggest that either the substrate-nanoparticle interaction provides highly reactive oxygen atoms or that the 
inherent “step edges” of nanoparticles provide more reactive sites. Measurements of the static and 
dynamic physical and electron structure, as can be provided by real space imaging methods, are necessary 
to resolve these questions.  

As another example, nanostructured oxides introduce tunable properties—multiple valences, 
structural variations, phase diagrams, electronic structure, acid-base and redox functionalities—that, in 
principle, can be controlled and manipulated through catalyst design. There is also diversity at the 
surfaces of these materials—ionic to covalent behavior, acidic to basic nature, defect structures, and 

Figure 2.9.1 Nanocatalytic effect of Au particles supported on TiO2 as evidenced by the reduction of SO2
to S as a function of particle size. 
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oxidative to reductive chemistry. 
Understanding of interaction of oxygen, carbon and sulfur with single-crystal surfaces on the 

nanoscale with sub-second temporal resolution will fill in existing gaps in our understanding of surface 
chemical transformations. The opportunity to follow simultaneously the evolution of the surface structure, 
the rate of its growth, the rate of its transformation in presence of reactants, and its thermal and temporal 
stability will be enormously important for the description and understanding of the kinetics and dynamics 
of processes occurring on the catalyst surface. 

Combining nano and molecular science, synthetic chemists working with catalysis and materials 
scientists will develop new nanocatalysts based on many different strategies, with the ultimate goal being 
engineered nanostructured assemblies. One can envision using self-assembly to produce functional 
microstructures in bound, ready-to-use, form incorporating selective barriers, with engineered porosity 
and distribution of active sites. 

 
2.9.2.2 Hydrogen Storage 

 
The search for materials with high hydrogen storage per unit volume and weight is a very active 

research area being pursued worldwide. In his January 2003 State of the Union Address, President Bush 
announced the Hydrogen Fuel Initiative “so that America can lead the world in developing clean, 
hydrogen-powered automobiles.” Hydrogen storage technology is the bottleneck to carry enough 
hydrogen on-board a vehicle to provide a 300-mile range. The Department of Energy has issued a Grand 
Challenge to the scientific community to develop and demonstrate viable hydrogen storage technologies 
for transportation and stationary applications. The goals are to develop and verify on-board hydrogen 
storage systems achieving 4.5, 6, and 9 wt% hydrogen storage by 2005, 2010, and 2015, respectively. 
These technical targets were established through the FreedomCAR partnership between DOE and the 
U.S. Council for Automotive Research. No existing technology meets these challenging performance 
criteria to make hydrogen-powered vehicles competitive with traditional vehicles (Figure 2.9.2). 

Presently there are three basic routes for the storage of hydrogen in materials: adsorption in metal 
hydrides, adsorption in carbon-based and microporous materials, and chemical reaction using complex 
metal and chemical hydrides. Sorptive processes require highly porous materials to maximize the surface 
area and allow for easy uptake and release of hydrogen. Therefore, basic research is needed on the size 
effects of adsorptive processes, in particular at the nanoscale. 

The use of nanomaterials in energy generation and storage may not only allow for higher storage 
capacities and higher charge and discharge rates but also for better control over the chemical processes 

Figure 2.9.2 Comparison of volume needed to store 15 g of hydrogen. Metal hydride storage systems
(MHSS) which can store more than 1.5wt % hydrogen contain more hydrogen than liquid 
hydrogen.DOE’s Grand Challenge calls for 4.5 wt % by 2005.
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involved (i.e. adsorption, charge transfer). As an example, magnesium and its alloys can store about 7.7 
wt % hydrogen, but their adsorption and desorption kinetics are very slow. One approach to remedy this 
is to increase the surface area by making nanocomposites of Mg and MgNi2 by ball milling. The addition 
of MgNi2 catalyzes the H2 dissociation and thereby increases the rate of hydrogen adsorption. 

An alternative way of making such nanocomposites is to use hydrogen driven, solid state, 
metallurgical reactions (HDMR) [6]. When a hydrogen storage alloy is subjected to cyclic hydriding-
dehyriding (HD) reactions it may undergo large cyclic volume changes that lead to reversible 
disproportionation into a stable binary metal hydride and other metal components, with the hydride and 
other components recombining upon removal of the hydrogen. This is a very flexible process that 
promises to provide novel materials with not only high hydrogen storage capacity, but also other unique 
properties, such as nanocatalysts, electrodes, and nanomagnets. 

X-ray powder diffraction is crucial for the in-situ monitoring of the reaction products and their grain 
sizes. Figure 2.9.3 shows a TEM of a LiAlSi composite made using a HDMR [7]. The inherent 
inhomogeneity of nanocomposites requires small X-ray beams to probe specific areas. The high 
brightness of NSLS-II will significantly enhance the ability to characterize such heterogeneous 
nanocomposites. 

A major breakthrough was achieved when it was observed that in the well-known reaction sequence, 
NaAlH4  ½ Na3AlH6 + 2/3 Al +H2  NaH + Al + 1.5 H2, the dehydrogenation is rapid and reversible 
under unprecedented moderate conditions when adding a few mole % of selected dopants such as 
Ti(OBu)4 [8]. NaAlH4 has a theoretical reversible H2 storage capacity of 5.6 wt %. Other potentially 
viable systems such as LiAlH4 (7.9 wt %), MgAlH4 (7.0 wt %), Ca(BH4)2 (8.6 wt %) or Fe(BH4)2 (9.4 wt 
%) have not yet been made to store hydrogen reversibly. Therefore fundamental studies of the Ti:NaAlH4 
model system must continue in order to provide an understanding of the role of the dopant. Once again, in 
situ powder diffraction is the ideal tool to follow the reaction kinetics of this and other systems. 

Another class of hydrogen storage materials under intensive investigation is nanoporous carbon fibers 
and nanotubes. Microporous hollow carbon fibers have shown high permeability and selectivity as 
hydrogen membranes and are currently being scaled up to commercial levels [9-11]. Adsorption of a 
hydrogen gas monolayer onto a graphite surface occurs at low temperatures and yields an uptake of 4.1 wt 
% hydrogen. Nanotubes are seen as more useful hydrogen storage materials since they can retain 
hydrogen at room temperature, and because the nanotube wall curvature increases the binding energy of 
the H2 molecules compared to that on a flat graphite surface. When single-wall carbon nanotubes 

Figure 2.9.3 TEM of LiAlSi nanocomposite made by a hydrogen-driven metallurgical reaction. 
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(SWNT) are synthesized, they form “ropes” that are triangular, close-packed parallel cylinders (Figure 
2.9.4). This stacking provides a total hydrogen storage capacity of 4 wt % [12]. New strategies are being 
devised to increase the hydrogen-to-carbon ratio and achieve even higher hydrogen storage density and 
faster adsorption/desorption kinetics [13].  

Yet another class of novel hydrogen storage materials is “nanocubes” of metal-organic frameworks 
(MOF). These are very porous materials (~3000 m2/g) that can be synthesized from low-cost starting 
materials such as zinc oxide and terephthalate, which is a component of plastic (PET) soda bottles (Figure 
2.9.5) [14]. With a density of only 0.59 g/cm3, this MOF is one of the most porous materials known. By 
comparison, carbon nanotubes have a density of 1.3 g/cm3. Furthermore, with 3000 m2/g specific surface 
area, these materials exceed the corresponding figures for commercially activated carbons (800 to 2000 
m2/g), zeolites (700 m2/g), and carbon nanotubes (200 m2/g). Recharge capacities of close to 2 wt % have 
already been achieved. 

Due to their large surface area these materials are polycrystalline powders and their structural 
characterization relies on high-resolution synchrotron powder diffraction. The high brightness and flux of 
NSLS-II will allow their adsorption properties to be monitored in real time using fast time-resolved in-
situ powder diffraction. 

 

Figure 2.9.4 TEM image of ropes of single wall nanotubes (SWNT) (left), which allow hydrogen (in red 
on the right) to be adsorbed into the interstitial spaces. 

Figure 2.9.5 An example of a metal-organic framework structure (above) and its microstructure. Over 90
% of the crystal volume is open space (orange ball) which can be used for gas storage (H2,CH4,N2). 
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2.9.2.3 Battery Materials 
 
Rechargeable batteries with high energy and power density and that are also light weight and 

environmentally friendly are in great demand as energy sources for numerous uses, such as space 
applications, notebook computers, portable telecommunication devices, and hybrid electric vehicles. The 
main challenges facing researchers in the field are (1) development of new cathode and anode materials, 
with high intrinsic discharge voltage, large charge storage capacity, good charge/discharge reversibility, 
and high rate of charging/discharging; (2) development of new classes of electrolytes that are 
environmentally friendly and cost effective to replace the toxic salts currently used; (3) understanding the 
complex material responses under realistic operation conditions. 

For example, the current commercial lithium ion battery is based on LiCoO2 cathode. Due to the high 
cost of Co, there is great interest in developing cathodes based on V, Mn or Ni. Because of the large 
structure changes in these layered Li-intercalated oxides during lithiation and delithiation, it is essential to 
be able to characterize the structural and electronic changes of these new cathode materials during 
electrochemical cycling. In recent years, synchrotron x-ray diffraction and spectroscopy have played 
important roles in elucidating the average long-range and local structure changes that accompany the 
charge/discharge cycle. However, the electronic structure changes associated with the charge 
compensation mechanism are still not clear. In addition, completely new materials, many of which are 
based on nano-composites (Figure 2.9.6) due to their increased lithium adsorption capacity and faster 
kinetics, are also being actively pursued. 

With the high brightness and flux of NSLS-II, in-situ x-ray diffraction and spectroscopy studies of 
individual grains of the cathode materials will be possible. Novel x-ray techniques, such as resonant and 
non-resonant x-ray Raman scattering, will also be applied to determine the electronic structure by 
providing shallow core-level absorption spectroscopy information, particularly the K-edge of oxygen and 
the L edges of 3d transition metals, using hard x-rays. 

 

Figure 2.9.6 Fuji-type glass for Li battery: 4SnO : 1B2O3 : 1:P2O
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2.9.2.4 Electrocatalysis and Fuel Cells 
 
Fuel cells represent one of the greatest opportunities for clean and efficient power generation, 

including electric power for transportation. Continuous progress has been made in electrocatalysis over 
the last two decades, in particular in areas related to fuel cell research. Fuel cells are soon expected to 
become one of the major sources of clean energy. Considerable environmental benefits and some 
preservation of fossil fuels will follow if this direct energy-conversion electrochemical power source 
becomes an economically viable alternative.  

Much research has been devoted to developing electrocatalysts, since the success of fuel cells largely 
depends on improving their performance. However, despite considerable progress technical challenges 
must be overcome before fuel cells can be widely used in electromotive and residential applications, 
including low loading of noble metals, enhanced catalytic activity, and long-term stability [15-17] 

To meet these requirements, the development of new electrocatalysts with increased activity and 
reduced noble metal content is necessary. This challenging task will only be accomplished with atomic 
level design of electrocatalysts, which requires a new level of characterization of the structural, electronic, 
and dynamic properties of supported nanoparticle electrocatalysts.  

One approach to synthesis of the next generation of electrocatalysts that has been demonstrated 
consists of a submonolayer-to-monolayer deposition of Pt on carbon-supported metal nanoparticles [18-
19]. In this synthesis, all the Pt atoms are placed on the surface of carbon-supported metal nanoparticles, 
i.e., exactly where they are needed for the reaction. Thus, an ultimate reduction of Pt loading can be 
achieved since there are no ‘bulk’ Pt atoms present, as there are in standard electrocatalysts.  

An electrocatalyst for a fuel cell anode with 1/8 monolayer of Pt on Ru nanoparticles deposited on 
carbon (1/10 of Pt loading in standard electrocatalysts) has been shown to have an excellent activity for 
H2 oxidation, good tolerance to CO impurities in H2 and excellent long-term performance stability. Figure 
2.9.7 shows the schematic of a H2O/O2 fuel cell and a model of the recently developed Pt/Ru 
electrocatalyst nanoparticles.  

The characterization of electrocatalysts requires the high brightness of NSLS-II in combination with 
high-speed detectors for time-resolved studies of the kinetics of electrocatalytic processes and surface 
atom mobility. An important feature of the monolayer-level electrocatalysts is that all of the Pt atoms are 
active. Hence, the observed electronic and structural properties can be unambiguously correlated with 
their catalytic activity. However, the signal from such samples is weak and high-intensity sources can 
greatly improve these studies. Again, NSLS-II is needed for these measurements. 

Figure 2.9.7 H2/O2 fuel cell and the chemical reactions occurring at the anode and cathode. 
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Surface segregation is a key to a long-term structural stability of alloy catalysts. To characterize 
subtle changes in structure and to understand dynamic aspects of these processes requires the power of 
NSLS-II, which will be especially critical for characterization of metal monolayer electrocatalysts on 
tailored alloy nanoparticles prepared by the above method, and for catalysts prepared by combinatorial 
methods for large scale screening of novel materials. 

 
2.9.3 Impact of NSLS-II 

 
Modern catalysts acquire a considerable amount of their multifunctionality from their complex 

multielemental composition. As an example of such a complex chemical “factory”, consider a modern 
automotive catalytic converter that is typically made up of a porous alumina oxide honeycomb 
impregnated with nanoparticles of Pt, Rh, ceria, zirconia, lanthana and baria: Pt oxidizes hydrocarbons 
and CO, Rh reduces NOx, ceria and zirconia work as oxygen storage components enabling the oxidation 
of hydrocarbons and CO while the engine is running fuel-rich, lanthana stabilizes the alumina surfaces, 
and baria traps the catalyst poison SO3. Modern synchrotron-based tools therefore must provide time-
resolved elemental information to investigate in-situ the complex chemical reactions involved. 

The unprecedented brightness and flux of NSLS-II, in combination with high-speed detectors, will 
extend the existing techniques to include time-resolved studies of the kinetics of catalytic processes on 
msec timescales or faster and enable the use of combinatorial methods for large scale screening of novel 
materials. It will also enable the application of new experimental techniques, such as high-resolution X-
ray emission spectroscopy and X-ray Raman scattering, to provide new spectroscopic information; allow 
spectromicroscopy characterization of model systems with better than 10 nm spatial resolution to 
characterize novel nanometer sized catalytic materials, as well as the active sites and adsorbate-substrate 
interactions in model systems; and enable high-pressure studies of model systems to help bridge the 
pressure gap. The impact of these new developments is illustrated below. 

 
2.9.3.1 Quick EXAFS and Dispersive EXAFS 

 
Catalysis is a dynamic phenomenon, with the active phase often only formed in the presence of the 

reactants and/or products. Gaining detailed knowledge about the electronic and geometric structure of the 
active phase is paramount to developing a deeper understanding of the active sites necessary for a 
particular catalytic reaction. With this knowledge, it should be possible to predict the structures necessary 
for other reactions. While some catalytic structures can be determined under steady-state conditions, there 
are many cases where it is advantageous to obtain the information about the active structures by 
perturbing the conditions in some manner, such as by applying a temperature or pressure pulse, or by 
pulsing the reactants as opposed to continuous flow. This is especially true in partial oxidation reactions, 
or in catalysts comprised of several different elements, all of which could undergo redox chemistry. 

Dispersive EXAFS [20] and quick scanning EXAFS [21], coupled with a reactor supplied by an 
automated manifold capable of both continuous gas flow and fast switching valves for pulse flow, can be 
used to follow transformations on the millisecond time scale. With a quick scanning monochromator, full 
EXAFS scans can be collected in the few second time scale. In this manner, redox changes can be 
followed using XANES, and once an interesting regime of pressure and temperature is identified, the 
quick scanning monochromator can be used to obtain detailed local structure information. Figure 2.9.8 
shows the time-resolved EXAFS (QEXAFS) data for a heteropolymolybdate catalyst where the evolution 
of the active phase is clearly identified. 

Another important application of a QEXAFS beamline on NSLS-II will be to follow structural 
transformations in supported bimetallic and trimetallic catalysts. For example, a more rigorous structure 
determination is obtained if the EXAFS of both edges in a bimetallic catalyst are refined simultaneously. 
Currently, this data is obtained by collecting the EXAFS data twice, once from one element and then by 
repeating the entire EXAFS data collection from the second element. Using a quick scanning 
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monochromator, the data can be obtained in a pseudo-simultaneous manner by slewing quickly from one 
edge to the next. This would then ensure that the data are collected under essentially identical conditions 
and thereby lead to more reliable data analysis. A typical example application would be measurements of 
methanol or reformate fuel cell anode catalysts, where it has been demonstrated that the most active 
catalysts are bimetallic/trimetallic catalysts [23]. This is an area of very active research in which devices 
are sought that will be economically viable. 

With the high brightness of NSLS-II, it will be possible to apply these techniques to reactions on 
msec time scales, well beyond what would otherwise be possible. 

 
2.9.3.2 High Resolution Powder Diffraction Studies 

 
The best of all catalysts for the production of acrylonitrile are mixed metal-oxide molybdenum 

systems. The first one, patented by Mitsubishi Chem. Ind., is a MoVNbTe-oxides that was claimed to 
have 59% yield with 63% selectivity. It was found that the active catalyst forms only under mildly 
reducing conditions and is made up of two prominent phases, denoted M1 and M2. Recently, the structure 
of the orthorhombic M1 phase was determined by using a combination of TEM, high-resolution 
synchrotron and neutron powder diffraction [24]. 

The atomic structure of this catalyst component (Figure 2.9.9) reveals that the sites partially occupied 
by V5+ (red) , V4+ (green), and Te4+ (light blue) cations are isolated and provide sites for the propane 
amooxidation catalysis to occur on terminal [001] planes. In particular, the ionicity of the metal-oxygen 
bonds in corner-sharing octahedra with V5+ and V4+/Mo4+ centers provides particularly nucleophilic 
bridging oxygen, which is critical to propane activation. The Mo6+ sites have been shown to act as 
propane adsorption and nitrogen insertion sites in bismuth molybdates, which are also used for propane 
ammoxidation. This demonstrates how the multifunctionality of complex oxide catalysts is based on their 
multielemental distribution. High-resolution synchrotron powder diffraction provides unique information 
about the phase composition of such multicomponent catalysts. 

Figure 2.9.8 FT-EXAFS and in-situ catalysis data of propene oxidation over a H4PVMo11O40 HPA 
catalyst. Multiple structure-activity relations for acid catalysed (green) action, for selective oxidation
(red) and for deactivation (blue) were found [22]. 
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By providing even higher flux and smaller beams, NSLS-II will make it possible to isolate diffraction 
contributions from different phases originating from different grains and thereby unravel the complex 
structure of individual grains as well as the strain and texture effects that might be beneficial for catalytic 
processes. In-situ and time-resolved powder diffraction of ‘real’ catalytic processes will provide an 
unprecedented wealth of understanding that will lead to new approaches to the design of novel 
multifunctional catalysts. The high brightness of NSLS-II combined with fast position sensitive X-ray 
detectors will provide a unique opportunity to study industrial catalytic processes at atomic resolution in 
real time and under real working conditions of pressure and temperature. 

 
2.9.3.3 High Resolution X-ray Emission Spectroscopy 

 
The electronic structure of a catalyst is often the overriding factor in determining its activity. Up to 

now, a common method used by many researchers in catalysis, is to record the XANES “white line” as an 
indicator of the density of unoccupied states, particularly for the Pt group metals, which are extremely 
important catalytic elements. In a recent breakthrough, deGroot, et al., [25] using high resolution X-ray 
emission spectroscopy, showed for bulk Pt metal that the normally accepted model for Pt, that the Pt 5d3/2 
level is filled, is not true. This has profound impact for our understanding of the chemistry of supported 
Pt-based catalysts, where it has been taken de facto that this level is filled. de Groot states, “the present 
spectra are limited by experimental resolution. With the prospect of an improved experimental resolution 
for X-ray excitation and decay, the Pt edge absorption spectra could be obtained with even better 
resolution, thus providing a high-resolution hard X-ray probe of the empty density of states with 
important advantages for in-situ and high-pressure studies”. Data collected in this manner, when coupled 
with reliable user-friendly ab initio XANES codes, e.g. FEFF8, will provide dramatic and powerful 
insight into the electronic structure of supported metal catalysts. 

Currently, a multi-element high-resolution crystal analyzer funded by NSF is being developed at the 
NSLS. NSLS-II will provide the high brightness and flux necessary to extend this technique to higher 
energy resolution and to real-time in-situ studies. A high-resolution X-ray emission spectrometer can also 
be used in resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) measurements, where the rich soft X-ray 
spectroscopic information could be obtained using hard X-rays. The feasibility of this technique has been 
demonstrated in a recent 1s2p RIXS study of α-Fe2O3, where the incident energy is tuned to the Fe K 
edge and Fe Kα emission lines are analyzed with high-resolution spectrometer [26]. Figure 2.9.10 shows 
the applications of Fe 1s2p RIXS to an important industrial catalyst, Fe-ZSM5 [27]. 

Figure 2.9.9 The average structure of Mo7.5V1.5NbTeO29. 
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2.9.3.4 Anomalous Small Angle X-ray Scattering & Diffraction Anomalous Near Edge 
Structure 

 
One of the most fundamental characteristics of a heterogeneous catalyst is the size distribution of the 

metal particles, which is traditionally determined using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 
However, there are difficulties with TEM characterization of heterogeneous catalysts: the smallest 
particles, which are of the greatest importance for catalytic chemistry, are difficult to identify; the 
conclusions are based upon the analysis of extremely small samples; and the technique is very labor 
intensive and not readily performed in-situ. 

A technique that removes these shortcomings and complements TEM is anomalous small angle X-ray 
scattering (ASAXS). Like TEM, small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) is sensitive to objects with sizes 
below 10 nm. Because its contrast mechanism originates from electron density differences, SAXS cannot 
normally directly link features in a scattering profile to specific components in a composite system. For a 
catalyst this means, for example, that pore structure scattering cannot be separated from scattering from 
metal particles. However, by taking SAXS data above and below the absorption edge of an element of 
interest, so called ASAXS, scattering from it can be isolated. Being a photon-in/photon-out technique, 
ASAXS measurements can be made on catalysts in reactive environments. Thus, one could use ASAXS 
to understand the resistance of a heterogeneous catalyst to sintering, and hence activity loss, under 
working conditions, such as temperature and environment. 

Diffraction anomalous fine structure (DAFS) is an important development in X-ray absorption 
spectroscopy [28]. It provides a probe of site-selective local structure for systems with chemically 
identical atoms. To apply this technique to catalysis problems requires the capability to perform DAFS on 
dilute powder samples, which is an extremely demanding experiment. The feasibility of performing 
diffraction anomalous near-edge structure (DANES) was recently demonstrated [29] on a ZSM-5 zeolite 
catalyst with 3 wt % platinum loading. 

With the increased brightness of NSLS-II, DAFS from catalysts with relevant weight loading of metal 
will be possible and it will be possible to conduct these studies in-situ. 

Figure 2.9.10 1s2p RIXS spectra of Fe in a ZSM-5 catalyst: The left-hand figure shows the catalyst at 
partially reduced state and the right-hand figure shows the fully oxidized state. 
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2.9.3.5 Inelastic X-ray Scattering 

 
Significant progress has been made in understanding the relationship between structure and 

functionality for heterogeneous catalysts. Because of its ability to provide chemical and physical state 
information about a catalyst in a reactive environment, hard X-ray absorption spectroscopy has been a 
crucial tool for obtaining such information. Studies on working catalysts have been complemented with 
studies on model systems, both single crystal and powders, using VUV radiation. With VUV radiation it 
is possible to study the first row elements, in particular the carbon K-edge, and the 3d-transition metal L-
edges. However, VUV studies of powder catalysts suffer because they are usually limited to pre-
natal/post-mortem characterization in vacuum or, at best, in the presence of a few milli-Torr of gas. In 
principle, inelastic X-ray scattering (X-ray Raman scattering) can provide the same information as VUV 
and soft X-ray spectroscopy under “real” reaction conditions. The feasibility of using X-ray Raman 
scattering for this kind of application has been demonstrated recently [30]. 

The increased brightness and flux of NSLS-II in combination with the development of higher energy 
and larger area crystal analyzers will increase the sensitivity of this technique by several orders of 
magnitude and revolutionize our understanding of working catalysts. 

 
2.9.3.6 Photoemission and Surface Microscopies 

 
The high brightness and flux of NSLS-II will allow the acquisition of photoelectron spectra down to 

msec time scale. With current capabilities, these spectra are acquired in a time interval of 5-120 seconds. 
The improved time-resolution will allow the monitoring of the evolution of surface reactions as a function 
of time under changing temperature and/or reactant conditions. Another important aspect is the gain in 
sensitivity that will result from the use of a high brightness X-ray source. Currently, it is extremely 
difficult to detect low concentration species on a catalytic surface because the data acquisition time is too 
long to prevent contamination of the sample surface. The increased brightness of NSLS-II will allow the 
detection of adsorbate concentrations on the order of 0.05 % on the surface of a catalyst. 

The increased brightness of NSLS-II will be particularly important for imaging techniques. Given the 
complex nature of even the simplest catalytic systems, detailed understanding of the relationships 
between structure and reactivity is difficult to achieve. Genuine comprehension of catalytic processes 
requires multi-dimensional imaging techniques. For example, serious limitations have come to light by 
virtue of the discovery of dynamic patterns on catalyst surfaces under reaction conditions. The presence 
of patterns on crystal facets in supported catalysts is also confirmed. With the further development of 
photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM), it will be possible to image these intricate patterns in-situ 
with chemical sensitivity and sub-10 nm spatial resolution.  

In operation, heterogeneous catalysis at gas-solid interfaces occurs at pressures much higher than 
those typical of electron-based spectroscopies. New electron energy analyzer designs compatible with 
‘high pressure’ sample environments, based on differential pumping and tailored electron optics, are 
being developed to lower the pressure gap by allowing the surface chemistry to occur at elevated 
pressures (100 mbar) while tracking the surface electronic structure and composition using X-ray 
photoelectrons. This is a very exciting development and will allow, for the first time, detailed information 
on the oxidation states of the elements in the catalyst combined with detailed knowledge of the electronic 
structure of weakly adsorbed intermediates on the catalyst surface. 

 
2.9.3.7 Carbon K-edge Fluorescence Yield Near Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure 

 
In heterogeneous catalysis involving carbon-containing species, distinguishing among the electronic 

states of the carbon atoms is critical to understanding reaction intermediates. While this is not typically 
revealed in XPS, NEXAFS can make this distinction because it samples the local valence electron density 
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as excitations from core levels to unoccupied molecular orbitals relax, emitting photons or emitting Auger 
electrons. On planar model catalysts, the molecular orientation of surface intermediates can be determined 
under reaction conditions using polarized X-rays. Even though the photon yields are low (~0.0012), this 
technique provides a photon-in photon-out spectroscopy that can track the concentrations of various 
forms of carbon under working catalyst conditions. Mixed-element technical catalysts often suffer from 
background scattering. Rather than increasing the incident X-ray intensity, a process that often damages 
the sample, it is better to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. In a recent breakthrough, a near-normal-
incidence focusing multilayer mirror detection system tuned for carbon-based signals has shown the 
ability to reject non-carbon background and makes possible the analysis of carbon in technical materials 
[31]. This detector potentially enables a whole new class of in-situ photon-in photon-out soft X-ray 
absorption measurements. 

The high brightness of NSLS-II, together with these advances, will make millisecond time resolution 
for kinetic analysis a key future direction. 
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2.10 Earth and Planetary Science 
 

2.10.1 Overview  
 
The evolution of the Earth and other planets is a vast process lasting billions of years, involving huge 

amounts of materials (crystalline and molten silicates, metals, and volatile constituents), at temperatures 
from near absolute zero to several thousand degrees, and pressures from a fraction to millions of 
atmospheres. The present state of the Earth, as well as its evolution through time, is governed by the 
properties of these materials. Their properties at the relevant conditions of pressure, temperature, and 
stress dictate the red and blue regions of a seismic tomographic image (Figure 2.10.1), or control the 
depth and time history of earthquakes (Figure 2.10.2). These materials also define the frequencies of the 
oscillations of the Earth and the rate that plates slide over the surface. 

With the symbiotic development of synchrotron radiation and high-pressure techniques, experimental 
studies of earth materials are experiencing an unprecedented surge of breakthroughs that were deemed 
inconceivable a decade ago. Synchrotron sources have fundamentally altered the nature of high-pressure 
experimentation, from reconnaissance study with limited capabilities to high-precision study with 
comprehensive material characterization over a wide range of pressures and temperatures. In particular, 
rheological properties, phonon related properties, and dynamics of chemical reactions can now be 
investigated at very high pressures and temperatures. By studying the materials of which the Earth is 
made, high-pressure research using synchrotron high-energy X-ray and infrared radiation has contributed 
significantly to understanding of the phenomena, processes, and state of the Earth. This information 
allows addressing issues that range from the chemical heterogeneity of the Earth’s interior to the 
processes responsible for deep focus earthquakes.  

 
2.10.2 Scientific Challenges and Opportunities 

 
2.10.2.1 Elastic Properties at Pressure and Temperature 

 
Elasticity measurements on minerals are the bridge between the observed seismic velocity structure of 

the Earth and properties at depth, such as chemical composition and temperature. The sound velocity 

Figure 2.10.1 A seismologist’s view of the Earth. Red regions indicate slow sound wave velocities, blue 
are fast. This structure may represent the flow patterns of hot (slow) material rising with sinking cold 
(slow) regions. Actual association of fast with either thermal or chemical variations requires high
pressure laboratory data. 
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structure of the Earth is known from the surface to the center of the core, through seismological studies. 
Tomographic studies of 3-D velocity structure are providing detailed images of fast and slow regions that 
relate not only to our notions of the current compositional state of the mantle, but to convective flow and 
mixing over time [2]. Observations now reveal the penetration of some slabs into the lower mantle, the 
stagnation of other slabs in the transition zone, and broad differences in velocity structure beneath 
continents and oceans. In other studies of reflected and converted seismic phases, subtle undulations in 
the depths of seismic discontinuities are being mapped and being related to the properties of phase 
transformations that likely causes them. Elastic anisotropy, reflecting the single crystal elastic properties 
coupled with large deformations, traces out the stress-strain history of the planet. At the core-mantle 
boundary, astonishing degrees of heterogeneity and complex velocity structure are observed that may be 
related to chemical reactions between the mantle and core, and/or the recycling of subducted material in a 
slab graveyard.  

Synchrotron X-rays are a vital part of acoustic velocity measurements in multi-anvil apparatus at high 
pressure and temperature. The travel times for elastic waves traveling through a sample are measured, 
from which wave speeds and elastic moduli are calculated. This technique provides relatively high 
precision data, it can be used with transparent or opaque samples, and it yields the bulk elastic properties 
without the need for single crystals. The direct measurement of sample length by X-ray imaging greatly 
reduces errors in velocities and elastic moduli. In the future, capabilities will be expanded from 
measurements at pressures of 14 GPa and temperatures of 1300o C to pressures greater than 20 GPa and 
temperatures of more than 2000o C using the state-of-the-art high pressure systems. 

Measurement of velocities and elastic properties allow the raw information provided by seismology to 
be interpreted in terms of physically meaningful quantities such as chemistry, temperature, dynamics and 
stress history. Without accurate information on the variation of mineral acoustic velocities with 
temperature, pressure, and composition, it is not possible to form a realistic picture of Earth’s interior. 

The ambitious challenge facing the mineral physics community is to develop the ability to measure 
sound velocities on any Earth material throughout the entire range of pressure-temperature (P-T) 
conditions in Earth’s interior and to recover both aggregate elastic properties and single crystal properties. 

The dynamics and processes associated with texture development in the inner core represent a major 
problem in geophysics. Seismic anisotropy reflects oriented texture in elastically anisotropic minerals. To 
address this question, the technique of radial X-ray diffraction was pioneered at the NSLS [3, 4]. In these 

Figure 2.10.2 Data acquired on the large-volume press at NSLS X17B1. Time-resolved EDXRD shows 
that perovskite is stronger than other minerals at high P-T. Data explains why no earthquakes start in 
earth’s lower mantle [1]. 
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measurements, strain anisotropy was observed that corresponded to variations in diffraction intensities 
and suggest the presence of preferred crystallographic orientations. These deformation experiments at 
inner core pressures provide information about flow processes within the Earth and are relevant to the 
possible development of anisotropy during outer core convection. It is now essential to extend these 
studies to alloys and compounds of iron with hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, silicon, sulfur, and nickel. 
Studies at high temporal, spatial, and wavelength resolution require a dedicated facility that is capable of 
quantitative texture analysis. Empirical modeling techniques have been developed to extract elasticity 
information from such X-ray diffraction studies on textured polycrystals. 

With NSLS-II, a new generation of direct in situ investigations of the rheology and texture of 
materials at extreme pressures will be carried out in entirely new domains of pressures and temperature. 
In situ structure, equation of state, and phase equilibria studies of light element alloys will be possible at 
extreme conditions. Inelastic scattering of X-rays promises to provide a new leap in elasticity data. The 
facility will provide an important means to extend inelastic X-ray scattering measurements for high 
pressure phonon studies. Phonon scattering contains crucial information about not only the acoustic 
velocity of the polycrystal, but also information about the single-crystal elastic moduli. Recovery of this 
information will provide new insights into the deep Earth by allowing interpretation of seismically 
defined elastic anisotropy. Phonon density of states reflects thermal properties of the material. 
Measurements of this property with pressure and temperature will give better interpretations of the 
thermal state within the Earth. This is currently one of the poorest, yet important physical parameters for 
the deep Earth. 

NSLS-II will provide the flux and energy range that is needed for these experiments in both multi-
anvil cells and diamond anvil cells. Through these studies, the entire region of the Earth‘s interior can be 
explored. 

 
2.10.2.2 Rheology Challenges 

 
It is no more than a decade since synchrotron radiation has been applied to the understanding of 

rheology of polycrystals at high pressure and temperature. With the rapid development of high pressure 
facilities and techniques, progress in probing the rheological properties of deep Earth materials has 
enhanced understanding of the dynamics of the Earth and other terrestrial planets. For example, two new 
types of high-pressure apparatus, a modified cubic apparatus (D-DIA) (Figure 2.10.3) capable of 
providing quantitative rheological information and a rotational Drickamer apparatus (RDA) able to 
produce very large plastic strains, are now becoming available to users. With synchrotron radiation, these 
tools can be used for quantitative measurements of stress (± .01 GPa) and strain (± 10-4) at high pressure 
and high temperature (15~25 GPa, 2000 K). Results have been as fundamental as giving us an improved 

Figure 2.10.3 Sample being loaded into the D-DIA high-pressure deformation device. 
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understanding of mantle convection and dynamic processes such as deep earthquakes. 
The remaining frontier that needs exploration in connecting seismic studies with laboratory 

experiments is the time scale. Seismic studies use millihertz acoustic waves to probe the Earth, while 
laboratory studies use megahertz acoustic waves. Differences in these time scales are expressed in the 
attenuation, or the Q (quality factor), of the stress-strain relationship. With the newly developed 
synchrotron tools, unprecedented flexibility in controlling the stress and strain during the deformation 
process at mantle pressure and temperature is feasible. Knowledge gained will bring important constraints 
on the thermal, velocity, and density structure of the Earth. 

To measure Q, we need to measure stress relaxation times and strain retardation times as a function of 
frequency. In particular, to describe seismic wave attenuation and related transient creep, we need to 
resolve strain with a precision of 10-6 [5]. Current techniques in NSLS beamline X-17B2 allow a 
precision of 10-4, good for plasticity studies, yet two orders of magnitude lower than what is need for 
anelasticity study. Improvements on both X-ray source and detection instrumentation are essential to 
reach the strain precision of 10-6. NSLS-II will be able to offer an intensive high energy X-ray beam with 
source size two orders of magnitude smaller than current beam size. This makes the increase in strain 
precision possible. Instrumentation improvements include use of asymmetrical cut single crystal analyzer, 
phase contrast imaging, and the development of a hard X-ray microscope. 

NSLS-II, together with the new high resolution strain instrumentation, will enable measurement for 
earth materials of Q at high pressure and temperature and measurement of quantitative flow laws using 
multi-anvil cell to 20 GPa and 2000K and using diamond anvil cell to 100 GPa and 1200K. 

 
2.10.2.3 Study of Melt Property and Liquid-liquid Phase Transition at High Pressures 

 
Liquid silicates have shaped the surface of the planet that we live on. It has been the most significant 

chemical filter in the history of the planet and it still plays a role in dictating its future. The earth’s core is 
predominantly liquid and creates the magnetic field. Whether liquids sink or float is determined by the 
local structure of the melt and the chemical partitioning between the melt and residual solid. Liquids have 
long been ignored because adequate tools have not been available for providing insight. 

While pressure-induced phase transformations in crystalline solids are common and have been 
extensively studied, phase transitions in liquids or melts have caught scientists’ attentions only very 
recently. As almost all solids transform to a denser phase when pressure is applied, it is very reasonable to 
expect that local structure changes also occur when a liquid is subject to high pressures. The lack of 
understanding of melt phase transitions is mainly due to experimental difficulty. Crystalline phase 
transitions can be very well characterized using in situ X-ray diffraction. X-ray scattering by 
noncrystalline materials, however, is much less straight forward. In addition, in-situ measurements while 
the specimen is maintained simultaneously at high pressure and high temperature make the study even 
more technically difficult. Nevertheless, study of liquid-liquid phase transitions has gained rapidly 
growing interest. Materials that reportedly show a liquid-liquid phase transition so far include C, Si, P, 
Ge, I, Bi, Se, Te, H2O, SiO2, GeO2 and Sl2O3-Y2O3 melt [6-16]. Experimental techniques used in these 
studies include X-ray scattering, X-ray absorption spectroscopy and melt density measurement through 
X-ray absorptions.  

The pressure-induced local structure transition is a new class of phase transformations. It is 
undoubtedly important in terms of pure physics. In addition, understanding melt behavior and structure 
under high pressures has been a dream of the scientists in national defense programs as well as Earth and 
planetary sciences. Melt properties are essential information for simulations of a nuclear explosion, and 
for understanding volcanism and the role of partial melting in the Earth mantle. More significantly, the 
liquid outer core portion of Earth’s interior (Figure 2.10.4) is still mysterious. It likely gives rise to the 
Earth’s magnetic field, but is least understood by scientists. It consists of mostly liquid iron but little is 
known about its local structure and phase transitions. Studies of liquid local structure and phase 
transitions at elevated pressures (<100 GPa) are likely to become one of the hottest topics in condensed 
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matter physics, and understanding the melt structure of the Earth’s outer core at pressures > 135 GPa will 
be a great challenge for the next decade and beyond. 

At the NSLS superconductor wiggler beamline X17B, experiments have been carried out to study 
liquid properties (density and viscosity) at high pressures in a multi anvil press using high energy X-rays. 
An X-ray radiograph imaging technique has been developed to measure density of melts [17]. Figure 
2.10.5 demonstrates a melting volume measurement of a very important Earth core material, FeS. Studies 
of radial distribution function of melts are also on the way. Although X-ray absorption spectroscopy is a 
very powerful tool to study the local structure of melts, energies of the absorption edges of the most 
important elements to Earth science (e.g. Si and Al) are too low. Photons with those low energies are 
completely absorbed by the high pressure cell, even through Be gaskets. Study of local structure around 
these light atoms at high pressures is currently impossible.  

The above challenging scientific issues require an improved brilliant high-energy X-ray source, and 
integrated X-ray optics and measurement techniques. NSLS-II will offer these capabilities, and enable the 
following scientific challenges to be met with great impact on physics and Earth science: X-ray scattering 
at extremely high pressures (>100 GPa) for deriving radial distribution function of melts; expanding all 
current phase diagrams of elements and compounds into the field of melts; mapping local structures 
around light atoms in melts using X-ray Raman spectroscopy; and understanding property and structure 
of the melts existing in the Earth outer core. 

 
2.10.2.4 Phase Transformations at High Pressures 

 
Studies of mineral phase transformations at high pressures are the key for understanding the Earth and 

planetary interiors. For example, the Earth’s mantle is marked by two prominent seismic discontinuities at 
410 and 660 km depth, where abrupt jumps in seismic velocities have been detected through the analysis 
of seismic waves created by earthquakes. It is now widely believed that both discontinuities are related to 
the phase transformations in olivine, the most abundant mineral in the Earth’s upper mantle. With the 
detailed phase relations in olivine mapped out in the laboratory, the seismic determinations of the 
discontinuities can be translated into chemical composition and temperature for the mantle. Because of 
their importance to our quest of knowledge about the Earth’s interior, phase relations in relevant silicate 
systems have been the subjects of the most extensive investigation in high-pressure research in the past 
half-century. 

Figure 2.10.4 Illustration of the Earth’s interior (Courtesy of Windows to the Universe,
http://www.windows.ucar.edu). The molten outer core is the least known portion of the Earth’s interior. 
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In situ synchrotron X-ray measurements have been used to study mineral phase transformations at 
high pressures. Compared to the conventional quench/recovery method, synchrotron-based techniques 
provide much better environmental control. For example, precision in pressure measurements is about ten 
times higher than in quench experiments. Furthermore, important variables related to phase transitions, 
such as pressure and deviatoric stress, can be monitored throughout each experiment. This has led to 
much needed improvement in the determination of phase boundaries, which is critical to deciphering the 
detailed structures of seismic discontinuities, hence the Earth models, and to the determination of 
thermodynamic properties of minerals. Synchrotron-based techniques also provide the only reliable 
method for studying phase transitions that involve unquenchable phases, such as Ca-silicate perovskite. 

Synchrotron X-rays allow time-resolved studies of phase transformation processes at high pressures, a 
fundamental problem in solid-state physics. Kinetics and mechanisms of phase transitions in the silicate 
system are also important for understanding the Earth’s dynamic interior. Much like metamorphism that 
occurs in the Earth’s crust over geological time, similar processes also occur in the Earth’s mantle owing 
to the mantle convection. That is, materials in the mantle are subjected to constant changes in pressure 
and temperature, and hence the physical and chemical states of the mantle are not only depth-dependent, 
but also time-dependent. Phase transition kinetics could play an important role in defining the properties 
of convective currents in the mantle. 

There are several shortcomings for present measurements that will be solved using the higher 
brightness of NSLS-II. One is that it is difficult to introduce various metal capsules and pressure-
transmitting materials to control fugacities of oxygen and other volatile components within the sample 
charge. Thus the effects of these volatiles on the phase transitions can not be investigated quantitatively. 
The second is that it is not possible to investigate the local structure change during phase transitions using 
techniques such as EXAFS and XANES. The current X-ray acquisition time necessary for identification 
and characterization of the phases under high pressure and temperature also needs to be reduced in order 
to capture kinetics of fast phase transformations and transition characteristics near phase boundaries.  

 
2.10.2.5 Oxidation and Spin States 

 
The application of pressure often dramatically affects magnetic properties. While measurements of 

the magnetic susceptibility provide the magnetic moment, diffraction can provide the three dimensional 

Figure 2.10.5 Measured densities of FeS as function of temperature at 4 GPa. Melting causes a 
significant density drop. 
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structure in magnetically ordered materials. Theoretically predicted pressure-induced magnetic collapse 
[18] is important for transition-element ions that, with their variable valence and magnetic states, control 
major geochemical and geophysical processes, such as oxidation and reduction, chemical differentiation, 
elasticity, geomagnetism, conductivity, and radiative heat transfer. 

Depending on temperature and pressure the deceptively simple composition FeS crystallizes in at 
least five modifications with structures related to the NiAs-type. The spin state of iron in FeS can be 
determined from the Fe Kβ spectrum by X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) [19]. In the 2+ oxidation 
state of iron, the low-spin state is characterized by a total magnetic moment equal to zero. This collapse of 
the 3d magnetic moment has a distinct signature, since the exchange interaction vanishes and the resulting 
spectrum consists of a single narrow line. Measurements on troilite (FeS) show a high-spin to low-spin 
transition at 7 GPa coinciding with the FeS II-III structural transition [19]. Such studies have also been 
applied to FeO, indicating that there must be a maximum TN above 300 K and 40-60 GPa with re-entrant 
behavior back to the paramagnetic phase above 80 GPa [20]. Likewise, a high-spin to low-spin transition 
occurs in hematite at 50 GPa [20]. 

The above mentioned transformations occur over a broad range of conditions up to >100 GPa. Hence 
direct study of these transitions and the high pressure phases by in situ X-ray diffraction, spectroscopy, 
and inelastic scattering will require the integrated capabilities of NSLS-II. The new generation of high-
pressure devices based on large single crystal CVD diamond [21] will facilitate these studies. 
 
2.10.2.6 Amorphous Materials and Nanomaterials 
 

Pressure-induced amorphization transformations and pressure induced amorphous-amorphous 
transitions have been observed in a growing number of materials. Porous Si is one technologically 
relevant example and a number of other amorphous materials, including high-silica glasses, can be 
irreversibly compacted by pressure. A densified form can be retrieved on quenching to ambient 
conditions. This provides materials with a range of optical properties, densities, and chemical properties, 
which can be continuously tuned by changing synthesis conditions. Apart from the compaction of liquids 
and glasses, pressure can also induce certain classes of crystalline material to amorphize if compressed to 
pressures well outside their stability fields.  

In situ diffraction studies of these materials and transitions are critical for understanding these 
processes. Some samples can be quenched in metastable states at atmospheric pressures and these 
recovered samples have been studied with standard diffraction techniques. The first high-pressure 
diffraction experiments with full radial distribution function analysis of amorphous materials were carried 
out at the NSLS on SiO2 glass to 28 GPa [22]. This study demonstrated the importance of in situ 
measurements because the high-pressure structures were not quenchable. The primary barrier to in situ 
high pressure investigations has been the typically small sample sizes and limited incident beam flux, 
combined with the complicated data normalization procedure necessary when using high pressure cells.  

Intermediate range structural order in permanently densified GeO2 and SiO2 glasses has been a 
subject of debate in recent years. The question as to whether a discontinuous transition takes place over a 
certain range of pressures and temperatures still appears to be open. Measurements on permanently 
densified GeO2 show that although changes in the short range order are small, the intermediate range 
order is altered substantially. High energy X-ray diffraction measurements performed on normal and 
permanently densified GeO2 glass (10 GPa) have revealed in detail the changes in local structure under 
pressure. The main conclusion from this study is that densification produces a change in the intermediate 
range order that subsequently causes a change in the short range order in the GeO2 glass.  

Similarly, recent studies on the archetypal glass GeSe2 have shown that there is a breakdown of 
intermediate range ordering in liquid GeSe2 at high pressure that may lead to a liquid-liquid phase 
transition [23], as seen in glassy GeO2. Whereas only corner sharing units are known to exist in GeO2, 
both edge and corner sharing units exist in the network forming GeSe2 glass, so the situation becomes 
more complex. In-situ studies of the structure of GeO2 and GeSe2 glasses at 6-10 GPa and high 
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temperatures (1000o C) using diffraction would give critical insight into the structural nature of 
amorphous-amorphous and liquid-liquid transitions. In addition, isotopic substitution measurements of 
both the Ge and Se atoms would allow unprecedented structural information to be obtained. 

Understanding the structure of magnesium silicate liquids and glasses is important for interpreting the 
behavior of refractory liquids produced by melting processes of the Earth and Lunar mantles. Although 
magnesium-rich silicate minerals are primary constituents of the Earth’s mantle there is little information 
available on either the structure of the magmas produced when they melt or the associated 
thermodynamic properties. This paucity of information is due to the refractory nature of these phases, 
which makes in situ study of the liquids at high P-T conditions difficult and also because the liquids do 
not form glasses very easily, which limits the study of quenched phases. There are also important 
implications for the early history of the earth and moon since low-silica magnesium-rich liquids are 
considered to have played an important part in development of magma oceans and komatiite volcanism. 
More fundamentally, the change in liquid behavior could relate to the underlying changes in liquid 
structure that may be expected to occur as the liquids are compressed at deep Earth conditions. 

High-pressure also provides a powerful means for tuning the properties of nanomaterials. A variety of 
studies of pressure-induced transitions in fullerenes and nanotubes have been reported, including 
transformations to novel superhard phases [24]. Studies of nanocrystalline chromium [25] indicate that 
antiferromagnetic order in the body-centered-cubic phase of powder and consolidated ultrafine-grain-size 
chromium samples can be suppressed to well below the Neel temperature of coarse-grained and single-
crystal chromium. 

With advances in pressure cells coupled with bright high energy X-ray beams, radial distribution 
function from in situ pressure amorphized solids will be possible. These investigations can be coupled 
with detailed vibrational spectroscopic studies carried out with synchrotron infrared spectroscopy over a 
wide pressure range. Detailed X-ray and infrared investigations of novel properties of nanomaterials will 
be carried out over a wide P-T range. This includes extensions of recent studies of pressure-induced 
transitions in nanotubes. It will be possible to examine previously reported but poorly understood 
transitions in fullerenes at higher pressure. The effects of intercalation of other components to form novel 
high pressure phases, including potential hydrogen storage and superhard and electronic materials can be 
explored with the diversity of techniques available. 

 
2.10.2.7 Hydrous Minerals and the Deep Earth  

 
High P-T experiments offer the only practical means to examine directly the chemistry and physical 

properties of materials that comprise the deep interior of the Earth and other planets [26]. This 
information is crucial for understanding the Earth’s water cycle and the connections between dewatering 
of the interior, formation of the oceans and recycling of water in subduction zones. Most water held 
within the crystal structures of minerals is released during subduction of the oceanic slab and then 
recycled back into the overlying mantle wedge where it can trigger melting or enter into reactions with 
other minerals. However, some of this water may be transported from the subducted slab into the mantle 
via dense hydrous magnesium silicates. For example, recent experimental studies [27] have shown that 
dehydration-rehydration reactions involving OH-clinohumite [Mg9(SiO4)4(OH)2] could be an important 
mechanism for transporting water into the transition zone (400 km). 

Hydrous minerals play a major role in low temperature geochemistry and are increasingly implicated 
in deep earth processes such as mantle convection and deep focus earthquakes. For example, layered 
hydrous phyllosilicates such as the clays, amongst the most common minerals at the earth's surface, are 
thought to be involved in the dehydration of the down going slab in subduction zones. Nominally 
anhydrous [28] as well as novel high pressure magnesium silicates have been suggested as phases for 
water storage in the mantle [29, 30]. Finally, the strength and rheological properties of the polymorphs of 
Mg2SiO4 suggest they might provide mechanisms for storage of stress in the mantle and that dewatering 
processes in these and other hydrous phases my lead to the reactivation of faults in the lithosphere. The 
properties of these minerals then impacts a variety of surface and deep earth processes. A comprehensive 
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understanding of the phase relations, structures, elasticity, strength and rheological properties is a useful 
first step to bounding the mineralogical controls on these processes. 

The transformations that clay minerals undergo when exposed to high temperatures and pressures are 
of great interest for both fundamental and applied science. Clays occur in nature in a variety of 
environments, and hydrothermal influences on their structures and properties are important for 
understanding their genesis and geological transformations, including geohazards such as earthquakes. 
From a fundamental perspective, the response of clay minerals to changes in pressure can shed new 
insight into understanding of the balance between different interlayer cohesive forces. However, detailed 
information of such transformations involving interlayer hydrogen bonds requires accurate determination 
of hydrogen atom positions by single-crystal diffraction. More generally, the presence of hydrogen 
bonding in solids can determine stability and properties of other materials [31, 32] and pressure provides 
a particularly “clean" variable for this study. 

Dense hydrous phases are a key to efforts to understand the Earth’s deep interior. As demonstrated by 
recent work at the NSLS, the combination of synchrotron X-ray diffraction and infrared spectroscopy has 
proven essential for investigating these important deep Earth materials [33]. Higher P-T studies using the 
full complement of integrated synchrotron techniques are essential for understanding these systems. 
Provided single crystals are available, many of the techniques now used routinely for high pressure single 
crystal X-ray diffraction will be transferred and implemented with large gem anvil cells. 

 
2.10.2.8 Oxides and Silicates of Earth’s Interior 

 
The high P-T behavior of silicates and oxides are particularly important for understanding the nature 

of the Earth’s deep interior [26]. These materials exhibit numerous intriguing equilibrium and metastable 
transformations under pressure. For example, (Mg,Fe,Al)SiO3 silicate perovskite is likely to be the most 
abundant mineral in the planet. The oxygen deficiency and cation-site distribution of silicate perovskite 
control its physical and chemical properties, including density, bulk modulus, defect mobility, ionic 
transport, flow behavior, oxidation states, hydration, and minor-element solubility. These properties of 
perovskite, in turn control the geophysical and geochemical processes of the Earth. 

The basic crystallographic characteristics of the silicate perovskite were previously determined by 
conventional X-ray diffraction techniques [34]. The defect crystallography of silicate perovskite, 
however, requires a new generation of diffraction, inelastic scattering, and spectroscopic techniques. A 
new generation of in-situ crystallographic studies of complex silicate perovskites over the entire P-T 
range of the Earth’s lower mantle are required to shed light on long-standing puzzles of the unusual 
effects on compressibility, the strong P-T-X dependence of iron-magnesium partitioning between the 
perovskite and magnesiowüstite, the effects of the high-spin/low-spin transition in ferrous and ferric iron, 
and the controversy surrounding electrical and mass transport properties of perovskite in the lower 
mantle. Coupled with new large volume megabar devices, accurate measurements will become possible 
on multicomponent systems to the P-T conditions of the core-mantle boundary. 

 
2.10.3 Impact of NSLS-II 

 
Understanding the behavior of Earth and planetary materials at high pressures and temperatures 

requires an integrated experimental approach that utilizes a combination of complementary 
measurements. It is often essential to study the same sample at the same pressure and temperature with a 
broad range of techniques, including spectroscopy and diffraction. NSLS-II will be unique by virtue of its 
range of X-ray through infrared capabilities and the proven success of the NSLS in high-pressure geo-
science during the past decade. 

High-brilliance, high-energy synchrotron radiation provides the non-destructive probe to penetrate 
through the gaskets or anvils of multi-anvil presses or diamond cells. Newly developed X-ray focusing 
optics (described in Section 4.1.1.5), detectors and analytical techniques together with NSLS-II, will 
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enable a myriad of crystallographic and spectroscopic measurements with resolutions rivaling studies at 
ambient conditions. 

With NSLS-II, major advances will be made in understanding the Earth from its surface to its center. 
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2.11 Environmental Science 
 

2.11.1 Overview 
 
Identification of the chemical form and the chemical, physical and biological processes that control 

the distribution of contaminants in our environment is a core mission of the Department of Energy 
(DOE), one of the leading sponsors of cutting-edge research in the environmental sciences. Such research 
is focused on developing a better understanding of how contaminants are distributed, bound and react in 
the environment. Whether they are heavy metal toxins such as mercury or lead, radioactive contaminants 
such as uranium, plutonium or radon, or greenhouse gases such as sulfur dioxide; DOE’s commitment to 
the clean-up of impacted sites and long-term stewardship of the environment is reflected in its funding of 
environmental research at DOE facilities. 

Without a detailed knowledge of contaminant behavior, remediation of highly impacted sites will 
likely be less effective and far more costly than needed. The major questions involving environmental 
contaminants concern their speciation, distribution, reactivity, transformations, mobility, biogeochemical 
cycling, and bioavailability. These issues ultimately depend on molecular-scale structure and properties, 
best determined using spatially-resolved spectroscopic techniques. Basic understanding at this scale is 
essential for development of clean-up strategies and risk assessments for both local and global scale 
pollution problems. Such basic spectroscopic studies will lead to new techniques to remediate 
contaminated soils, natural waters, and the atmosphere and novel approaches to safely isolate from the 
biosphere hazardous wastes from past U.S. weapons production, agricultural activity, energy production, 
manufacturing, and mining. 

One of the major challenges to understanding fundamental biogeochemical processes in earth’s near-
surface environment is the characteristically heterogeneous nature of the impacted materials. Soil, 
sediment, and rock samples commonly contain multiple solid phases, as well as liquids, air, and complex 
biomaterials. Relevant particle size distributions extend into the sub-micron range, which hinders 
characterization by conventional bulk methods. The low concentrations that are typical for many 
contaminants make their detection difficult without high sensitivity analytical techniques. The high 
brightness of synchrotron radiation sources allow small, intense X-ray beams to be produced. 
Synchrotron-based methods have allowed a new level of characterization by offering element and 
chemical state specificity, high spatial and energy resolution, excellent detection sensitivity at ppb levels, 
and the ability to work in-situ, for example with wet samples safely sequestered within environmental 
cells. These types of studies have led to unique information on many of the chemical processes that affect 
contaminant elements, particularly those occurring at solid-water interfaces. 

The high brightness and flux of NSLS-II will provide much enhanced capabilities in environmental 
science research and enable continued advances in this critical area of research. 

 
2.11.2 Scientific Challenges and Opportunities 

 
The wide range of scientific challenges in environmental science is reflected in the inter-disciplinary 

nature of this field of study, which draws scientists from soil and agricultural sciences, geochemistry, 
chemistry, physics, biology, microbiology, hydrology, ocean sciences, climatology and atmospheric 
sciences. The following broadly defined scientific challenges and opportunities in environmental science 
demonstrate how the new capabilities made available by NSLS-II will play a critical role in shaping the 
future of environmental science research and its contributions to society. 

 
2.11.2.1 Speciation of Contaminants in Complex Natural Systems 

 
The speciation of toxic elements is a critical factor in controlling their mobility, bioavailability, and 

toxicity in aqueous and terrestrial environments. Speciation refers to the chemical and physical form of an 
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element in a geochemical setting and includes the following components: the identity of the contaminant 
of concern or interest, the oxidation state of the contaminant, the associations and complexes to solids and 
dissolved species (surface complexes, metal-ligand bonds, surface precipitates), and molecular geometry 
and coordination environment of an element. The more of these parameters that can be identified, the 
better one can predict the potential risk of contaminants to humans and make sound decisions about 
remediation. Natural materials such as soils and sediments are very complex and heterogeneous, being 
composed of an array of primary and secondary minerals, phyllosilicates, hydrous metal oxides, and 
humic substances. The processes and reactions that occur at the interfaces between minerals, water, 
organic matter, and microbes dictate the speciation and species transformations over a wide range of 
spatial and temporal scales.  

Traditionally, bulk elemental analysis, sequential chemical extraction, and analytical techniques such 
as X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), electron microprobe analysis 
(EMPA), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) have been employed to glean information about 
speciation, mineralogy, elemental chemical state and spatial distributions, including elemental 
associations. These approaches, however, do not directly give information about the speciation of 
elements and can have other drawbacks including poor detection sensitivity and spectral artifacts due to 
ex-situ analysis. The use of micro-focused X-ray absorption and fluorescence spectroscopies, micro-
diffraction, micro-tomography, and multielement spectromicroscopy can provide the means to determine 
such parameters in-situ, which is critical in such heterogeneous natural systems. These techniques allow 
us to evaluate the speciation of toxic elements over a range of environmentally relevant spatial and 
temporal scales. 

An example of the type of nanoscale heterogeneity commonly observed is shown in Figure 2.11.1. In 
this example, a scanning transmission X-ray microscope (STXM) was used to acquire a series of images 
over the oxygen K edge (giving a spectrum at each pixel) in order to study lutetium (a homologue for the 
actinide americium) incorporation into iron oxide phases as amorphous ferrihydrite crystallizes into 
hematite. Such measurements contain considerable information but it can be difficult to recognize the key 
themes due to complexity. By using cluster analysis methods, one can simplify this information into an 
image shown in the top left panel. The red areas correspond to lutetium enrichment and indicate that the 
crystallization process excludes lutetium from the hematite structure. These results suggest that lutetium-
substituted hematite might not be thermodynamically stable, and therefore, the abundance of iron oxides 
in soils and sediments may not protect against long-term actinide mobility. 

The increased brightness of NSLS-II is required for this type of research to take advantage of 
advances in beam focusing optics and detectors that will enable spectroscopy studies at lower detection 
limits with nanoscale spatial resolution. 

 

Figure 2.11.1 STXM images and oxygen K-edge µ-NEXAFS spectra showing regions of lutetium 
enrichment in hematite. Work conducted at the NSLS beamline X1A2. 
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2.11.2.2 Contaminant fate, Wasteforms, Remediation, and Long-term Stewardship 
 
The cradle-to-grave strategy for management and disposal of environmental wastes from point 

sources such as nuclear fuel production and spent fuel disposal, industrial and agricultural wastes and 
from non-point sources such as suburban pollution poses a tremendous burden to regulators, scientists, 
engineers and the public. Developing remediation strategies is complicated because of the incredibly 
diverse forms such wastes represent, the differences in approaches to short- and long-term waste storage 
and treatment, the inherent heterogeneity of contaminated environmental media (e.g., soil, biota, rock) 
and the laws that strictly govern the classification and disposition of such waste. Long-term 
environmental stewardship and waste management activities require a thorough knowledge of the 
contaminants and their interactions (i.e., fate) with their environment.  

Synchrotron-based techniques are uniquely suited to providing the detailed knowledge required to 
support the decision-making process for selecting remediation strategies, optimizing waste treatment 
processes and evaluating nuclear waste form stability in geologic repositories. A prominent example is 
that of high-level waste (HLW) residing in aging subsurface tanks at DOE sites. HLW is a high volume 
(several tens of millions of gallons) waste form that is highly radioactive, exists in multiple forms (e.g., 
sludge, salt cake and solution) and contains fissionable actinide elements such as plutonium. Its 
management and treatment alone is estimated to be in the hundreds of billions of dollars. When vitrified, 
this material is ultimately intended for long-term geologic storage in a repository such as Yucca 
Mountain, NV.  

To ensure the isolation of long-lived radionuclides within the repository, scientists need to understand 
how the repository’s geologic material will interact with the waste. X-ray micro-Fluorescence (micro-
XRF) images shown in Figure 2.11.2 reveal that Pu sorption on heterogeneous tuff rock occurs 
preferentially on manganese oxide rich areas and not on iron oxide rich areas. In addition, Pu L-edge 
micro X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (micro-XANES) spectra (data not shown) indicate that 
localized regions of Pu enrichment are comprised of a mixture of Pu(V) and Pu(VI) oxidation states. [1] 
The oxidation state and mineral phase associations observed here would not have been possible without 
synchrotron-based micro-analytical techniques. The improved spatial resolution and lower detection 
limits achievable at NSLS-II will significantly improve the quality of information derived from this type 
of study. Furthermore, the higher beam brightness will significantly reduce data collection time and 
thereby allow greater sample thru-put that is critical to improving the statistical significance of 
physicochemical parameters used to predict contaminant behavior in highly variable field-scale settings. 

Figure 2.11.2 Micro-XRF image map of Mn, Fe and Pu distribution in Yucca Mountain Tuff. Images
collected at the NSLS X26A. 
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2.11.2.3 Biogeochemical Processes, Rates, and Element Cycling 

 
Among the most important biogeochemical processes are dissolution and precipitation, reduction and 

oxidation, sorption, and the complex reactions associated with the metabolism of micro-organisms. 
Ultimately, understanding these biogeochemical processes requires that we identify the rates and 
mechanisms of the most important reactions that occur between each component in the system. While this 
level of understanding seems fundamental, it is lacking for most environmental systems. The greatest 
barrier to understanding such processes is the inherent complexity and heterogeneity of natural systems. 
While synchrotron-based studies of complex real-world samples have proven invaluable in providing a 
great deal of information about the distribution and speciation of contaminants, environmental scientists 
have long-since recognized the need to study model systems of varying degrees of complexity to explore 
fundamental aspects of important biogeochemical processes. Results from these model system studies 
have proved to be essential for interpreting studies of contaminant behavior in complex environmental 
systems.  

Synchrotron-based model system studies have provided fundamental information about aqueous 
solute complexes, poorly crystalline materials, solid-liquid interfaces, mineral-aqueous solution 
interactions, microbial biofilm-heavy metal interactions, heavy metal-plant interactions, complex material 
microstructures, and nanomaterials, all of which are important components or processes in the 
environment. [2] These studies range from standard bulk X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) 
spectroscopy measurements of contaminants in suspensions of model oxide colloids to X-ray and VUV 
investigations of contaminants on atomically flat single crystal oxide surfaces. 

One topic of significant interest concerns the role of micro-organisms in biogeochemical processes. 
Figure 2.11.3 shows a STXM and µ-NEXAFS study of how OSY3 bacteria (isolated from sediment at a 
DOE site) reduce aqueous Cr(VI) to the less toxic and sparingly soluble Cr(III) species. The Cr L-edge 
µ-NEXAFS spectra collected at intervals across a single bacterium (transect a-b in lower STXM image) 
reveal that the reduction process is localized at the bacteria-water interface. The ability to explore 
microbe-driven processes is essential for designing and implementing microbial remediation strategies. 
Studies of metabolic processes require high brightness in the energy range from 100 eV to 5 keV to probe 

Figure 2.11.3 STXM images and Cr L-edge µ-NEXAFS spectra collected at intervals along the transect
a-b drawn in the lower left panel show Cr(VI) reduction on the bacteria surface. From ALS beamline 
11.0.2. 
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both contaminant L-edges and biologically relevant elements such as C, N, P, S, Cl, and Ca.  
The high brightness of NSLS-II will significantly enhance the tools used to explore biogeochemical 

processes in model systems. For example, studies of contaminant speciation and transformations in 
solution will finally extend to environmentally-relevant micro- and nano-molar concentrations. Moreover, 
the increased brightness will greatly advance our ability to explore biogeochemical processes in 
increasingly complex systems that more closely resemble real-world conditions by adding thick water 
layers, biofilms and competing chemical species. Finally, NSLS-II will enable time-resolved 
spectroscopic studies on time-scales relevant to important biogeochemical processes. Understanding the 
kinetics of biogeochemical processes is essential for predicting contaminant behavior. 

 
2.11.2.4 Structure and Chemical Properties of Environmental Nanoparticles 

 
Nano- and micron-sized particulates generated by weathering of geological materials, biological 

processes, and the emissions of industries and automobiles are ubiquitous in the environment. The role of 
environmental nanoparticles (Figure 2.11.4) in the solubility, transport and bioavailability of aqueous 
contaminants is well established, but the composition and structure of these particles and their influence 
on the aforesaid processes are poorly understood. The mineralogical and associated organic molecule 
composition of such particles in the atmosphere influence light scattering, and water adsorption, 
condensation and particle growth, which in turn modify global temperatures and climates. Composition 
and reactivity of these particulates also influence the chemistry of rainwater. At present, attempts to 
model climate fluctuations are limited by the lack of specific mineralogical and chemical characteristics 
of these particles. Several atmospheric particulates, such as asbestos and other mineral dust, have 
deleterious effects on human health, and a correlation between health effects and particulate composition 
is yet to be established. 

Properties that dictate the behavior of nanoparticles in the environment are their composition, 
morphology, and bulk and surface structure. A majority of environmental nanoparticles possess complex 
composition and consist of inorganic constituents, such as iron oxides (e.g. magnetite produced by 
bacteria) and oxyhydroxides (e.g. ferritins common in several organisms), aluminum oxyhydroxides (e.g. 
acid soils and waters), metal sulfides (e.g. all reducing sediments and soils), and organic molecules of 

Figure 2.11.4 Iron oxyhydroxides precipitated from acid waters through biotic and abiotic processes play
a central role in controlling the solubility of several toxic elements, such as As, Cu, Cd. Such acid
environments are common around abandoned and active coal and sulfide mines all over the world. The
picture on the left shows the precipitation of iron oxide nanoparticles in a stream in Eastern
Pennsylvania. Electron microscopy studies of sediments collected from a sulfide mine (picture on the 
right) shows the existence of ZnS nanoparticles (green) in the biofilm matrix (blue). [3]  
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different sizes and functional groups (e.g. humic substances). Their small size and sensitivity to the 
surrounding chemical environment make them very reactive and structurally labile. Thus sample drying 
and characterization with vacuum methods, such as electron microscopes, are not suitable for examining a 
majority of environmental nanoparticles because of changes such as the loss of volatile constituents from 
samples. Consequently, the ability to do experiments in environmental cells at synchrotron facilities 
provides a powerful approach to study nanoparticles under environmentally realistic conditions. 

Information on the compositional and structural heterogeneity of nanoparticles is central to predicting 
their reactivity, stability, and structural lability in the environment. Element-specific methods (e.g. X-ray 
absorption spectroscopy) are ideal for examining the chemistry of environmental nanoparticles in their 
pristine state. At present, the composition and structural characterization of particles below ~500 nm 
cannot be examined at any facility in the world. Availability of spatially resolved chemical and structural 
information on these nanoparticles could contribute significantly to the understanding of the chemistry of 
nanoparticles in the environment. 

Spectromicroscopy facilities with a broad energy range, from a few eV to several keV to allow 
simultaneous probing of organic molecule functional groups and metal ions, and with facilities for 
structural characterization are essential if significant progress is to be made in this important research 
area. While radiation damage will provide the ultimate limit on studies of organic molecules, NSLS-II 
will provide sufficient brightness for studies of 10 nm colloidal particles where optics and sample damage 
considerations allow. 

 
2.11.2.5 Environmental Genomics and Toxicology 

 
To fully model the interaction of toxins with the environment, it is important to not only determine 

the physicochemical processes that control their mobility, but also understand their bioavailability to 
micro-organisms, plants, animals, and even humans. But fully assessing a toxin’s bioavailability requires 
a detailed understanding of the complex interrelationship between factors such as toxin speciation, its 
metabolic pathways in organisms, and how gene expression influences biological interactions with not 
only the toxin but also nutrients, soil and water. For the environmental scientist, this defines a challenging 
new discipline that has been referred to as Environmental Genomics [4], the study of the inter-relationship 
between environmental changes and the gene expression of organisms. With synchrotron-based 
techniques it may be possible, in real time, to explore how toxin speciation varies with changes in gene 
expression in plants and micro-organisms, with the eventual goal of engineering gene expression to 
promote toxin sequestration from contaminated environments. Although in its infancy, there is a strong 
appreciation both among the environmental sciences community and the U.S. government of the potential 
importance of studies in environmental genomics. For example, in July 2002 DOE announced that 
funding would be made available from the Genomes to Life program to “support post-genomic research 
in new technologies for generating energy from biological sources, sequestering carbon, and cleaning up 
the environment.” The EPA has similarly expanded its investment in genomics research.  

The unique capabilities provided by synchrotron radiation, and especially the greatly enhanced 
capabilities enabled by NSLS-II, will play a critical role in shaping and advancing the emerging field of 
environmental genomics. For example, researchers at the NSLS are involved in several phytoremediation 
studies to determine how contaminant uptake and speciation in selected plant species respond to changes 
in soil and atmospheric chemistry. Contaminant and micronutrient element uptake by plants is controlled 
by complex formation with organic molecules that are in part produced in the root exudates of plants. 
Figure 2.11.5 reveals how complexing organic molecules can dramatically alter contaminant uptake and 
translocation in plants. The micro-XRF images in the upper and lower right panels show high lead 
concentrations in the tobacco plant stem only when EDTA, an organic molecule that readily complexes 
cations, is added to the contaminated soil. Synchrotron investigations probing changes in speciation as 
metal ions or radionuclides are sorbed by roots, translocated through the plant, and then returned to the 
soil as the plant dies are possible but the quality of the spectroscopic information is currently limited by 
beam brightness and flux. The development of transgenic plants to remediate certain metals in soils and to 
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better use mineral nutrients is becoming a possibility but confirming the expected effects of genetic 
manipulation on element chemistry is critical. This can be done in part at synchrotron facilities, and such 
studies should reveal the relationships between certain genes (perhaps through “knock out experiments”) 
and metal speciation.  

Although studies in this area of environmental science have been remarkably successful, this research 
requires improvements in beam brightness, flux, and spatial resolution. In many of these biological 
systems the elemental abundances are low, ppm to sub-ppm levels, requiring higher brightness to provide 
improved detection sensitivity. NSLS-II will allow for detection levels to be improved by at least an order 
of magnitude. Concurrently, better detection sensitivity and higher count-rates at NSLS-II will also 
provide order of magnitude improvements in data acquisition time and quality for X-ray absorption 
spectroscopic studies. As we endeavor to understand contaminant interactions at bacterial and cellular 
levels, improvements in spatial resolutions are also required and will be provided by NSLS-II. 

 
2.11.3 Impact of NSLS-II 

 
As we have seen from the above examples, the goals in environmental science research are to obtain 

information on the speciation of contaminants in the natural environment, and to use this understanding to 
obtain improved and lower cost methods of environmental cleanup. It is increasingly apparent that this 
information must be obtained on sub-micrometer length scales, because at larger size scales one may 
obtain misleading interpretations based on an average over distinctly different structures in a specimen.  

Most methods in synchrotron-based environmental science research involve not just simple imaging, 
but collection of signals from a microprobe beam on the sample. It is therefore of prime importance to 
have as many photons as possible in as small a spot as can be achieved. As was first pointed out at 
Brookhaven Lab a quarter of a century ago, [5] this is intrinsically linked to the brightness of a 
synchrotron source. Therefore, the improvement in brightness of NSLS-II by 10,000 times over the 
present brightest beamline at NSLS should lead to the ability to understand contaminants in the 
environment at size scales 100 times smaller than can be studied at the present NSLS. This can lead to 
fundamental improvements in the understanding of environmental science problems, because it should 
make it possible to distinguish (for example) between surface and bulk interactions of environmental 
nanoparticles. 

To understand the impact of NSLS-II for these types of environmental analyses, consider the X26A 
hard X-ray microprobe beamline at the NSLS, a beamline historically dedicated to environmental science 
research and one of the most heavily over-subscribed beamlines at the NSLS. Given the anticipated 

Figure 2.11.5 Micro-XRF images of lead distribution in tobacco roots and stems with and without EDTA
added to a contaminated soil. Images collected at NSLS beamline X26A. 
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source characteristics of NSLS-II, the same endstation optics (Kirkpatrick Baez microfocusing mirrors) 
will achieve minimally an order of magnitude improvement in detection sensitivity and at least 10X 
improvement in spatial resolution. Thus, techniques such as XRF, XANES, and EXAFS will have 
sensitivities in the range of 100 ppb, 1-10 ppm, and 100-1000 ppm, respectively, or better. 

Focusing mirrors that are commercially available today typically have about 1 µrad slope errors. It 
should be noted that recent studies of mirrors manufactured using numerically controlled plasma chemical 
vaporization techniques reportedly achieve line focusing widths of 0.12 and 0.2 µm FWHM at 15 keV. 
[6] Zone plates also show great promise for focusing hard X-ray beams to sub-micron resolution. They 
have been demonstrated to focus 8 keV X-rays to 150 nm FWHM focal spot size in the first-order focus 
and to 90 nm in the third-order focus. Their effective use at X26A is hampered by the significant loss of 
flux density relative to the Kirkpatrick-Baez. But with the significantly higher brightness of NSLS-II, 
such optics become an attractive and viable choice for hard X-ray microspectroscopy.  

Such highly focused, high intensity beams will allow environmental scientists to apply micro-
spectroscopic analysis in-situ at much higher spatial resolution than previously available, directly probing 
the interface of contaminant species with grain surfaces or biological organisms. For example, using the 
hard X-ray microprobe, scientists from the University of Wisconsin-Madison have found compelling 
evidence that micro-organisms play a central role in the formation of certain mineral deposits (see Figure 
2.11.6). These results shed light on the basic question of biology's function in the formation of some 
metal ores, and hold out the promise for applications in mining-site remediation. Improved spatial 
resolution allows for not only analysis of aggregate biofilms, but of individual precipitate minerals on cell 
walls. NSLS-II will provide much higher flux density in much smaller spot sizes and enable 
understanding contaminant speciation in nanoparticles using X-ray absorption spectroscopy. 

The high flux of NSLS-II will significantly enhance almost every technique critical to environmental 
research. Reflectivity or bulk EXAFS experiments, for example, would be able to be done in 1/10th the 
time with potentially order of magnitude improvements in detection sensitivity. These experiments would 
also be able to make better use of new technologies that allow for "on-the-fly" scanning for kinetics 
studies that currently are not feasible. 

Environmental scientists and geoscientists have made extensive use of NSLS beamlines ever since 
NSLS began operations in 1982 and estimates indicate that this research currently comprises 10-15% of 
the total user base at the NSLS. As the user base has evolved to one more dominated by scientists 
interested in the application of developed techniques, the subscription of beamlines whose core mission is 
in environmental sciences has risen dramatically. Typically these beamlines are strongly oversubscribed. 
User statistics show that in the last 10 years earth and environmental sciences research at the NSLS has 
almost tripled. Such statistical trends are mirrored at the other DOE synchrotron facilities [2] and in the 
scientific literature. For example, in Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta, a leading international journal 
focusing on the geochemical sciences, articles referencing synchrotron-based X-ray absorption data 
increased from 25 in 2000, to 32 in 2001 and 54 in 2002. Similar trends can be seen in the journal 

Figure 2.11.6 Results of EDX (bottom left) and X-ray microprobe fluorescence (top right) analysis of 
specific biomineralized zinc sulfide precipitates. Scale bar is 2 µm. From APS beamline 2-ID-D [3]. 
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Environmental Science and Technology, with 11 articles in 2000, 16 in 2001, and 39 in 2002. An 
important driver for this continuing growth is the generation of new environmental science users from a 
diverse range of scientific and engineering communities such as soil science, plant biology, microbiology 
and environmental engineering. 

Environmental Sciences research at the NSLS plays a major role in advancing our understanding of 
contaminant speciation and fundamental biogeochemical processes in nature. This information is an 
essential contribution to DOE’s environmental management decision-making process. NSLS-II is 
critically needed if the environmental science community is to meet the ever increasing challenges for 
spectromicroscopy analyses with high spatial resolution of complex environmental samples necessary to 
meaningfully support regulators and engineers responsible for environmental assessment, remediation and 
management. 

NSLS-II will greatly advance the quality and utility of environmental science research in a number of 
ways including: 

 
• Ability to explore chemical, biological and mineralogical heterogeneity in complex environmental 

samples at the nanoscale with soft and hard X-ray probes 
• Ability to probe biologically-important elements such as C, N, P, S, Cl, and Ca in fully-hydrated 

samples 
• Ability to probe aqueous contaminant speciation at micro- and nano-molar solution concentrations 
• Ability to perform time-resolved spectroscopic studies on times scales relevant to important 

biogeochemical processes 
• Significantly reduce data collection time and thereby enable greater sample throughput 
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3 Proposed Facility 
 
This Section describes the NSLS-II user facility that BNL proposes to design, construct, and operate. 

Section 3.1.1 summarizes the light source capabilities required to enable the science described in Section 
2. Section 3.1.2 summarizes the characteristics and capabilities of the current NSLS X-ray and VUV/IR 
storage rings to illustrate both the need for a new X-ray source (as opposed to an upgrade of the existing 
one) and also the tremendous advance that NSLS-II represents. Section 3.2 describes several alternative 
approaches for meeting the requirements, including free electron lasers, energy recovery linacs, and third 
generation storage rings. From these considerations, it is clear that an advanced third generation X-ray 
storage ring, designed to be upgradeable to future operation as an energy recovery linac, is the best choice 
for NSLS-II. A pre-conceptual design for NSLS-II and its expected performance are described in Section 
3.3. The design of NSLS-II will be highly aggressive in order to deliver the necessary superlative 
characteristics, and will set a new standard for third generation light sources. The various design 
considerations and challenges necessary to realize this goal are reviewed in Section 3.4. The potential to 
be upgraded in the future to operate as an energy recovery linac, for even greater performance, is a key 
distinguishing characteristic of NSLS-II. The design considerations to enable that option are described in 
Section 3.5. Section 3.6 closes this Section with a discussion of the facility siting considerations and of 
compatibility with BNL’s Site Master Plan. 
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3.1 Capability Requirements 
 

3.1.1 Requirements for NSLS-II 
 
In Section 2, we have outlined the range of current and future problems of interest in the many areas 

of science served by synchrotron radiation, including the most difficult, so-called grand challenge 
problems. To address those scientific challenges, it is necessary to 

 
• probe materials on ever smaller length scales, down to 10 nanometers or less 
• apply a number of new techniques based on utilizing the coherence of the photons 
• study elementary excitations with energies ranging from < 1 meV to ~ 10 eV 
• access resonance and absorption edges ranging from ~ 100 eV to ~ 10,000 eV 
 
The photon qualities needed to enable these capabilities determine the design goals for the NSLS-II 

light source. These goals are: 
 
• highest possible time average brightness, 10,000 times more than the current NSLS and more than 

any other current or planned source in the energy range 0.3 to 20 keV 
• highest possible flux, 10x more than the current NSLS, and more than any other current or planned 

source in the energy range 0.3 to 20 keV 
• photon pulse lengths down to 11 psec, 13 times shorter than the current NSLS 
• wide spectral coverage, including the far-IR, UV, VUV, soft X-ray, and hard X-ray regions 
• exquisite intensity, position, and pointing stability  

 
A light source meeting these design goals will not only exceed the performance of the existing NSLS 

storage rings by many orders of magnitude but will also be a world leader in many characteristics, 
including highest average brightness and flux in the 0.3 to 20 keV energy range and exquisite stability. 

 
3.1.2 Capabilities of Present NSLS 

 
A photo of the exterior of the present NSLS building is shown in Figure 3.1.1. It houses two electron 

storage rings and their associated injection system consisting of a linear accelerator and a booster 
synchrotron. An interior diagram showing their layout and also that of the beamlines and associated 
laboratories is shown in Figure 3.1.2. The parameters of the X-ray ring and VUV/IR ring are given in 
Table 3.1.1. 

The NSLS facility consists of two so-called second generation storage rings, having begun operation 
in 1982 as the first facility in the U.S. that was designed expressly for the use of synchrotron radiation. It 
was designed in the 1970’s with the pioneering Chasman-Green lattice, which was developed at BNL, 
and utilizes double achromatic bends to provide zero-dispersion straight sections for insertion devices. It 
is optimized for brightness, within the constraints imposed by its small number of cells and small 
circumference, and includes only a small number of straight sections for insertion devices, which were 
still quite novel at that time. The two storage rings provide a wide range of photon energies, spanning 
from the far-IR to the hard X-ray (100 keV) range, that is still unique today. 

The injection system consists of a 120 MeV electron linac that injects into a small (28 m 
circumference) booster synchrotron that accelerates the electrons up to 750 MeV. The booster serves as 
the injector for the VUV storage ring, which operates at 800 MeV to provide radiation in the infrared to 
soft X-ray region of the spectrum. The booster is also used to inject electrons into the X-ray storage ring, 
which operates at 2.8 GeV to provide hard X-rays. 
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The 8 bending magnets and 4 straight sections on the VUV/IR ring host 30 beamlines. All beamlines 
are numbered clockwise starting from the U1 straight section. Only U5 and U13 host undulator insertion 
devices, with U1 used for injection and U9 occupied by two RF cavities. 

The 16 bending magnets and 8 straight sections on the X-ray ring host 60 beamlines. These are also 
numbered clockwise starting from the X1 straight section. The beam is injected into the X5 straight, 
which hosts a nuclear physics gamma ray experiment (LEGS). Five other straights are fitted with 
insertion devices, feeding beamlines X1, X13, X17, X21, and X25. A total of four RF cavities are used, 
with two located in each of the X9 and X29 straights. 

Figure 3.1.2 Layout of X-ray ring, VUV/IR ring, booster, and experimental floor showing beamlines and 
associated setup laboratories. 

Figure 3.1.1 Exterior view of the current NSLS facility.  The VUV/IR ring is housed in the smaller square 
section extending out and to the lower right from the circular portion of the building, which houses the 
X-ray Ring. 
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A concerted program of accelerator 

Figure 3.1.3 Improvement in X-ray brightness over time from bending magnets, wiggler X25, and soft X-
ray undulator X1. 
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 Parameter X-ray Ring VUV/IR Ring 
 
 Lattice Type DBA DBA 
 Circumference [m] 170 51 
 Superperiods 8 4 
 Number of Insertion Devices 5 2 
 Straight Section Length [m] 5 3 
 Energy [GeV] 2.8 0.8 
 Horizontal Emittance, εx [nm] 75 160 
 Emittance coupling, χ 0.002 0.025 
 Momentum Compaction, α 0.004 0.0235 
 Dipole Radius [m] 6.875 1.91 
 Bending Magnet Critical Energy [eV] 7091 600 
 ID Beta Functions, βx, βy [m] 1.60, 0.35 11.1, 5.84 
 RF Frequency [MHz] 52.88 52.88 
 Current at fill [mA] 280 1000 
 Average Current [mA] 238 665 
 Lifetime [Hours] 20 6 
 Revolution Frequency [MHz] 1.76 5.88 
 Orbit Time [nsec] 567 170 
 Maximum Number of RF Buckets 30 9 
 Typical Bunch Mode 25 7 
 Typical Single Bunch Current [mA] 11.2 143 
 Typical Single Bunch Charge [nC] 6.37 24.3 
 Bunch Length, σ [mm, ps] 43.5, 145 48.5, 162 
 Natural Energy Spread [%] 0.092 0.05 
 
Table 3.1.1 Parameters for the current NSLS X-ray and VUV/IR storage rings. 
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improvements over the last 20 years has steadily upgraded the performance of the NSLS to far surpass its 
original performance. Figure 3.1.3 shows the dramatic increase of five orders of magnitude in brightness 
of the brightest X-ray source at the NSLS over that period. About half of this gain was obtained by 
optimizing the storage ring lattice, resulting in a substantial reduction in electron emittance. For example, 
Figure 3.1.4 shows the reduction in electron beam size from 1990 to 2000. The other half of the gain in 
brightness was obtained by introducing advanced insertion devices, many of which were pioneered at the 
NSLS. These include development of a time varying (1 to 100 Hz) elliptically polarized wiggler and of 
in-vacuum undulators that operate with a full magnet gap down to 3.3 mm. Most recently, in replacing the 
RF cavities in the X9 and X29 straight sections with more reliable ones, they were also redesigned to 
allow room between them for installation of a short (0.3 m) Mini-gap in-vacuum undulator (MGU), as 
shown in Figure 3.1.5. The X29 MGU has been installed and the X29 beamline should become 
operational in the summer of 2004. Funding has just recently been provided to install an MGU in the X9 
straight and build the X9 beamline.  

Table 3.1.2 lists the full complement of insertion devices that the NSLS facility currently hosts or 
plans to host in the near future. These devices exhaust the useable straight sections and the NSLS is thus 
unable to add any additional high brightness beamlines beyond this set. 

The NSLS and its successes served as a springboard for ‘third-generation’ storage ring facilities 
around the world. These designs are distinguished by having many more cells to obtain very low 
emittances and with many more straight sections to host insertion devices. 

While the upgrade in performance that has been achieved with the NSLS is impressive, further 
improvements are not feasible. As outlined in Section 3.4.2, fundamental realities of accelerator physics 
require that the number of cells of the storage ring lattice be substantially increased in order to realize 
significant gains. We have considered ripping out the current X-ray storage ring and replacing it with a 
new lattice with 12 cells. However, this would provide only limited improvement and would require at 
least a two year shutdown, with a consequential serious negative impact on our large user community. 

A new X-ray storage ring with a substantially larger circumference to accommodate many more cells 
and straight sections is necessary to meet the needs of the science case outlined in Section 2 for much 
higher brightness and flux in the VUV, soft X-ray, and hard X-ray energy ranges. Furthermore, by taking 

Figure 3.1.4 Electron beam profile in the X-ray ring taken in 1990 (left) and in 2000 (right). 

Figure 3.1.5 Layout of X29 straight section, showing two RF cavities which were redesigned to allow 
insertion of a 0.3 m Mini-gap Undulator (MGU). 
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advantage of continued advances in storage ring technology, it is possible to surpass the performance of 
existing or planned storage rings through the development and construction of a new state-of-the-art 
medium energy storage ring, serving many users simultaneously with world leading capabilities. 

Due to incompatible accelerator physics requirements, it is not possible for the new X-ray storage 
ring to also provide very high brightness in the near- to far-IR region. Thus, in order to continue to 
provide world leading high brightness in this important spectral region, we propose relocating the existing 
VUV/IR storage ring to the area of the new X-ray storage ring and operating it solely as an IR source. 

We propose to continue to operate the current NSLS X-ray ring for some period of overlap with the 
beginning of operations of the new X-ray ring. This will allow users time to move their programs over to 
the new facility. After all users have moved over, the old X-ray storage ring would be decommissioned 
and the building made available for other purposes. 

 

 Straight  Scientific 
 Section Usage Program 
 
 X1 Soft X-ray Undulator Soft X-ray spectro-microscopy 
 X5 Injection LEGS Nuclear Physics Gamma Ray Source 
 X9 RF plus Planned MGU SAXS 
 X13 MGU plus Time Varing EPW Magnetism plus X-ray Microprobe 
 X17 Superconducting Wiggler High Pressure, Geoscience, Materials Science 
 X21 Hybrid Wiggler Materials Science 
 X25 Hybrid Wiggler Protein Crystallography 
 X29 RF plus MGU Protein Crystallography 
 U1 Injection Not usable 
 U5 UV Undualtor Spin-resolved Photoemission, XES 
 U9 RF Not usable 
 U13 UV Undulator Photoemission 
 
Table 3.1.2 Straight sections on present NSLS X-ray and VUV/IR storage rings, their usage, including 
existing and planned insertion devices, injection and RF cavities, and the scientific programs they
support. With the planned installation of the X9 MGU, straight sections usage will be at full capacity. 
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3.2 Design Alternatives 
 
There are three alternative approaches to generating radiation in the 0.3 to 20 keV energy range that 

either exist (third generation storage rings), are under development (free electron lasers) or have been 
proposed (energy recovery linacs). In this section, we consider these alternatives to meeting the needs of 
the science outlined in Section 2 and argue that a facility based on an advanced third generation storage 
ring, designed to be upgradeable to future operation as an energy recovery linac, is the best choice. 

 
3.2.1 Free Electron Lasers 

 
There are several free electron laser (FEL) projects that are either under construction or in advanced 

planning stages. In the U.S., DOE is funding the construction of the Linac Coherent Light Source 
(LCLS), which is being built at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC). In Europe, the XFEL and 
BESSY FEL projects are in advanced stages of planning. Representative of FELs, when operational in 
2008 the LCLS will provide unprecedented peak (1032 ph/sec/0.1%bw/mm2/mrad2) and time average (1022 
ph/sec/0.1%bw/mm2/mrad2) brightness and ultrashort (230 fsec or less) pulses at a maximum rate of 120 
Hz and over an energy range of 0.8 to 8 keV. FELs such as the LCLS are ideally suited for exploring 
entirely different problems from those outlined in Section 2, i.e., primarily those exploring the science of 
ultrafast phenomena and the interaction of very high intensity X-ray pulses with matter where the 
intensity is sufficient to reveal nonlinear interactions or even destroy the material. 

FELs as currently envisaged have substantial drawbacks for the science applications emphasized 
here: 

 
• Although the time average brightness is somewhat higher than can be achieved with a storage ring, 

it comes in very infrequent, very intense pulses that will either destroy or significantly perturb a 
great number of the samples described in Section 2. 

• The photon energy is not easily or rapidly tunable, especially if one needs multiple, independently 
tunable beamlines that can simultaneously serve experiments with photons ranging from the VUV 
(< 100 eV) to the hard X-ray (100 keV). 

• FELs may not possess the intensity, energy, and positional stability that many of the experiments 
outlined here demand. 

• FELs typically serve one, or at most a few, beamlines and are not expected to be able to host a user 
community the size of the present NSLS, which numbers in the thousands. 

 
For these reasons, there is a consensus in the community that FELs will complement rather than 

replace storage rings and are not an optimal choice to serve the vast majority of the science applications 
described in Section 2. 

 
3.2.2 Energy Recovery Linacs 

 
There are three particularly important time scales that characterize the behavior of the electrons in a 

storage ring. The revolution time is the time to complete one orbit, and is typically of order 1 µsec. As the 
electrons circulate, they undergo photon emission, suffer gas collisions, interact among themselves and 
with the vacuum chamber, etc. The small amount of energy they lose from synchrotron radiation is 
replenished by RF cavities; however their spatial and angular distributions are degraded by these 
processes. As a result, after 103 to 104 orbits, or a time scale of typically 1 to 10 msec, they evolve away 
from their initial injected phase space into an equilibrium one that is determined by the electron optics of 
the magnetic lattice. As they continue to circulate, residual gas collisions and other events kick the 
electrons out of the dynamic, physical, or momentum apertures and they are lost. The rate at which the 
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stored charge is lost determines the third fundamental time scale, i.e., the lifetime of the stored charge. All 
existing storage rings have been designed to achieve lifetimes of typically 10 to 20 hours. 

An energy recovery linac (ERL) takes a completely new approach to generating synchrotron 
radiation. It is based on the assumption that one can generate the initial injected electrons with a much 
smaller emittance than the best equilibrium emittance that can be achieved in a storage ring, and this 
small emittance can be preserved while the electrons are accelerated in a linear accelerator. The injected 
electrons are then circulated only once before being thrown away and replaced by a fresh bunch of 
electrons. Since the circulating electrons are not stored, they do not live long enough to suffer the 
degradations in beam quality mentioned above. Thus, in principle, this concept has the potential to 
provide higher brightness than a storage ring. In addition, since the shape of the injected electrons might 
be easily controlled by a photo-injector, it could be possible to create symmetric (i.e., round) beams as 
opposed to the very flat beams characteristic of equilibrium in a storage ring, where the vertical emittance 
is typically 0.1 to 1.0 % of the horizontal emittance. Control of the initial electron bunch duration might 
also enable photon pulses as short as 100 fsec. 

One difficulty with this approach is the energy required to accelerate fresh bunches of electrons 
equivalent to a current of say 500 mA to an energy of say 3 GeV, which would be 1.5 GW! This is clearly 
impractical, and requires that the energy of each bunch must be recovered and reused to accelerate 
succeeding bunches. In its most basic form then, an ERL consists of a very high quality electron source, a 
linear accelerator, and a magnetic lattice that contains photon radiators and returns the electron beam to 
the linac, as shown in Figure 3.2.1. The returned electrons enter the linac with a 180o phase shift, whereby 
they are decelerated, returning their energy to the electric field stored in the linac, before being dumped. 
In this way, the ERL works on the principle of storing energy (in the linac) rather than storing charge (in 
the magnetic lattice). 

Variations on this basic approach are also possible: N-passes through the same linac coupled with N-
arcs can reduce the size of the linac and yield N different energy beams but this requires the linac to 
support N-times the current in one arc; linac sections can occur on opposite sides of the arc to generate 
two different energy beams, etc. 

Since in many respects an ERL and a storage ring are very similar, an ERL would also be an 
essentially continuous photon source (as opposed to the slow pulsed nature of an FEL), would have broad 
spectral coverage, and would permit many beamlines, each easily and independently tunable in energy. 
The potential performance of an ERL based light source might exceed that of a storage ring with: 

 
• average brightness as high as 1022 ph/sec/0.1%bw/mm2/mrad2 
• diffraction limited round electron beams (εx = εy) from photo-injectors 
• reduced electron energy spread giving higher brightness from long undulators and high harmonics 
• very long insertion devices in the return arcs 
• bunch compression to provide sub-picosecond electron bunches 
• variable pulse formats for timing experiments 
 

Figure 3.2.1 Schematic illustration of the major elements of a single turn ERL light source. 
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While these capabilities are attractive, there are many very formidable technological challenges that 
must be overcome before a light source based on this principle can be demonstrated. Chief among these is 
the photo-injector. The world’s best photo-injectors have been developed here at BNL and are capable of 
producing bunches with the required emittance but only operate at ~ 10 Hz rather than the GHz rates 
necessary for an ERL. To put the magnitude of this jump in perspective, development of a photo-injector 
capable of delivering similar emittance but operating at a rate of only 120 Hz is one of the chief technical 
challenges that must be met for the LCLS to operate. A photo-injector suitable for an ERL must operate 
10,000,000 times faster than that for the LCLS. Many other challenges also exist, such as demonstration 
of efficient energy recovery at the high currents and energies necessary for a synchrotron light source 
based on an ERL and achieving beam position stability that rivals that which can be achieved in a storage 
ring. 

Presently, the most advanced ERLs have been developed at the Thomas Jefferson National 
Accelerator Facility (TJNAF). The IR FEL Demo ERL is a 50 MeV ERL that has successfully 
demonstrated an average circulating current of 5 mA in 2000. This ERL has recently been upgraded 
(2003) to try to achieve 10 mA operations and it is undergoing commissioning. There are several other 
facilities around the world engaged in the development of similar “low energy prototype” ERLs. 

While these low energy prototype ERLs are a far cry from a 3 GeV-500 mA facility, TJNAF has 
taken another important step forward in ERL development by operating the CEBAF multi-turn 
accelerator in an energy recovery mode. A beam current of 80 µA was successfully accelerated to 1 GeV 
and energy recovered at 56 MeV. This is the highest energy ERL demonstrated thus far, albeit with a 
circulating current far below what is available in electron storage rings. What remains is to demonstrate a 
high average current and high energy ERL. 

While a light source based on ERL technology might some day be feasible, there are many 
technological challenges that must first be overcome. A list of the key R&D issues is as follows: 
 

• development of high average current (at least ~ 100 mA), low emittance electron photoinjectors (at 
least ~ 1 µm normalized emittance or lower) 

• robust laser systems and long lifetime, high quantum efficiency, photocathode materials for 
photoinjectors 

• demonstration of high gradient superconducting RF cavities operating in high current mode 
• extraction of the higher order mode power excited by the sub-picosecond electron bunches in the 

superconducting linac 
• beam dynamics issues such as coherent synchrotron radiation that arise for short electron bunches 
• feedback systems to suppress multibunch beam breakup instabilities 
• control of the electron beam halo 
• positional stability of the e-beam for all beamlines 
• safety systems to detect and prevent beam loss 

 
A thorough investigation and resolution of these key R&D issues is required before the conceptual design 
of a high energy (E ~ 3 to 6 GeV), high average current (I ~ 100 mA or more) ERL user facility can be 
initiated and its eventual construction and operation assured of success. 

While there are some promising indications that these challenges may one day be overcome, it is not 
unreasonable to expect that 10 years or more of R&D will be necessary before the feasibility of this 
approach can be ascertained. The need to dramatically upgrade the capabilities of the NSLS to serve the 
science needs outlined in Section 2 and the large northeastern research community is urgent. The 
opportunity cost of waiting until we know whether ERL technology will be feasible is prohibitive. A light 
source based on ERL technology does not meet the pressing needs outlined in this proposal. 
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3.2.3 Third Generation Storage Rings 
 
Third generation storage rings are distinguished by having many cells to obtain very low emittances 

and many straight sections to host insertion devices. Together these result in the ability to produce very 
high brightness photons. Since storage rings are based on mature technology they are an excellent basis 
for an early project start. At the same time, there have been continued advances in key technologies 
whereby an advanced design can exceed the performance of existing third generation storage rings 
substantially. In this section, we summarize the characteristics and performance of existing third 
generation storage rings throughout the world as well as that of those that are not yet operational but are 
either under construction or in an advanced development phase. 

Currently there are a total of about 50 synchrotron storage rings in operation around the world. Of 
these, 10 are currently operating as dedicated third generation light sources. Another 12 are either under 
construction or in varying stages of design. The key characteristics of these 22 machines are shown in 
Table 3.2.1. Only 3 are high energy machines: Spring-8 in Japan, APS in the U.S., and ESRF in Europe. 
To achieve high brightness, the high energy machines must have a large circumference, as shown in the 
table. This makes them quite expensive. The real forte of high energy machines is their ability to produce 
high brightness X-rays at energies above 20 keV. While there are a handful of problems that require such 
high energies, the majority of problems studied with synchrotron radiation do not. In addition, high 

Name E Circum Current Emittance Cells Lattice Full Year 
 [GeV] [m] [mA] [nm-rad] (i.e.,  Energy Commis- 
     Straights)  Injection sioned 
SPRING-8 8 1436 100 5.6 48 DBA Y/Booster 1997 
APS 7 1060 100 3.5 40 DBA Y/Booster 1995 
ESRF 6 844 200 3.8 32 DBA Y/Booster 1994 
PLS 2.5 281 180 12 12 TBA Y/Linac 1995 
ANKA 2.5 240 110 70 8 DBA N/µtron 2000 
SLS 2.4 240 400 5 12 TBA Y/Booster 2001 
ELETTRA 2-2.4 260 320 7 12 DBA N/Linac 1993 
NANO-HANA 2 102 300 70 8 DBA N/Booster 2004 
ALS 1.9 197 400 6.8 12 TBA N/Booster 1993 
BESSY-II 1.7-1.9 240 270 5.2 16 DBA  Y/Booster 1998 
 
SPEAR3 3 240 500 18 18 DBA Y/Booster 2004 
CLS 2.9 171 500 18 12 DBA Y/Booster 2003 
SOLEIL 2.85 354 500 3.1 16 + 8 DBA Y/Booster 2005 
DIAMOND 3 560 300 2.7 24 DBA Y/Booster 2006 
AUST. SYNCH. 3 216 200 8.6 14 DBA Y/Booster 2007 
LLS 2.5 252 250 8.5 12 TBA Y/Booster  ? 
SSRF 3.5 396 300 4.8 20 DBA Y/Booster  ? 
MAX-IV 3 285 500 1.2 12 7BA Y/? ? 
SESAME 2.5 120 400 27 16 DBA N/Booster 2008 
TLS-II 3 240 400 10 16 DBA N/Booster ? 
CANDLE 3 224 350 8.4 16 DBA Y/Booster ? 
INDUS-II 2.5 173 300 58 8 DBA N/Booster ? 
 
Table 3.2.1 Key characteristics of third generation light sources around the world. Top group: 
Existing dedicated machines which were commissioned after 1990, by decreasing order of electron 
energy. Bottom group: New machines at various stages of construction or development. If a 
commitment to build the machine has not yet been made, or the commissioning date is uncertain, year 
commissioned is shown as a question mark. 
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energy machines are not optimal for producing bright photons in the VUV and soft X-ray energy range. In 
light of these factors, it is generally viewed as sufficient that each of the major scientific continents have 
one high energy third generation light source and there are currently no plans anywhere to build another 
high energy machine. 

The 19 remaining machines in Table 3.2.1 are so-called medium energy machines, having energies 
ranging from 1.7 to 3.5 GeV. Brightness and flux are two of the most important figures of merit for a light 
source. The electron emittance is proportional to the square of the electron energy, making brightness 
inversely proportional to the fourth power of the electron energy. The total power of radiation from an 
undulator at any given photon energy is directly proportional to the current times the square of the 
electron energy and the power density is proportional to the current times the fourth power of the electron 
energy. Thus, lowering the storage ring energy can raise the brightness and increase the flux by permitting 
lower emittance and higher current. Countering this is the fact that the undulator photon energy is 
proportional to the electron energy squared and producing high energy photons from a medium energy 
storage ring requires shorter period undulators. However, there have been tremendous advances in 
undulator technology, leading to short period undulators capable of producing hard X-rays from medium 
electron energies. Even greater advances are expected in the near future with the development of 
superconducting undulators. As a result, medium energy third generation storage rings meet or exceed the 
performance of the high energy machines in the most desired energy range of 0.3 to 20 keV at a 
significantly lower cost. 

The most advanced medium energy machine under construction is the Diamond light source, 
scheduled to be commissioned in 2006. As indicated in Table 3.2.1, Diamond will have the lowest 
emittance (2.7 nm) of any existing storage ring when it begins operations in 2007. NSLS-II will go 
beyond this value to 1.5 nm. Of course, emittance is only one metric of storage ring performance. To most 
users, the brightness, flux, and stability are of more immediate relevance to the quality of science the 
facility can support. More detailed comparisons are made between the expected performance of NSLS-II 
and other facilities in Section 3.3. 
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3.3 NSLS-II: An Advanced Medium Energy Storage Ring 
 
It is clear from the above discussion that only a third generation storage ring can meet the urgent 

needs of the large user community who demand very high average brightness and flux in the VUV, soft, 
and hard X-ray energy regions, together with exquisite intensity, position, and energy stability, which are 
required to enable the scientific opportunities described in Section 2. The centerpiece of the new NSLS-II 
facility will be an advanced, highly optimized medium energy third generation storage ring. It will take 
advantage of the latest advances in storage ring technology, including superconducting undulators, top-off 
operation, superconducting RF cavities, and others, to achieve world-leading average brightness and flux 
in the target spectral region from 10 eV to 20 keV and set a new performance standard. It will be designed 
to be upgradeable to operation as an energy recovery linac for even greater performance, should that 
technology become feasible in the future. Relocating the present VUV/IR storage ring to the new facility 
to serve as a dedicated IR ring is a cost effective way to also provide world-leading high brightness in the 
important near- to far-IR spectral region. The IR ring will offer even better performance than the current 
VUV/IR ring in the IR region by operating in top-off mode using the first 800 meV of the same linac used 
to perform top-off injection of the X-ray ring. 

A detailed conceptual design of the new X-ray ring will be initiated upon approval of this proposal. 
However, we have already done sufficient analysis to determine the major elements of NSLS-II and its 
anticipated performance: 

 
• Ultrahigh brightness (~1021 ph/sec/0.1%bw/mm2/mrad2) 
• Ultrahigh flux (~1016 ph/sec/0.1%bw) 
• Electron energy of 3.0 GeV 
• Circumference in the range of 600 to 700 m 
• Ultra-low emittance (horizontal ~ 1 nm; vertical ~ 10 pm, which is diffraction limited at 1 Å) 
• Very high stored current of at least 500 mA 
• Top-off operation with a full energy injector 
• Superconducting small gap undulators for continuous tunability 
• Large number of insertion devices (> 20) 
• Potential to be upgraded in the future to operation as an energy recovery linac 
 
Obtaining this level of performance will be challenging. The design considerations and issues that 

must be overcome to meet these goals are discussed in detail in Section 3.4. Based on those 
considerations, we have done a preliminary conceptual and engineering design as well as a cost estimate 
for a 620 m circumference 3 GeV storage ring with a Triple Bend Achromat (TBA) lattice, 24-fold 
symmetry, and 7 m straight sections. The storage ring is housed in a building that allows room on the 
experimental floor for all beamlines to extend 60 m from the source to the end of the beamline. The shield 
wall is 25 m from the source, so a beamline length of 60 m was chosen to accommodate 1:1 imaging of 
the beam on the sample. While this is expected to be sufficient for the majority of cases, there may be a 
few special needs for extra long beamlines, for example for coherence experiments. As discussed in 
Section 3.6, the siting of the facility has been chosen to allow for longer beamlines to be built as 
extensions coming out of the building, as needed. 

Figure 3.3.1 shows a computer rendering of the exterior of the facility and Figure 3.3.2 shows a 
schematic drawing of major elements of the facility. Table 3.3.1 lists the initial parameters of the design. 
The injection system will be either a full energy linac or a full energy booster sufficient to operate the 
storage ring in top-off mode. Figures 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 show a full energy linac. The gross square feet 
associated with the various elements shown in Figure 3.3.2 are given in Table 3.3.2. Figure 3.4.5 later in 
the text shows an alternative booster injection system. The new facility will be situated directly across 
from the current NSLS building and the new Brookhaven Center for Functional Nanomaterials. 
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Figure 3.3.2 Schematic of NSLS-II facility, showing the full energy linac injection system (blue) injecting 
first the small IR ring and then the much larger X-ray ring, the beamlines (in green) and surrounding 
lab/office space. A cross-sectional view on the right shows, in order from left to right, the linac tunnel and 
klystron gallery, utility corridor, accelerator tunnel, experimental floor, and perimeter lab/office space. 

Linac Vault & Klystron Gallery 

Utility Corridor 

Accelerator Tunnel 

Experimental Floor 

Office/Lab Space 

Office Block 

IR Ring 

Figure 3.3.1 Computer rendering of the exterior of the NSLS-II storage ring. The main entrance is shown 
to the lower left, the RF gun chamber is to the lower right outside the ring, and the buildings housing the
klystron galleries for the linac injection system (which is itself below ground), are shown in the infield of
the ring. The small circular building in the infield is the IR ring, which shares the first portion of the same 
injection system used to top-off the X-ray ring. 
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The X-ray storage ring will more than double the number of insertion device beamlines to 21 
compared to the combined total of 9 once the remaining straights are built out on the current X-ray and 
VUV/IR ring (see Table 3.1.2) One straight section is reserved for injection and two are reserved for 
superconducting RF cavities and a third harmonic RF stretcher cavity. Most of the insertion devices will 
be superconducting undulators to provide fully tunable radiation from this medium energy ring. More 
information on insertion devices is given in Section 3.4.12. 

Fig. 3.3.3 gives the average brightness and flux of the insertion devices and bending magnets on the 
NSLS-II X-ray storage ring, and compares them to those on the present X-ray ring and VUV/IR ring. 
NSLS-II undulators will be more than 10,000 times brighter than the present brightest NSLS beamline, 
X25, in the hard X-ray region above ~ 3 keV. In the soft X-ray region from ~ 200 eV to ~ 3 keV, NSLS-II 
soft X-ray undulators will be 1,000 times brighter than the present brightest NSLS beamline, X1. And in 
the UV and VUV region from 10 to 200 eV, NSLS-II undulators will be 100-1,000 times brighter than the 
brightest VUV undulator, U5, on the present VUV/IR ring. The flux from the undulators will also 
increase substantially, especially in the soft and hard X-ray energy regions, where there will be ~ 20 times 
greater flux from ~ 200 eV to ~ 60 keV. The 24 bending magnet beamlines will have more than 100 times 
higher brightness and several times higher flux than the present NSLS bending magnet beamlines 
throughout the entire energy range from 10 eV to more than 60 keV. 

The brightness and flux of the NSLS-II X-ray storage ring will also be significantly greater than that 
of any other storage ring in the US or abroad. Figure 3.3.4 compares the brightness and flux of NSLS-II 
to that of other leading synchrotrons around the world, including the present Advanced Photon Source 
(APS), Advanced Light Source (ALS), and European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF). NSLS-II 
will be 10-100 times brighter than these facilities from ~ 2 keV to > 20 keV and from 10-1000 times 
brighter from 10 eV to 2 keV. The flux from NSLS-II undulators will be 1.5-100 times higher than from 
these other machines throughout the energy range from 10 eV to > 20 keV. 
 

 Building Area Area [SF] 
  First Floor Second Floor Total 
 Linac Vault & Klystron Gallery 12,493 6,068 18,561 
 Utility Corridor 14,578  14,578 
 Accelerator Tunnel 51,563  51,563 
 Experimental Floor 111,230  111,230 
 Office/Lab 64,173 64,173 128,346 
 Office Block 11,055 8,945 20,000 
 TOTAL 265,092 79,186 344,278 
 
Table 3.3.2 Gross square feet associated with conventional construction for NSLS-II. The different 
building areas are indicated in Figure 3.3.2. 

 NSLS-II Parameters 
 Circumference 620 m 
 Energy 3.0 GeV 
 Current 500 mA 
 Emittance (εx, εy) 1.5, 0.008 nm 
 Beam Size (σx, σy) 84.6, 4.3 µm 
 Beam Divergence (σx’, σy’) 18.2, 1.8 µrad 
 Pulse Length (rms) 11 psec 
 
Table 3.3.1 Main parameters for NSLS-II. 
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Figure 3.3.3 Average brightness (top) and flux (bottom) of insertion devices and bending magnets on 
NSLS-II (red) compared to the existing NSLS (black). U = Undulators, W = Wiggler, BM = Bending 
Magnet. The parameters of the NSLS-II undulators and wiggler are given in Section 3.4.12. 
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Figure 3.3.4 Average brightness (top) and flux (bottom) of insertion devices at NSLS-II compared to 
devices at APS, ALS, ESRF, and Diamond (which is expected to be operational in 2007). The
performance of proposed upgrades of APS [1] and ALS [1, 2] are also shown for comparison. The 
performance of NSLS-II will be world leading in both brightness and flux 
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Figure 3.3.6 Vertical, horizontal, and overall coherent fraction for photons emitted by 5 m long 
undulators at NSLS-II. This shows the nearly diffraction limited quality of the photons in the vertical, and
high coherence in the horizontal, at photon energies of ~ 10 keV and below. 
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Figure 3.3.5 Photon beam source sizes, Σx,y, and divergences, Σ ’x,y, for radiation emitted from a 5 m long 
undulator at NSLS-II compared to the natural, diffraction limited, photon source size, σr, and divergence, 
σ’r. This shows that the photon beam size and divergence will be essentially diffraction limited in the 
vertical, and have a high degree of coherence in the horizontal, at photon energies of ~ 10 keV and
below. 
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As discussed in Section 3.4.1, the very low emittance of the electron beam in the NSLS-II X-ray ring 
results in very small photon beam source sizes and divergences and a high degree of coherence of the 
radiated photons, especially in the vertical direction. These photon properties are crucial for many of the 
most challenging problems described in Section 2. Figure 3.3.5 shows the effective source size and 
divergence of photons emitted by a 5 m long undulator as a function of energy from 10 eV to 100 keV 
and Figure 3.3.6 shows the corresponding coherence fraction (defined in Section 3.4.1) in the vertical and 
horizontal directions, as well as the overall coherence fraction. These curves show that the radiation from 
NSLS-II will be essentially diffraction limited in the vertical direction below about 10 keV and have a 
high degree of transverse coherence in the horizontal direction. 

NSLS-II will continue to be world-leading in brightness and flux for many years after it begins 
operations in 2012. Among future machines listed Table 3.2.1, the Diamond facility is among the most 
advanced. As shown in Figure 3.3.4, NSLS-II will significantly surpass the performance of Diamond in 
both brightness and flux throughout the spectral range. In addition to future new machines, there may also 
be future upgrades of existing machines. Upgrades of both the APS [1] and the ALS [1, 2] have been 
proposed. The expected performance if those upgrades do take place is also shown in Figure 3.3.4. Again, 
NSLS-II significantly exceeds the performance of both the ALS and APS upgrades throughout the 
spectral range. Thus, we conclude that NSLS-II will continue to be a world-leading synchrotron in both 
brightness and flux for many years after it becomes operational. 

As mentioned above, the existing VUV/IR ring will be relocated to the new facility to serve as a 
dedicated IR ring and support science at near- to far-IR photon energies. The ring will be upgraded to 
have a 500 MHz RF system to enable it to share the NSLS-II injection system. The first 800 meV of the 
linac injector will serve as a full energy injector for the IR ring, allowing it to run in top-off mode with 
1000 mA stored current. This high stored current plus the very large opening angles (90 mrad2) possible 
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Figure 3.3.7 Calculated brightness for the NSLS-II IR ring at 1000 mA and a 90 x 90 mrad2 extraction 
aperture, compared to the brightness of an ideal diffraction limited source at 1000 mA. The NSLS-II IR 
ring will have world-leading brightness and be at or near the diffraction limit throughout the near- to 
far-IR spectral region. 
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on the IR ring will result in world leading brightness throughout the IR spectral region, as shown in 
Figures 3.3.7 and 3.3.8. The upgraded higher frequency RF system will also result in significantly shorter 
(10s of picoseconds) electron bunches than the current VUV/IR ring, benefiting the time-resolved 
spectroscopy program. The high RF frequency also creates exciting possibilities for producing super-
radiant THz radiation [3], which will be explored further during development of the Conceptual Design. 
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Figure 3.3.8 Photon flux in the infrared of the NSLS-II IR ring compared with typical 3rd generation 
synchrotron sources. The high stored current and large opening angles (90 mrad2) possible on the NSLS-
II IR ring result in world leading IR flux and brightness. 
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3.4 Design Considerations and Challenges 
 
The main figures of merit for NSLS-II and their primary determinant factors are: 
 
• High Brightness: Current, number of undulator periods, electron beam emittance 
• High Flux: Current, number of undulator periods 
• Photon Spectrum: Electron energy, period of undulators 
• Beam Quality: Position, energy, and intensity stability, reliability, Mean Time Between Failures 
 
To maximize these figures of merit, NSLS-II should have the highest possible stored current, long 

straight sections for a large number of undulator periods, the lowest possible electron emittance, and well 
chosen electron energy, while at the same time achieving record setting stability and reliability at a 
reasonable cost. These are the same requirements confronted in the design of any modern synchrotron and 
as we discuss, many of them are contradictory. By taking advantage of the experience of current 
synchrotrons and also of recent and forthcoming technological advances, we believe that NSLS-II will 
out-perform any other medium energy synchrotron. In this section, the design considerations, initial 
choices, and future challenges encountered in achieving these ambitious goals are discussed in detail. 

 
3.4.1 Introduction 

 
We begin by reviewing the factors that determine the brightness from undulator insertion device 

sources in an electron storage ring. When an electron traverses an undulator insertion device in the z 
direction, with a periodic magnetic field u uB B cos(k z) y=  in the y direction, it undulates in the 
horizontal plane (x direction) as shown in Figure 3.4.1. The undulator is characterized by its period, λu, 
and its strength parameter, u uK (eB ) /(2 mc)≡ λ π . 

The accelerated electron emits radiation at odd harmonics of the fundamental undulator period but 
reduced in wavelength by the relativistic factor of 2γ2 , where γ = 1957 E [GeV]. The wavelength of 
radiation emitted in the forward direction is 

 

( )2u
n 2 1 K / 2

2n
λ

λ = +
γ

,      n = 1, 3, 5, …, 

 
The central cone flux of the radiated photons, Φ, is proportional to the number of periods of the 

undulator, Nu, and the stored electron current, I, 
 
Φ ~ NuI 

 
The on axis brightness (sometimes also referred to as brilliance), B, of the radiated photons is defined 

Figure 3.4.1 Schematic illustration of an electron radiating in an undulator.

Uλ  

↑ U UB cos(k z)  
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as Φ divided by the phase space area of the source, which is determined by the horizontal and vertical 
photon beam source sizes, x,yΣ , and divergences, x,y′Σ , 
 

2
x x y y

B
4

Φ
=

′ ′π Σ Σ Σ Σ
 

 
Both the electron beam source sizes, x,yσ , and divergences, x,y′σ , as well as the natural (diffraction 

limited) photon source size, rσ , and divergence, r′σ , for photons emitted by an undulator of length L 
contribute to x,yΣ  and x,y′Σ , 
 

2 2
x,y x,y rΣ ≡ σ + σ    2 2

x,y x,y r′ ′ ′Σ ≡ σ + σ  

 
where 
 

2 2
x x x xεσ = ε β + σ η    2 2

x x x xε′ ′σ = ε γ + σ η , 
 

y y yσ = ε β     y y y′σ = ε γ , 

 

r 2L /(4 )σ = λ π     r / 2L′σ = λ , 
 

Here 2
x,y x,y x,y(1 ) /γ ≡ + α β , x,y x,y / 2′α ≡ −β , x /(1 )ε ≡ ε + χ , y /(1 )ε ≡ χε + χ , and β, χ, σE and ηx,y are 

the betatron functions, vertical emittance coupling, electron energy spread, and energy dispersion factors, 
respectively. 

The peak brightness is simply the brightness per pulse, 
 

p
BB
f  

=
τ

 

 
where f is the number of electron bunches per second and τ = 2.35στ is the FHWM pulse length (στ is the 
rms pulse length). 

Another important figure of merit is the flux of photons that are transversely coherent, Φc. This is 
given by 

 
2

c B
2
λ⎛ ⎞Φ = ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 

 
The fraction of photons that are transversely coherent, Fc, is given by 
 

( )

2
c

c 2 ' '
x x y y

F
4

Φ λ
= =

Φ π Σ Σ Σ Σ
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Since x,yΣ  and '
x,yΣ  include the contributions of the electron and the photon emittances, the coherent 

fraction, Fc, only approaches unity when the electron emittance is much smaller than the photon 
emittance. 

The design of the magnetic lattice of the storage ring determines ε, α, β, χ, σE and ηx,y. Since the goal 
in designing NSLS-II is to produce high brightness photon beams, we want to make the electron 
emittance, ε, be small compared to the natural photon emittance, εr = σrσr’ = λ/(4π). Thus, for diffraction 
limited X-rays at an energy of 12 keV (λ ~ 1 Å), the electron emittance, ε, should be ~ 8 picometer. 

The very low horizontal emittance of NSLS-II of ~ 1.5 nm, together with vertical emittance coupling, 
χ, of 0.5%, means that the vertical emittance will, in fact, be ~ 8 picometer. Thus, the radiation in the 
vertical direction should be essentially diffraction limited below ~ 12 keV, which is indeed the case, as 
shown in Figures 3.3.5 and 3.3.6. 

 
3.4.2 Lattice 

 
The equilibrium emittance in an electron storage ring results from a balance between the quantum 

excitation of the electron beam during the emission of radiation in the dipole magnets and the damping of 
these oscillations by the acceleration in the RF system. For a ring made up of isomagnetic dipole magnets, 
the horizontal emittance, ε, of the electron beam can be written as 

 
2 3

d

xJ
γ θ

ε = F , 

 
where F  depends on the choice of lattice and how it is tuned, and θd and Jx are the bend angle of the 
dipole magnets and the horizontal damping partition function, respectively. The dependence on γ2 shows 
why it is harder to make a low emittance storage ring as the electron energy increases. 

The basic approach to constructing a low emittance light source is thus to use a large number of short 
magnets (small θd), make a wise choice of the lattice type and tuning to minimize F , and increase the 
value of Jx with combined function dipoles if needed (in which case Jx increases from 1 to 2). In general, a 
light source lattice is constructed from ‘basic cells’, containing dipoles, quadrupoles and sextupoles, 
which are usually bounded by dispersion free drift spaces for insertion devices. Since θd decreases as the 
number of cells and the number of magnets per cell increases, the emittance is minimized by having a 
large number of cells and a large number of bends per cell. This tends to increase the circumference of the 
storage ring, which makes the cost increase. The dependence on γ2 means this is even more necessary for 
a high energy storage ring and explains why SPRING-8, APS, and ESRF all have the largest 
circumferences in Table 3.2.1. 

This also explains why it is not possible to obtain the required gains in performance simply by 
rebuilding the existing NSLS storage ring. Even if this were done (which would require a two to three 
year shutdown), it is constrained by its small (170 m) circumference to have too few cells and too few 
straight sections for insertion devices so that the gains would be minimal. 

In our pre-conceptual design work, we have considered a 24 cell Triple Bend Achromat (TBA) with 7 
m long straight sections. This is a relatively large number of cells compared to other recent synchrotrons, 
(see Table 3.2.1). The only exceptions are Diamond, which also has 24 cells, and the higher energy rings, 
SPRING-8, APS, and ESRF. Twenty-four cells is chosen to give us a smaller emittance and is also 
considered to be the minimum number of straight sections (i.e., insertion devices) required to serve the 
needs of the broad range of scientific problems described in Section 2. 

A TBA lattice is chosen for three reasons. First, it gives us more magnets per cell, which, while 
slightly more expensive, gives us a smaller emittance for a given circumference. This is again in contrast 
to the choice most synchrotrons have made, which is to employ a Double Bend Achromat (DBA) lattice 
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(see Table 3.2.1). The exceptions are the Pohang Light Source (PLS), the Swiss Light Source (SLS), the 
Advanced Light Source (ALS), and the proposed Synchrotron Light Laboratory at Barcelona (LLS). All 
of these are relatively small circumference machines that have a relatively low emittance for their number 
of cells and circumference. Second, it provides the ability to tune the momentum compaction while still 
maintaining zero dispersion (η = 0) in the straight sections. This is a key requirement to preserve the 
ability to upgrade NSLS-II to operate in an ERL mode in the future (see Section 3.5.2). Third, it is much 
easier to add so-called ‘SuperBends’ to a TBA lattice. This is under consideration as an additional means 
of providing high energy photons from superconducting bending magnets. 

The last of the basic defining parameters, the straight section length, is chosen to be a relatively long 
7 m to permit long undulators (large number of periods and hence higher brightness) and to meet the 
needs of injecting into the ring (see Section 3.4.10). 

Altogether, these basic design parameters determine the overall storage ring circumference, which, at 
620 m, will be the largest medium energy storage ring in the world (see Table 3.2.1). 

There are many challenges to be overcome in actually realizing such an ultra-low emittance storage 
ring. Achieving low emittance requires segmenting the ring into many cells with short dipoles 
interspersed with lots of strong quadrupoles to focus the electron beam. The strong quadrupoles 
contribute strong chromatic aberrations that must be corrected with nonlinear sextupole magnets and the 
short dipoles result in small dispersion so the sextupoles must be very strong and this makes the lattice 

 
 Lattice Type TBA 
 Circumference [m] 620.4 
 Superperiods 24 
 Straight Section Length [m] 7 
 Energy [GeV] 3 
 Horizontal Emittance, εx [nm] 1.54 
 Vertical Emittance, εy [nm] 0.008 
 Emittance coupling, χ 0.5% 
 Momentum Compaction, α 0.0000815 
 Dipole Radius, ρ [m] 7.64 
 Bending Magnet Critical Energy [eV] 7840.6 
 Field Index 21.5 
 Betatron Tunes Qx, Qy 37.3 , 17.25 
 Uncorrected Chromaticity, ξx, ξy -108.8 , -31.6 
 ID Beta Functions, βx, βy [m] 4.65 , 2.37 
 Damping Partition Functions, Jx, Je 1.044 , 1.956 
 Energy Loss in Dipoles Uo [MeV/turn] 0.938 
 Vrf [MV] 1.55 
 RF Frequency [MHz] 500 
 RF Acceptance, εRF [%] 3 
 Current [mA] 500 
 Revolution frequency [kHz] 483.9 
 Orbit Time [µsec] 2.07 
 Maximum number of RF buckets 1035 
 Filled RF buckets (2/3 filling) 690 
 Single Bunch Current (2/3 filling) [mA] 0.72 
 Single Bunch Charge (2/3 filling) [nC] 1.48 
 Bunch length, σ [mm, ps] 3.3, 11 
 Natural Energy Spread [%] 0.094 
 
Table 3.4.1 Initial TBA lattice parameters for NSLS-II. 
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highly nonlinear. The resulting stable phase space available to inject the electrons into the machine and to 
maintain a good lifetime is compromised (i.e., the dynamic aperture is reduced). 

Achieving this leads to small beams (and hence a need for high beam stability), low dynamic and 
physical aperture and low lifetime (and hence the need for a low emittance, high rep rate injector), and 
potential collective effects and instabilities (and hence sophisticated feedback systems to cope with them). 
In addition, all of this must be achieved at a reasonable cost. 

The parameters for our preliminary design of the lattice are listed in Table 3.4.1 and Figure 3.4.2 
displays the betatron and dispersion functions for one superperiod. Analysis is underway to determine the 
optimal sextupole placement to maximize the dynamic aperture. Three families of sextupoles located 
inside the achromats are being used to correct the chromaticity and two or more families are located 
outside the achromat to improve the dynamic aperture, betatron tune shift with amplitude and nonlinear 
chromaticity. State of the art lattice and tracking tools such as OPA, TRACY, ACCELERATOR 
TOOLBOX and FREQUENCY MAP ANALYSIS are being employed. 

The complex task of nonlinear optimization of the storage ring lattice is in its very early stages and 
much work remains to be done during the development of the full conceptual design. Future tasks include 
determining optimum betatron tunes and straight section betatron functions; determining the optimum 
number of sextupole families and locations; considering lattices with reduced superperiodicity to 
incorporate different straight sections; performing dynamic aperture tracking, including the effects of 
magnet errors and insertion devices; optimization of the off energy behavior of the lattice to ensure a 
good Touschek lifetime and injection efficiency. 

At the present stage of the machine design all of the straight sections are taken to be of equal length at 
7 meters to maximize the superperiodicity and thereby optimize the dynamic aperture of the ring. As the 
machine design evolves we envision reducing the periodicity of the ring and incorporating perhaps four 
longer straight sections ~ 20 m in length. These would allow for a more optimum injection straight as 
well as accommodate very long large gap devices used for soft X-ray or VUV production. Longer 
straights would also facilitate the possible future conversion of the ring to an energy recovery linac mode 
of operation. Depending on the desired gap of the insertion device in the long straight section it may be 
necessary to segment the undulators with quadrupoles in between sections to control the growth of the 

Figure 3.4.2 Betatron and dispersion functions for one superperiod of the TBA lattice for NSLS-II. 
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betatron functions. These issues will be explored further during development of the full conceptual 
design. 

 
3.4.2.1 Lattice Magnets 

 
In designing the lattice magnets several advantageous features will be utilized. Since the ring energy 

is fixed, the magnetic field will not be ramped with beam stored, so solid, rather than laminated, low-
carbon steel may be used for the yokes. Attention will need to be paid to homogeneity and magnetic field 
uniformity of the steel. The dipoles will be open on the outside of the ring to allow synchrotron radiation 
from the dipoles to be brought out tangentially and so can have C-frame yokes. The quadrupoles and 
sextupoles may also be split into C-frames (dipoles into halves, sextupoles into thirds). Design studies 
will be conducted to optimize the magnet designs from the standpoint of magnetic, mechanical, thermal, 
and assembly considerations. The long and short dipoles can use a gradient design to provide a modest 
amount of vertical focusing by a radial taper in the magnet gap. Angled vertical magnet faces can also be 
used to provide horizontal focusing. 

During development of the full conceptual design, we also plan to explore the following three design 
alternatives for the lattice magnets: conventional discrete electromagnets, integrated common-yoke 
magnet assemblies, and permanent magnet-driver dipoles. 

The ring magnets may be realized with conventional, iron-core, water-cooled electromagnets. The 
required dipole fields, dipole gradients, quadrupole gradients, and sextupole fields are all readily 
achievable. The vertical stay-clear apertures, and therefore the magnet gaps, are about 40% smaller than 
in the present NSLS, so the required ampere-turns will be less and the resulting magnets will be more 
compact. 

Several magnets may be integrated into a single, monolithic unit by machining mirror-image upper 
and lower yoke halves, each with poles for several magnets. For example, a sector unit may consist of a 
dipole flanked by a pair of sextupoles and quadrupoles. Channels are cut around each pole for coils, leads 
and cooling lines. The yoke halves are also machined to accept a sector vacuum chamber. The two halves 
are then bolted together to form a self-supporting unit. One important advantage of this approach is that 
the magnets in the assembly are aligned relative to each other with CNC precision. Such an approach was 
used in the MAX-III ring in Lund, Sweden. 

For fixed energy operation, permanent magnet (PM) driven dipoles offer an attractive energy-saving 
option. Trim coils would be incorporated for fine-tuning the field and even for varying machine energy 
over a limited range. Magnetic modeling of a gradient dipole using NdFeB has shown this approach to be 
feasible. A large volume of PM material would be required, so the initial cost is higher than for a 
conventional electromagnet. Assembly of magnets with large PM blocks is also more difficult because of 
the large magnetic forces that must be dealt with. However, life-cycle cost, factoring in the rising cost of 
electricity on Long Island, may make this option worth serious consideration.  

 
3.4.3 Stored Current 

 
The design goal for NSLS-II is a stored current of 500 mA to provide very high flux. There are 

several issues that arise as the stored current is increased. First, the heatload on vacuum chambers, 
absorbers, and beamlines increases. The heatload on accelerator components is considered in Section 
3.4.8 and on beamline optics in Section 4.1. A second set of effects that become significant with increased 
stored current are various collective effects such as coupled and single bunch instabilities. These can lead 
to longitudinal oscillations (resulting in increased energy spread) and transverse oscillations (giving an 
increased effective emittance). Coupled bunch instabilities are discussed in detail in Section 3.4.5.1. We 
anticipate taking several steps to combat coupled bunch instabilities, including employing 
superconducting RF cavities, adding a harmonic cavity, and employing sophisticated feedback systems. 
RF systems are discussed Section 3.4.9 and feedback systems are discussed in Section 3.4.11. 
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At this point, we are confident we can achieve 500 mA. Further investigation during the conceptual 
design phase will be pursued to determine whether we can exceed this value. 

 
3.4.4 X-ray Pulse Length 
 

The natural electron, and therefore X-ray, pulse length for the current design of NSLS-II is expected 
to be only 11 psec (rms). This is shorter than any other storage ring and will be well suited to the range of 
timing experiments described in Section 2. However, as discussed below, these very short pulses 
combined with the high average current of NSLS-II result in very high peak currents per bunch. This has 
several negative consequences, including lower collective effect instability thresholds, shorter stored 
electron beam lifetimes, and increased heating of insertion devices. 

Since the percentage of experiments that require such short pulses is expected to be relatively small, 
we currently envision running NSLS-II in two different operating modes. In fast timing mode, NSLS-II 
would be operated with the short pulses. However, in the normal operations mode that is expected to be 
the dominant operating mode, a passively powered third harmonic RF system (described in Section 
3.4.9.1) would be used to stretch the electron bunch length. With this system, we expect the bunch length 
to roughly triple, resulting in an electron bunch length (and X-ray pulse time) of 33 psec (rms), which, 
while still quite short, greatly alleviates the effects mentioned above. 

 
3.4.5 Collective Effects 

 
NSLS-II will operate with electron bunches having both very low emittance and large charge per 

bunch. The bunches interact with themselves and with each other, coupled by the impedance of the 
vacuum chamber and other storage ring components, higher order modes (HOMs) of the RF cavities, 
coulomb scattering, and residual gas ions. This gives rise to various collective effects that can limit the 
stored current due to instabilities, reduce the lifetime of the stored current, and lead to energy spread or 
emittance blowup. The NSLS-II design parameters are aggressive and the design is especially challenging 
in this regard. In addition, NSLS-II will employ a large number of small gap undulators that significantly 
contribute to, and for the vertical plane even dominate, the impedance seen by the electron beam. Finally, 
since the electron energy of NSLS-II is intermediate at 3 GeV, it provides high brightness hard X-rays by 
utilizing the higher harmonics of the undulator radiation. This limits the allowable energy spread growth 
of the electron beam. 

The collective effects are driven by interaction of the bunch with the electromagnetic field supported 
by the ring components, which is modeled as an impedance seen by the beam. As we develop the full 
conceptual and engineering design of the storage ring and its components, the full impedance will be 
calculated and the collective effects will be analyzed in detail. This process is typically iterative, whereby 
some of the components will be modified to reduce their contribution to the impedance and therefore raise 
the thresholds for various instabilities. 

Here we present conclusions from our preliminary analysis of the collective effects based on 
estimates of the largest contributions to the impedance and the worst case situation corresponding to the 
higher peak currents encountered in fast timing mode. 
 
3.4.5.1 Coupled Bunch Instabilities 

 
Coupled bunch instabilities can be driven by the resistive wall impedance of MGUs and the rest of the 

vacuum chamber. The corresponding instability thresholds have been calculated analytically using some 
simplifying assumptions, such as infinite thickness of the vacuum chamber wall. If the MGUs are 
operated at room temperature, the shortest growth time of the longitudinal coupled-bunch modes is ~ 50 
seconds and even longer if the MGUs are operated at 4.2 K. This is far greater than the damping time and 
therefore unimportant. 
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In the transverse case, the situation is quite different. This is primarily due to the MGU transverse 
impedance, which scales as 1/a3, where 2a is the MGU gap and can be as small as 5 mm. If the MGUs are 
operated at room temperature or 4.2 K, the instability growth time is found to be 0.25 ms or 2.9 ms, 
respectively. Both of these are shorter than the damping time, indicating that the transverse resistive wall 
instability may have to be stabilized by dedicated transverse feedback dampers. 

Coupled bunch instabilities can also be driven by HOMs of the RF cavities. The instability thresholds 
due to longitudinal and transverse HOMs of several RF cavity designs have been estimated with 
simplified expressions and compared with growth rates calculated by ZAP. The PEP-II normal 
conducting cavities, and the KEK-B, CESR and SOLEIL superconducting cavities have been analyzed for 
longitudinal stability and the KEK-B superconducting cavity has been analyzed for transverse stability. 

The results show that all of the cavities result in longitudinal coupled bunch instability threshold 
currents above the NSLS-II design values. The worst case is for the PEP-II cavity, where the HOM 
impedance is quite close to the threshold and some care is needed to ensure that the modes are stagger-
tuned among the up to three cavities NSLS-II, which is easily satisfied. We conclude that any of the 
cavities appear to satisfy the requirements, although the superconducting cavities have a factor of 5-10 
margin over normal conducting cavities.  

Similarly, for the transverse coupled bunch instability the growth time of ~34 ms is about three times 
higher than the transverse damping time and so the KEK-B superconducting cavity does not cause 
transverse coupled bunch instability for up to 2 cavities in the ring. In the case that three cavities are 
required, the modes are of such low Q that it is no longer possible to stagger tune the HOM's and a 
feedback system may have to be added to damp this instability. In principle this could be the same system 
as the one that damps the resistive wall driven instability described above. 

In summary, by utilizing feedback damping systems and superconducting RF cavities, coupled bunch 
instabilities are not expected to present any difficulties for NSLS-II operating in fast timing mode. When 
operated in normal mode with the harmonic cavities, the reduced peak current (as well as Landau 
damping from the harmonic cavities) is likely to make the feedback damping system unnecessary. 

 
3.4.5.2. Single Bunch Instabilities 

 
Single bunch instabilities can be driven by the broad band impedance of the vacuum chamber. 

Typically, this comes from many elements, including Beam Position Monitors (BPMs), scrapers, vacuum 
slots, various transitions, etc. Analyses to date have been based on scaling this impedance from other 
rings using simplified models. For example, measurement data from the current NSLS VUV/IR ring is 
well described by a Q = 1 broad-band resonator model with resonance frequency fBB = 1.8 GHz, and 
Rshunt/n ~ 1 Ohm, where Rshunt is the shunt impedance. Scaling this with the effective vacuum chamber 
radius gives, for the NSLS-II ring, fBB = 2.9 GHz, and Rshunt/n ~ 1.6 Ohms. 

In the case of NSLS-II with many MGUs, small gap transitions are expected to dominate the 
transverse impedance in the vertical plane. It has also been confirmed by recent NSLS measurements that 
the geometric contribution greatly exceeds the contribution from the resistive wall. In the limit of low 
frequencies, the transverse impedance of a linear taper is essentially inductive and scales quadratically 
with the tapering angle. To be in this regime, however, the taper should be long, Ltaper >> h a / σz, where h 
is the nominal vacuum chamber height, σz is the bunch length, and a small transverse aspect ratio is 
assumed for simplicity. Estimates for the parameters of NSLS-II result in a minimum taper length of 
about 15 cm, however longer tapers should be planned to lower the magnitude of the impedance. Design 
of a tapered variable gap chamber will be more complex. To develop these designs, we intend to embark 
on an R&D program that includes wake-field calculations with 3D EM field solvers, bench measurements 
of impedance for a prototype chamber, as well as detailed analysis of single bunch transverse instability 
thresholds. 

We have also made preliminary estimates of the longitudinal instability threshold. Estimates in the 
mode coupling regime, λwake/σz >> 1, indicate that the above estimated impedance gives a current 
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instability threshold that is rather close to the NSLS-II single bunch current. Note, however, that the 
NSLS VUV/IR vacuum chambers were constructed without detailed impedance considerations, and it is 
expected that the NSLS-II impedance values will be lower by an order of magnitude or more.  

In the microwave instability regime, λwake/σz << 1, the well-known Boussard criterion for the onset of 
the microwave (MW) instability indicates that the broad-band impedance, |Zn/n|, must be less than ~ 0.1 
Ohms. It is widely believed that such impedance values are achievable. For example, detailed calculations 
of the damping ring impedance of the Next Linear Collider produce |Zn/n| numbers an order of magnitude 
lower [1]. Also, it is important to note that the longitudinal impedance is not expected to be affected much 
by the MGUs. Furthermore, if the impedance is purely inductive rather than resistive, the beam is stable 
for all currents. In principle, CSR impedance might also contribute to the MW instability. However, our 
preliminary estimates for the CSR induced instability at NSLS-II indicate a relatively high threshold, so 
this is not a problem. 

In summary, by careful control of the taper of the MGU transitions and the broadband impedance of 
the NSLS-II storage ring components, single bunch instabilities should not present any difficulties for 
NSLS-II operating in either fast timing mode or in normal mode. 

 
3.4.5.3 Intra-Beam Scattering  

 
While strictly speaking not a collective effect, intra-beam scattering (IBS) is often considered 

together with collective effects. IBS may degrade beam quality since it generally results in six-
dimensional phase-space growth of the beam. The magnitude of the effect is proportional to the particle 
phase-space density and scales inversely with the square of beam energy. We have done SAD simulations 
that indicate that the maximum relative blow-up is only a few percent at 1.5 mA single bunch current, 
which is about twice the nominal single bunch current for standard multi-bunch operation. This and other 
considerations give us reasonable confidence that IBS should not be a factor for NSLS-II operating in fast 
timing mode and even less so for normal mode operations. However, IBS may become important for 
some very specialized modes of operation, such as very high single bunch charge.  

 
3.4.5.4 Ion-related Instabilities 

 
Finally, we note that there also exists yet another class of instabilities due to the interaction of beam 

electrons with ions and low energy electrons in the vacuum chamber, which are produced by various 
mechanisms. Although these instabilities have not been considered to date, they will be analyzed in detail 
during conceptual design. This is especially important for MGU locations, where the small transverse 
beam size may drive ion-related instabilities and providing adequate pumping in a long small gap presents 
a challenge.  

 
3.4.6 Effects of Insertion Devices 
 

The impact of individual undulators on the electron beam properties can usually be ignored. However 
with as many as 20 small gap undulators installed in the ring the impact on the electron beam needs to be 
considered. We have estimated the impact assuming the worst case of maximum K, and hence maximum 
magnetic field, B. The undulators considered are the superconducting undulators U14 (λ = 14 mm, Kmax = 
2.24, length = 5 m) described in section 3.4.12. We find that the energy losses will be easily handled by 
the RF system since even with 20 U14 undulators operating at Kmax, the loss is only 66 % of the dipole 
loss. 

A second potential impact is a change in the electron emittance. This is always to lower values and is 
related to the ratio of [ρdipole/ρundulator] as well as the integral of the dispersion emittance over the undulator. 
For the U14, this ratio is ~ 1.25. While the emittance reduction is small per undulator (~ 1 to 2 %), 20 
undulators could result in a significant reduction of ~ 40%. This has the potential to drive the emittance 
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below 1 nm for even higher brightness. The energy spread is also related to this ratio and therefore a small 
increase may occur for 20 U14 undulators all operating at Kmax, but this is not expected to be significant. 

Finally, the tune shifts are quite small and shouldn’t be a problem even with 20 U14 undulators. 
However, if they are all operating at Kmax some tune correction may be required with the quadrupoles.  

 
3.4.7 Electron Beam Lifetime 

 
Electron losses due to finite energy acceptance or limited transverse dynamic or physical apertures 

contribute to limit the lifetime of the stored electron beam. We consider these in turn to arrive at the 
expected overall lifetime for NSLS-II. 

 
3.4.7.1 Quantum Lifetime  
 

Photon emission by synchrotron radiation generates electron energy spread, with rms value σε. This 
results in the so-called quantum lifetime, τq, which is given by 
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where τε is the energy damping time and 2 22RF εξ ε σ≡  is the scaled RF energy acceptance, RFε . Similar 
expressions, with corresponding damping times and limiting half apertures, hold for the transverse 
dimensions. Unless the apertures are extremely small (<10 times the beam size) the quantum lifetime is 
essentially infinite. Since for NSLS-II, both the RF acceptance and the transverse limiting apertures will 
significantly exceed the beam dimensions the quantum lifetime can be ignored.  
 
3.4.7.2 Gas-Scattering Lifetimes 
 

The gas scattering lifetime due to elastic collisions between the stored electrons and gas nuclei is 
given by 
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where n and Z are the nuclei concentration and charge respectively, and a and b are the horizontal and 
vertical stay clear apertures. In case of NSLS-II, the vertical acceptance (defined as the minimum value of 
b2/βy over the circumference) is limited by the MGUs. Since it is expected to be significantly smaller than 
the horizontal acceptance we will consider the vertical contribution to the lifetime only. For the TBA 
lattice and 2 m long, 5 mm full gap NSLS-II MGUs, the vertical acceptance is 2.24 µm-rad. Calculating n 
from the usual conservative assumption of 1 nTorr N2-equivalent pressure gives the elastic gas-scattering 
lifetime of 61scatτ ≈  hours. 
 It should be noted that the largest acceptance is reached when the beta function in the center of 
the straight, β*, equals half the length of the insertion device (ID). Therefore, for given ID length, the gas 
scattering lifetime could be lowered further by reducing the vertical beta function. Alternatively, for the 
present lattice with β* = 2.37 m IDs of up to ~5 m in length (again assuming 5 mm full gap ) could be 
used without compromising gas-scattering lifetime. 
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Bremsstrahlung on nuclei of residual gas, or inelastic gas scattering, may lead to particle loss when 
the momentum of the scattered electron is outside the limiting momentum aperture εmax. The 
corresponding lifetime can be written as 
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In principle, either physical aperture, dynamical aperture, or the RF bucket height may set the momentum 
aperture. The bremsstrahlung lifetime, when calculated for 1 nTorr N2-equivalent pressure and a 3% 
limiting momentum aperture, is 72bremτ ≈  hours. 

As discussed in Section 3.4.12.4, the present superconducting MGU concept assumes cold-bore 
devices operating at liquid He temperatures with cold surfaces directly facing ring vacuum. Inside the 
superconducting MGU chamber the above assumption of 1 nTorr N2-equivalent pressure is irrelevant, 
since most gas species (including N2) will likely cryopump to much lower pressures. This however, does 
not apply to He itself, which in principle may contaminate the ring vacuum inside the superconducting 
MGU chamber. He is hard to remove and even with state-of-the art vacuum technology one should expect 
the residual pressure to remain in the 10-8-10-7 Torr range. Assuming the most pessimistic pressure of 10-7 
Torr He-equivalent, the gas scattering lifetime estimates given above would be lower by a factor of ~4. 
However, this reduction hardly changes the overall gas scattering lifetime, since the superconducting 
MGUs occupy only a small fraction of the ring circumference. Therefore, for practical purposes, the 
effect of the superconducting MGUs on the gas scattering lifetimes can be ignored and the estimates 
above based on 1 nTorr N2-equivalent pressure estimates can be used. 
 
3.4.7.3 Touschek Lifetime 
 

Coulomb scattering of charged particles in a stored beam causes an exchange of energy between the 
transverse and longitudinal oscillations. The Touschek effect is the transformation of a small transverse 
momentum into a large longitudinal momentum due to scattering and can lead to loss of particles that fall 
outside the momentum limiting aperture. Unlike gas scattering, the time dependence of the number of 
stored particles is not exponential but is rather described by 
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Here, τtous_1/2 is the so-called Touschek half-life. For short time intervals, such as the ones that occur 
between top-off injection pulses, the inverse half-life directly gives the slope of Nb(t). Alternatively, for 
longer time periods, when Nb(t) can no longer be considered linear, its time dependence can be 
approximated by an exponential with lifetime τtous = τtous_1/2/ln(2) ≈  τtous_1/2/0.693. This regime is less 
relevant for NSLS-II, and therefore we will use τtous_1/2 to estimate particle losses. 

The Touschek lifetime for NSLS-II was calculated with three different codes, SAD, ZAP, and MAD, 
which showed good agreement. So far, no physical or dynamic apertures have been explicitly put in. The 
lifetime versus RF bucket height for 500 mA current and 3 GeV ring energy is shown in Figure 3.4.3 
(top). The Touschek half-life also has a strong dependence on ring energy, as shown in Figure 3.4.3 
(bottom) assuming 3% RF bucket height and 500 mA total current. At 3 GeV, τtous_1/2 = 2.4 hours; it 
quickly grows at higher energies. 

The Touschek lifetimes estimated above are for NSLS-II operating in fast timing mode (see Section 
3.4.4). Since the Touschek lifetime is proportional to the bunch length, it is expected to triple to around 
7.2 hours in the normal operating mode. 
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Finally, we note that these lifetime estimates are preliminary as several mechanisms may substantially 
modify the Touschek numbers above. These will be studied further during the full conceptual design for 
NSLS-II. Specifically, the momentum acceptance may be limited due to dynamic aperture (which is 
momentum dependent and has to be calculated for large momentum deviations), non-linear momentum 
compaction, synchrotron oscillations (which reduce the dynamic aperture due to higher order 
chromaticity), magnet alignment errors (which affect the emittance coupling), and small gaps of the 
MGUs (due to coupling, Touschek scattered particles in the beam halo may get lost on vertical apertures). 
In the future, particle tracking with some or all of the above will be performed with the full lattice, 
magnet errors, and physical apertures. 
 
3.4.7.4 Total Lifetime 
 

While all the mechanisms considered so far contribute to the overall lifetime, the Touschek losses are 
clearly the dominate ones for NSLS-II. In fact, adding all the contributions considered so far, and 
assuming 3% limiting momentum acceptance, gives an overall lifetime when operating in fast timing 
mode of 2.2 hours or, using τtous rather than τtous_1/2, of 3.1 hours for longer time-scales. In the normal 
mode of operations, the overall lifetime will be 5.9 and 7.9 hours for short and long time-scales, 
respectively. Since the overall lifetime is very close to the Touschek-only number, longer IDs should be 
possible without significantly impacting the overall lifetime.  

 
3.4.8 Heat Loads 

 
To achieve its aggressive brightness and flux goals, NSLS-II will utilize high stored current and long 

small-gap undulators. This can result in a substantial heat load on accelerator components from a number 
of mechanisms, including both incoherent and coherent synchrotron radiation from the bending magnet 
dipoles and undulators, ‘geometric wake heat’, image current (also known as resistive wall, or Ohmic) 
heating, and others. These will be carefully taken into consideration during the engineering design stage 
once the ring components become better defined. 

At the present time, we have considered only one component, specifically the superconducting 
undulator chamber, as this component is one of the most challenging in terms of handling the heat load. 
Present superconducting undulator design (see Section 3.4.12.4) includes a Cu-coated inner chamber 
cooled to liquid He temperature (4.2 K) with 2a = 5 mm full vertical gap. The amount of heat induced by 
the beam in this chamber affects the feasibility of the cryogenic design. Of the many mechanisms of beam 
energy transfer into the ID vacuum chamber, at this point image current heating is believed to be the most 
important.  

We estimate the image current induced power per unit length, P/L, for undulators at room 
temperature. Using the normal skin effect surface impedance and Gaussian electron bunches of rms 
length σz we find P/L ~ I2/(σz

3/2 a), where only the dependence on current, bunch length, and chamber 
aperture is expressed. A conservative estimate of the power deposited per unit length results in ~ 25 W/m 
in fast timing mode (short σz) and ~ 5 W/m in normal operating mode. Either of these values is 
insignificant for a superconducting undulator in a warmed-up state. 

The situation is different when the superconducting undulator is cold and for the frequencies 
corresponding to the few mm bunch-length of interest. In that case, the Cu coating of the superconducting 
undulator chamber is expected to be in the extreme anomalous skin effect regime and we find P/L ~ 
I2/(σz

5/3 a). When estimated for NSLS-II parameters we find P/L ~ 5 W/m in fast timing mode and ~ 0.8 
W/m in normal operating mode. While these power levels are significantly down from the room 
temperature values, they now have to be removed cryogenically. Currently, commercial cryo-coolers are 
available with a capacity of up to 1.5 W. Thus it will likely be necessary to combine several cryo-coolers, 
provide dedicated refrigerators for each superconducting undulator, or perhaps have a central cryo-plant, 
with liquid He plumbed around the ring to all superconducting undulators. 
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It is important to note that, while encouraging, these results are preliminary and are based on a 
simplified treatment that will be further refined during conceptual and engineering design. 

 
3.4.9 RF 

 
The NSLS-II RF system must provide sufficient voltage to deliver an acceptance greater than the 

beam size throughout the operating regime, and power to the beam to make up the synchrotron radiation 
losses. This amounts to 2.8 MV for a 3 % momentum acceptance in a 500 MHz RF system assuming 870 
kW for radiation losses with the full complement of insertion devices. 

Both normal conducting and superconducting cavity systems have been considered, with a 
superconducting system being the preferred choice at this point for several reasons: fewer cavities are 

Figure 3.4.3 Touschek half-life versus momentum acceptance (i.e., RF bucket height) (top) and versus X-
ray ring energy (bottom). 
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required resulting in fewer straight sections being used to house the cavities; lower installation and 
operating costs; and lower HOM impedances that result in a stable electron beam without the need for 
additional complexities in the feedback systems in order to tame HOM driven coupled bunch instabilities 

Both the KEK-B and Cornell CESR-B superconducting RF cavity designs were analyzed for HOM 
impedance contributions to coupled bunch instabilities and found to be unconditionally stable (see 
Section 3.4.5.1). The CESR cavity is shown in Figure 3.4.4. Both have similar power coupling capability 
and both are available commercially. Either system will meet the requirements for NSLS-II. For purposes 
of illustration, a KEK derived system is outlined in the following paragraphs.  

The KEK-B cavity easily meets the voltage requirement of 2.8 MV with a single cavity, however a 
minimum of two cavities are required to meet the 800 kW beam power. Existing fundamental power 
couplers have been operated at 380 kW each, and bench tested higher. Since the superconducting RF 
cavities with 500 mA of beam loading cannot be always operated as a matched load the couplers must 
exceed this power level. We are investigating adopting the KEK-B cavity design to add a second input 
coupler to each cavity. This would give us ample margin to fully power each cavity. Therefore, two 
cavities are anticipated at this time. The total length of two cavities is ~ 5.4 m, so they will fully occupy 
one of the 7 m straight sections. 

Each cavity will have its own RF power source. CW klystrons with output power between 500 and 
1000 kW are commercially available. Alternatively, Inductive Output Tubes (IOT's), which have higher 
efficiency although at lower gain, have been built at 700 MHz with an output power of 700 kW and can 
be easily scaled to operate at 500 MHz. These tubes have the important advantage of being able to 
provide very high instantaneous output power that, when coupled with their low group velocity, allows 
them to be designed into feedback loops around the cavity for control of the cavity fundamental 
impedance, greatly improving the beam-loading problem. A single IOT per cavity is thus anticipated. 

 
3.4.9.1 Third Harmonic Superconducting RF Cavity for Bunch Lengthening: 

 
The short bunches (11 psec, rms) produced by the low momentum compaction of the low emittance 

lattice result in a short Touschek lifetime (see Section 3.4.7.3) and increased image current heating of 
superconducting undulators (see Section 3.4.8). As explained in Section 3.4.4, we plan to operate in two 
modes: a fast timing mode with 11 psec (rms) pulses and the normal operating mode with 33 psec (rms) 
pulses. This longer pulse length will be obtained by installing a third harmonic RF cavity to stretch the 
electron bunch. A third-harmonic cavity of the type developed for BESSY II by Accel Instruments will be 
sufficient for this purpose. 

 

Figure 3.4.4 Superconducting 500 MHz CESR RF cavity developed at Cornell. 
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3.4.10 Injection System 
 

The low emittance of the high brightness lattice of NSLS-II results in quite a short lifetime. This 
makes operation in top-off injection mode a necessity. Some of the other benefits of top-off operation 
include constant heat load on accelerator components and beamline optics for increased stability, and 
constant intensity delivered to experiments. 

We begin discussion of the injection system for NSLS-II by considering the requirements for top-off 
operation of NSLS-II. Our goal is to maintain the storage ring current constant to within 1%. The 
lifetimes in fast timing and normal operating modes were estimated in Section 3.4.7.4 to be 2.2 and 5.9 
hours. As discussed there, these preliminary lifetime estimates may become even shorter as additional 
development is done during the conceptual design. From the parameters listed in Table 3.4.1, we thus 
need to replenish about 1% of the charge, or about 0.015 nC, in each filled bunch about once per minute. 
If we inject at 10 Hz, we could top-off each bunch with this charge once per minute and maintain the 
bunch charge constant to within 1%. Alternatively, if we accept bunch-to-bunch charge variations of 10% 
while still maintaining the average current constant to 1 %, we could inject 0.15 nC at a 1 Hz rate. We 
note that even at the faster 10 Hz injection rate, the 100 ms between injections is still more than 10x 
greater than the damping time required for the injected charge to reach equilibrium. 

In addition, the expected small dynamic aperture and low emittance of the NSLS-II storage ring also 
implies that the emittance of the injected beam must not be much larger than that of the stored beam to 
achieve acceptable injection efficiency. Based on experience at the Swiss Light Source and elsewhere, we 
plan for the emittance of the injected electrons to be no more than a factor of ten larger than the 
equilibrium emittance in the main ring, i.e., it should be less than 15 nm. 

These injection charges, rates, and emittances can be achieved with either a low energy linac driving 
a full energy booster synchrotron or a full energy linac, and we consider both below. We conclude that 
there may be advantages to utilizing a full energy linac injection system and this is included in our current 
plans. 

 
3.4.10.1 Booster Synchrotron 

 
If we use a booster synchrotron injection system, we envision an 800 MeV linac feeding a full energy 

booster for acceleration of electrons to the 3 GeV energy of the X-ray ring. The linac provides full energy 
injection of the IR ring as well as serving as an injector for the booster. The booster design has to provide 
rapid filling of the X-ray ring, flexible repetition rate and ramping profile, and meet the injection charge, 
efficiency, rep rate, and emittance requirements outlined above. Our preliminary design of a booster 
injection system that meets these requirements includes a thermionic gun, prebuncher and buncher 
cavities, linac, linac to booster transfer line, and booster lattice. 

A gridded cathode thermionic gun can provide 1 nsec, 1.5 nC electron pulses for single bunch 
operation. Provision for 500 MHz modulation of long (~100 ns) macropulses for bunch-train injection to 
the ring will also be explored. A gridded thermionic gun has the advantage of easily varying the charge 
per bunch between 0.1 and 1.5 nC by varying the bias voltage, allowing the top-off charge per bunch to 
be continuously adjusted to achieve steady state currents. 

Since the thermionic gun cannot make pulses less than 1 ns, and a linac RF bucket is a maximum of 
0.33 nsec long a minimum of 3 linac bunches are created. A 500 MHz prebuncher is used to modulate the 
energy of the electron pulse such that a subsequent drift will create a high-density central bunch at the 
expense of the two outside bunches. In long-pulse operation the prebuncher acts to sweep particles away 
from the ends of the separatrix where there is zero bucket height, towards the center where phase errors 
will result in smaller energy oscillations as the off-center linac bunches undergo coherent synchrotron 
oscillations. 

A 2.997 GHz RF buncher is used to improve the capture efficiency of the linac by moving particles 
away from the edges of the separatrix. This will be a few cells of 2.997 GHz structure fed either from a 
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small independent amplifier, or with a few kW siphoned off parasitically from the first klystron 
waveguide feed to a linac tank with high-power phase and amplitude control. 

A linac frequency of 2.997 GHz is chosen, which is a 6th harmonic of the RF ring frequency of 
499.654 MHz. It is constructed of iris-coupled traveling wave structures similar to the SLAC MK IV 
linac. Each tank will be driven by a 45 MW peak power klystron. Full turn injection into the booster 
requires a macropulse length of 500 ns, which is easy to accommodate into the flat top of the klystron 
Pulse Forming Network. Actual pulse length will be less due to injection and extraction kicker rise and 
fall times.  

The requirements for the linac to booster and linac to IR ring transfer lines are very similar to those 
for the one at the existing NSLS. An energy analyzing slit will be placed in the bend to limit the energy. 
A thermionic gun cannot produce pulse lengths shorter than ~1ns, and so the booster RF bucket must 
accept a linac bunch train of 3 successive bunches, which are within the longitudinal acceptance of the 
500 MHz booster bucket.  

To achieve the desired low emittance in a compact space the booster design is based on a simple 
“gradient FODO cell” that makes use of a combined function dipole to provide bending and to also serve 
as an effective defocusing quadrupole for the cell. Dispersion suppressors are added to the arcs to produce 
dispersion free straight sections for injection, extraction and the RF system. Even with this compact 
design, the booster has a substantial circumference of 165 m. 

A schematic layout of this design is shown in Figure 3.4.5. While this design meets most of the 
requirements, its rep rate will only be 3 Hz, which is marginal. Even at this rate, the booster is essentially 

Figure 3.4.5 Schematic of NSLS-II with a full energy booster synchrotron and linac pre-injector. The 
linac pre-injector also serves as a full energy injector for the IR ring. 
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continuously ramping, which creates increased operating cost and reliability concerns. The possibility of 
using multi-bunch injection to lower the injection frequency will be explored during development of the 
full conceptual design. 
 
3.4.10.2 Full Energy Linac Injector 

 
An attractive alternative to a booster synchrotron is a full energy linear accelerator. As shown in 

Table 3.2.1, two existing light sources use full energy linacs as injectors, and one of these (Pohang Light 
Source, PLS) uses it in the more demanding top-off mode. A full energy linac is also used as a full energy 
injector for three storage rings dedicated to high energy physics (KEK ATF, KEK B-Factory, PEP-II B 
Factory) and all of these also operate in top-off mode. 

A full energy linac injector for NSLS-II has the following potential advantages: 
 

• Higher Rep Rate: A linac can be operated from a few Hz up to 120 Hz with more or less the same 
hardware, while a booster becomes increasing difficult for rep rates beyond a few Hz due to eddy 
currents in the vacuum chamber and the complexity and cost of fast ramping power supplies.  

 
• Better Beam Quality: If the linac is coupled to a laser driven photoinjector that produces a 1.5 

nC/bunch electron beam with a normalized emittance of 6 µm, the geometric emittance of this 
electron beam at 3 GeV would be ~1 nm, which is smaller than the horizontal emittance of the 
storage ring (~1.5 nm) and an order of magnitude smaller than the emittance from the booster 
presently under consideration. 

 
• Better Injection Efficiency: The better beam quality discussed above will result in better injection 

efficiency. The KEK ATF recently demonstrated nearly 100% injection efficiency with a 
photoinjector/linac system. Better injection efficiency is especially important for a high current 
storage ring operating in top-off mode. It can provide a significantly lower radiation background 
during ‘shutters open’ top-off injection, resulting in minimized radiation damage to undulators and 
reduced shielding (and hence reduced cost) requirements. 

 
• Flexibility in Ring Filling Patterns: Both single pulse and pulse train injection has been 

experimentally demonstrated with full energy linac injectors. Furthermore, variable fill patterns 
and charge/bunch can be easily implemented for the linac with a photoinjector. 

 
Historically, a low energy linac with a full energy booster has been the choice for most light source 

injection systems because of its perceived advantages in cost and reliability. However, as pointed out 
above, these are much less compelling at the injection rates required for NSLS-II. In addition, 
developments in normal conducting linac technology, such as SLED, high power klystrons, and solid 
state modulators, make a full energy linac injector a very attractive alternative. Recent developments in 
photocathode RF gun technologies, especially in stability and reliability, make it compatible with storage 
ring operation. Diode-pumped, all solid state lasers and semiconductor, saturable absorber based passive 
mode locked oscillators have improved the laser system stability and reliability tremendously. Both metal 
cathodes (Mg) and semiconductor cathodes (Cs2Te) have demonstrated lifetimes of more than several 
months with a quantum efficiency better than 0.1%. A photocathode RF gun injector is now in routine 
operation for the damping ring at KEK ATF. 

In view of these considerations, we see this as an attractive choice. However, we will continue to 
evaluate the relative merits of both booster and full energy linac injection systems as part of the 
conceptual design phase of the NSLS-II project. 
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3.4.11 Photon Beam Stability 
 
To realize the benefits of the high brightness and small beam sizes of NSLS-II, it is essential that the 

photon beams be exceedingly stable. The stability requirements include constant intensity after apertures, 
constant photon energy after monochromators, and minimal photon source size and highly precise 
steering accuracy for focusing on small samples. These requirements directly translate to electron beam 
current and orbit stability (considered here) combined with stability of beamline components (considered 
in Section 4.1). 

Disturbances with frequencies higher than the experimental sampling rate are generally less harmful 
since they usually average out and only linearly increase the effective emittance εeff = ε0 + εcm, where ε0 is 
the emittance without noise and εcm is the emittance defined by the ellipse of the centroid motion. For 
example, 5 % fluctuations in centroid motion and divergence results in a 0.25 % increase in effective 
emittance. However, when disturbances are on a frequency comparable to the sampling rate, their 
contribution to the effective emittance is more pronounced, εeff ~ εo + 2 (εo x εcm)1/2 + εcm, so that the same 
5% motion result in a 10% increase in emittance. Finally, while beam motion on timescales longer than 
the duration of an experiment have little effect on it, reduction of such motions is still desirable in order to 
eliminate or reduce realignments. 

From these considerations we arrive at our stability requirements of no more than 10% beam motion, 
both positional as well as angular, particularly in the frequency range from ~ 10 mHz to 1kHz. For the 
current NSLS-II design parameters, this implies that the rms beam position is stable to within 5 (0.4) µm 
and the rms beam angular direction is stable to within 3 (0.4) µrad, in the horizontal (vertical) directions, 
respectively. 

Achieving the requirements for NSLS-II will require advancing the state of the art, with improved 
construction and feedback stabilization techniques. However, NSLS is well qualified to accomplish this. 
NSLS has a rich history of accomplishments in the area of orbit stability, including the invention of 
switched beam position monitor (BPM) receivers, global orbit feedback, novel compensation techniques 
for fast switching IDs, and pioneering developments in digital orbit feedback, among others. The digital 
orbit feedback systems we have recently implemented have the world-highest update rate and correction 
bandwidth, and maintain the vertical beam position stabile to within a few microns in a 0.25-150 Hz 
bandwidth.  

Common sources of orbit motion that must be overcome include: ground motion; floor vibrations due 
to in-house machinery; thermally induced motion of ring components; injector induced electrical noise; 
magnet power supply noise; and the effects of a large number of independently controlled IDs (including 
some that are fast switching). Fortunately, due to extremely well settled glacial sands, ground stability at 
the proposed NSLS-II site is extremely good, and is definitely superior to that at many existing light 
sources. This applies both to the natural settlement/noise as well its ability to damp noise sources such as 
vehicular traffic. 

Top-off operation of NSLS-II will be essential in providing good beam stability on slower timescales. 
Some of the major benefits of topoff injection for stability include: constant heat load on beamline optics 
and ring components; elimination of magnet ramping and associated effects (heat transients, hysteresis, 
eddy current induced stresses and mechanical motion, etc); and relaxed requirements for BPM accuracy 
versus beam current. 

One drawback that accompanies topoff injection is a constantly running injection bump that can never 
be perfectly closed. For example, at the Swiss Light Source, the residual vertical orbit distortion in the 
undulators is ~ 30 µm. This motion is present only with the bump on and dies away on the timescale of a 
damping time when the bump is off, so its contribution to the orbit stability to a large extent averages out. 
Nevertheless, NSLS-II will likely have to employ sophisticated active compensation systems to reduce or 
minimize the residual beam motion elsewhere in the ring.  

At this point, the most significant orbit stability issue for the NSLS-II appears to be the ability to 
measure extremely small orbit motions. This will require novel BPMs with full bandwidth resolution of 
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0.1 µm or better, as well as mechanical innovations for BPM mounting (starting from the girders and up). 
Reducing thermal expansion of ring components such as BPM mounting stands to acceptable levels will 
require maintaining the temperature in the storage ring tunnel to 0.1o C or better. Minimizing vibrations 
will require techniques such as designing mechanical components to avoid low frequency resonance 
modes, using viscoelastic dampers, and using girders to support entire sections of the ring components. 

Advanced orbit position measurement techniques and advanced mechanical construction techniques 
will enable sophisticated feedback/feedforward systems. In addition to electron beam parameters and 
accelerator settings, these systems will monitor and control mechanical motions of various accelerator and 
beamline components. Together, these approaches will achieve the required beam position and angular 
stability at NSLS-II.  

 
3.4.12 Insertion Devices 

 
3.4.12.1 High-Energy Undulator Sources 

 
The most challenging requirements for high energy undulators come from programs that require high 

brightness, narrow-band, tunable, multi-kilovolt X-rays. Ideally, these photon energy ranges should be 
obtainable from undulators using the fundamental mode and the first few (odd) harmonics in overlapping 
bands, with no gaps in the coverage. However, with existing or anticipated magnet technologies, the 
requirement of fundamental resonance at 5 keV with wide tunability can be met only for electron beam 
energies of 6 GeV or higher (as at APS, ESRF and Spring8). In a medium-energy storage ring, tunable 
radiation at energies above 5 keV can be obtained from an undulator with a lower fundamental resonance 
energy, using its higher harmonics.  

Insight into these constraints can be elicited from a few basic relationships governing planar 
undulators. The resonant fundamental wavelength, λ1, of a planar undulator is given by 

 
 λ1 = (λu / 2γ2)(1 + K2/2) 
 

where  λu is the undulator period, γ is the relativistic factor, Bo is the peak magnetic field, and the K factor 
is given by 
 
 K = 0.934 λu [cm] Bo [Tesla] 

 
The resonance condition can alternatively be expressed in terms of the fundamental photon energy: 

 
 E1 [keV] = 1.24 / λ1 [nm] = 2.48x10-7 γ2 / [λu [cm] (1 + K2/2)] 
 
For 3 GeV electrons (γ = 5871) and K of order 1, to obtain E1 = 5 keV would require an undulator 

period, λu, on the order of 1 cm. In fact, the first in-vacuum undulator (IVUN) installed at NSLS did have 
a period of 1.1 cm. However, a second key requirement for undulators is tunability, embodied in the 
factor (1 + K2/2), which varies with the magnetic field. For full spectral coverage between the 
fundamental and third harmonic this factor must vary by 3:1 for Kmin ≤ K ≤ Kmax. Since useful radiated 
power is only obtained for Kmin ≥ 0.5, a 3:1 tuning range requires Kmax ≥ 2.2. Thus, if we want the lowest 
energy of the tuning curve of the undulator fundamental to be 5 keV when K = 2.2, then we need a period 
of 0.5 cm. With this period, we then need a peak field of Bo = 1.66 Tesla in order to reach K = 2.2. To 
achieve such a high field with any currently available technology would require an unrealistically small 
magnetic gap on the order of 1 mm! At NSLS, both IVUN and its successor, the Mini-Gap Undulator 
(MGU), operate at an unprecedented minimum gap of 3.3 mm, which is permitted by an unusually small 
beta function (0.3 m). 
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Current lattice designs for NSLS-II call for a larger beta function (2.4 m) in the center of the straight. 
For undulators of length 5 m, a safe vertical stay-clear aperture of 5 mm has been specified. No existing 
technology can produce a (DC) magnetic field of 1.66 Tesla in a planar periodic structure with 0.5 cm 
period and 0.5 cm gap. However, if we allow a longer period of 1.4 cm or more, we can obtain both 
higher fields and adequate tunability, but with a lower fundamental energy. The 5-20 keV range may then 
be covered by the third and higher harmonics. We next describe two candidate undulator designs, one 
based on proven in-vacuum permanent magnet technology and the other on still-developing 
superconducting technology. 

 
3.4.12.2 In-Vacuum Permanent Magnet Undulators 

 
NSLS pioneered in-vacuum permanent magnet (PM) undulator technology nearly a decade ago. By 

placing the magnet arrays inside the vacuum envelope, the conventional vacuum chamber can be removed 
and the magnet gap can be reduced to the minimum stay-clear aperture. Since the peak undulator field 
increases exponentially as the ratio of the gap to period, g/λu, decreases, the period can also be reduced, 
raising the fundamental energy. Short-period, small-gap, in-vacuum PM undulators have thus brought 
kilovolt-level photon sources to medium-energy storage rings. Both pure-PM and PM-hybrid in-vacuum 
undulator designs are in service in many storage rings around the world. PM-hybrid (employing high-
permeability poles driven by PM’s) in-vacuum designs offer higher fields than pure-PM, and they have 
been proven in NSLS Mini-Gap Undulators (MGUs) and elsewhere.  

For 5-20 keV coverage, we can allow the third harmonic to start at 5 keV. The lower fundamental 
energy, E1, is then 1.67 keV. We may further relax the tunability requirement by allowing a gap between 
the first and third harmonics and only requiring continuous coverage between higher harmonics starting 
with the third harmonic. This reduces the necessary tuning range to 1.67:1, which can be obtained with K 
varying between 0.5 and 1.32. This constraint leads to λu ≤ 2.7 cm.  

A second constraint comes from achievable field with a given g/λu ratio. An updated version [2] of 
the Halbach design formula for peak field in a PM-hybrid undulator using modern NdFeB permanent 
magnets is 

 
 Bo = 3.694 exp [ -5.068 (g/λu) + 1.52 (g/λu)2 ] 
 
From this, we obtain a realizable PM-hybrid undulator design, designated MGU-19, with 19 mm 

period, 5 m length, and peak field of 1.06 T, giving a Kmax of 2.24. The fundamental covers 1.63 to 4.0 
keV, a tuning range of 2.44:1. However, continuous tuning is obtained from 4.9 to over 20 keV, using the 
third through eleventh harmonics. This model has been verified with the 3D magnetostatics code Radia. 

In-vacuum MGUs can be tailored to other energy ranges as well. Another example, designated MGU-
21, has a 21 mm period, 5 m length, peak field of 1.14 T and Kmax of 2.24. This gives a tuning range of 
3.13:1 and does provide full coverage from 1.15 to over 10 keV using the fundamental through the 
seventh harmonic. 

Yet another option is an MGU optimized to maximize the brightness at a particular energy, e.g., 8 
keV. A device with period length of 17.5 mm and 5 m length, designated MGU17.5, reaches 8 keV with 
the third harmonic. The shorter period allows more periods in a nominal 5 m length, giving higher 
brightness. A smaller K may be acceptable, since wide tunability is presumed to not be a requirement. 

The reliance on high harmonics (up to the eleventh) puts a premium on magnetic field quality, 
requiring optical phase error of <2 degrees rms at the fundamental to prevent degradation of brightness of 
the highest harmonics. We have achieved this level of phase error in the short MGU now installed in the 
X13 and X29 straights. This level of field quality has also been achieved in longer ID’s at other 
institutions, so it is within the state-of-the-art. 
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3.4.12.3 Consideration of Radiation Damage in Permanent Magnets 
 
The very low emittance lattices being considered for NSLS-II will have higher beam losses due to 

lower Touschek lifetimes than the present X-ray ring. The small-gap, in-vacuum MGUs can be expected 
to intercept a significant fraction of the scattered electrons. Most will be blocked by electron and gamma 
absorbing apertures placed just upstream of the MGUs. Nevertheless, experience with degradation of 
permanent magnets reported at APS and ESRF requires that beam loss rates be kept to a minimum, even 
with the availability of top-off injection. 

To deal with permanent magnet degradation, ESRF has abandoned NdFeB in favor of Sm2Co17 for in-
vacuum undulators because of its higher radiation resistance. The designers of DIAMOND are following 
the ESRF lead. Unfortunately, Sm2Co17 has a remanence (Br) of ~1.05 T, compared to 1.2 to 1.3 T for 
NdFeB grades currently used in our MGUs and in many out-of-vacuum undulators. Such a low value of 
Br would be insufficient to realize the MGUs we are proposing. 

Sumitomo Special Metals recently reported their experimental measurement of demagnetization of 
their type 35EH NdFeB magnets (a high Hci grade used in Spring-8 in-vacuum undulators) when exposed 
to a 2 GeV electron beam at the Pohang injection linac. After a standard pre-bake at 142o C for 24 hours, 
the samples showed a 0.4 % field loss after exposure to 1015 electrons. The decrease was linear with 
exposure. Without pre-bake the losses were even higher. The loss appears to be thermal-like. Experts on 
permanent magnets in the BNL Materials Science Department confirm that demagnetization by electrons 
and gammas is probably thermal and, in principle, reversible. (Re-magnetization is, of course, impractical 
in an assembled undulator, unless one disassembles it and re-magnetizes each magnet individually.)  

In another study, Sumitomo found that type 27VH, a super-high Hci grade of NdFeB, degraded about 
0.1% at the same exposure, similar to Sm2Co17. Both 27VH and Sm2Co17 have a remanence of 1.05 Tesla, 
and similar values of Hci. We can expect that NdFeB with high values of Hci will exhibit equally high 
radiation resistance as Sm2Co17. 

Fortunately, the mature NdFeB material technology is continuing to improve. Sumitomo Special 
Metals recently announced the AH series of materials that offer Br > 1.3 T with intrinsic coercivity (Hci) 
comparable to Sm2Co17. We therefore expect we can realize the high-performance, radiation resistant, in-
vacuum undulators discussed in this proposal. 

 
3.4.12.4 Superconducting Undulators 

 
While the PM based MGUs described in Section 3.4.12.2 meet many of the requirements for NSLS-

II, even higher brightness would be possible if the period could be reduced further while still maintaining 
sufficiently high magnetic field to ensure full tunability. The goal of high brightness and full tunability 
from the fundamental through the higher harmonics in the 2 to 20 keV spectral range may be achievable 
with superconducting undulator technology. R&D on superconducting undulators was carried on at the 
NSLS during the 1990’s, in connection with the Superconducting High-Gain Harmonic Generation 
experiment (collaboration with Grumman Corp) and a Visible Free-Electron Laser project. 
Superconducting undulator with periods of 26, 18 and even 8.8 mm were built and tested. Figure 3.4.6 
shows sections of the 18 mm and 8.8 mm period superconducting undulators.  

Recent superconducting undulator designs, derived from this basic concept, have been prototyped at 
ANKA, LBL and APS. An ANKA innovation is a bifilar helical winding configuration that avoids the 
multiple 180° bends in the conductor to reverse the winding direction from slot to slot. ACCEL GmbH is 
now building full-scale superconducting undulators with this design for the Singapore and ANKA light 
sources 

We have used Radia to analyze a magnetic model of a superconducting undulator. The truncated 
windings are magnetically equivalent in both the parallel and bifilar configurations, as far as field in the 
gap is concerned. From the model, we find that a period of 14 mm, a gap of 5 mm and an average current 
density Jc of 1300 A/mm2 will give 1.6 T peak field, for a K value of 2.28, sufficient for 3:1 tuning range 
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and full spectral coverage. The fundamental energy is 1.58 keV. For coverage of 2 to 20 keV we can 
utilize the first through the ninth harmonics. The 5 mm gap assumes a thin foil barrier between machine 
vacuum and insulating vacuum. 

An average Jc of 1,300 A/mm2 is near the limit for conventional NbTi conductors. Higher Jc may be 

Figure 3.4.6 Sections of superconducting undulators built at NSLS in the 1990’s. The superconductor is
wound in machined slots around the iron yokes. The windings are continuous, reversing direction from
slot to slot to generate a field of alternating polarity in the iron poles. A pair of such windings facing each
other forms an undulator. 

Figure 3.4.7 (left) Drawing of measurement apparatus for short superconducting undulator models,
shown with the Hall probe mapping insert. An interchangable pulsed wire insert is also being designed.
Three helium calorimetric circuits are included for detailed heat loss measurements. (right) Photo of 
measurement apparatus in assembly stand. 
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obtained in NbTi with artificial pinning centers (APC-type), but it is not yet available commercially. 
NbSn3 is also capable of higher Jc, and practical conductors are becoming available. We will explore 
conductor options jointly with the BNL Superconducting Magnet Division. 

NSLS is continuing its superconducting undulator R&D effort. We are now constructing a magnetic 
measurement apparatus for magnetic measurement of short superconducting undulator models by both 
Hall probe and pulse wire techniques. The apparatus will contain calorimetric instrumentation. Both 
immersion in liquid helium and conduction cooling can be accommodated. It will fit into an existing 
dewar that we previously used to test our early superconducting undulator models. A schematic drawing 
and photo of the apparatus is shown in Figure 3.4.7. NSLS is collaborating with BNL’s Superconducting 
Magnet Division, to draw on their expertise and vast experience in superconducting magnet design and 
construction. Testing and measurement of superconducting undulator models will be performed in the 
Magnet Division’s cryogenic test facilities. 

The brightness of a 5 m long superconducting undulator with 14 mm period, designated U14, is 
compared in Figure 3.4.8 against that of the permanent magnet undulators discussed in Section 3.4.12.2. 
It is clear that the superconducting undulator is both brighter, by virtue of having shorter periods and 
hence more periods in a given length, and continuously tunable. 

While permanent magnet undulators are today’s state of the art, superconducting undulators are 
tomorrow’s state of the art and will be developed as part of the NSLS-II project. The brightness and flux 
curves for U14 on NSLS-II are shown in Figures 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. 

 
3.4.12.5 Soft X-ray Undulators 

 
Several options are being studied as soft X-ray sources in the 0.2-2 keV range. They include both 

conventional planar, quasi-periodic and variable polarization undulators. These will be out-of-vacuum 

Figure 3.4.8 Relative performance of the superconducting undulator, U14, compared to that of the
permanent magnet undulators MGU17.5, MGU19, MGU21. The superconducting undulator is both
brighter and continuously tunable from 2 to more than 20 keV. The first through ninth harmonics are 
shown for U14 while the first through eleventh harmonics are shown for the MGU devices. 
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devices. APS-type extruded vacuum chambers may be used, having 5 mm vertical aperture. Allowing for 
1 mm chamber walls and 0.5 mm clearance, the minimum magnetic gap for a 6 m long device will be 
about 8 mm. Extrusions with larger apertures are available for longer ID’s.  

A conventional planar PM-hybrid undulator with a 40 mm period and 8 mm gap can produce a peak 
field of 1.27 Tesla for a peak K of 4.7 and fundamental energy of 0.2 keV. A 6 m long device would have 
150 full periods. The fundamental, third and fifth harmonics would be used to cover the 0.2-4 keV range. 
This device is designated U40. Its brightness and flux curves on NSLS-II are shown in Figures 3.3.3 and 
3.3.4. 

Alternatively, if a somewhat higher energy is range is desired, a similar 6 m long planar PM-hybrid 
undulator, but with 28 mm period instead of 40 mm period, designated U28, would provide fully tunable 
high brightness radiation from 0.3 keV to ~ 7 keV from its fundamental, third and fifth harmonics. The 
brightness and flux of this device on NSLS-II is also shown in Figures 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. 

The quasi-periodic undulator (QPU) has the interesting property that higher harmonics are shifted 
away from integer multiples of the fundamental. This may make it easier to separate higher orders in a 
monochromator. A pure-PM structure is employed. The quasi-periodicity can be realized in several ways. 
For example, selected axially polarized magnets may be shorter, or they may be retracted to locally 
increase the gap. 

Variable-polarization undulators come in several varieties. The APPLE-II undulator can provide 
linear, right- and left circular, as well as any degree of elliptical polarizations. This is accomplished by 
splitting the conventional pure-PM arrays longitudinally and moving (“phasing”) diagonally opposite 
semi-arrays longitudinally relative to their partners. The lowest energy is reached in the planar, 
horizontally polarized mode (phase = 0). For other phases that produce elliptical, circular (phase = 90°) 
and vertical (phase = 180°) polarization modes, the on-axis fields are reduced, so the fundamental 
resonance occurs at higher energies. 

 
3.4.12.6 Ultraviolet Sources 

 
For vacuum ultraviolet users requiring ten to several hundred eV photons, undulators with very large 

K values are necessary. The high K also results in very high radiated power in higher harmonics that has 
to be absorbed by the first optical element in a beamline. The Figure-8 undulator design displaces the 
radiation of all harmonics above the fundamental off-axis, allowing the possibility of absorbing the 
unwanted harmonics in a suitable beamstop, while allowing the fundamental to pass through the central 
aperture. A Figure-8 undulator with 10 cm period can provide photons from 10 to 300 eV in the 
fundamental.  Such a device, 6 m in length and with 10 cm period, is designated U100.  Its brightness and 
flux curves on NSLS-II are shown in Figure 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. 

 
3.4.12.7 Superconducting Wigglers 

 
The highest energy photons (up to 100 keV) are produced by very high field, superconducting 

wigglers. The radiation is broadband with very high power. Such devices are available commercially with 
a peak field of up to 5 Tesla. A 1 m long superconducting wiggler with 60 mm period is designated W60. 
Its brightness and flux curves on NSLS-II are shown in Figures 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. 
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3.5 Future Upgrade Opportunities 
 

3.5.1 Storage Ring Upgrades 
 

At the present time an electron storage ring is the best steady state source for synchrotron radiation, 
yielding both high brightness as well as high flux. Most existing storage ring light sources have evolved 
along several upgrade pathways such as: 
 

• top-off operation 
• emittance reduction through the introduction of dispersion into the insertion device straight 

sections 
• richer complement of insertion devices 
• higher currents 
• longer straight sections 

 
The NSLS-II machine design concept currently incorporates all of these features except the second. 

Introduction of dispersion in the straight section, which might potentially lower the emittance from 1.5 to 
~ 1 nm, will be explored as the lattice design matures. In addition, as discussed in Section 3.4.6, 20 small 
gap insertion devices are likely to further damp the beam, lowering the emittance. Together, these suggest 
that it is likely that we will be able to achieve the world’s first sub-nm emittance light source. 

However, for a major upgrade a new avenue must be pursued. We are exploring the possibility of a 
converting the storage ring to an energy recovery linac mode of operation in the future as that technology 
becomes available and mature. 

 
3.5.2 Compatibility with Future Upgrade to Operation as an Energy Recovery 
Linac 

 
The state of the art NSLS-II is being optimized first and foremost to operate as an ultra high 

brightness electron storage ring. However, we are exploring the possibilities of upgrading the NSLS-II to 
an ERL in the future if and when the technology has proven itself and the performance characteristics of 
the ERL are suitable for our user community. 

To function as an ERL, a superconducting linear accelerator would have to be introduced into the 
NSLS-II complex. Figure 3.5.1 is a schematic illustration of how this might be done in a manner that 
minimizes the impact on the operation of the NSLS-II storage ring and has the electron beam traversing 
the linac in the same direction for both acceleration and deceleration as is done in the present generation 
of ERL prototypes. In addition to the superconducting linac, a recirculating loop consisting of two arcs 
and transport lines to and from the storage ring would be required, as well as a photoinjector electron 
source. In this configuration nearly all the beamlines of the NSLS-II could be used “as is” and additional 
very long insertion devices, able to benefit from the potentially reduced energy spread of an ERL could be 
added into the recirculating loop. 

Some of the technical challenges presented by such an upgrade scheme that will be explored further 
during the conceptual design phase of the NSLS-II project include: 
 

• the storage ring components (vacuum chamber, IDs, etc) must be capable of accommodating the 
inherently shorter bunches in an ERL (σ ≤ 1 psec) without damaging the ring or degrading the 
quality of the electron beam, e.g., heating of small gap IDs in particular superconducting 
undulators, energy spread increases due to wakefields, coherent synchrotron radiation in the arcs, 
etc., 
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• the storage ring lattice must have the flexibility to vary the linear and nonlinear momentum 
compaction in order to control the longitudinal phase space of the ERL beam, 

• the shielding and safety systems of the ring must be able to accommodate the “infinite source of 
charge” characteristic of an ERL, 

• the possibility of a “multiturn ERL” in which the beam is kicked into the ring to fill it with charge 
that is then stored for a fraction of a damping time (a few hundred turns) before being kicked out 
of the ring and energy recovered; if feasible, this mode of operation can greatly reduce the demand 
on the photoinjector. 

 
 

 

Figure 3.5.1 Schematic illustration of the general approach which might be used to upgrade the NSLS-II 
storage ring in the future to operate as an Energy Recovery Linac.
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3.6 Facility Siting and Compatibility with BNL’s Master Plan 
 
Since NSLS-II is designed to be at the state of the art in terms of photon beam brightness, stability is 

a significant factor in selecting the site. Because it will be the locus for many lines of cross-disciplinary 
research at BNL, locating the facility in close proximity to the core research departments is also very 
valuable. NSLS-II will be a fairly large structure. The preliminary design envisions a building with nearly 
350,000 gross square feet (GSF) and a building envelope about 800 feet in outside diameter. Taken 
together, these factors favor a site just to the southwest of the present NSLS building, as shown in Figure 
3.6.1. 

The entire area is relatively flat, with less than 20 feet in elevation change from one end to the other. 
Most of the area is at the same grade within 4 feet of the same elevation, so excavation and filling can be 
minimized. The soil is undisturbed glacial till, and has few existing utilities running through the area. 
Locating the building 50 to 100 feet south of Brookhaven Avenue (as shown) is beneficial from the 
standpoint of minimizing road induced vibration. 

The proposed area for NSLS-II is free of any other anticipated program encumbrances. While the 
2000 BNL Site Master Plan did not specifically anticipate NSLS-II, it did establish a framework for the 
development of future scientific buildings, such as the Center for Functional Nanomaterials and NSLS-II, 
and identified the area shown in Figure 3.6.1 for that development. The BNL Site Master Plan is currently 
being updated to reflect the intended location of NSLS-II shown in Figure 3.6.1. 

Figure 3.6.1 Preliminary siting of NSLS-II (outlined in red), located to the southeast of the current NSLS
building (in blue) and just east of the BNL Center for Funtional Nanomaterials (CFN) (in green). The 
area to the south and east of NSLS-II is vacant and available if extra long beamlines extending out from
NSLS-II are desired. The Physics, Chemistry, Materials Science, Biology, and Medical Departments and
the Instrumentation Division are all nearby. 
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4 Experimental Facilities 
 
Fully capitalizing on the superlative performance of NSLS-II will require equally advanced beamlines 

and optimized and unique endstation instrumentation. In this section, we outline our current plans for 
beamlines, sample environments, automation and robotic control of beamlines and endstation hardware, 
and advanced detectors. In each area, there are challenges associated with utilizing the full performance 
of NSLS-II. For example, advances in mirror technology and nanoprobe optics, as well as advanced, 
efficient, high throughput, area detectors, are necessary to take full advantage of the high brightness and 
high flux of NSLS-II. There are a number of developments which hold great promise for providing these 
advanced capabilities and these are also discussed. 

 
4.1 Beamlines 

 
We have developed a preliminary estimate of the type and number of insertion device beamlines 

which will be necessary to satisfy the needs of the science programs outlined in Section 2. These are 
shown in Table 4.1.1 and indicate that NSLS-II will be able to support a sufficient number and variety of 
beamlines to support a large and diverse scientific program well matched to that described in Section 2. 

We have included provision for four complete insertion device beamlines in the initial NSLS-II 
project, including front-ends and undulators. It is expected that the rest of the beamlines will be developed 
in response to scientific proposals from the user community. These proposals will be selected based on 
scientific merit and will define the scientific mission of a beamline and the requirements that the beamline 
and endstation instrumentation must meet in order to fulfill that mission. Some of these beamlines are 
likely to built and operated by the users but the majority is expected to be built and operated for the user 
community by the facility. 

The science programs supported by NSLS-II have widely varying requirements for the photon energy 
range and control of the photon polarization. There is no single insertion device which can satisfy all of 
these requirements, and so it is essential that the insertion device be thought of as part of the beamline in 
order to provide an optimum photon spectrum. As outlined in Section 3.4.12, there are several types of 
insertion devices to choose from that are optimized to provide differing energy ranges and polarization 
capabilities. Thus, the rest of the insertion devices and associated front ends for the remaining beamlines 
beyond the initial four mentioned above will be included as components of the individual beamline 
construction projects. 

 
 Type of Beamline Number 
Macromolecular Crystallography 5 
X-ray Microdiffraction 1 
Materials Science/time-resolved 1 
Resonant/Magnetic Scattering 1 
Soft X-ray  4 
Coherent X-ray Scattering 1 
Small Angle X-ray Scattering 1 
Inelastic X-ray Scattering 1 
Superconducting Wiggler (High Energy) 2  (Split into 6 tandem beamlines) 
To Be Determined 4 
TOTAL  21 

 
Table 4.1.1 Preliminary insertion device beamline plan. Each beamlines may have multiple hutches, 
some of which may be able to operate in tandem, simultaneously. This plan assumes a single insertion 
device beamline per straight section. However, the possibility of chicaning two undulators in a single
straight section to provide photons to two independent beamlines per straight will also be investigated. 
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4.1.1 X-ray Beamlines 
 

4.1.1.1 X-ray Scattering/Crystallography Beamlines 
 
The ultra-low emittance of NSLS-II in combination with 5m long 14 mm-period superconducting 

undulators (undulator U14) will provide a very intense and well-collimated source of X-rays that are ideal 
for X-ray scattering and crystallography applications. The small angular divergence of the X-ray beam 
emitted by NSLS-II undulators will allow the collection of the entire photon beam with a relatively 
compact Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirror assembly. For example, at ~30 m from an undulator source, the 
width of the horizontal fan of X-rays will only be ~ 2.4 mm [4-σ] and an 80 cm long horizontally 
focusing mirror will intercept the full beam at a grazing incidence angle of 3 mrad. These optics will 
allow the X-rays to be focused onto small crystals that are a few tens of microns in diameter with 
relatively small convergence angles (<100 µrad vertically). Using typical mirror coatings, e.g., rhodium 
or platinum, X-ray energies up to and surpassing 30 keV will be covered with very high photon intensity 
at this grazing angle. For comparison, this mirror acceptance is simply not possible on an undulator or 
wiggler beamline on the existing NSLS X-ray ring. At best, such a mirror could intercept only about 15 % 
of the horizontal beam fan. 

We expect that all NSLS-II macromolecular crystallography beamlines will employ undulator 
sources, allowing coverage of photon energies up to 30 keV with unprecedented brightness. The NSLS-II 
shield wall will be positioned at 25 meters from the source point, and our preliminary design is to position 
the monochromator/slit/filter assembly (double or four-bounce crystal monochromator based either on 
cryogenically-cooled silicon crystals or water-cooled diamond crystals) immediately thereafter, followed 
by a KB focusing mirror assembly. The KB mirrors will be outfitted with dynamical curvature 
adjustments that will allow them to a produce a micro-focus X-ray beam over a range of demagnifications 
from approximately 2:1 to ~10:1, depending on experimental requirements. The parameters of the KB 
mirror system are given in Table 4.1.1 and the optical arrangement is shown in Figure 4.1.1. A long 
experimental hutch will be used to provide sufficient space for a diffractometer and area detector, and will 
allow the instrument to translate along the beam path to permit use of different demagnifications while 
maintaining the sample at the focal position. 

The expected “real world” performance of an NSLS-II undulator X-ray crystallography/scattering 
beamline employing a Si(111) double crystal monochromator and KB focusing optics is shown in Table 
4.1.2. Blurring of the focal spot (calculated by ray tracing) due to an assumed mirror figure error of 0.5 
µrad and transmission losses due to the monochromator, mirrors, and beamline windows have all been 
included in the estimated performance of the NSLS-II beamline in order to compare it to actual measured 

 
Mirror Coating   Rhodium and/or Platinum 
Grazing Incidence Angle   3 mrad 
Operating Energy Range   ~ 3 – 30 keV 
Efficiency of KB system at 12 keV   90% (Rh coating), 75% (Pt coating) 
VFM Length   30 cm 
HFM Length   80 cm 
 
 High Demagnification Mode Low Demagnification Mode 
VFM (undulator-mirror distance, 30 m)  Focal Length  5 m  Focal Length 12 m 
  Demagnification 6:1  Demagnification 2.5:1 
HFM undulator-mirror distance, 31 m)  Focal Length  4 m  Focal Length 11 m 
  Demagnification 7.75:1  Demagnification 2.8:1 

 
Table 4.1.1 KB system parameters for NSLS-II X-ray scattering/crystallography beamline. VFM is 
vertical focusing mirror, HFM is horizontal focusing mirror.
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performance of beamlines at existing facilities. The existing beamlines listed for comparison in Table 
4.1.2 are the NSLS X25 wiggler beamline, the new NSLS X29 undulator beamline that is under 
construction, and a typical “Undulator A” (UA) macromolecular crystallography beamline at the APS [1] 

 
Undulator/Wiggler NSLS X25 NSLS X29 APS UA NSLS-II 
Monochromatic flux at 12 keV (ph/sec) 3x1012 3x1012 1.5x1013 2.4x1014 
Energy resolution w/ Si(111) (eV) 12 4 1.8 1.8 
Vertical focus size, FWHM (µm) 200 100 30 11.9/28.5 
Horizontal focus size, FWHM (µm) 700 250 60 27/77.5 
Vertical convergence angle (mrad) 0.15 0.2 0.1 0.17/0.07 
Horizontal convergence angle (mrad) 1.0 1.0 0.35 0.58/0.22 
Monochromatic intensity 2x107 1.2x108 8x109 7.5x1011/1.1x1011

at 12 keV (ph/sec/µm2) 
 

Table 4.1.2 Expected “real-world” performance of an NSLS-II X-ray crystallography/scattering 
beamline (including 0.5 µrad mirror figure error and transmission losses for the monochromator, 
mirrors, and beamline windows) and comparison with actual performance of existing beamlines at the 
NSLS and APS. The expected performance for NSLS-II in both high and low demagnification modes of 
operation of the KB assembly is shown as high/low values. 

Figure 4.1.1 Optical arrangement of the KB mirror system for an NSLS-II superconducting undulator X-
ray scattering/crystallography beamline. Top-left plot: electron source dimensions. Top-right plot: high 
demagnification (red) and low demagnification (green) focused X-ray beam dimensions for ideal KB 
mirrors. A two bounce monochromator is placed upstream of the KB mirrors to enable energy selection.
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(e.g. SBC-CAT, which is operational, and GM/CA-CAT, which is under construction). NSLS X25 and 
APS UA values are based on measurements, and the NSLS X29 data are expected values. 

A critical physical parameter determining the image quality of the focused beam in the NSLS-II 
superconducting undulator beamlines will be the residual figure errors of the KB mirror surfaces. At the 
present state-of-the-art for fabrication of grazing-angle X-ray optics, the beam parameters at the focus of 
an ultra-low-emittance source such as the NSLS-II would be limited by aberrations resulting from this 
residual surface figure error. Indeed, one reason to keep the distance from these KB mirrors to the focus 
relatively short is to prevent their surface figure errors from contributing excessively to the focused spot 
size. On the other hand, we expect that the state-of-the-art in X-ray optics fabrication will continue to 
improve significantly between now and the start of NSLS-II operations [2-4]. Table 4.1.3 shows the 
expected improvement in focused X-ray beam parameters for the undulator X-ray beamline described 
above as a function of rms surface figure error of the KB mirrors in these beamlines. The perfect-mirror 
case (0.0 µrad figure error) is included as a point of reference. As was done for Table 4.1.2, transmission 
losses due to the monochromator, mirrors, and beamline windows were taken into account. 

 
4.1.1.2 Small Angle X-ray Scattering 

 
The small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) beamlines to be built for NSLS-II, schematically shown in 

Figure 4.1.2, will utilize a bendable KB focusing mirror pair for primary focusing and will have the 
flexibility of being tailored for different applications by using slits and secondary focusing mirrors. 

Owing to the low emittance of NSLS-II, the full beam from the undulator will be able to be used for 
SAXS measurements down to very low q without any collimating slits. The divergence of the X-ray beam 
at the sample is limited by the acceptance angle of the KB mirrors and translates into a minimum 
accessible scattering angle (2θ) of 0.033 mrad. At an X-ray energy of 8 keV (7.4x1015 
photons/sec/0.1%bw), the lowest q is ~1.4 x10-4 Å-1, corresponding to 4.7 µm in real space. In practice, to 

Figure 4.1.2 Schematic design of the SAXS beamline. The beamline will be equipped with primary K-B 
focusing mirrors and two secondary cylindrical focusing mirrors. While the primary pair is sufficient for
routine experiments, the secondary mirrors can be combined with the primary pair to provide the
capability of grazing incidence scattering off liquid surfaces and SAXS within a spot size of a few
microns. 

RMS mirror figure error [µrad] 0.0 0.1 0.5 1.0 2.0 
Vertical focus size, FWHM (µm) 1.7 / 4.0 2.9 / 6.9 11.9 / 28.5 23.6 / 56.5 47.0 / 112.9
Horizontal focus size, FWHM (µm) 25.7 / 70.5 25.7 / 70.7 27.3 / 75.1 31.8 / 87.5 45.5 / 125.2
Monochromatic intensity 5.5x1012 / 3.3x1012 / 7.5x1011 / 3.3x1011 / 1.1x1011 / 
  at 12 keV (ph/sec/µm2) 8.5x1011 5.0x1011 1.2x1011 5.0x1010 1.6x1010 

 
Table 4.1.3 Expected “real-world” performance of an NSLS-II X-ray crystallography/scattering 
beamline (including mirror figure error and transmission losses for the monochromator, mirrors, and
beamline windows) for different values of mirror figure error. The expected performance in both high and
low demagnification modes of operation of the KB assembly is shown as high/low values. 
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achieve low scattering background and compensate for the divergence created by the figure error of the 
optical elements, collimating slits will be used (see Table 4.1.4). 

Ideally, the secondary horizontal focusing mirror can further focus the full beam to under 10 µm 
(FWHM) in both horizontal and vertical extent at the sample, even without additional focusing in the 
vertical direction. Owing to the imperfection of the optical elements, a secondary KB focusing mirror pair 
will be used to obtain very small beam sizes. To do this, the primary KB pair focuses the beam at S1 as a 
virtual source and the secondary mirrors then focus the beam again at the sample. Use of the variable 
aperture at S1 to limit the size of the virtual source can further reduce the beam size at the sample. Typical 
performance values for a few selected choices of S1 and S2 slit sizes are shown in Table 4.1.5. By varying 
the figure of the secondary vertical mirror, e.g. by use of a tangential bender mechanism, one can also 
deflect the beam downward and focus it on a liquid sample cell (bath) in order to perform grazing 
incidence scattering measurements on liquid surfaces. 

 
4.1.1.3 Nanoprobes 

 
Several X-ray nanoprobe instruments are planned for NSLS-II undulator beamlines. These will 

provide unprecedented spatial resolution and intensity for imaging, diffraction and fluorescence based 
applications. X-ray nanoprobe beamlines are not significantly different from a standard X-ray 
scattering/crystallography beamline, described in Section 4.1.1.1. The main difference is that the optics 
are designed to focus the incident X-ray beam into nanometer sized X-ray spots at the expense of angular 
beam convergence on the sample. 

Fluorescence and diffraction measurements differ in their requirements on the angular convergence of 
the photon beam on the sample: the fluorescence technique is insensitive to this, whereas the increased 
convergence due to the larger demagnifications delivered through the nanofocusing X-ray optics results in 
a broadening of the diffraction peaks from the sample and hence a reduced sensitivity to strain. The 
important figures of merit for X-ray nanoprobes are the focused beam size, angular convergence, total 
flux into the focused image, the ratio of flux in the focused spot to the unfocused background, and beam 
stability. These factors have to be carefully considered in the design of a nanoprobe instrument. 

The emphasis for these beamlines will be obtaining high quality optics that conserve the source 
brightness and focus the beam to nanometer sized dimensions. Ten years ago the quality of focusing 
optics was such that a 5-10 µm spot was an expensive and heroic achievement. The present state-of-the-
art X-ray optics employed at synchrotron radiation sources can deliver focused X-ray beams of order 100 

 S1 and S2 (µm) S3 (µm) Beam size at  Lowest q  Flux at the sample 
   downstream end    (ph/sec/0.1%bw) 
   of expt’al hutch  
 100 150 2.2 mm @ 8 m  0.6 x 10-3 Å-1  1.3 x 1015  
 400 600 2.6 mm @ 2 m  2.8 x 10-3 Å-1  7.0 x 1015 
 
Table 4.1.4 Typical microbeam SAXS performance at 8 keV, assuming 1 µrad mirror figure error. 

 S1 (µm) S2 (µm) FWHM beam  FWHM beam  Flux at the sample 
  horizontal size (µm) divergence (mrad) (ph/sec/0.1%bw) 
  only horizontal  vertical horizontal  vertical  
 200 (h) x 100 (v) open 14   13 0.7  0.2 6.4 x 1015  
 200 (h) x 100 (v) 200 13  13 0.5  0.2 4.0 x 1015 
 50 (h) x 25 (v) open 5  4 0.6  0.2 6.2 x 1014  
 
Table 4.1.5 Typical microbeam SAXS beam size, divergence, and flux at the sample at 8 keV, assuming 1
µrad mirror figure error. 
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nm using KB mirror systems [5, 6], diffractive zone plates [7] or refractive lenses [8]. As technological 
advancements continue, we believe that by the time NSLS-II is commissioned, these optics will be able to 
deliver X-ray nanobeams with dimensions of ~10 nm and below. 

A variety of advanced optics for nanoprobes applications are described in Section 2.4.3.1. As a 
general rule, the absolute precision with which these demanding optical elements can be fabricated 
improves as the size of the optic decreases. The small aperture of current micro-focusing optics relative to 
the fan of radiation at existing, less bright sources such as the present NSLS means that they intercept 
only a small fraction of the source flux and hence the radiation is inefficiently utilized. The brightness of 
NSLS-II provides the important advantage that it will be a much better match to the acceptance of small, 
more precisely shaped, optical elements.  

We also anticipate a complement of scanning transmission X-ray microscopes (STXM), which are 
rapidly becoming workhorses in the synchrotron radiation community. In the standard STXM 
configuration, the zone plate, which is 10-20% efficient, is located upstream, rather than downstream, of 
the specimen in the X-ray beam path, thereby minimizing the radiation dose to the sample. This 
minimization is particularly advantageous in the study of biological samples. STXM instruments are well 
suited to acquiring near-edge absorption spectra, both from specific points in a specimen and from whole 
image fields. The STXM user community at the NSLS has led the development of multivariate statistical 
analysis methods to exploit the information these spectromicroscopy data provide for studies in 
biological, soft matter, and environmental science [9]. 

The highest resolution microprobes now operating at NSLS (X1A1 and X1A2) are a pair of soft X-
ray scanning transmission X-ray microscopes (STXMs) with a 36 nm Rayleigh resolution [10]. These 
microscopes are presently being equipped with laser interferometer feedback on the scanning stage 
motion, and are outfitted with unique segmented detectors that can be used to obtain both absorption and 
phase contrast images in a single scan. Since the present NSLS has a source phase space of about 100 λ 
horizontally and 3 λ vertically for 300 eV photons, the undulator source must be imaged to a secondary 
focus that is then apertured to deliver the required phase space area in the manner of a laser spatial filter. 
Moreover, the NSLS X1 undulator provides radiation to three endstations (STXMs at X1A1 and X1A2, 
and either soft X-ray diffraction or spectroscopy at X1B) simultaneously, so neither of the two STXMs is 
able to collect radiation from the on-axis undulator peak. The combined effects of off-axis viewing and 
efficiency losses from the additional optics required to re-image the source reduce the throughput of these 
microscopes considerably. 

STXM-based soft X-ray research will benefit greatly from NSLS-II, which will provide ultra-high 
brightness in the soft X-ray range with 40 mm period Soft X-ray Undulators (SXU). The STXM 
beamlines will be based on spherical grating monochromators, which will be designed to demagnify the 
undulator source to an exit slit/pinhole in order to define the virtual source for the zone plate focusing 
optics. We propose to employ a pair of mirrors to direct the X-ray beam to one of two end stations, 
thereby allowing two microscopes to be operated in turn (or even in parallel if desired). By incorporating 
two microscopes in one SXU beamline, one of them can operate while upgrades or novel optical 
configurations are explored on the other (a pattern that has worked extremely well at the present X1A1 
and X1A2 beamlines). In fact, since it is expected that the existing STXMs will be continuously upgraded 
between now and NSLS-II commissioning, these microscopes should be able to effectively make use of 
first light from NSLS-II. 

 
4.1.1.4 High-resolution Inelastic X-ray Scattering 

 
Inelastic X-ray Scattering (IXS) determines the scattering amplitude, S(q,ω), by measuring the 

intensity and energy loss of photons scattered by the sample into a small element in angular space. 
Ideally, the energy resolution of the monochromator and the analyzer are of the order of 1-100 meV, 
depending on the system under investigation. If the energy of the incident photons is tuned to an 
absorption edge of the sample, resonant processes can increase the intensity by a few orders of magnitude 
compared to non-resonant experiments. The cross section of IXS is fairly small, and including the 
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geometry of the experimental set-up, efficiency of detectors, and reflectivity of analyzer crystals, just 1 
out of approximately 106 photons is detected if the white line is studied in resonant experiments using the 
Kα-fluorescence lines. Experiments in the pre-edge region lower the signal by another factor of 10-50 and 
studies using other fluorescence lines, Kβ and Kγ, reduce the signal by another factor of 60-300. This 
reduces the signal in a typical experiment to 103 – 105 photon/sec for an incident flux of 1012 photon/sec. 
Non-resonant experiments devoted to the study of band-gaps in insulators or semiconductors may even 
have count rates as low as 50 photon/sec and non-resonant experiments examining the absorption-edges 
of low Z elements (Raman scattering) will be of the order of 102-104 photon/sec for an incident flux of 
1012 photon/sec. 

The purpose of the high-resolution inelastic X-ray scattering beamline is to deliver highly 
monochromatic X-rays with a monochromaticity of 100 meV and 1 meV between 5 keV and 20 keV, 
large tunability, and highest possible intensity. A high resolution IXS instrument operating on an NSLS-II 
undulator beamline will be provided with a highly intense and extremely well-collimated source of X-
rays, thus allowing the delivery of highly monochromatic X-rays with good efficiency. It is expected that 
a resolution of 10 meV will be achievable in the 5 to 20 keV photon energy range with a flux of about 109 
photons/sec. 

The main optical components of a high-resolution inelastic X-ray scattering beamline are similar to a 
conventional scattering beamline. The first optical component is a high-heatload cryogenically cooled 
monochromator that reduces the power on the optical components downstream, especially on the high-
resolution monochromator. The bandwidth of this first pre-monochromator is on the order of 1-2 eV. To 
increase the efficiency of the high-resolution monochromator, the beam is collimated by a spherical 
mirror downstream of the pre-monochromator. Several different types of monochromators can be 
considered to obtain high monochromaticity of order either 100 meV or 1 meV, as shown in Figure 4.1.3. 

The low-resolution (100 meV) monochromator can be either a four-crystal in-line [11-13] or nested 
monochromator with high-order reflections and a dispersive arrangement of reflections. Several 
monochromators of this type are already in use at various synchrotron radiation facilities around the 
world, and do not present any technical challenge. The loss in intensity due to the smaller energy width 
and the reflectivity of the crystals will be of the order of 50 compared to the intensity of the pre-
monochromator. From Table 4.1.2, the Si(111) double crystal pre-monochromator will provide a 
monochromatic intensity at 12 keV of 2.4 x 1014 ph/sec with an energy resolution of 1.8 eV. Thus, we 
expect that the low-resolution monochromator will provide a flux of about 5 x 1012 ph/sec at 12 keV with 
an energy resolution of 100 meV. 

The high-resolution (1 meV) monochromator for the energy range 5 to 20 keV with large tunability 
will be a technical challenge. Backscattering monochromators operating at Bragg-angles of 89.9o have a 
small tuning-range of a few meV and operate only at specific high energies if Si-crystals are used [14]. 
Sapphire (Al2O3) significantly increases the tuning range and the energy-range, but so far, sapphire 
crystals of the required quality and size are not available. Nested monochromators can reach an energy-
resolution of 5-10 meV with a tunability of a few eV, but only at a few energies close to the 
backscattering energies of specific reflections of Si [15-17]. A third option was recently proposed by 

Figure 4.1.3 Example types of monochromators for medium and high energy resolution for IXS 
applications. Left: In-line monochromator for medium energy resolution of 50-200 meV. Center: Nested 
monochromator for high energy resolution (5-10 meV). Right: Compact coupling-crystal backscattering 
monochromator for ultra-high energy resolution (0.5-1 meV). 
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Shvyd’ko: Three crystals collimate the beam, monochromatize it, and focus it again. This arrangement 
has a theoretical energy resolution of about 1 meV with large energy tunability but has not yet been tested 
under real conditions. The loss in intensity from that provided by the pre-monochromator will be about a 
factor of 1000 due to the smaller energy-width, and an additional factor of 10 due to several additional 
reflections, so an intensity of ~ 2 x 1010 photons/sec at an energy resolution of 1 meV should be possible 
with this arrangement. 

Downstream of the high-resolution monochromator in the IXS beamline, a pair of focusing mirrors 
(vertical and horizontal) is used to focus the beam onto the sample.  

The spectrometer that analyzes the scattered X-rays with high energy resolution is another crucial part 
of the beamline. Several back scattering analyzer systems with energy-resolution of 100 meV (1 meV) 
using spherically bent analyzers with radii of curvature of 3 m (7-11 m) have demonstrated their high 
efficiency over the past decade [11, 16-19]. The future challenge will be to build a spectrometer that will 
be capable of determining the energy of scattered photons with high energy resolution at angles smaller 
than backscattering, e.g., the fluorescence lines of 3d and 4f elements, which are not close to 
backscattering energies of either Si or Ge reflections. One alternative might again be sapphire, but the 
availability of large perfect single crystals and its elastic properties pose a significant challenge. Again, 
the proposal by Shvyd’ko with an arrangement of a collimating mirror and three crystals (collimation, 
monochromatization, focusing) might be an interesting alternative, albeit one that is quite challenging for 
stability.  

The analyzer system offers the only way to increase the signal by increasing its area and using 
separate detectors for each individual analyzer. Since each individual analyzer sees the scattered photons 
at a different scattering angle, each one measures its own S(qi,ω), which will save time, and deliver the 
signal under identical conditions. 

 
4.1.1.5 Superconducting-wiggler-based High Energy Beamlines 

 
A small but important subset of the programs outlined in Section 2 have a need for high energy X-

rays (e.g. > 30 keV) for X-ray scattering in order to probe a larger q range or to better accommodate 
special sample environments. A major advantage of using high energy radiation is the reduction in the 
absorption of X-rays, allowing the study of large samples and samples inside specialized environmental 
chambers. Focused high-energy X-rays are essential for high-resolution X-ray scattering of samples in 
multi-anvil and sometimes in diamond anvil cells, for larger q range, and to better accommodate the 
special high-pressure/temperature sample environment. Newly developed X-ray focusing optics and 

Figure 4.1.4 Layout of NSLS-II superconducting wiggler beamlines. 
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detectors are already poised to take advantage of the enhanced flux and brightness of the NSLS-II 
superconducting wiggler source to enable a myriad of crystallographic and spectroscopic measurements.  

The superconducting wiggler beamlines will provide X-rays in the energy range 30 keV to 150 keV. 
At NSLS-II, the machine energy is 3 GeV, compared to 6 GeV, 7 GeV and 8 GeV respectively for ESRF, 
APS and SPRING8. Superconducting wigglers are therefore chosen to provide the desired high-energy X-
rays. For wiggler radiation, the fan is about 10 mrad wide. Focusing of the hard X-rays is thus crucial to 
collect this large horizontal fan and utilize it for experiments. 

Figure 4.1.4 shows a sketch of a possible arrangement for beamlines utilizing a high-field wiggler 
source on NSLS-II. The experimental stations include two fixed-wavelength side stations and two center 
stations that can utilize either white beam or focused monochromatic beam (or both).  

Sagittal focusing using Laue crystals was pioneered at the NSLS [20-23]. The concept is shown in 
Figure 4.1.5. This new X-ray optics concept makes it possible to focus a large divergence of high-energy 
X-rays produced by the NSLS-II superconducting wiggler. The extent of such focusing is similar to that 
of sagittal focusing by a Bragg crystal, except for a factor related to the asymmetry angle. The anticlastic 
bending facilitates the use of inverse-Cauchois geometry in the meridional plane to provide better energy-
resolution and to increase the photon flux by an order-of-magnitude compared to traditional sagittal 

Figure 4.1.5 Top: Schematic layout of the sagittal focusing mechanism using asymmetric Laue crystals.
Bending of the crystals causes precession of the diffraction vector (H) around the axis of sagittal bending 
and results in focusing of the diffracted beams. Bottom: Photograph of such a monochromator installed 
at the NSLS X17B1 beamline. 
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focusing with Bragg crystals. Furthermore, sagittal focusing by a Laue crystal is preferred over a Bragg 
crystal at X-ray energies above 30 keV because, since, unlike Bragg crystals, the length of the beam's 
footprint on a Laue crystal is small and insensitive to energy. For many experiments, beam divergences of 
order 1 mrad at the sample will be tolerable. For diffraction experiments in a vertical scattering plane, a 
larger divergence in the horizontal plane can also be tolerated.  

A double-crystal sagittally focusing monochromator, based on this concept, has been constructed, 
tested, and in use at the X17B1 beamline for two years, providing 67 keV X-rays (Figure 4.1.5). It 
focuses a horizontal divergence of 3 mrad to a brightness-limited horizontal dimension of 0.2 mm. The X-
ray flux density at the focus is a few hundred times larger than that of unfocused X-rays. Currently, using 
this device, the flux on a small sample in a diamond-anvil cell is limited by the brightness of the NSLS 
storage ring. Combined with a vertically focusing mirror, the same monochromator can be implemented 
at the NSLS-II superconducting wiggler beamlines to provide 50-100 keV photons of about 1012 ph/s, 
with an energy resolution of 10-4 ∆E/E, in a spot of less than 50 microns in diameter. This intensity is two 
orders of magnitude larger than the current state-of-art at NSLS X17B1 and APS. For example, currently 
at APS 1-ID beamline, using bent Laue crystal optics that are best suited for the undulator, a flux of 1011 
ph/s with an energy resolution of 10-3 is delivered to a similar spot of 100 microns in diameter at 67 keV 
[24]. 

The conditions imposed on the asymmetry angle of a sagittally bent Laue crystal to achieve two-
dimensional focusing have been derived by NSLS scientists. This simple high-efficiency design diffracts 
high-energy X-rays into side stations providing a high-flux fixed-energy beam of 67 keV with moderate 
(∆E/E ≅ 10-3) energy resolution and a flux of ~1013 ph/s/mm2 in a spot of less than 50 microns vertical by 
100 microns horizontal. This, when coupled with a matching bent-Laue crystal analyzer, allows high-
resolution scattering experiments at high energies. This arrangement is suitable for pair distribution 
function measurements and powder diffraction measurements in difficult environments, e.g., stainless 
steel reaction tubes and high temperature capillaries. It will also be valuable for certain single crystal 
experiments such as charge density studies, where data must be collected to very high q values. 

The use of white radiation and energy sensitive detectors for energy dispersive diffraction is an 
established technique for kinetic experiments in high pressure (large volume press) and high temperature 
experiments. With the optical elements withdrawn from the center beam, the end station will accept white 
radiation, thus allowing for energy dispersive experiments. 

 
4.1.2 Soft X-ray Beamlines 

 
The 4.0-cm period, 5.0m-long soft X-ray undulator (SXU) provides high brightness radiation in the 

soft and intermediate X-ray ranges, from 0.2-7 keV. This large photon energy range will naturally lead to 
a combination of grating-based and crystal-based beamlines in order to provide efficient utilization. 

Above 2.5-3.0 keV photon energy, the range where crystals function robustly and efficiently, the 
extremely narrow angular width of the central cone emission from the SXU will not overfill the angular 
acceptance of the highest quality crystals. Furthermore, sagittal focusing will not be required of these 
crystals, since reasonable-length focusing mirrors will still collect the entire central cone even at 30-40 m 
meters from the source point (see Section 4.1.1.1). Depending on the application, either single mirror or 
Kirkpatrick-Baez pair designs will be used to refocus the diffracted radiation onto the sample. 

Below 2.5-3.0 keV photon energy, the domain of grazing-incidence diffraction gratings, the 
extremely high brightness of the SXU beam will provide a very efficient source for the grating, whether it 
should be real (i.e. focused through an entrance slit) or virtual (e.g. in the SX700 monochromator design 
[25]). The maturation of variable-line-space grating technology and the superior control over groove 
shape now provided by the grating manufacturers has pushed the resolving power of soft X-ray 
monochromators well beyond 104 while also providing a fixed exit position and angle [26]. The advent of 
accurate bendable gratings [27] provides another variable parameter to the soft X-ray monochromator 
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designer. The magnification of the monochromator does not differ greatly from unity, so the design of the 
refocusing mirror(s) is similar to the double-crystal cases above: either a single asphere or a KB pair. 

The tiny vertical extent of the refocused monochromatized SXU beam incident on the sample will 
create a source of soft X-ray emission that will be an ideal match to high-resolution soft X-ray emission 
spectrometers. One such spectrometer is that being designed by Josef Nordgren (Uppsala) (Figure 4.1.6), 
in which scattered 50-200 eV soft X-rays from the sample are collected by a parabolic mirror and 
collimated onto one of three interchangeable plane gratings. The diffracted X-rays are focused by a 
second parabolic mirror onto a micro-channel-plate detector. This instrument should be able to achieve 
the super high resolution of < 10 meV at a photon energy of 75 eV. It is, however, a very brightness-
hungry instrument, requiring micron-sized beams on the sample since the photon beam on the sample acts 
as a virtual entrance slit for the emission spectrometer. Thus, the high brightness of NSLS-II in the soft 
X-ray energy range is essential in order for this instrument to reach its full capability. 

Figure 4.1.6 Soft X-ray emission spectrometer. 
 

Figure 4.1.7 Conceptual diagram of the SRRC parallel-detection soft x-ray emission system. The active 
grating monochromator (AGM) and active grating spectrometer (AGS) are time-reversed images of each 
other, thereby compensating aberrations to achieve high energy resolution. 
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The SXU will also be an ideal source for the newly designed [28] dispersion-compensated 
combination of soft X-ray monochromator and soft X-ray emission spectrometer, shown in Figure 4.1.7. 
This world-leading design, to be commissioned in 2004, will greatly increase the effective count rate of 
soft X-ray emission spectroscopy by acquiring an entire energy-loss spectrum at once, i.e. without having 
to scan either the beamline monochromator or the emission spectrometer. 

 
4.1.3 High-K-undulator-based VUV Beamlines 

 
Despite the hard X-ray critical energy (7.8 keV) of the NSLS-II X-ray storage ring, the VUV (10-100 

eV and above) users will be served very well by long-period high-K undulators (See Figure 3.3.3). These 
insertion devices could be either planar or of a more exotic magnetic structure such as the Figure-8 [29] or 
Pera [30] designs. One advantage, especially for the planar high-K undulator, is the very large photon 
energy range covered by the first, third, and fifth harmonics: from ~10 eV to 1 keV. Thus, high resolution 
spectroscopy will be able to be performed over a very wide energy range at one endstation, a capability 
desired by both XPS and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopists. The disadvantage of high-K 
planar undulators is the associated extremely high power levels, both total power and angular power 
density. This power load may be compatible with modern integrally-cooled optics, albeit with some 
degradation owing to the inevitable thermally-induced surface figure error on the first beamline optical 
element. One attractive solution to this problem is the Figure-8 undulator design, or similar variants such 
as the Pera design, in which the high energy harmonics are for the most part missing in a narrow cone on 
axis that encompasses the low harmonics (e.g. first, third, and fifth). In this case, the first beamline 
element is a cooled circular aperture that acts as a cost effective energy filter, allowing only the relatively 
low power but very high brightness fundamental and next few harmonics to pass. 

The design of beamlines for these 10-1000 eV sources must necessarily involve combinations of 
monochromators, each of which covers only a fraction of this range with optimized parameters. For 
example, the 10-40 eV photon energy range requires a normal incidence monochromator (NIM) design in 
order to achieve high resolution with high throughput, whereas the 40-1000 eV range can be handled by 
any of the high-resolution soft X-ray monochromator designs. With careful consideration to proper 
layout, both the VUV and soft X-ray monochromators can be served alternately by the same undulator 
source and their output beams directed to a common focused spot on the sample. The achievable 
resolving power in both the VUV and soft X-ray range continues to increase as the quality of optics, in 
particular diffraction gratings, improves. In the VUV range, NIM monochromators can achieve well 
above 105 resolving power [31]. In the soft X-ray range, resolving powers are above 104 over large ranges 
of photon energy, and approaching 105 at particular photon energies. 

 
4.1.4 Infrared 

 
Infrared synchrotron radiation (IRSR) serves a diversity of scientific disciplines in biology, 

chemistry, materials, physics, geology, environmental and space sciences. As a source, IRSR spans the 
entire range from 1 cm-1 up to 4000 cm-1 (and beyond) with characteristics that enable measurements that 
otherwise would be impossible [32]. The key aspect to infrared synchrotron radiation is the high 
brightness (2 to 3 orders of magnitude higher than conventional laboratory spectroscopy sources) that 
allows throughput limited experiments to be performed with ease. A primary example of this is infrared 
microspectroscopy, where synchrotron radiation extends the spatial resolution by about 1 order of 
magnitude (to the diffraction-limit) while still delivering high signal-to-noise. Many other techniques 
have similar throughput limitations, e.g. ellipsometry, precision reflectance spectroscopy, and grazing 
incidence reflection spectroscopy, all of which have restrictions placed on the acceptable angle of 
incidence at the specimen. Techniques such as high-pressure spectroscopy and magnetospectroscopy are 
constrained by the instruments and their limited optical access. Lastly, a high brightness source is 
necessary to achieve proper modulation (absence of skew rays) over the very large path lengths of a high-
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resolution spectral resolution interferometer. Each of these throughput limited techniques are problematic 
at mid-infrared frequencies and become increasingly difficult as the spectral range reaches into the very 
far-infrared and THz region. Infrared synchrotron radiation has overcome some of these problems and 
efforts continue to improve the source capabilities, especially at the more difficult long-wavelength end of 
the spectrum. 

Another less exploited quality of IRSR is the pulse structure that can be used in time-resolved studies 
of dynamics [33]. Though the pulse duration (10s to 100s of picoseconds) is significantly longer than 
what can be achieved with ultra-fast lasers (10s to 100s of femtoseconds), the synchrotron is a “white” 
source that allows complete spectral information to be acquired. This provides a unique opportunity to 
study dynamics associated with chemical bonds (vibrational spectra), both charge transfer and interband 
electronic transitions, and even intraband absorption (by free carriers) all in a single experiment. 

Many of the scientific programs described in Section 2 require a high brightness, white source of 
pulsed infrared – the characteristics which the NSLS-II IR ring described in Section 3 will excel at. 

The infrared beamlines will be designed to span the spectral range from about 0.5 eV (4000 cm-1) 
down to 10 meV (80 cm-1), and in some cases to as low as 250 µeV (2 cm-1). The NSLS presently offers a 
suite of 6 infrared beamlines, several of which are heavily oversubscribed. The IR community is also 
among the fastest growing user communities at the present NSLS. Thus, we anticipate expanding this to 
at least 8 to 10 beamlines on the NSLS-II IR ring to meet the great demand for high brightness, short 
pulse, broad spectrum IR radiation. 

Currently we envision beamlines serving the following scientific needs: 
 
• Materials at extremely high pressure and temperatures (diamond anvil cells) 
• Biological microspectroscopy and imaging. 
• Environmental and Space materials (microprobe spectroscopy, including far-IR). 
• Far-infrared magnetic resonance spectroscopy in high fields 
• Fast material dynamics / time-resolved IR spectroscopy 
• Precision reflectance spectroscopy and ellipsometry of new and complex materials 
• Custom microscopy configurations for nanomaterials, quantum wells and quantum dots. 
 
The useful spectral range is often limited by the extraction port dimensions, rather than downstream 

optical components (and even the spectrometer endstations). Therefore, the ports for infrared beamlines 
will all be as large as practical (at least 90 mrad2). This is particularly important for reaching into the THz 
spectral range, an area of increasing interest. At least two beamlines will be optimized for performance in 
this low frequency range. The technology for providing radiation at THz frequencies is rapidly evolving, 
and accelerator-produced THz pulses are no exception. The proposed long wavelength beamlines will be 
compatible with such technologies as they become available. 
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4.2 Extreme Sample Environments 
 

A major challenge in the physical sciences is to expand our understanding of nature by finding new 
material phases that are predicted to occur, such as quantum critical phenomena and exotic correlations. 
Very often, this requires tuning parameters such as pressure, magnetic field, and temperature to extreme 
values to access the novel phenomena. We intend to equip NSLS-II with associated facilities for obtaining 
as extreme of environments as possible in synchrotron experiments so that one can perform structural and 
spectroscopic studies that are not possible at non-synchrotron-based facilities. Our plans for providing 
experimental facilities at NSLS-II to attain world leading extremes of pressure, magnetic field, and 
temperature are described in this Section. 

 
4.2.1 High Pressures 

 
Ground-breaking high-pressure experiments reveal numerous new phenomena. We are at the exciting 

moment when high-pressure research is emerging to become a major branch of modern science. The high-
pressure environment drastically and ubiquitously alters all material properties, thus opening new 
frontiers in fundamental physics and chemistry, as well as applications to planetary, Earth, biological, and 
materials sciences.  

To investigate novel phenomena in-situ in high-pressure environments, powerful probes must be 
developed to reach minute samples through the strong wall of the pressure vessel and to separate the weak 
sample signals from those of the surrounding vessel materials. High-energy synchrotron radiation enjoys 
a unique advantage in this regard, as other conventional methods are unsuitable. For instance, pressure 
vessels are impenetrable by electrons or VUV to soft X-ray photons; on the other hand, the spatial 
resolution and intensity of conventional X-ray or neutron sources is insufficient for accurate studies at 
megabar pressures. A vast frontier has opened for high-pressure synchrotron radiation applications. The 
symbiotic evolution of high pressure and synchrotron radiation science has produced bountiful results in 
the past and showed boundless future for scientific exploration. 

Parallel to three generations of synchrotron radiation advances, the marriage of high pressure 
environments with synchrotron facilities has also gone through three distinctive phases. At the beginning 
in the 1980’s, users brought high pressure cells loaded with samples and experimental hardware and 
software, including X-ray optics, sample-handling stage, diagnostic probes, detectors, etc., to basically 
empty hutches at synchrotron facilities. Research projects were limited by the relatively primitive 
instrumentation that could be brought in, set up, and dismantled afterward within the assigned beam time. 

Figure 4.2.1 Megabar diamond anvil cell with natural diamonds sitting on the penny, and an anvil
representative of the next generation of synthetic diamonds. 
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Nevertheless, exciting pioneering results demonstrated the potential (e.g., pressure-induced 
amorphization, metallization, and diffraction of ultralight elements, ultrahigh-pressure diffraction above 
300 GPa). In the 1990’s, single-task (X-ray diffraction) beamlines were constructed and dedicated for 
high pressure experimentation at X17 of NSLS, ID9 and ID30 of ESRF, and other synchrotron facilities. 
Dedicated high pressure beamlines allowed the establishment of multianvil apparatus, high-precision 
diffraction systems, and combined high pressure and high temperature environments that required years to 
build and optimize, and enabled the extraordinary scientific growth that we have witnessed. In the current 
decade, the multitasked HPCAT sector at APS combines myriad compatible and complementary 
synchrotron diffraction and spectroscopy techniques for dedicated high P-T studies. This comprehensive 
and integrated approach is enabling the next level of advancement. 

All existing high-pressure/synchrotron radiation programs, however, were developed after the 
completion of the synchrotron rings. Consequently, they were restricted by the preset, backward 
conditions. For the first time, we now have the rare opportunity to plan high pressure synchrotron science 
for the next decade at NSLS-II. We will be able to consider high pressure as a key sample environment 
and build an overall infrastructure that combines high pressure with high temperature, cryogenic, and high 
magnetic field environments. We may build an ideal high pressure synchrotron radiation program that 
includes both HPCAT-type, multitask beamlines optimized for extensive sample environments and 
single-task beamlines optimized for special X-ray techniques, but accommodating the P-T-magnetic field 
conditions. Most importantly, the forward-looking infrastructure can incorporate next-generation high 
pressure devices.  

Major breakthroughs in high pressure technology that will completely change the status quo are 
looming on the horizon. For instance, high pressure synchrotron studies have been previously limited to 
small access angles in the forward-scattering geometry. With the invention of panoramic diamond-anvil 
cells, the nearly complete spherical coverage of reciprocal space and momentum space has become 
accessible for single-crystal X-ray diffraction and inelastic studies. With the improvement of transparent 
beryllium and diamond gaskets, the conventional wisdom that only high-energy photons significantly 
above 10 keV could penetrate the high pressure vessel has been changed. Inelastic X-ray scattering has 
eliminated the blind spot between 5 eV and 5 keV where the high pressure vessels were opaque, and has 
opened the full, continuous range from meV to 100 keV. Micro- and nano-diffraction and spectroscopy 
allow us to investigate the elasticity and rheology of single grains as small 100 nm at multimegabar 
pressures. On the other hand, the development of giant CVD single-crystal diamonds holds the promise of 
mm-size sample volumes, 1 eV temperatures, and multimegabar pressures. As high pressure X-ray, high 
pressure neutron, and related initiatives (e.g., HPCAT, SNAP, COMPRES, and CDAC) continuously 
push the envelope, these breakthroughs will enable a new generation of scientific advancement in the 
high-pressure environment that will require considerably different planning than in previous high pressure 
synchrotron facilities. 

 Figure 4.4.2 Arrangement for heating sample at high pressure. Focused laser beams are capable of 
creating temperatures of several thousand K.
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The next five years will see continued developments in this area coupled with the creation of new 
high-pressure devices capable of higher pressures, larger sample volumes, hydrostatic sample conditions, 
higher and lower temperatures, and multiple analytical probes. These developments will allow 
measurements to be carried out to the most extreme conditions with an accuracy, precision, and 
sensitivity approaching studies at ambient conditions. Most important is an initiative aimed to increase 
sample size at megabar pressures using new gem anvil technology. Depending on the hardness of the 
gemstones, maximum pressures of 16.7, 25.8, 52, and 300-550 GPa have been reported for cubic zirconia, 
sapphire, moissanite, and diamond anvils, respectively. The transparency of gem-quality, diamond single 
crystals over a wide range of the electromagnetic spectrum -- including X-rays, ultraviolet, visible light, 
and most of the infrared -- permits the application of an unusually large number of complementary 
analytical techniques for probing samples at multimegabar pressures. This transparency makes it also 
possible to introduce laser beams that can heat samples from ambient temperature up to electron volt 
range while at multimegabar pressures.  

The fabrication of large, perfect single-crystal diamond using high-growth rate chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD) stands to revolutionize the field of high-pressure research with the prospect of creation 
of large perfect anvils employed in a new generation of high-pressure cells. X-ray diffraction 
measurements carried out at the NSLS indicate that the CVD diamonds can generate multimegabar 
pressures. Moreover, high P-T annealing of single-crystal CVD diamond has produces material that is 
significantly harder than any other diamond-based material. Vickers hardness and fracture toughness tests 
show that the annealed CVD diamond is ultrahard (>160 GPa), beyond that of both type IIa natural 
diamond and polycrystalline diamond. This ultrahard CVD diamond, together with its high growth-rate 
synthesis, should find a variety of applications beyond high-pressure technology. 

 
 4.2.2 High Magnetic Fields 

 
To address the broad range of topics which require extreme magnetic fields for their study, a 

dedicated beamline with a state-of-the-art high-field steady state magnet will be built. A picture of one of 
the high field magnets in use at the current NSLS is shown in Figure 4.4.3. The much smaller source size 
of the high brightness NSLS-II ring will allow a smaller vertical split, increasing the highest attainable 
field strength. Existing technology should make it possible to build a vertical-field split-coil 
superconducting magnet with a maximum field of 20 Tesla or more (at present, the largest field at a 
synchrotron source is 15 T at Spring-8). Most of the systems of interest mentioned in Section 2 can be 
successfully studied using such a magnet. The magnet should possess a large bore to allow use of sample 
environment devices (such as high-pressure cells), temperature range of at least 0.3-300 K (or higher T), 
and windows suitable for small-angle scattering and inelastic experiments (low background). An 
additional consideration that will be taken into account is to make the windows with as little absorption as 
possible for lower energy resonant scattering experiments. 

 The beamline will be equipped for general diffraction, resonant diffraction, and common X-ray 
spectroscopy techniques, such as XAS. In certain cases, somewhat smaller field magnets will be available 
on dedicated specialized beamlines, for example small angle scattering, to complement the large field 
techniques. These combined capabilities will form a unique experimental facility, both in terms of the 
available magnetic field, and in terms of the broad range of the available experimental techniques. 

Finally, we note that in high magnetic field research, no field is ever “high-enough” – new 
opportunities continually arise as the field is increased. It is clear that today the highest conceivable DC 
field compatible with a scattering experiment is the 20 T proposed here. Nevertheless, there are routes to 
higher fields, in particular through pulsed magnets, which can reach 60 T for periods of milliseconds. 
Such facilities will be highly desirable and will make an important contribution on the world scene to 
high-field research. It is envisioned that an auxiliary laboratory might be built to provide such fields, 
taking advantage of the high brightness beams from NSLS-II to bring X-rays into the adjoining 
laboratory, perhaps 100 m from the source, and carry out pump-probe experiments. 
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4.2.3 Ultra-Low Temperatures 

 
At NSLS-II, a program in ultra-low temperature physics is anticipated, focusing in particular on 

scattering techniques, including resonant and non-resonant magnetic X-ray scattering, to address these 
and other questions. A dilution refrigerator will be installed as a dedicated end-station with appropriate 
technical support, such that routine operation in the 300 mK range will be available to users. There are 
significant heat load problems that will need to be solved in order to reach such temperatures at NSLS-II. 
These problems will be addressed in a pilot program which has already begun at the present NSLS in a 
collaboration between the NSLS, Lucent Technologies, and the Advanced Photon Source. 

 
 

Figure 4.4.3 The superconducting magnet installed at X22B, NSLS. At NSLS-II, steady-state magnetic 
fields 20 T or more will be available on a beamline with more than two orders of magnitude more flux
than at X22B, allowing entirely new classes of problems to be studied. 
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4.3 Automation and Robotics 
 
New Synchrotron Facilities are being faced with an ever increasing number of users whose principle 

focus is not on synchrotron radiation methods. A typical example can be found in the bio-molecular, bio-
medical community, which is driving the automation process in the field. These researchers employ 
synchrotron radiation as a routine tool in their research. 

To meet the needs of this community, the structure determination process must be streamlined. A 
production pipeline for high volume determination of structures requires optimization and automation of 
current processes in use at synchrotron facilities. The ultimate goal is to arrive at a system that, with little 
more input than a sample, will provide the researcher with the final molecular structure. 

Structure determination by X-ray diffraction is a procedure that involves multiple steps, from beam 
alignment to sample handling, data acquisition and finally model building. Several groups have been 
addressing the sample environment, data processing and model building [1]. To expedite sample 
exchange, which can take from 5 to 30 minutes per sample, robotic sample exchangers have been under 
development at several synchrotron facilities and are now also commercially available. The goal is to put 
in place an end-to-end, sample-to-structure, automated bio-molecule characterization capability (Figure 
4.3.1).  

Automated systems with emphasis on remote access and control have been in development and use 
for several years at different facilities. The so called FEDEX, or MAIL IN, system developed by the 
structural biology group in the BNL Biology Department for their NSLS stations has found success with 
users who do not want to spend the time or money to travel to a Synchrotron Facility to collect their 
structural data. The main goal of the Material Microcharacterization Collaboration [2] is to provide 
researchers with a virtual laboratory at their home institutions that will allow the ultimate characterization 
of their samples at different member laboratories over the internet. The mission of the CmolS, an X-ray 
diffraction collaboration for research, education and training funded by the W.M. Keck Foundation [3] is 

Figure 4.3.1 The first step towards high sample throughput in structural biomolecular crystallography
community was driven by Structural Genomic Initiatives. The goal is to arrive in the future to an end-to-
end sample-to-structure, automated bio-molecule characterization machine. Shown here is a sketch of the
Microdiffractometer and Automated Sample Changer developed by the EMBL (European Molecular
Biology Laboratory) and the ESRF (European Synchrotron Radiation Facility) to be operational on the
Protein Crystallography beam lines at the ESRF in 2004.   

DNA Project 
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to provide faculty and students with the opportunity for joint research and teaching activities directed at 
the determination of molecule structures. At the present NSLS, a first step towards an end-to-end 
molecular structure determination facility is to integrate an automated sample changer with a neural 
network pattern recognition algorithm to control the quality and the radiation damage to bio-molecular 
crystals [4]. 

To address the users’ demands, the NSLS-II beam lines will incorporate fully automated controls. 
This will be achieved in two parts: one addressing the automated alignment of the optical elements in the 
beam line, and another addressing the full automation of the end-station, data collection, and data 
analysis; the goal is an end-to-end characterization capability. A possible approach is to design, 
demonstrate, and deploy a two layer system in which the top (artificial intelligence) layer reasons 
symbolically about what the monitoring and diagnostic sensors are saying about the state of the 
alignment, and the bottom (procedural control) layer translating these into a set of actuator adjustments 
needed to align the system. This approach will be used at as many facility beamlines as practical. Even 
though end-stations may differ in specifics, most are fitted with a series of sensors, mechanical slits, and 
rotation and translation stages, and can profit from sharing development efforts. For example, automated 
sample changers developed for structural biology end-stations will be adapted to sample changers for 
other sample intensive methods such as EXAFS or powder diffraction. 

Several groups in Europe are collaborating to fully automate protein crystallography beam lines. In 
the DNA project [5], groups from ESRF, Daresbury, and Diamond are collaborating to develop 
prototypes of an automated data acquisition system, as shown in figure 4.3.1. In collaboration with the 
Trieste synchrotron, R. Pugliese developed a fuzzy logic expert system for beam line alignment. This 
system has been tested only with a toroidal mirror as optical element [6]. At Diamond and Soleil 
synchrotron facilities, the inclusion of beam line automation is under consideration. 

Recently the explosion observed in the development of new technologies applied to the construction 
of ever smaller and smarter sensors and micro-machines has lead to second generation MEMS (micro-
electro-mechanical systems) devices where automation is a requisite. Monolithically-Integrated MEMS 
devices allow for an independent integrated IC and passive/mechanical component design with an 
integration complexity similar to board level designs. Current MEMS applications include optical 
devices, mirrors, collimators and alignment aids; sensors and actuators, shutters, rotation and translation 
stages; electromagnetic devices, motors, solenoids and generators. The combination of several devices 
can lead to complex applications such as a MEMS micro-microscope shown in Figure 4.3.2.  

Further technological developments aim to integrate a complete sensor/communication system into a 
cubic millimeter package. The goal of the “Smart Dust” project, initially developed by Kris Pister at UC 
Berkley [7], is to pack in a device the size of a grain of sand, sensors, computational ability, bi-directional 
wireless communications, and a power supply. While the goal is to attain a 1 mm3 size device the current 
state-of-the-art Smart Dust devices are of the order of one hundred cubic millimeters. 

Beam lines at the NSLS-II will be designed to take full advantage of the state-of-the-art developments 
in the area of artificial intelligence, robotics, neural networks, and sensor development. In broad strokes, 
it is possible to envision that the “Smart Beam Line” architecture would include a top layer based on 
artificial intelligence and pattern recognition systems and a bottom layer composed by sensors and 
actuators. The artificial intelligence layer will be used to handle tasks such as sample alignment, beam 
line control, and data collection and analysis. It will work concurrently with pattern recognition systems 
that will monitor the quality of data based on the actual images such as the diffraction pattern or beam 
profile. This top layer will control the beam line elements using actuators and sensors based on emerging 
technologies that include elements developed in MEMS and Smart Dust. 

The challenge that lies ahead is to establish clear development paths for each of these components 
and the communication protocols between them. Expert systems and neural network techniques can be 
developed and implemented at the present time at existing beam lines. Collaborations with computer 
science and robotics research groups will be established to accelerate this development. User input and 
feedback will be crucial to the development and will provide the ultimate benchmark. The situation in the 
actuator and sensor front is slightly different and may require an aggressive development path. Devices 
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such as Smart Dust are being developed for general applications and specific development for beam lines 
may be required. Ionizing radiation, vacuum operation, and cryogenic temperatures may lead to custom 
development. However use of these new technological devices is not essential to the implementation of 
the “Smart Beam Line”. Conventional actuators such as linear motors with ¼ micrometer precision are 
available today and are being further developed to attain higher precisions. 

Finally, the “modus operandi” for the beam lines needs to be established. The data acquisition and 
data analysis will be controlled by the artificial intelligence layer and will provide at least a preliminary 
analysis of the collected data. In this sense the user may or may not be present physically at the beam line 
while data are being collected. 

Taken together, development and use of these approaches at NSLS-II will set a new standard for 
beamline automation and control and facilitate high throughput usage of NSLS-II. 
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Figure 4.3.2 MEMS micro-microscope; (a) Scanning Electron Microscopy of an XYZ stage (b) 
schematics of the micro-microscope [8]. 
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4.4 Detectors 
 

4.4.1 Overview 
 
Advanced detector systems will be required to take full advantage of NSLS-II’s superlative 

performance. For a synchrotron experiment, the detector system is an especially critical component that 
often enables new science. One outstanding example is that of macromolecular crystallography. When the 
only viable area detector capable of quantitative interpretation was film, macromolecular crystallography 
was an esoteric pursuit, involving an exorbitant amount of labor to wet-process thousands of films for 
each experiment. The availability of synchrotron radiation sources made little impact. The development 
of new, large area, electronic detectors have transformed macromolecular crystallography into a high-
throughput research powerhouse, providing key knowledge for the understanding of disease mechanisms 
and drug design. 

 
4.4.2 Advances 

 
4.4.2.1 Architecture 

 
In general, it is clear that the trend is towards higher levels of functionality integrated into the detector 

elements and readout systems. This will include digital signal processing (DSP) of the analog sensor 
output as well as digital post-processing of events. These trends are already visible in the high energy 
physics field, and are beginning to be seen in synchrotron radiation systems. We can expect that pulse-
height histograming, time and space correlations and spectral corrections will all be integrated at the chip 
level in future detectors.  

Conventional computing resources are also beginning to be embedded in more application-specific 
integrated circuits (ASICs). At least one programmable gate-array device manufacturer is selling a 
product with up to four PowerPC processors embedded in the center of a large programmable gate array. 
In the 10 year process leading to NSLS-II, even more powerful devices can be expected. It is now almost 
as easy to embed a CPU into an ASIC as it is to include a subroutine in a software program. Modern 
simulation programs can accurately simulate the performance of a complete ASIC before manufacture, 
giving a high degree of confidence that the final device will work as specified. 

More sophisticated devices will inevitably lead to increased data rates. This is already a limitation for 
existing detectors, particularly those that deal with images. Add to the large pixel count, the need for 
energy spectra and/or time-correlation spectra per pixel, plus the need for tomographic information, data 
set sizes can easily expand to terabytes. It is not yet clear how to handle the gigabyte/second data rates 
expected from the next generation of area detectors, so these more sophisticated devices will need real 
innovation in data movement technology, or a great deal more customizing of readout systems to reduce 
data in real time, probably using the embedded intelligence described above. A more detailed discussion 
of these issues follows. 

Current detectors suitable for acquiring single-crystal and powder diffraction images are rather slow, 
with readout times of order one second or more. This aspect of 2-dimensional position-sensitive detectors 
is receiving significant attention due to the large ready market offered by macromolecular 
crystallography. If we imagine a modest device, with its readout rate increased one thousand fold, i.e. 
readout times of order 1 millisecond, with 2000 x 2000 pixels, we can see that we will rapidly saturate 
almost all present computer systems in digesting the 8 Gb/second that it will generate. Fortunately, such 
detectors will also be highly parallel in nature, in contrast to current charge-coupled device (CCD) 
technology. Thus, it should be a straightforward (but not simple) strategy to increase the number of CPUs 
dedicated to its readout. The combined FPGA/CPU device mentioned above is ideally suited to this task. 
Its FPGA could be programmed to accept and sort the raw data streaming from each column ADC and 
placed in local memory for later downloading or local processing. If we assume 8 ADC’s per processor, 
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with each ADC digitizing at 2 MHz (a modest value, but consistent with low-noise operation) and 
providing 2 bytes per conversion, then we would require 256 FPGA/CPU chips to handle the 2048 
columns, each one reading out the data at 32 Mb/second. If each CPU is provided with 1 Gb of local 
memory, then they could hold 32 seconds of data. The 256 systems would hold a total of 256 Gb of data.  

It is impractical to move this amount of data around, so the most logical thing would be to analyze it 
in situ. This may seem like complexity for its own sake, but its potential impact could be huge. Many of 
the crystals studied by soft-condensed matter and biology scientists are extremely radiation-sensitive. The 
radiation damage is often diffusion driven and could be alleviated by reducing the total exposure time. 
The system described above could collect an entire data set in under one second, and a great many 
systems could survive this long, even at room temperature. This could remove the need to develop a 
freezing strategy for each new crystal, and could produce better data since the freezing operation lowers 
the crystalline perfection of most organic materials. It would be impractical to collect such data by 
collecting discrete frames, as is currently the fashion. Instead the sample would rotate continuously and 
the data would be read out continuously. Part of this local post-processing would be to unscramble these 
data streams to provide peak intensities and pattern indexing. Ideally, the output of such a detector would 
be I(h,k,l), the integrated intensities of all of the peaks, rather than raw images; a much smaller data set. 

Another big advantage of such a detector readout scheme would be that it would have an arbitrarily 
large dynamic range. Present framing detectors have a finite capacity per pixel. This is currently mitigated 
by essentially throwing away signal (by using an X-ray phosphor and collecting the visible light very 
inefficiently) such that a full pixel corresponds to 105 – 106 X-ray photons. The noise level of such a 
system is at the 5-50 X-ray photon level. Direct detection of X-rays by a CCD typically results in a full-
well of only 100 - 1000 X-ray photons, but the noise level is much less than 1 photon. The proposed 
XAMP detector full well corresponds to 104 X-ray photons. Reading out this detector continuously (e.g.,. 
every ms) would allow an instantaneous per-pixel rate of 107/s, and acquisition could continue as long as 
needed to provide the required statistical precision for the weakest signals. 

As coherence becomes more a part of data collection strategies, detectors designed to measure 
efficiently the various correlations, spatial and temporal, will be required. One might expect that 
experiments traditionally considered small-angle scattering (SAXS) will become speckle experiments 
with the new source, providing dynamic structural information as well as static. The current state of the 
art provides single-point time correlation measurements down to the microsecond scale, and multipoint 
measurements at the 10 millisecond scale. The wish is for microsecond scale multipoint measurements, or 
even faster in the future. The ideal detector for such tasks is the fully-pixellated detector, although 
prototype experiments are currently carried out using other types of detector. This will have complete 
readout electronics for every pixel. The simplest system for generating correlations is a photon-counting 
system, but integrating systems should be able to adopt similar strategies if the intensity prohibits photon 
counting. Each photon will be tagged with its position and time coordinates. Time autocorrelation will be 
performed by on-chip logic, following one of the various multiple-time-domain algorithms to provide 
correlation information over the widest possible time scales. For large numbers of pixels and high count 
rates this will be the only possible approach. Spatial and temporal cross-correlations will be a much 
bigger challenge, since the interconnection scheme becomes highly complex. To date there are no 
examples of such systems outside of high-energy physics. NSLS-II will provide beams with a high degree 
of spatial coherence. In fact it will be diffraction-limited at 0.1 nm in the vertical plane. So-called speckle 
experiments will be greatly facilitated by this source, but full utilization will only come with the new 
detectors discussed here.  

Pixel detectors equipped with energy-resolving capability will require the ability to put a complete 
energy-histogramming subsystem on each pixel of a large array. Such detectors will be the logical 
extension of devices currently reaching the experimental floor, which have hundreds of pixels each with a 
complete signal-processing chain. These systems were designed for fluorescence detection in absorption 
spectroscopy experiments with dilute samples, when the experiment feasibility is dominated by the 
presence of a high parasitic flux of uninteresting radiation. This results in premature saturation of the 
detector chain, enforcing long acquisition times and eventually preventing a successful experiment. This 
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situation will be worse with NSLS-II, and so we must plan for remedies. Increasing the parallelism even 
further is one way forward, and on-chip intelligence to deconvolve acquired spectra on a photon-by-
photon basis will be a significant enhancement, bringing enhanced separation between the desired and 
parasitic radiation.  

One could also imagine such a detector bringing a new lease of life to the Laue diffraction technique, 
since it becomes much simpler to perform the necessary diffracted intensity corrections if one knows the 
energy of the photon directly. This same knowledge also helps in indexing Laue patterns, and removes the 
problem of harmonic overlap. Nevertheless, fabrication of such a detector is no simple undertaking. A 
high-speed ADC is power-hungry, and one would need about 1 million of them for a reasonably sized 
detector. As CMOS technology continues to shrink, this will eventually be possible, at least for pixels of 
dimension 100 micrometers or more. Applications of such a detector might be in microbeam grain-
mapping of polycrystalline materials, or high-pressure diffraction experiments. Such studies are important 
to provide a firmer basis for understanding the properties of real materials on all scales, and are ideally 
suited to a machine like NSLS-II. 

 
4.4.2.2 Sensors 

 
Currently, the highest performance detector elements are based on pure elemental semiconductors, 

either silicon or germanium. This is true across the detector spectrum, and is largely a consequence of the 
high commercial value semiconductor devices have yielded, with the consequent large investment in 
materials and processes. Sensor technology that is currently considered esoteric will become routine in 
the next decade, so we can anticipate high-speed devices with good energy resolution based on charge 
drifting techniques in large arrays, probably up to the sizes currently offered only by CCD devices. 

Figure 4.4.1 shows a prototype 384-element array of drift-detectors that is part of a BNL development 
currently underway. These devices provide enhanced energy resolution by minimizing the capacitance 
seen by the amplifier by drifting the charges through large distances within the bulk of the silicon to a 
small collection electrode. It also illustrates another important aspect of silicon-based technology: the 
ability to make essentially arbitrarily shaped sensor arrays. The one illustrated will have a central hole. 
This allows an incident probe beam to pass through the detector and impinge on a sample. The scattered 
radiation is then efficiently detected by this array since there is no restriction on how close the detector 
can come to the sample. Thus a large fraction of the full sphere of radiation can be collected, even though 
the array is not very large (the pixels are 1mm diameter). It is simply an engineering problem to add 
further detector planes around a sample to increase even further the collection efficiency.  

Various schemes are under development to provide rapid-readout area detectors for time-resolved 
studies. These range from intermediate solutions involving a reduction of the readout time to one 
dimension, similar to active matrix computer screens, all the way to dedicated per-pixel parallel readout 

Figure 4.4.1 Prototype 384-element array of drift detectors.
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of a sensor array typically separate from the readout array. Such devices will offer readout times less than 
one millisecond for active matrix devices, to a few microseconds for pixel arrays. Some of the issues with 
such devices are discussed above. We will surely see these developments continue and bear fruit. We will 
also see the next level of development where each pixel is also a spectrometer. The difficulties there are 
more of an engineering nature than any fundamental constraints. 

Silicon is only useful up to energies of 15 keV or so, but the thrust of much of detector related 
materials science research is moving up towards 30 keV and more. Germanium is suitable for this range, 
but requires cryogenic technology, which is very restrictive. Cadmium Zinc Telluride is a promising 
material for room-temperature operation in non-spectroscopic applications, but it suffers from material 
problems that are proving difficult to overcome. Other high-Z semiconductor compounds are also under 
active development, GaAs or HgI for example. Such materials are particularly attractive in the context of 
pixel array detectors, where the ability to tailor the sensor properties for the radiation being detected will 
be valuable. Since the sensor array and the readout electronics are separate objects connected by flip-chip 
or bump bonding, both components can be optimized for the job in hand. This bonding technique, 
illustrated in Figure 4.4.2 is still in its infancy and much work needs to be done to make large detector 
arrays a reality. 

A truly new detector principle is making its appearance based on superconductivity. There are two 
basic types, microbolometers and tunneling junction detectors. Each has its good points and its problems, 
but they both offer energy resolution in the eV range, with the bolometers having a slight advantage in 
resolution and energy range, but losing in count rate capability to the tunneling junction devices. Both 
types are physically small and hence have poor detection efficiency and low solid angle, but it is 
anticipated that large arrays will eventually be feasible that will mitigate most of these problems. 
Optimized readout ASICS have yet to be developed for such detectors, but even now they have achieved 
close to their theoretical limits, and have begun to be used for soft X-ray spectroscopy applications with 
excellent results. They operate at temperatures below 1 degree Kelvin, and so require advanced cryogenic 
techniques for their operation. Nevertheless, a reasonably portable and easily-operated tunneling junction 
device has been made at LLNL and has been used at synchrotron sources. It is shown in Figure 4.4.3. 

 
4.4.2.3 Readout Electronics 

 
Currently, CMOS is proving to be the most valuable technology for detector developers, since it is 

capable of both relatively high-speed digital and low-noise analog functions on the same chip. Current 
technology is 0.18 micron design rules (roughly the size of the smallest feature that can be fabricated), but 

Figure 4.4.2 Illustration of the bump bonding, a high density interconnection technique which makes
possible so-called Pixel Array Detectors, where each pixel is directly connected to its own readout circuit
in an underlying CMOS electronics layer. 
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it will inevitably decrease. Although the analog circuitry consumes a lot of real estate that will not reduce 
as rapidly as digital circuitry due to the need for large capacitors, digital circuitry real estate diminishes as 
the square of the design-rule dimension. Thus a 0.18 micron circuit can pack four times the circuitry of a 
0.35 micron device, with reduced power consumption and higher operating speed. 

 
4.4.2.4 Software 

 
There is an almost insatiable need for application software to bring advanced detectors to the point of 

being an asset in an experiment, rather than an experiment in its own right. A well-designed user interface 
can make possible experiments that would otherwise not be attempted. A good example is a scanning X-
ray microprobe. In this experiment a small X-ray spot is raster-scanned over the surface of a sample, and 
an X-ray emission spectrum acquired at each point. Analysis of this three-dimensional data set (x, y, 
energy) is time-consuming and error-prone. Add to this a multi-element detector with perhaps thousands 
of channels and anything but an automated system becomes unthinkable. It is in principle possible to 
perform the analysis in an automated way, adjusting each element’s setting for optimal operation, 
collecting reference spectra and then deconvolving the instrument function and providing elemental 
mapping corrected for background and peak overlap, on a photon-by-photon basis. 

 
 

Figure 4.4.3 Prototype superconducting tunnel junction detector, which offers eV energy resolution and
high count rate capability. 
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5 Budget for Conceptual Design of NSLS-II and Preliminary 
Budget for the Project 

 
5.1 Project and Operating Costs 

 
Based on the pre-conceptual design outlined in this proposal, the preliminary total estimated cost 

(TEC) is $392.8M and the preliminary total project cost (TPC) is $423.5M, in FY04 dollars. The 
breakdown of these costs is shown in Table 5.1.1. They include all costs associated with R&D, CDR 
preparation, project management, project engineering and design (PED), technical and conventional 
construction, contingencies, and commissioning. The costs also include provision for four insertion 
device beamlines, including front ends and undulators. The preliminary funding profile for this TPC 
extends over eight years (FY2005-FY2012). The performance cost baseline will be established at CD-2b. 
The complete project funding profile, TEC, and TPC will be developed during Title I design and will be 
approved at CD-2b. 

The preliminary annual operating costs are estimated to be $70M, which includes staff, and facility 
and equipment operating and maintenance costs. This is estimated based on experience with operating the 
present NSLS, taking into consideration the significantly larger and more complex NSLS-II complex 
compared to the present NSLS. It is expected that the facility will be responsible for operating, 
maintaining, and upgrading the majority of the beamlines at NSLS-II and those costs are also included in 
the estimated operating costs. 

 
 

 
Project Support 48.2 
 Project Management 10.6 
 Project Engineeing 32.6 
 Construction Management 2.1 
 ESH Management 2.6 
Technical Construction 145.3 
 Injection System 32.7 
 Storage Ring 94.1 
 Machine Service Systems 16.1 
Conventional Construction 120.2 
 Improvements to Land 1.6 
 Buildings 83.6 
 Utilities 33.4 
 Standard Equipment 1.6 
ESH  0.5 
Contingency (25%) 78.6 
TOTAL TEC $392.8 
 
R&D & CDR 3.2 
Commissioning 27.5 
TOTAL TPC $423.5 

 
Table 5.1.1 Breakdown of preliminary total estimated cost and total project cost for NSLS-II in FY04 M$.
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5.2 Schedule 
 
A preliminary schedule for the project’s Critical Decision (Level 1) milestones is shown in Table 

5.1.2. It is planned that R&D and development of the conceptual design report (CDR) take place in 
FY2004-FY2005. Project engineering and design of NSLS-II would occur during FY2006 and FY2007. 
Detailed baseline schedule milestones will be developed during Title I design and approved at CD-2b. 
During the PED phase, the schedule will be tracked and performance will be measured against PED 
schedule milestones. CD-2 and CD-3 are phased to permit long-lead procurements to be initiated in 
FY2008. Actual construction would occur during FY2009 through FY2012. 

During FY2012, activities would shift from construction to commissioning. A commissioning plan 
will be prepared to test and evaluate system performance, both individually and collectively, as compared 
to approved design criteria. Functional performance tests will be established and all designated systems 
will be tested against the performance criteria. NSLS-II will be commissioned in phases starting with the 
NSLS-II injection system. As each stage is completed, it will be commissioned. The top-level 
commissioning goal is to generate x-rays in an NSLS-II undulator and detect them in an x-ray endstation 
enclosure. 

When inspection, acceptance, and commissioning have been completed, technical equipment is 
installed and operational, and CD-4 has been approved, the project will formally transition to the 
operational phase. This is expected to occur in late FY2012. 
 
 
 
Milestones Milestone Description   Scheduled Date  Phase 
CD-0  Mission Need    May, 2004  Conceptual 
CD-1  Preliminary Baseline Range  September, 2005 PED 
CD-2a  Long-Lead Procurement Baseline February, 2006  PED 
CD-2b  Performance Baseline   April, 2007  PED 
CD-3a  Start Long-Lead Procurement  August, 2007  PED/LLP 
CD-3b  Start Construction   July, 2008  Construction 
CD-4  Start Operations    June, 2012  Operation 

 
Table 5.1.2 Preliminary Critical Decision Milestones. 

 
 

5.3 Acquisition Plan 
 
The acquisition of NSLS-II will be conducted through Brookhaven Science Associates as the 

management and operation contractor. BNL management will be responsible for the research and 
development, conceptual and engineering design, construction, and operation of NSLS-II. The project 
will make extensive use of existing expertise at the present NSLS facility. The installation must be 
carefully coordinated with other research activities at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). Therefore, 
it is infeasible to have a separate subcontract with another organization to manage the project. The project 
is similar in scope to the recently completed RHIC facility at BNL, which was conducted successfully by 
BNL management. BNL has the resources to direct and execute the project. 

At BNL, the Light Sources Division, in close cooperation with the Facilities and Operations Division, 
will be responsible for accomplishing the project under the terms of BSA’s contract with DOE. BNL will 
execute all parts of the project. 

Project activities will be accomplished to the extent feasible using fixed-price subcontractors selected 
on the basis of best value, price, and other factors. 
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5.4 Environment, Safety, and Health 
 

5.4.1 Integrated Safety Management System  
 
Environment, safety and health (ES&H) requirements will be systematically integrated into 

management and work practices at all levels so that the NSLS-II project is executed while protecting the 
public, the worker, and the environment. NSLS-II Safety Management System documents and policies 
will make it clear that the responsibility for safety and environmental protection starts with the NSLS-II 
Director and flows through the management chain to Associate Directors, to Department Heads and 
Group Leaders, to line supervisors, and finally to the workers. It is the responsibility of NSLS-II 
management to ensure that staff are trained and are responsible for ES&H in their assigned areas.  

The NSLS-II project work at BNL will be executed in accordance with BNL ES&H policies to ensure 
hazards are identified and mitigated; work is authorized after ES&H analysis is completed; and oversight 
of work is conducted by NSLS-II management and staff. The BNL ES&H Division will provide technical 
support to the project and conduct independent oversight and review of project activities. 

 
5.4.2 National Environmental Policy Act  

 
In compliance with the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA), DOE will issue a 

determination to prepare an Environmental Assessment (EA). The effects of the NSLS-II project on the 
environment will be assessed in the EA. This project will be executed in conformance with existing BNL 
ES&H policies, systems and procedures to assure a minimum impact on the environment. The EA will 
serve as the basis for determining whether the NSLS-II project will require an Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS) or a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) will be issued. The EA is currently 
planned to be completed by the end of 2005. 

 
5.4.3 Fire Hazard Analyses 

 
A fire hazard analyses (FHA) will be developed to determine the fire safety risks associated with the 

NSLS-II project. The conclusions of the FHA should be incorporated into the Safety Assessment 
Document and into the design of the NSLS-II.  

 
5.4.4 Safety Assessment Document 

 
Specific ES&H hazards and the means for their mitigation will be detailed in the NSLS-II safety 

assessment. The NSLS-II Preliminary Safety Assessment Document (PSAD) will address the ES&H 
considerations in the design, fabrication, and installation of NSLS-II. The PSAD will be completed prior 
to starting NSLS-II construction (i.e., before CD-3b). The PSAD will form the basis for the NSLS-II 
Final Safety Assessment Document (FSAD). The FSAD will evaluate the ES&H considerations for 
operation of NSLS-II. The FSAD will be completed prior to operation and will serve as the basis for the 
Accelerator Readiness Review (ARR). The ARR will be accomplished in phases prior to commissioning 
and completed prior to starting operations (i.e., before CD-4). 
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Appendix: List of Workshops 
 
The user community has been actively involved in defining the scientific case for, and requirements 

to be met by, NSLS-II. As one expression of this, members of the user community worked with NSLS 
and other BNL staff to organize and host a series of focused user science workshops to explore scientific 
opportunities that will be enabled by NSLS-II and the requirements that NSLS-II must meet to best serve 
that science. The workshops are listed below and described more fully at http://www.nsls2.bnl.gov/ 
newsroom/workshops/2003/Default.htm. 

 
Scientific Opportunities in Macromolecular Crystallography at NSLS-II 

 
Organizers: Leemor Joshua-Torr - Cold Spring Harbor 

Wayne Hendrickson - Howard Hughes Medical Institute / Columbia University 
 

Date:  July 9-10, 2003 
 

Attendees:  24 Participants from the following institutions: Argonne National Laboratory, 
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Columbia University, 
Harvard Medical School, Harvard University, Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Merck 
Research Labs, National Cancer Institute, National Institutes of Health, Rockefeller 
University, Stanford University, University of Pennsylvania, Yale University 

 
Environmental Sciences at NSLS-II 

 
Organizers: Richard Reeder – Stony Brook University 

Chris Jacobsen - Stony Brook University 
Tony Lanzirotti - University of Chicago 
Jeff Fitts - Brookhaven National Laboratory 

 
Date:  August 21, 2003 

 
Attendees:  12 Participants from the following institutions: BNL, Dartmouth College, Princeton 

University, Stony Brook University, University of Chicago, University of Delaware, 
Westinghouse Savannah River 

 
Strongly Correlated Electrons, NSLS-II and the Future 

 
Organizers: John Hill – Brookhaven National Laboratory 

Christy Nelson - Brookhaven National Laboratory 
Peter Abbamonte - Brookhaven National Laboratory 
C. C. Kao – Brookhaven National Laboratory 
Peter Johnson - Brookhaven National Laboratory 

 
Date:  August 28-29, 2003 

 
Attendees:  43 Participants from the following institutions: Argonne National Laboratory, BNL, 

Carnegie Institute of Washington, Columbia University, Cornell University, Florida State 
University National High Magnetic Field Lab, Lucent Technologies, Princeton 
University, University of British Columbia, University of California – San Diego, 
University of Washington 
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Scientific Opportunities in Soft Matter and Biophysics at NSLS-II 

 
Organizers: Ron Pindak – Brookhaven National Laboratory 

Ben Hsiao - Stony Brook University 
Ben Ocko – Brookhaven National Laboratory 
Ben Chu - Stony Brook University 
Helmut Strey - Stony Brook University 

 
Date:  September 5-6, 2003 

 
Attendees:  31 Participants from the following institutions: University of California – Berkeley, 

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Cornell University, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Princeton University, Stony Brook University, University of Akron, 
University of Colorado – Boulder, University of Illinois – Urbana-Champaign, University 
of Minnesota, University of Pennsylvania, Yale University 

 
Biomedical Imaging at NSLS-II 

 
Organizers: Lisa Miller – Brookhaven National Laboratory 

Zhong Zhong - Brookhaven National Laboratory 
 

Date:  September 22, 2003 
 

Attendees:  25 Participants from the following institutions: Albert Einstein College of Medicine, 
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Harvard Medical School, Rush Medical College, 
Rutgers University, Stony Brook University, Temple University, University of North 
Carolina, University of Chicago 

 
Nanoscience Opportunities at NSLS-II 

 
Organizers: Robert Hwang – Brookhaven National Laboratory 

Jim Misewich - Brookhaven National Laboratory 
Chi-Chang Kao - Brookhaven National Laboratory 
Ron Pindak - Brookhaven National Laboratory 
Doon Gibbs - Brookhaven National Laboratory 

 
Date:  October 3, 2003 

 
Attendees:  25 Participants from the following institutions: Brookhaven National Laboratory, 

Columbia University, Cornell University, General Electric, Lucent Technology, New 
Jersey Nanotechnology Consortium, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Rutgers University 
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